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Deadly germs sprayed in shop-

ping malls^ bomblets spewing

anthrax spores over battle-

fields3 tiny vials of plague scat-

tered in Times Square. These

are the poor man's hydrogen

bombs3 hideous weapons of

mass destruction that can be

made in a simple laboratory.

Now Germs shows us bio-

warriors past and present at

work at their trade. In this

groundbreaking work of inves-

tigative journalism^ the authors

uncover the truth about bio-

logical weapons and show why
bio-warfare and bio-terrorism

are fast becoming our worst

national nightmare. In a fright-

ening and unforgettable nar-

rative of cutting-edge science

and spycraft^ they reveal why
advances in biology could make
germs the weapon of the
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. . . untune that strings

And^ hark^ what discord follows!

William Shakespeare,
Troilus and Cressida
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Preface

In December 1997;, six years after the Persian

Gulf War^ the Pentagon announced that it had
decided to vaccinate its 2.4 milUon soldiers and
reservists against anthrax. It seemed to be a cu-

rious move. Saddam Hussein's biological

weapons program had been exposed more than
two years earlier. So what had changed? Was the

decision driven by a new^ even more frightening

danger from germ weapons? Was the Clinton ad-

ministration looking for an international issue

on which it could appear tough?
We set out to explore for the New York Times

what had motivated the decision. From the begin-

nings we worked as a team: a science writer with a

knowledge of weaponSs a veteran foreign corre-

spondent who had tracked international terrorism^

and an editor who had investigated the intelligence

agencies and the Pentagon. We were skeptical^ well

aware of how federal agencies often inflate such
dangers to justify their existence and budgets.

We quickly learned that the anthrax decision

was part of a much larger government effort to



combat what officials believed was a growing
danger from germ weapons. Over the next three

years^ we followed the story from Washington to

Kazakhstan to Japan to Russia^ eventually de-

ciding to write this book. The issues were as com-
plex and intellectually challenging as any we have
ever examined^ cutting across science^, intelli-

gence^ and foreign affairs. We came to see the de-

bates of the 1990s over what to do about germ
weapons in a much larger context— a half century

of largely secret history.

That history is framed by science. The biological

advances of the latter twentieth century had van-

quished diseases and extended the human life span.

But these discoveries also gave unprecedented power
to those who would use germs to destroy. For more
than twenty-five years^ the United States and the

Soviet Union competed in a race to develop biolog-

ical arms. The threat seemed to vanish in 1972 when
the world's nations signed a treaty banning them.

But germ weapons did not disappear. No sooner was
the treaty signed than the Soviets secretly decided to

expand their program on a vast^ industrial scale. In-

evitably^ as scientific knowledge spread^ other na-

tions^ terrorist groups^ cults^ and even individuals

dreamed of acquiring their own biological bombs.
We learned that a small group of experts had

prodded the Clinton administration to take the

threat of germ weapons more seriously. Their

campaign gained momentum from a series of cata-

strophic events and some startling intelligence re-

ports from Iraq^ Russia^ and elsewhere.

Our story begins with a terrifying incident that

at the time went largely unnoticed.
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The Attack

It was noon on Sunday^ September 9^ 1984. Pa-

rishioners from Saint Mary's were drifting into

Shakey's Pizza in The Dalles^ Oregon. Dave
Lutgens and his wife^ Sandy^ who had bought
the simple eatery with its wooden tables and li-

noleum floors in IQ??^ were sharing a pizza with

Dan Ericksen^ a friend who served on Wasco
County's land-use planning commission. They
were discussing the topic that had come to ob-

sess nearly everyone in this stable community of

ten thousand in the spectacular Columbia River

Gorge^ not far from snow-capped Mount Hood:
the growing tensions between the county and its

controversial newcomers^ a religious cult known
as the Rajneeshees.

In 1981 3 followers of the Bhagwan Shree

(meaning "Sir God" in Sanskrit) Rajneesh had
paid $5.75 million for a remote sixty-four-thousand-

acre ranch in Wasco County^ a two-hour drive

from The Dalles^ the county seat. Their plan was
to build a "Buddhafield^" an agricultural com-
mune in which they could celebrate their "enlight-
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ened master's" credo of beauty^ love^ and guiltless

sex. Detractors said it was the sex^ not the medita-
tion^ that had attracted thousands of followers^

many of them wealthy Westerners^ first to Poona3
India^ the commune's original home^ and then to

Oregon. The group had left Poona under growing
political pressure stemming from reports that its

leaders made money not only from followers but
also from drugs and other illicit activities^ charges

the cult denied. But the guru^ a balding^ bearded
Indian with a religious charlatan's permanent
smile^ preached that it was blessed to be rich. He
owned a collection of diamond-studded watches
and ninety Rolls-Royces.

His devoted followers^ the "sannyasins3" dressed

only in shades of red^ sang while working ten to

twelve hours a day^ every day^ at the ranch. In only

three years^ they had built a small city on this once
barren land^ which now supported dozens ofmod-
ular buildings and mobile homes; a 2.2-acre

meeting hall; a 1 60-room hotel; a two-block-long

shopping mall; a casino and disco; a dam and a

lake; networks of new roads; sophisticated water^

sewage^ and transportation systems; an airstrip on
the valley floor for the sect's five jet planes and he-

licopter; and a seemingly thriving community of

four thousand. When the group sold tickets to its

annual summer festivals^ the numbers swelled to

fourteen thousand. Some locals had tried to stop

what they called the cult's "idolatrous orgies/' but

the state's tradition of tolerance prevailed.

Like most county officials^ Dan Ericksen didn't

like the group. There were plenty of reasons to be

suspicious of them. The Rajneeshees had built
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their community on land zoned primarily for agri-

culture. They had harassed local residents who op-

posed their expansion plans and had threatened

neighbors who had initially welcomed them but

had become alarmed by the group's aggressive-

ness.

In 1982 the sannyasins had moved into the

neighboring town of Antelope^ whose population

had stood at seventy-five before the influx. After

winning electoral control of the town council^ they

had ruled that all of its meetings must begin and
end with a joke^ and they had infuriated residents

by insisting on taking over the local school. They
had renamed the town Rajneesh and turned Ante-

lope's sole business^ a combination store^, restau-

rant^ and gas station^ into a vegetarian health-food

cafe called Zorba the Buddha. Locals had re-

sponded with bumper stickers that proclaimed

BETTER DEAD THAN RED and MONEY CAN'T
BUY ANTELOPE'S HERITAGE.
The Bhagwan's followers also created a separate

city within the ranch's borders3 which they called

Rajneeshpuram^ and controlled zoning there too.

They created their own city police department—
the 60-member "Peace Force^" which they

equipped with many weapons and military gad-

getry. Oregonians who drove down county public

roads on Rajneesh property complained of being

stopped and mistreated by the Bhagwan's police.

Incorporation gave the Rajneeshee police access

to state-run law-enforcement training programs
and Oregon's crime-data networks. But the FBI^
which was investigating civil-rights complaints

against the group from several county residents^
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denied the sect access to the sensitive information

available on its National Crime Information
Center database.

Now the commune was trying to expand fur-

ther^ again in violation of zoning and legal restric-

tions^ by inviting onto the ranch some three

thousand homeless people from New York and
other cities throughout the country under its

Share-a-Home program. Exploiting Oregon's lib-

eral voter-registration lawS;, the Rajneeshees

wanted to win electoral control of the county com-
mission and other posts by registering the home-
less to vote in the November 1984 elections. Once
the Rajneeshees controlled Wasco County^
Ericksen and other locals feared^ nothing would
stop them.

The Rajneeshees had deluged Ericksen's plan-

ning commission and the county commission with

requestS3 petitions^ and lawsuits. When the county

commission challenged their demands^ they re-

sponded with harsh attacks and dire^ unspecified

threats.

Though he traced his own family's roots back to

Oregon's fur-trapping founders^ Lutgens felt that

the area needed new blood. The Rajneeshees

worked hard and attracted educated^ talented fol-

lowers — lawyers:, doctors^, engineers. And they

spent money. They had invested more than $35
million in the ranch since their arrival. This was a

blessing in The Dalles^ whose main industry^ an

aluminum smelter^ had shut down two years ear-

lier. Lutgens also knew that a lot of beer had been
delivered out to the ranch. Local farmers^ who
grew sweet cherries and produce^ and other busi-
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nessmen had also sold the commune equipment
and supplies.

They may have been weirdy he thought^ but the

Rajneeshees seemed determined to make their

patch of desert bloom. Set in a steep-sided valley

forged by two streams and surrounded by rocky

cliffs and high rolling hills^ the property was
parched by blistering heat in summer and some-
times flooded by winter downpours that turned its

volcanic soil instantly into gooey clay— which was
why locals called the ranch the Muddy. Yet the sect

had filled the overgrazed land with vegetable gar-

dens and fruit orchards.

Sannyasins occasionally ate at Dave Lutgens's

restaurant. They were vegetarians and liked his

salad bar^ which was always well stocked with fresh

vegetables^ mixed salads^ several varieties of let-

tuce^, garnishes^ and dressings. Lutgens liked it too^

and went to the bar to get a large helping of maca-
roni for himself and his wife and some salad for

Dan.

The stomach cramps began later that day. They
were mild at first. Lutgens felt them along with

nausea as he sat at his cash register3 counting the

afternoon's take. By early evening;, the symptoms
were too severe to ignore. Dizzy and disoriented^

he could barely make it across his bedroom to the

toilet. Chills^ fever^ and intense diarrhea and vom-
iting left him weak and dehydrated.

Two days later^ his wife started getting ill^ and
Dan Ericksen was even sicker than they were. He
had been taken to Mid-Columbia Medical Center^

the town's only hospital. By week's end^ thirteen of
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Lutgens's twenty-eight employees were sick. And
dozens of his customers had also called to com-
plain that they had gotten violently ill after eating

at his restaurant. Some were threatening to sue

him.

On September 17^, the Wasco-Sherman Public

Health Department received a call from someone
who complained of gastroenteritis after eating at

another restaurant in The Dalles. In the next few
days^ the department received at least twenty more
complaints^ involving two more restaurants. Less

than forty-eight hours after the outbreak began^ a

pathologist at Mid-Columbia Medical Center had
determined from a patient's stool that the bacteria

making people sick was salmonella3 one of nature's

hardiest germs^ though infection usually is not

fatal. On September 21^ within four days of the

first report:, scientists at the Oregon State Public

Health Laboratory in Portland analyzed the stool

samples further and identified the bacteria as Sal-

monella typhimurium^ a common agent in food poi-

soning. In this case^ they found they were looking

at a very unusual strain that was treatable with

most antibiotics. Since there were roughly

twenty-five hundred known strains of salmonella^

this was speedy scientific sleuthing. But by late

September^, reports ofnew cases were diminishing.

Carla Chamberlain^, a no-nonsense nurse who
headed the county public health office^ knew that

between 1980 and 1983^ the department had re-

ported only sixteen isolates of salmonella^ eight of

which were Salmonella typhimurium. None resem-

bled this strain. When the wave began to crests
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Chamberlain thought the outbreak was over.

In fact^ the citizens ofThe Dalles were under bi-

ological siege. Once the rod-shaped bacteria en-

tered a victim's body^ the invaders multiplied

wildly over hours and days^ damaging tissues and
overwhelming rival bacteria. Their main weapons
were toxins and sticky hairs on their cell walls that

let them seize hold of the mucous membranes of

the colon and small intestine and then force their

way inside. The toxins caused the intestines to

exude waves of watery fluid. Typically^ abdominal
pain began anywhere from twelve to forty-eight

hours after infection^ followed by diarrhea^ chills^

fever^ and sometimes vomiting. Lasting up to four

days^ salmonellosis could be severe in the youngs
the elderly^ and patients with weakened resistance.

The diarrhea could be life-threatening if dehydra-

tion was not treated aggressively with fluids.

On September 2 1^ the day after the Oregon state

lab identified the salmonella strain that had caused

the initial outbreak^ Chamberlain's office began
receiving a second wave of reports involving

people who had fallen ill at ten different restau-

rants in The Dalles. Because of its location on In-

terstate 84^ a major east-west highway^ the town
had a disproportionately large number of restau-

rants — some thirty-five in all.

Arthur Van Eaton^ the pathologist at

Mid-Columbia^ and his small staff* were over-

whelmed with patients and work. Their new labo-

ratory^ only a year old^ was stacked high with

specimens destined for the state's lab in Portland^

ninety miles away. Normally^ the lab used up one
shipment of media^ the broth in which specimens
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are cultured to see what kind of bacteria will grow^
every two or three weeks. But during the out-

break's second wave^ the lab went through three

shipments a week. The twenty petri dishes of tests

in a normal week mushroomed to two hundred
every other day. At the peak of reports^ the lab ran

out of media altogether.

For the first time ever^ all of Mid-Columbia's
125 beds were filled; some patients had to be kept

in corridors. Many were angry and hostile^ and
very frightened; doctors had difficulty treating

them. Violent patients and their families de-

manded their test results; some even threw stool

and urine samples at the hospital's doctors and
technicians.

By the end of the outbreak^ almost a thousand
people had reported symptoms to their doctors or

the hospital; 751 were confirmed to have salmo-

nella^ making it the largest outbreak in Oregon's

history. No one had died^ miraculously. But a preg-

nant woman had given birth prematurely^ and her

baby was suffering from the poison's effects.

Meanwhile^ Chamberlain and her small staff

were struggling. A colleague was inspecting restau-

rants and talking to their owners and employees^

while Chamberlain interviewed patients to iden-

tify their common denominators.

On September 25^, in the midst of the second

wave^ the state sought help from the U.S. Centers

for Disease Control and Prevention^ based in At-

lanta^, and its Epidemic Intelligence Service^ sev-

enty mostly young doctors who learned

epidemiology firsthand by investigating suspicious

disease outbreaks throughout the country.
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Founded during the early days of the Cold War^
the EIS's original mission was to help detect a

germ attack against the United States.

By the time Thomas Torok^ a new EIS officer

who had done his medical internship in Eugene^
reached Oregon^ sixty cases of Salmonella

typhimurium had already been confirmed. Cham-
berlain's office had found a connection among the

patients: most of those who had gotten sick had re-

cently eaten at a salad bar. That very day^ the local

health sanitarian recommended that restaurants

voluntarily discontinue salad-bar service. All did

so.

Assisted by Chamberlain's office^ more than

twenty local public-health workers^ including local

sanitarians^ state health officials^ Torok^ and three

other EIS officers^ began an exhaustive epidemio-

logical investigation of the outbreak. There was no
mainframe computer in the county health office.

Until an EIS doctor rigged up a primitive portable

computer^ interview material and collected data

were all recorded and collated by hand.

The investigators interviewed hundreds of pa-

tientS3 as well as their families and friends. They
tracked down out-of-state visitors who had paid

for meals with credit cards to see how they felt and
ask what they had eaten. They talked to all of the

325 food handlers who worked at the ten restau-

rants; about 100 of them had been infected^ many
of them falling ill before their patrons. They mea-
sured salad-bar temperatures and inspected

food-handling practices. They visited an uncerti-

fied dairy in neighboring Washington State and
tested the cows^ cow feces^ raw milk^, and even the
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farm's pond water for salmonella. They didn't find

it.

They checked the two local water systems that

supplied The Dalles for contamination^ as well as

water at the restaurants. They visited a farm that

had sold cucumbers and tomatoes to one restau-

rant and discovered that a nearby trailer court had
suffered from septic-tank malflinctions in early

September. Tests^ showed however^ that the adja-

cent vegetable patch had not been contaminated.

Another farm had provided cantaloupes to a res-

taurant whose patrons had gotten sick. But inspec-

tors found that all the melons had been harvested

and sold. There were none left to test.

Several suspect food items that had been served

at affected restaurants were sampled and tested.

Again^ the tests were negative. Interviews with 120
people who had ordered home delivery showed
that none of them had fallen ill. Nor had people

who had eaten food served at banquets. It was the

people who had eaten from salad bars — or who
had ordered side dishes ofmixed salads like maca-
roni or potato salad— who had become sick.

There was no common source for the food. The
lettuce had come from different suppliers; so had
the other vegetables. The salad dressings were

from different wholesalers. Each item was traced

back to its source. The investigators even checked

for contamination in the kale that one restaurant

had used as decoration on the bar. They found

nothing. They did find salmonella in the milk in

the coffee creamers in one ofthe restaurants and in

the blue-cheese dressing of another^ though not in

the dry mix that had been used to prepare the
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dressing. This suggested that the dressing had
been contaminated during or after its preparation.

But how^ why^ and by whom?

One man in The Dalles was sure that the out-

break was not natural. Judge William Hulse^ the

head of the three-member county commission that

ruled on contested land-use issues^ among other

things^ feared that the Rajneeshees had poisoned

his fellow citizens with salmonella^ because he and
another commissioner had come down with it a

day after they had visited the commune the pre-

vious year.

Hospital records showed that Hulse had nearly

died^ though doctors did not know from what.

They had not tested him for salmonella. The trip

to the ranch had been unpleasant— but he had ex-

pected that. The commissioners were doing a

mandatory inspection of the ranch before its an-

nual summer festival. Ma Anand Sheela^ the

Bhagwan's personal secretary and the commune's
de facto leader^ had instructed him and another

commissioner to get into the back of the van that

had taken them around the ashram.

When the men had returned to their car^ one of

the tires was flat. While the Rajneeshees changed
it^ they offered the commissioners paper cups of

water. Eight hours later^ they became violently ill

with symptoms that were virtually identical to

Dave Lutgens's. Hulse and the other commis-
sioner suspected that the Rajneeshees must have

put something in their water^ but they had no
proof. So neither filed a complaint^ requested an
investigation^ nor took further action until a year
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later^ when their neighbors and friends started get-

ting sick.

Hulse shared his suspicions with his colleague

Carla Chamberlain. She had visited the ranch to

discuss the county's health-reporting require-

ments and knew that the Rajneesh medical lab was
better equipped than the county's. Many people in

town were suspicious because they^ too^ had expe-

rienced run-ins with the cultists. But Hulse and
Chamberlain agreed that they would have diffi-

culty convincing Tom Torok^ his team of federal

disease investigators^ or even state health officials

from Portland or Salem who had not dealt directly

with the cult that the outbreak was deliberate.

Among the most skeptical was Torok's mentor^

Laurence R. Foster^ the most senior state epidemi-

ologist and a widely respected figure in the med-
ical community. Foster^ a civil libertarian who
came from the region^ ardently believed that the

Rajneeshees were being unfairly harassed because

of their strange religious beliefs.

Relations between the cult and the county had
deteriorated dramatically by the fall of 1984.

Rajneeshee officials were now openly insulting

their critics^ calling them idiots^ bigots^ rednecks^

and liars. Sheela and other commune leaders had
been shown on television carrying weapons and
threatening revenge against the "United States of

Aggression" if sannyasins were hurt or their com-
mune's plans thwarted.

County officials had received threats in the mail

and had been threatened at public meetings.

Sannyasins had watched their homes and offices^,

jotting down names and license-plate numbers of
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visitors. And the cult^ which had retained many of

the state's most prominent lawyers^ had deluged

them with lawsuits. Karen LeBreton^ the deputy
county clerk^ estimated that more than 60 percent

of her work involved responding to the cult's suits

and petitions. The local people's terror was laced

with the frustration of knowing that many out-

siders believed that they were intolerant hicks.

The perception that the Rajhneeshees were not

to blame for the outbreak was reinforced by state

public-health officials and the CDC in the fall of

1984 and early 1985^ when the medical investiga-

tors circulated initial reports on the outbreak to

other health experts. In a preliminary report

written in November 1984^ Foster^ the deputy
state epidemiologist:, concluded there was "no evi-

dence" to support the hypothesis that the outbreak

was the result of deliberate contamination. The
"weight of the evidence^" he wrote;, supported the

idea that food handlers at the various restaurants

were responsible. While acknowledging that he
could find no common source of infection of the

food handlers or the customers^ Foster concluded
that the contamination "could have occurred

where food handlers failed to wash their hands ad-

equately after bowel movements and then touched
raw foods."

Foster's findings were echoed two months later

by Tom Torok. In a preliminary report issued in

January 19853 Torok's team of federal scientists

said that it^ too^ was unable to find the source of

the outbreak and that food handlers were probably

to blame. Because workers preparing food at the

affected restaurants had fallen ill before most pa-
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trons had^ the report reasoned^ and because some
minor violations of sanitary practices at a few res-

taurants had been detected^ food handlers "may
have contaminated'' the salad barS;, the scientists

concluded. Torok's federal team asserted that

there was "no epidemiologic evidence" to suggest

that the contamination had been deliberate. The
report infuriated locals^ who were convinced that

the cult was responsible for the outbreak^ as well as

law-enforcement officials3 who now lacked the

"probable cause" needed to open a criminal inves-

tigation of the group.

More than a year would pass after the outbreak

before Oregonians learned that Rajneeshees had
poisoned the town.

On September I63 19853 ^ y^^^ after the out-

breaks^ the Bhagwan^ who had recently emerged
from a self-imposed^ four-year vow of public si-

lence^ held a press conference at the ranch. He ac-

cused Sheela and her allies^ who had resigned their

posts and flown to Europe two days earlier3 of

having betrayed his faith. Creating a "fascist re-

gime" at the ranch3 he announced3 Sheela and her

"fascist gang" had not only tried to kill fellow

sannyasins who challenged her authority but had
stolen money3 mismanaged the commune's affairS3

and left it $55 million in debt. He said that Sheela

had also poisoned his doctor and dentist and the

district attorney of neighboring Jefferson County3

and had tried to contaminate a water system in

The Dalles; furthermore3 she had conducted ex-

periments on white mice at a secret lab to test poi-

sons that could kill people slowly without
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detection. He called for a government investiga-

tion.

After the guru's charges^ federal and state police

formed a joint task force under Dave Frohnmayer^
Oregon's attorney general^ that included FBI
agents^ local and state police^ the sheriff's office^

the Immigration and Naturalization Service^ and
the National Guard.
Law-enforcement officials and police set up

headquarters at the ranch^ but at the Bhagwan's
invitation and^ hence^ his sufferance. As a result^

they had to negotiate access to each and every cub-

byhole in every room of any building they sought

to enter. In the ensuing weeks^ the Bhagwan's
blessing was granted and revoked so many times

that investigators concluded that they would need
greater authority to gather enough evidence to

build cases that would stand up in court. The po-

lice had cause for concern: the sannyasins were
bugging their makeshift offices at the ranch and se-

cretly monitoring their phone conversations with

colleagues in Washington^ D.C.^ and Salem^ the

state capital. The cultists were also destroying evi-

dence^ including medical evidence^ of their crimes.

On October 2^ some fifty investigators armed
with search warrants entered the ranch with one
hundred subpoenas for sannyasins and the au-

thority to search seven locations^ among them the

Pythagoras Medical Clinic^ the Rajneesh Medical
Corporation^ and a secret room underneath
Sheela's house that had a tunnel that opened near

a road. In the clinic's lab^ Michael Skeels^ the di-

rector of the state public-health lab^ found glass
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vials containing salmonella "bactrol disks" that

Ma Anand Puja^ a nurse^ had ordered from VWR
Scientific^ a medical supply company in Seattle.

Such disks held germs normally used in diagnostic

testing. Carefully removing them as a

germ-warfare expert from Washington looked on^

Skeels shipped the disks and other substances

found in the lab to the CDC in Atlanta. Analysis

revealed that the salmonella in the disks was iden-

tical to that which had sickened people in The
Dalles the previous year. Skeels had found the bio-

logical equivalent of a smoking gun. The salmo-

nella mystery was apparently over.

The failure to recognize the illnesses in The
Dalles as germ terrorism was not surprising.

Robert V. Tauxe^ a CDC scientist who had investi-

gated the epidemic^ said the germ detectives had
been swayed by Dr. Foster's concerns about big-

otry and had begun the inquiry determined not to

leap to conclusions. The sicknesses^ he said^ could

easily have been caused by a natural eruption of

salmonella^ an amazingly complex bacteria that

had caused far larger^ more virulent outbreaks. A
1986 case at a Chicago milk processing plant in-

volved seventeen thousand confirmed cases. Sci-

entists had come to respect the microorganism's

ability to "get into things." Salmonella continued

to teach researchers lessons. "It's rare that we have

had to invoke evil intentions when bad luck and
stupidity are usually to blame/' Tauxe said. More-
over^ the investigators' initial prescription for

stemming the illnesses— closing the salad bars—
had been rights albeit for the wrong reasons.

Experienced scientists and physicians are
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trained to analyze disease by thinking through the

most probable causes of a mysterious illness. "If it

looks like a horse^ don't think about zebras^" they

are taught. For American scientists in 19843

bioterrorism was^ in effect^ a zebra. Why would
anyone want to harm innocent people in a remote
small town in Oregon?

"Call us naiVe/' Lutgens said years later^ "but we
never imagined people could have done such a

thing. You don't expect bioterrorism in paradise."

As the criminal investigation unfolded^ FBI
agent Lynn Enyart^ who supervised such investiga-

tions in Oregon^ and Robert Hamilton3 the state

attorney who coordinated the task force3 were
stunned by the scope of the cultists' crimes.

Investigators uncovered what remains the

largest^ most sophisticated illegal electronic eaves-

dropping system in American history. Beginning
in 19833 a y^ar before the salmonella poisoningS3 a

Rajneeshee security team had bugged entire floors

of their hotel3 many of their disciples' homes3 the

ranch's public pay phones3 the Zorba the Buddha
cafe3 and even the Bhagwan's bedroom.
They also discovered a series of other plots in

1984 and 1985 to kill or sicken people on an
eleven-person enemies list3 among them Charles

Turner3 the U.S. attorney; several county officials;

a former disciple who had won a lawsuit against

the cult; and a journalist from the Oregonian news-
paper.

Two key officials at the ranch began cooperating

with the police in exchange for pledges of reduced
prison time3 telling investigators how Sheela and
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her allies had targeted and poisoned rivals and dis-

sidents within the cult.

The investigation eventually established that the

cult had experimented in 1984 and 1985 with poi-

sons^ chemicals^ and bacteria. The commune's
germ-warfare chief was a thirty-eight-year-old

American nurse of Philippine origin who had been
a close ally of Sheela's since their days in Poona^,

India. Ma Anand Puja^ whose real name was
Diane Ivonne Onang3 supervised medical care at

the commune. One of the "Big Moms/' as the

commune's three women leaders were known^
Puja wielded enormous power.

A stocky woman with narrow eyes^ a fixed sneer^

and jet-black hair^ Puja was known to some
sannyasins as "Nurse Mengele." She was obsessed

with poisons^ germs^ and disease.

David Berry Knapp^ known as Krishna Deva^ or

K.D.3 the mayor of Rajneeshpuram^ later testified

for the prosecution after being taken into a federal

witness-protection program. He said that Puja had
given Haldol;, a powerful tranquilizer^ to many of

the violent^ mentally disturbed homeless people

whom the cult had brought to the ranch to help

win the county elections. Acting under orders

from Puja and Sheela^ sannyasins had injected hy-

podermic syringes filled with the prescription drug

into beer kegs and had poured the drug into tea

consumed by the homeless..They had also stirred

it into their mashed potatoes.

Another key witness told prosecutors that when
state medical authorities asked Puja to account for

the large Haldol purchases^ she ordered her assis-
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tants to fabricate records to disguise its actual use.

Several had left the commune rather than break

the law.

Puja was responsible for buying the prescription

and over-the-counter drugs that the Rajneesh

Medical Corporation kept in the Pythagoras phar-

macy^ as well as its medical supplies. Because she

headed a medical corporation^ she was entitled to

buy such products from commercial medical

supply companies like VWR Scientific and even

obtain dangerous pathogens from the American
Type Culture Collection^ the giant private germ
bank located first in Maryland and later in Virginia

from which doctors^ clinics^ and hospitals order

germs for research and standard diagnostic tests.

An invoice from the ATCC shows that the cult

ordered and received a variety of such pathogens^

among them Salmonella typhis which causes ty-

phoid fever3 an often fatal disease that prompts at

least two weeks of high fever. Had this bacterium

been used in the salad bars instead of Salmonella

typhimuriumy said Skeels^ people would almost cer-

tainly have died in the outbreak.

The invoice also listed Salmonella paratyphi^

which causes a similar illness^ though not as severe^

and^ most startling of all^ Francisella tularensis^

which causes tularemia^ a debilitating and some-
times fatal disease. U.S. Army scientists in the

1 950s had turned E tularensis into a weapon^ and it

still remains on the nation's list of germs a foe

might use in a biological-warfare attack.

Finally^ Puja had obtained orders oi Enterobacter

cloacae^ Neisseria gonorrhoeae^ and Shigella

dysenteriae. Fewer than one hundred organisms of
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shigella are needed to cause very severe dysentery
— profuse diarrhea^ bloody mucoid stools^ and
cramping— and death in as many as 10 to 20 per-

cent of cases^ even in previously healthy persons.

The ATCC invoice was dated September 25^

1984^ indicating that the agents had been deliv-

ered between the two waves of the salmonella out-

break.

No pathogens ordered from the germ bank were
ever found at the ranch^ and the order's implica-

tions got little attention. The investigation had
begun more than a year after the poisonings^ giving

the cult time to destroy evidence before the au-

thorities obtained search warrants. When the in-

voices were seized in the search3 they were not

shown to public health officials who would have

understood their significance. But those officials^

who learned of the orders only years later^ consid-

ered both the agents and the timing of their arrival

at the ranch ominous. Skeels said that Francisella

tularensisy Salmonella typhis Salmonella paratyphi^

and Shigella dysenteriae were all unnecessary in a

clinical lab the size of Puja's. And all these bac-

teria^ he said^ could have been used for

bioterrorism.

Puja was also particularly fascinated by the

AIDS viruS:, about which relatively little was
known at the time. The Bhagwan had predicted

that the virus would destroy two-thirds of the

world's population. For Puja^ it was a means of

control and intimidation. She repeatedly tried to

culture it for use as a germ weapon against the

cult's ever-growing enemies. Her apparent failure

was not for lack of effort. After she was told by a
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technician at the ranch3 for instance^ that her lab

lacked the necessary equipment to stabilize and
dry the virus^ the corporation promptly bought a

"quick-freeze dryer" in September 1984.

Experts doubted that Puja had the skills^ exper-

tise^ or supplies needed to culture the AIDS virus

or the other dangerous pathogens she had ordered.

But several sannyasins told police that in at least

one instance she had injected blood drawn from a

homeless man who had tested positive for the

AIDS antibody into the veins of a cult rival. The
fate of the man is unknown.

State and federal investigators eventually con-

cluded that the plot to poison people in The Dalles

with a biological agents which involved about a

dozen people^ had grown out of the cult's legal war
with the county and its determination to win con-

trol of the county government in the November
elections.

Sometime during the spring of 1984^ according

to sworn affidavits and court testimony in 1985
and 1986^ the commune's inner circle began
brainstorming about how the commune's four

thousand or so members could defeat the roughly

twenty thousand residents of Wasco County. At
one meetings Sheela fastened on the idea of

making non-Rajneeshees too sick to vote. To-
gether^ she and Puja began reading books like How
to Kill: Volumes 1-4^ and The Handbook of Poisons^

trying to locate various bacteria that would sicken

people without killing them. They also asked a

urologist at Puja's clinic about poisons and bac-

teria that would be difficult to trace. The urologist^
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apparently unalarmed since he was told that the

women were trying to defend the commune
against germ attacks by the Rajneeshees' nu-

merous enemies^ mentioned salmonella as a possi-

bility.

Rajneeshpuram's mayor^ K.D^ told another cult

member that Puja did some experiments with a

hepatitis virus and had initially considered using it

to sicken local residents. Puja also proposed using

Salmonella typhis the bacteria that causes typhoid

fever^ which she wound up purchasing for the lab.

But a Rajneesh Medical Corporation lab techni-

cian warned her that orders of typhoid cultures

would be easy to trace if an outbreak occurred. As
far as K.D. knew^ the plan was never implemented.
K.D. also testified that Puja had considered sick-

ening people by putting dead rodents — rats and
mice — into the water system. Puja believed that

dead beavers would be especially effective because

they harbored a natural pathogen — Giardia

lamblia^ which causes diarrhea. When other plot-

ters complained that the county's water reservoirs

were covered by screens^ K.D. recalled^ someone
"jokingly" suggested that the beavers be put in a

blender and liquified.

Sheela and Puja finally settled on Salmonella

typhimurium as their germ weapon of choice^

known by the American Type Culture Collection's

designation 14028. Before they began plotting in

the spring of 1984^ the cult ordered the bactrol

disks fromVWR Scientific^ the Seattle-based com-
pany. Puja then used the bacteria in the disks to

culture and produce large amounts of the bacteria

in a part of her lab known as the "Chinese
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Laundry." Ava Kay Avalos^ known as Ma Ava^ an-

other star prosecution witness who'was granted

partial immunity^ said that the lab was later

moved^ at another technician's insistence^ to a

complex closer to where people with AIDS and
other infectious diseases were kept— a more iso-

lated part of the ranch.

Two rooms in the A-frame housed the produc-

tion unit^ with its gloves3 masks^ white robes^ pills^

syringes^ containers^ a large freeze-dryer^ and what
Ava described as a small^ green "apartment-type

refrigerator" in which Puja kept the petri dishes

filled with colonies of salmonella.

K.D. and Ava confessed in sworn statements to

having been among the cult's first germ warriors.

Puja and Sheela needed to test their product in the

summer and fall of 1984 to ensure that the bac-

teria would incapacitate voters later that year.

Of the two commandos^ Ava proved the more
gifted. The previous year^, Puja and Sheela gave her

a vial of light brown "murky water" that had a pu-
trid smell and sent her to the Zorba the Buddha
cafe in Antelope to poison Judge Hulse^ who was
eating there before his scheduled visit to the ranch.

Though she initially feared that Hulse might be
alarmed by the tint or foul smell of the water she

served him^ Hulse suspected nothings and thanked
her for the glass. He was given a second salmonella

cocktail after his tire was flattened during his visit

to the ranch.

Though prosecutors were able to document poi-

sonings in the fall of 1984 at only four of the ten

contaminated restaurants and at a supermarket on
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the west side ofThe DalleS;, they believed that the

sannyasins had carried out similar attacks in

Salem^ Portland^ and other Oregon cities. The
plotters had boasted of having attacked a nursing

home^ and even the salad bar at Mid-Columbia
Medical Center^ which two Rajneeshees were said

to have infiltrated. Such attempts were never

proven in court.

In the fall of 1985:, K.D. and Ava gave grand ju-

ries vivid accounts of the group's outings the year

before. The group had entered an Albertson's gro-

cery store and sprinkled what they called their

"salsa" on the lettuce in the produce department.

Puja had wanted to inject the germs into milk car-

tons^ but K.D. said he had dissuaded her because

shoppers would see that the cartons had been tam-
pered with.

At about the same time^ according to K.D. and
Ava^ other sannyasins^ many ofwhom had donned
wigs and dressed in neutral-toned street clothes

for their raids^ had put salmonella in restaurant

coffee creamers and in blue-cheese dressing; on
several occasions they had scattered it over fruits

and vegetables at several salad bars^ foods that are

not usually convivial hosts for the otherwise hardy
germs.

To reassure those who doubted that their guru
would bless the poisonings^ Sheela had played for

the disciples at a meeting that fall segments of a

taped conversation with the Bhagwan. They heard
Sheela ask their "enlightened master'' what should
be done with people who opposed his vision. K.D.^

who attended the meetings testified that he heard
the Bhagwan respond that Hitler^ too^ had been
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misunderstood when he wanted to create a new
man. Hitler^ the Bhagwan had said^ "was a genius"

whose only mistake was "to attack the Russians

and open two fronts."

"If it was necessary to do things to preserve [the

Bhagwan's] vision^ then do it/' K.D. reported the

guru as saying on the muffled tape. Sheela had in-

terpreted this to mean that killing people in the

name of the guru was fine. If a few people had to

die so that the Bhagwan's message could prevail^,

the disciples were "not to worry/' Sheela told

doubters at the meeting. If the commune had to

choose between saving one thousand unenlight-

ened people or one enlightened master^, she added^

"you should always choose the enlightened

master." If necessary^ Ava remembered hearing

Sheela say^ "one thousand people would have to be
killed."

As it turned out3 Sheela and Puja decided that

mass murder was not needed to swing the election.

Having successfully sickened at least 751 people in

the fall of 1984 — a test for the planned election

forays — the cultists expanded their campaign in

October by deciding to import homeless people

and registering them to vote.

But Wasco County officials outsmarted them.
Shortly before the registration period closed^

county officials^ citing the appearance of a suspi-

ciously large number of registration cards^ insisted

that all prospective new voters be questioned by a

special panel at the armory. Realizing that the

homeless would never be able to pass such scru-

tiny^ the cult abandoned both the poisonings and
the registration schemes. Most of the cult mem-
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bers never even registered.

Wasco County residents^ by contrast^ sensing

that their town was in jeopardy^ registered and
voted in record numbers. The turnout for the No-
vember 1984 election was proportionately the

largest in Oregon's history. The
Rajneeshee-backed candidates were defeated.

On Sunday, October 27, 1985, Dave
Frohnmayer received a call at home from Charles

Turner, the U.S. attorney in Portland whom
Sheela and her gang had targeted and nearly killed

that year. "The Bhagwan's gone!" he shouted.

"He's fled."

Knowing that the guru was about to be indicted

for conspiring to evade immigration laws, the

Bhagwan's lawyers had been discussing with fed-

eral officials the terms for their client's surrender.

Meanwhile, the head of the local FBI office had
drafted a contingency plan to "snatch" the

Bhagwan from the ranch should those talks fail,

which seemed likely.

Frohnmayer and others felt that bloodshed
would have been inevitable had the FBI proceeded
with its plan. In addition to Rajneeshpuram's
sixty-member, heavily armed "Peace Force," the

guru was protected by an Uzi and Kalashnikov
machine-gun-wielding personal security force

whose members were prepared to die protecting

him.

The guru, apparently unaware that the police

were tracking his plane, was arrested as soon as his

jet landed in Charlotte, North Carolina. With him
were a small group of disciples and twenty-one
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suitcases containing a revolver3 $583522 in several

currencies^ thirty-five jeweled wristwatches^ and
seventeen pairs of designer eyeglasses; his disciples

had also managed to load his throne onto the

plane.

On the day of the Bhagwan's arrest^ the West
German police detained Sheela^ Puja^ and another

cult leader in a posh resort hotel. Extradition pro-

ceedings began. In the following months^ a flurry

of indictments were issued by state and federal

grand juries. Since there was no antiterrorism

law at the time^ federal investigators charged the

cultists with violating immigration laws and a

consumer-product tampering statute that Con-
gress had passed in 1982 after the poisoning of

Tylenol capsules.

In the summer of I9863 Sheela and Puja^ who
had been extradited from Germany^ pleaded no
contest to charges of attempted murder^ illegal

wiretapping^ the poisoning of Judge Hulse^

causing the salmonella outbreak in The Dalles^

and other crimes. Both women received maximum
twenty-year sentences. Sheela was fined nearly

S4OO3OOO and ordered to pay Wasco County
$69:,353.31 in restitution. But thanks to shrewd
bargainings both women wound up serving less

than four years in a federal prison in Pleasanton^

California^ a jail for nonviolent white-collar of-

fenders. While Oregon had intended to seek addi-

tional remedies against them when their federal

sentences were finished^ Sheela and Puja were re-

leased early for good behavior and fled to Europe
before the Justice Department notified the state.

The Bhagwan received a ten-year suspended
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prison sentence^ paid $4003000 in fines^ and left

the United States^ forever.

Most of the contaminated restaurants never re-

covered from the poisonings. Dave Lutgens^

having lost nearly all of his business^ changed the

name of his restaurant. Dave's Hometown Pizza

was the only restaurant to survive long after the at-

tacks at its original location and under its original

ownership.

The Rajneeshees' attack did not attract much at-

tention. It occurred before the days of competing
twenty-four-hour cable news shows. There was no
"Outbreak in Oregon" to rivet viewers^ no nonstop
footage of victims staggering into hospitals. The
prosecutions of cult members unfolded in the Pa-

cific Northwest^ far from the nation's media cen-

ters. Dave Frohnmayer^ Oregon attorney general^

had been unable to interest high-level friends at

the Justice Department and White House in the

case. When public health officials figured out how
easily the Rajneeshees had spread the disease^ they

decided not to publish a study of the incident. No
one wanted to encourage copycats.

But the attack was nonetheless significant. It was
the first large-scale use of germs by terrorists on
American soil^ the union of a modern phenom-
enon and an age-old means of destruction. The
unusual case exposed numerous shortcomings.

One was the ease with which pathogens could be
ordered from a germ bank. The Rajneeshee lab^

because of its small size^ never had to register with

the state. Its status as a medical corporation was
enough to let it buy germs legally. And the cult's
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poisonings^ officials said^ prompted no changes in

state or federal rules or^ as far as could be deter-

mined^ in germ-bank procedures.

The case revealed another problem. The part-

nership between law-enforcement officials and
their scientific colleagues was rocky^ a clash of cul-

tures. Information was not shared; opportunities

were missed. It proved difficult to establish that a

crime had been committed. Even to trained eyes^ a

natural outbreak and a germ assault look much the

same: large numbers of people become violently

ill. The inquiry underscored the importance of in-

telligence from insiders. Investigators cracked the

case only after members of the cult came forward

and confessed their crimes.

Quietly^ the small cadre of experts and federal

officials who understood the power of germ
weapons began to wonder if the attack in Oregon
was an anomaly or a harbinger.
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Warrior

Decades before the Rajneeshees started their ex-

perimentation^ the United States and the Soviet

Union were already veterans at turning germs
into weapons^ having produced arsenals to

cripple and kill millions of people. There had
been challenges. On the American side^ a main
problem solver was Bill Patrick. For two de-

cades^ he had done biological research at Fort

Detrick^ Maryland^ the U.S. Army's sprawling

base for the design of germ weapons. He had
been awarded five patents and risen to become
chief of what was known as the Product Devel-

opment Division. In 19693 when President

Nixon suddenly ended the program^ he had
stayed on at Detrick doing defensive work.

So when the Federal Bureau of Investigation

needed a top expert to study the attack of the

Rajneeshees and examine the cult's compound^ it

turned to Patrick. Flown out from Detrick to Or-
egon in late 1985^ he sensed that the cult was to

blame for the outbreak. For one things he found a

germ incubator— an unusual piece of equipment
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for a health clinic. Patrick knew salmonella well.

Scientists at Detrick had investigated the bug as a

weapon^ with at least one worker falling ill.

As the evidence grew^ Patrick could see that the

people in The Dalles had been victims of crude

bioterrorism. The Rajneesh crowd had chosen one
of the mildest pathogens and had ignored the air-

borne delivery of biological agents — the tradi-

tional and most effective way of mobilizing

microbes for war. Growing germs was easy; the

process was like brewing beer. It was the subtleties

of biological engineering— drying germs^ encap-

sulating them in special coatings^ making them
hardy and stable enough for wide dissemination by
aerosol sprayers^ learning how to extend their shelf

life— that turned pathogens into deadly weapons.
Beginning in the 1 950s3 Patrick and his men had

devised little biological time bombs that would
float invisibly in the air for hours^ like dust^ or sail

far on the wind. The small size of the particles

meant that once they encountered a person^ they

could penetrate deep into the lungs. The natural

defenses of the human respiratory tracts ranging

from hairs in the nose to cilia along the windpipe^

easily block large particles. But small ones zip right

by. Inside the lung^ multiplying in moist tissues^ a

single invader could produce millions of offspring.

Patrick and his coworkers had also learned how to

concentrate the tiny bomblets^ ensuring wide de-

struction. In time^ they had managed to increase

the potency of anthrax— a usually fatal disease of

coughing^ high fevers^ hard breathings chest pain^

heavy perspiration^ and a bluish discoloration of

the skin caused by lack ofoxygen— so that a single
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gallon held up to eight billion lethal doses^ enough
to kill every man^ woman^ and child on the planet.

A bigger challenge was distributing the poison^

most of which would dissipate in the wind. Amer-
ican scientists had spent decades investigating how
to make lethal dissemination as efficient as pos-

sible.

Such progress had a price^ of course. Painstak-

ingly3 the germ-development program at Fort

Detrick had tested prospective germ weapons on
nearly a thousand American soldiers^ in sealed

chambers and the wilds of the Utah desert.

Reaching beyond the military^ it had exposed pris-

oners at the Ohio State Penitentiary^, where volun-

teers were carefully monitored. Clandestinely3 it

also sprayed American cities with mild germs to

investigate the likely impact of deadly pathogens.

The price of progress also included a number of

accidents in which the experimenters^ including

Patrick^ were inadvertently turned into human
guinea pigs. Women were largely banned from the

work after two gave birth to children with severe

birth defects. Both babies died. In all^ the scientists

made enough mistakes to become victims of their

own pathogens 456 times. All but three survived.

Two men fell to anthrax. One was consumed by
Bolivian hemorrhagic fever^ an exotic ailment that

eats away at the body's internal organs and causes

profuse bleeding from the nose^ mouthy anus^ and
other mucous membranes* Patrick himself came
down with Q fever. This relatively mild disease was
meant to cripple foes with chills;, coughing^ head-
aches^ hallucinations^ and fevers of up to 1 04 de-

grees.
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Patrick had no regrets. After decades of living

with burdensome secrecy rules^ he spoke freely in

his early seventies about the experiments^ his own
illness^ and the deaths. It had all been done in the

line of duty^ driven by fear of the Communists^ he

said. What Moscow's germ program was in fact

doing turned out to be far worse than anything

Patrick and his colleagues ever imagined.

In speaking out^ Patrick wanted to rebut critics

who argued that germ weapons were impractical

and too dangerous to use. He was eager to show
not only the seriousness of the foreign menace but

also how far the black art had come in American
hands. In addition^ he wanted to warn that the

Rajneeshees' attack was but a foretaste of things to

come. Terrorism was on the rise^ and increasingly

its targets were American. Late in life^ he worked
hard with many federal agencies to encourage

better defenses^ worried about the threat not only

to Americans but also his own family.

Nothing in his past had suggested that Bill Pat-

rick would become a germ warrior. Like a sur-

prising number of his peers who developed
weapons for biological warfare^ he had begun his

career eager to save lives and aid the revolution

that was turning medicine from an art into a sci-

ence. To all appearances^ he was just a regular guy.

William Capers Patrick III was born July 24^

19263 the only child of a southern couple whose
families were of Scotch-Irish descent. His middle
name was taken from a relation who was a Meth-
odist bishop. His hometown of Furman^ South
Carolina^ was a tiny speck of civilization that lay in
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the Low Country near the Savannah River. While
provincial;, with a population of about one hun-
dred people^ the town and the surrounding area

were a boy's dream.

Patrick was serving in the army during the

Second World War when he first encountered pen-

icillin^ which was just coming into wide use as a

way to battle microbes in the human body. Fasci-

nated by the development^ he went back to school

ready to cure diseases and aid the new field of anti-

biotic medicine.

He received a bachelor's degree in biology from
the University of South Carolina in 1948 and^ a

year later^ a master's degree in microbiology from
the University of Tennessee in Knoxville. Upon
graduation in 1949^ he began working for a com-
pany in Indiana that made the new wonder drugs

of antibiotic medicine. A research microbiologist^

he helped pioneer ways to mass-produce penicillin

and bacitracin^ another antibiotic. His work cen-

tered on learning how best to grow microbes and
extract their antibiotics^ which are natural com-
pounds that germs use to fight one another in mi-

croscopic wars. Most fundamentally^ he helped

find ways to keep the bacterial colonies alive and
reproducing^ a process that required the constant

renewal of food supplies and the removal of meta-
bolic wastes.

In his antibiotic work^ Patrick was aiding one of

the greatest and most inconspicuous of human
revolutions. People in antiquity had lived an av-

erage oftwenty or thirty years. By Patrick's day^ the

figure had risen to more than sixty years. By the

century's end^ in industrial nations^ it stood at
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roughly eighty years. The lengthening of the

human life span was due largely to the decline of

infectious disease. One by one^ history's great

killers and cripplers — plague^ cholera^ tubercu-

losis^ smallpox^ typhus^ leprosy^ diphtheria^ polio^

influenza^ dysentery^ pneumonia^ whooping
coughs and a dozen other scourges — had been
vanquished or tamed.

One day^ Patrick got a call from a former teacher

in Tennessee who had gone to work for the mili-

tary on secret projects. His work^ the mentor con-

fided^ centered on how highly pathogenic

organisms might be deployed to help deter and
win wars. He could give no details; such talk was
forbidden. But the research was fascinating. He
urged the biologist to sign up^ appealing to his love

of country and his sense of scientific adventure.

The young scientist was eager for challenges and
flattered by the attentions of a former teacher. In

1951 after a background check that took more
than half a year^ Patrick won a top-secret clearance

and permission to work at what was then called

Camp Detrick^ the heart of the federal govern-

ment's research on germ warfare.

Germs and warfare are old allies. More than two
millennia ago^ Scythian archers dipped arrow-

heads in manure and rotting corpses to increase

the deadliness of their weapons. Tatars in the four-

teenth century hurled dead bodies foul with

plague over the walls of enemy cities. British sol-

diers during the French and Indian War gave un-
friendly tribes blankets sown with smallpox. The
Germans in World War I spread glanders^ a disease
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of horseS:, among the mounts of rival cavalries.

The Japanese in Worid War II dropped fleas in-

fected with plague on Chinese cities3 killing hun-
dreds and perhaps thousands of people.

Despite occasional grim successes^ germ
weapons have never played decisive roles in war-

fare or terrorism. Unintended infection is another

matter. European conquests around the globe

were often made possible because the indigenous

peoples lacked immunity to the invaders' endemic
diseases^ including smallpox^ measles^ influenza^

typhus^ and plague. But intentional warfare with

germ weapons has been relatively rare^ especially

in modern times^ and has been widely condemned
as unethical and inhumane. Even so^ in the early

twentieth century^ Canada^, France^ Germany^
Japan^ the Soviet Union^ and the United Kingdom
were among the many countries that investigated

how to wage biological war.

All understood that the weapons they were de-

veloping were fundamentally different from
bombs and bullets^ grenades and missiles. These
munitions were alive. They could multiply expo-

nentially and^ if highly contagious;, spread like

wildfire. Strangest of all;, given war's din^ they

worked silently.

In the days before atom bombs^ germ weapons
were seen as an ideal means of mass destruction^

one that left property intact. Their main drawback
was their unpredictability. In the close confines of

a battlefield^ the weapons followed the dictates of

nature^ not military commanders. They might kill

an adversary^, or they might bounce back and dev-

astate the ranks of the attacker and his allies. Their
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best use seemed to be against a distant enemy^ re-

ducing the chance that the disease would boo-

merang.
With intelligence agencies warning that Tokyo

and Berlin had biological weapons^ Washington
began to mobilize against germ attacks in 1942.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt publicly de-

nounced the exotic arms ofAmerica's foes as "ter-

rible and inhumane/' even while preparing to

retaliate in kind. The man chosen to lead the secret

U.S. program was George W. Merck^ the president

of a drug company. Merck was a household name^
and generations of physicians had come to rely on
The Merck Manual as a trusted guide for diag-

nosing and treating disease. But the new effort was
designed to be nearly invisible^ its degree of se-

crecy matched only by America's project to build

the atom bomb.
This germ initiative had its headquarters at

Camp Detrick^ an old army base in rural Mary-
land that was close enough to Washington for

quick responsiveness^ but far enough away to en-

sure a margin of isolating safety. The work got

under way in 1943 and expanded quickly. From a

rural outpost in farm country3 the base grew over-

night into a dense metropolis of 250 buildings and
living quarters for five thousand people.

The post was ringed by fences^ towers^, and
floodlights. Guards^ under orders to shoot first and
ask questions later3 kept their machine guns
loaded. The scientists were issued pistols3 which
they kept at their sides or nearby on workbenches.
The headquarters building at the heart ofthe com-
pound had its own set of armed guards on alert
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around the clock. All personnel had identity passes

with employee photos— a security precaution that

would become widespread in future decades. Per-

sons leaving the post surrendered their photo

passes to the guards; accidentally keeping one
could lead to arrest and interrogation.

The scientists toiled on anthrax for killing

enemy troops and agricultural blights for de-

stroying Japanese rice and German potatoes. It

wasn't easy work. For instance^ they had to coax

the anthrax bug into its best form. Toward the end
of its growth cycle^ they used heat or chemical

shock to force the rod-shaped bacteria to convert

into spores^, a dormant state. When the process

worked properly3 the spores were very hardy^ re-

sisting heat^ disinfectantS3 sunlight^ and other envi-

ronmental factors. Anthrax spores had been
known to remain viable for decades. The scientists

harvested the spores and put them into weapons.

Upon being inhaled^ the spores would convert

back to rods and establish an infection.

The Detrick scientists also learned how to reap

the poisons that some bacteria excrete — a tactic

that sidestepped the necessity of infection and in-

stead yielded deadly toxins that could be sprayed

directly on foes. One was botulinum toxin^ the

most poisonous compound known to science. It

paralyzes muscles^ including the diaphragm^
without which the lungs cannot function3 and its

victims quickly die. In time^ the scientists learned

how to make botulinum toxin so concentrated that

a pound of it^ ifproperly dispersed^ could in theory

kill a billion people.

None of the biological arms developed by the
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United States were used on the battlefield during

the war^ and afterward the effort slowed down
markedly and shrank in size. But it endured. One
reason was that the Americans obtained thousands

of records from Japan documenting the Imperial

Army's germ-warfare program during World War
II. Japan had killed thousands of Chinese in wide-

spread attacks with anthrax^ typhoid^ and plague

on Manchurian towns and cities^ Western scholars

say. Doctors in the army's infamous Unit 731 had
also conducted gruesome experiments on Chinese

and other prisoners of war^ including Americans.

Doctors had infected healthy prisoners with

pathogens to learn how diseases spread. Many vic-

tims^ or "logs" as the Japanese called them^ were
deliberately starved and frozen to death. Some
were dissected alive. While nine Japanese doctors

and nurses were convicted after the war of having

vivisected eight captured American fliers^ no se-

nior Japanese official was tried for having waged
biological warfare. And American officials granted

Unit 73 Ts chiefs Shiro Ishii3 and several of his as-

sociates immunity from prosecution in exchange
for the voluminous records of Japan's germ pro-

gram and their help in deciphering them. The sci-

entific data were considered a windfall and
carefully studied.

The American military was fascinated by a

weapon of mass destruction whose costs were so

low compared with those for chemical arms and
the atom bomb^ recently invented. The federal

government worried that not only the Soviets but
other adversaries making similar comparisons
would be tempted to develop pathogens for war-
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fare. Pound for pounds germ weapons were seen as

potentially rivaling nuclear blasts in their power to

maim and kill^ and some were considered even

more destructive.

In a secret report of July 1949:, a panel of more
than a dozen senior federal and private experts

told the secretary of defense that germ weapons
deserved more attention in planning and develop-

ment. Such warfare was "in its infancy/' the panel

said:, and foreseeable advances would raise weapon
effectiveness "by a very large factor." Germ
weapons^ silent but deadly:, were ideal for covert at-

tacks. "The resemblance of the results of such sab-

otage to natural occurrences/' the panel said:,

would greatly aid clandestine use. It warned that

germ attacks on the United States "might be disas-

trous'' and urgently recommended crash programs
of "home defense^ involving collaborate efforts of

federal3 state and private agencies."

Some veterans of the secretive work disagreed

with the government's reasoning. Theodor
Rosebury^ a microbiologist at Detrick during the

war^ assailed germ weapons in his 1 949 book Peace

or Pestilence. He warned that the field's promises

were illusory and that its munitions had no real

military valuC:, since the outcome of germ attacks

would always be impossible to predict or control.

The expertise:, he argued:, should instead be turned

to attacking infectious disease. His plea had no im-

mediate impact.

In April 1951 3 Patrick arrived at the Detrick

army base on the outskirts of Frederick3 Mary-
land. He was twenty-five.
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Barbed wire ran atop its fences. CAMERAS ARE
UNAUTHORIZED read the sign at the front gate.

Guards^ armed and alerts stood at the entrance.

Like all new employees^ Patrick signed a waiver

that granted the United States government rights

to his body if he died from an illness acquired at

Detrick. Having done that^ he received a series of

vaccinations^ which were required before new em-
ployees could go into "hot zones" teeming with

disease germs.

He quickly learned the other survival rituals —
the eating of antibiotics^ the washing of hands^ the

bathing of people and labs in ultraviolet lights the

wavelength best suited for killing germs. Caution
also called for protective hoods and masks^ rubber

gloves and boots. The men often donned protec-

tive suits that made them sweat and itch. They
breathed purified air. They stood for hours at "hot

boxes" — glass housings with attached rubber
gloves so the men could reach inside to handle

glassware swarming with microbes or to assemble
the guts of biological bombs. Despite the dangers3

Patrick moved his family onto the post in 1952. It

had its own housings theater^ restaurants;, and
child care. The social life revolved around the offi-

cers' club.

Patrick joined Detrick just as it was beginning to

stir. The outbreak of the Cold War and the Korean
War led Washington to put new emphasis on plan-

ning for germ battles. The testing of prototype nu-
clear arms at sites in the Soviet Union and the

United States was already shaking the globe.

At Detrick^ construction crews built a hollow
metal sphere four stories high. Employees called it
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the eight ball. Inside^ germ weapons were to be ex-

ploded^ creating mists of infectious aerosols for

testing on animals and people. Workers also

erected Building 470^ a windowless prototype fac-

tory for making anthrax. It rose eight stories^ a sky-

scraper among the low buildings.

Under military orders^ often clandestinely^

Detrick experts fanned out to probe the nation's

vulnerability to saboteurs. The scientists sprayed

mild germs on San Francisco and shattered

lightbulbs filled with bacteria in the New York City

subway^ all to assess the ability of pathogens to

spread through urban centers. The germs were
meant to be harmless. But years later critics

charged that some had produced hidden epi-

demics^ especially among the old and infirm. After

the army sprayed the San Francisco area with

Serratia marcescenSy eleven patients at the Stanford

University hospital came down with that type of

infection. One patient died there. The doctors

were so mystified by the outbreak that they wrote it

up in a medical journal. The government later de-

nied any responsibility for the death or the other

infections^ producing evidence in court that its

germs were not to blame. The scientific dispute

was never resolved.

The army also studied the threat of enemies
wielding a speculative class of munitions known as

ethnic weapons — germs that selectively target

particular races. One military worry centered on
Coccidioides immitisy a fungus that causes fever^

coughs and chills and^ if left untreated^ kills blacks

far more often than whites. The military feared

that it would be used against bases^ where blacks
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tended to do the manual labor. In 1951 3 at navy

supply depots in Mechanicsburg^ Pennsylvania^

and Norfolk3 Virginia3 the Detrick scientists staged

mock attacks v^ith a nonlethal variant ofthe deadly

fungus. The depots^ said a report on the action^

employed "many Negroes^ whose incapacitation

would seriously affect the operation of the supply

system."

American scientists also did outdoor experi-

ments to assess how Soviet cities could be attacked

with anthrax germs. Dry runs were made against

Saint Louis^ Minneapolis^ and Winnipeg^ cities

whose climates and sizes were judged similar to the

Soviet targets. The effort was code-named Project

Saint Jo. The clandestine tests^ involving 173 re-

leases of noninfectious aerosols^ were meant to de-

termine how much agent would have to rain down
on Kiev^ Leningrad^ and Moscow to kill its resi-

dents. Each cluster bomb in the planned attacks

held 536 bomblets. Upon hitting the ground^ each

bomblet would emit a little more than an ounce of

anthrax mist. The disease^ if untreated3 kills nearly

every infected person — a very high rate of mor-
tality^ even compared with plague and most other

pathogens.

The snow was deep and the sky clear when ex-

perimenters in a special car drove into a Minneap-
olis suburb ofhomes^ light industry^ trees^ and pine

foliage to release the test mist. There was very little

wind^ and the winter night was marked by a strong

temperature inversion. Overhead^ a dome ofwarm
air trapped cool air below. Air samplers showed
that the release traveled nearly a mile. The "dosage
area/' experimenters wrote^ was "unusually large."
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Until Patrick's arrival^, America's hunt for living

weapons had focused mainly on bacterial diseases^

including anthrax^ plague^ and tularemia^ a disease

which kills one out of twenty people and leaves the

rest very sick. Tularemia produced not only the

usual chills^ fever^ and coughing of infectious dis-

ease but also skin lesions larger than those of

smallpox — ulcers up to an inch wide^ their cen-

ters raw^ their edges turned up in reddish mounds.
But the shortcomings of bacteria as weapons

were becoming obvious. Infections acquired in at-

tacks on cities or battlefields could be successfully

treated by large doses of antibiotics— the wonder
drugs that Patrick as an industry researcher had
been pioneering. That emerging fact of medical

life diminished the role of bacteria as killers and
cripplers for war.

Viruses were a beguiling alternative. Compared
with bacteria^ they were less complex and often

more deadly. To Detrick scientists^ their micro-

scopic size offered a range of potential military ad-

vantages.

A single human egg is just visible to the naked
eye and has a width of about one hundred mi-

cronS;, or millionths of a meter. Human hairs are

seventy-five to one hundred microns wide and
easier to see because they are long. An ordinary

human cell is about ten microns wide and by defi-

nition invisible. Most bacteria are one or two mi-
crons wide. They and their cousins^ such as the

mycobacteria:, are considered the smallest of the

microscopic world's fully living things.

By contrast^ viruses are hundreds of times
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smaller^ and occasionally a thousand times. Ifbac-

teria were the size of cars and minivans^ viruses

would be the size of cell phones. One of the tinier

ones^ the yellow fever virus^ is only two
one-hundredths of a micron wide. The
foot-and-mouth virus is smaller. Viruses are small

because they lack most of life's usual parts and
processes^ such as metabolism and respiration.

Scientists consider them barely alive^ seeing them
more as robots than organisms. To thrive and re-

produce^ they invade a cell and take over its bio-

chemical gear^ often at the expense of the host.

Over the ages^ this biological intimacy has made
viruses one of the most dangerous of all human-
ity's foes. They include the causative agents of in-

fluenza^ smallpox^ and Ebola^ the scourge from
Africa that bleeds its victims dry.

People can be powerless against them. Viruses

are small enough to slip into cells^ where they are

safe from the assaults of the human immune
system. By contrast^ anthrax bacteria^ lumbering
giants at up to four microns wide^ must battle their

way into the body3 with many thousands of them
often needed to start an infestation.

Moreover^ viruses are largely invulnerable to at-

tack by antibiotics or other weapons of science be-

cause they are nearly indistinguishable from their

human hosts. As an army reference book on germ
warfare put it^ viruses "may be particularly attrac-

tive" because so few treatments are available

against them.
As Detrick scientists investigated such issues^

they did know of one treatment that worked
against viruses — immunization. Most vaccines
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are made of viruses that are dead^ weakened^ or

harmless yet biologically akin to noxious ones.

When injected— or^ in some cases^ swallowed—
the vaccine sends a false alarm ofpending attack to

the body's immune system^ which then forms anti-

bodies to fight a particular type ofinvader. The de-

fensive buildup is slow. So^ to ward off invaders

effectively^ vaccines must often be given weeks to

months in advance. They seldom work right away.

From the starts the army knew that the protec-

tive action of vaccines could be turned on its head
to make viruses more suitable for war. An ag-

gressor could use immunization to protect his

troops^ while an unvaccinated enemy would be
vulnerable.

As Patrick settled into Detrick^ the genocidal

power ofviruses was driven home by two dramatic

episodes of pest control. The target was rabbits.

The creatures had overrun Australia^ their num-
bers competing so vigorously for sheep and cattle

pasture that livestock production began to fall. In

I95O3 scientists responded with the virus that

causes myxomatosis^ a disease that often kills rab-

bits after leaving them blind and twitching. It

spread fast and killed more than 99 percent of the

infected animals. Europe in the postwar period

had suffered a similar explosion of rabbits^ which
ate farmers' crops. In 19523 French experts re-

leased a few animals infected with the virus at

Eure-et-Loire^ not far from the palace at Versailles.

By the next year^ the disease had swept not only

through France but as far as Belgium^ the Nether-

lands^ Switzerland^ and Germany^ killing up to 90
percent of the rabbits. Farmers were elated. In
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time^ the exterminations were seen as vital to the

postwar revival of European agriculture.

The rabbit killing was of special interest to the

American germ warriors because the myxomatosis

virus is part of the pox family^ whose most famous
member causes smallpox. So the rabbit drama was
considered useful in studying how the smallpox

virus might spread through populations of unvac-

cinated humans.

Patrick's credentials won him a leading role in

Detrick's expanding operations. He evaluated viral

agents that the scientists were developing and did

experiments to see if the microbes could be pro-

duced easily in bulk and still maintain their viru-

lence. He was a production engineer^ though at

this time^ in the early 1950s3 he was also working
toward a doctorate in microbiology at the Univer-

sity of Maryland.
The army needed large amounts of viruses to

test for deadliness and^ if it came to that^ for

making bombs. Patrick knew a lot about microbial

mass production and quality control from his ex-

perience in industry. He advanced quickly^ soon
becoming manager of Detrick's effort to make
prototype virus factories.

His foremost tool was the chicken egg. Cheap
and simple to procure^ eggs are rich in the pro-

teins and nutrients needed for viral grov^ and re-

production and are surrounded by a hard shell that

makes them easy to handle. Drug companies often

incubate viruses for vaccines in eggs. At Detrick^ in

a similar way^ fertilized chicken eggs were found
ideal for viral mass production.
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Wielding syringes^ Patrick's workers injected vi-

ruses into eggs and sealed them for incubation in

warm ovens. The germs would infect the growing
embryo and multiply^ producing trillions of off-

spring. After a few days^ the germs and their dying

hosts would be harvested^ the resulting com-
pounds often pink in color.

The viral agents would then be tested on mice3

guinea pigS;, rabbitS3 rhesus monkeys^ and — in

time — American soldiers. One insight drawn
from the preliminary tests and analysis was sur-

prising and counterintuitive. Early on^ the military

concluded that killing enemy soldiers was unnec-
essary. In fact^ viral crippling came to be seen as

preferable to deaths since an ailing soldier tied up
more enemy transports^ doctors^ nurses3 hospitals^

drugs^ and bureaucrats. Moreover^ compared with

the alternative^ the incapacitation of troops could

be billed as humane— no small thing in war^ espe-

cially in a democracy^ where public disapproval

could quickly end a military plan or operation.

Viruses turned out to lend themselves to this

subtle range of debilitation. Most affecting hu-

mans were not lethal. In fact^ like the common
cold and the flu^ most tended to be merely bother-

some^ if generally debilitating and only occasion-

ally deadly. Over evolutionary time^ the microbes

had often found it in their best interest to keep

their human hosts alive.

Among the viruses that Patrick and his col-

leagues developed as weapons were those that give

rise to encephalitis^ a brain disease of fevers^ sei-

zures^ comas^ and in some cases death. Another
was the yellow fever virus3 which causes chills^
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stomach bleedings and yellow skin^due to liver

failure and bile accumulation. The scientists also

investigated rickettsiae^ which range in size be-

tween viruses and bacteria. Like viruses^ most
burrow into cells to reproduce. Unlike viruses^

some are slowed by antibiotics. One rickettsia that

Patrick studied was the Q-fever microbe^ an ex-

tremely hardy germ that causes fevers^ chills^ and a

throbbing headache^ usually behind the eyes.

In time^ Patrick and his successors identified

about fifty different viruses and rickettsiae that were

good candidates for germ warfare. That was nearly

three times the number of suitable bacteria. The
advances meant that antibiotics alone would be in-

sufficient to protect people from germ attacks.

The army^ eager to assess the effectiveness ofthe

Q-fever microbe^ Coxiella burnetii^ approved its

being tested on people3 which Patrick hailed as an
experimental breakthrough. Tests on surrogates^

such as guinea pigs and rhesus monkeys^ left scien-

tists unsure about the effect on humans. The test

subjects were Seventh-Day AdventistS;, conscien-

tious objectors who^ following the Old Testament's

injunction not to kill^ refused to bear arms for their

country but were persuaded to volunteer their

bodies for germ-warfare studies.

At Detrick^ Patrick and his team made up
batches of Coxiella burnetii while working in a

brand-new structure of yellow bricks known as the

virus pilot plants Building 434. Its thirty-four em-
ployees could process about one thousand eggs a

day^ making quarts of test agent that swarmed with
trillions of germs.
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Patrick had the slurries of Q-fever germs care-

fully transported to the test sites. The first was
Detrick's own eight ball. There^ starting in early

1955^ the Adventists gathered around the balFs

periphery to don face masks and breathe deeply^

inhaling mists ofgerms through rubber hoses con-

nected to the ball's interior. Army experimenters

administered a range of doses and droplet sizes to

the men.
Once infected^ the Adventists were carefully

monitored. If symptoms broke out^ they would be
given antibiotics to cut the illness short and avoid

serious complications. Though often no worse
than the flu^ if left untreated^ Q fever can progress

to severe chills^ tremblings blinding headaches^

muscle and joint pain^ diarrhea^ weight loss^ visual

and auditory hallucinations^ facial pain^ speech

impairments^ heart inflammation^ and congestive

heart failure. About one in a hundred infected

people die. The Adventists were carefully super-

vised. All survived.

The tests produced a surprise. It turned out that

just one microbe of Coxiella burnetii— a single in-

vader— was enough to bring on the disease. That
discovery was a medical first. Such powers of

human infection had been suspected but never

demonstrated.

Over the years^ Patrick was often present at the

sites where field testing took place^ edgy over how
his germs would do. At Dugway Proving Grounds
in the Utah desert^ thirty Adventists were assem-

bled in the summer of 1955 for the first American
field trial ofgerm warfare agents on human beings.

The test measured how well the germs spread. At
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the center of the circular test grid were five

sprayers^ each holding five ounces of Patrick's

Q-fever slurry. On the night of July 1 2^ after al-

most a week of false starts^ a fine mist emerged
from the sprayers and sailed on a gentle breeze.

The test subjects were more than a half mile away^

waiting nervously^ increasingly cold in the early

evenings trying to follow instructions to breathe

normally.

It worked. The pattern of infection among the

Adventists showed that Coxiella burnetii was ideal

for aerosol dissemination.

The next hurdle was figuring out how to spread

the germ in war. A key test centered on the nation's

newest jet fighter^ the F-lOO Super Sabre^ the first

production aircraft to break the sound barrier in

level flight. The jet was built to carry nuclear and
conventional bombs. Now a test model was rigged

up for scattering germs.

Mechanics strapped a tank onto the plane's belly

and connected it to special nozzles that expelled

the germs into the wind. The question was
whether the turbulence would break enough ofthe

spray into particles one to five microns wide^, the

ideal range for penetrating human lungs. The jet

thundered over the Utah desert^ and the method
turned out to be remarkably effective.

Only animals were exposed intentionally in this

test series. But one F-lOO pilot fell ill when he got

out ofhis plane before it was decontaminated. The
man had been on his honeymoon^ Patrick recalled^

and his wife looked like Marilyn Monroe. Three
soldiers were also stricken as they manned distant

barricades on a road at the proving ground's edge.
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Their job was to stop traffic if the winds shifted

suddenly. The germs had sailed fifty miles. "We
were overjoyed/' Patrick recalled. The incident

showed that the scientists' mathematical models
for germ dispersion were correct. More important^

he said^ it demonstrated that his team was begin-

ning to produce "a liquid product that was very^

very good." The finding was celebrated^ even as

news of the accident was suppressed.

American officials suspected that Moscow was
engaged in similar experiments. This belief was
strengthened in I9563 when the Soviet defense

minister;, Georgi Zhukov^ told a Communist Party

Congress that any modern war would certainly in-

clude the use of biological weapons.

Soon Washington uncovered hard evidence. An
American U-2 spy plane^ while flying high over a

desolate island in the Aral Sea^ snapped photo
after photo of dense clusters of buildings and odd
geometric grids. Analysts at the Central Intelli-

gence Agency saw a link to biological weapons.

One day^ Patrick and dozens of other managers
at Detrick were summoned to a special meeting.

Security was tight. Guards at the conference room
door checked the security badges of arriving per-

sonnel against names on a list. After brief intro-

ductions^ officials from the Central Intelligence

Agency passed around the spy photos.

The structures on the Soviet island were unmis-
takably similar to the bulFs-eye pattern of rings in

the Utah desert^ where roads^ sensors^ electrical

poles^ and test subjects were arrayed at increasing

distances from germ sprayers.
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The confirmation of what had long been sus-

pected reinforced the conviction among the scien-

tists that their labors were not only justified but

also crucial;, if for no other reason than to threaten

the Soviets with retaliation. What they saw in ex-

amining the photos turned out to be a glimpse of a

large enterprise that had long predated the Amer-
ican effort. It is now known that the Soviet pro-

gram for germ warfare began in the 1920s and
1930s and grew steadily into one of the earliest

and largest of the modern era^ developing arms to

infect people with anthrax^ typhus^, and other dis-

eases. At that time3 the United States had no germ
weapons. Stalin's totalitarian rule poured vast re-

sources into the endeavor^ though in time his

purges killed or imprisoned many leading microbi-

ologists.

The turning point for Moscow was the Second
World War. The capture of a Japanese germ unit^,

the study of its techniques^ and the resolve to

strengthen the Soviet military after the wartime
slaughter of millions of Russians helped renew in-

terest in germ weapons. In 1946 at Sverdlovsk^

military engineers set up a factory that specialized

in anthrax. In 1947 outside Zagorsk^ the Soviet

military built a complex for making viral weapons^
including smallpox. By 195 6^ when the U-2 planes

started flying over the Soviet Union3 Moscow had
built many secret bases across the land for devel-

oping and producing germ weapons.

Worried about the Soviet program and im-
pressed with the powers of viruses and rickettsiae

to cripple and kill^ the United States in the late
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1950s prepared to build factories capable of pro-

ducing enough pathogens and biological toxins to

fight wars. Officially^ American policy at that time

was no first use. Biological weapons were to be
fired only in response to an enemy's germ attacks.

In 195 63 at the age of thirty^ Patrick won a pro-

motion and soon became responsible for designing

a distant plant where the production methods per-

fected at Detrick would be reproduced on a large

scale so that viruses could be made not by the

ounce but also by the gallon and the drum. The
site was the Pine Bluff Arsenal^ an army base that

had been carved out of the woods of central Ar-

kansas. The state was a leading producer of eggs.

The army was already using Pine Bluff to make
weapons from bacteria^ including those that cause

tularemia. Under Patrick^ it expanded into viruses.

He worked with contractors and engineers on the

design of the Pine Bluff virus plants which was
known as XI 002. Its main function was to infect

and harvest many thousands of eggs quickly.

Workers at Detrick pushed around heavy metal

trays each holding sixty eggs. At Pine Bluffy Patrick

mechanized the process with conveyor belts.

By trial and error^ he found that if egg trays

moved past work stations slowly^ at fifteen inches

per minute3 the operators would lose their concen-

tration. "But if you moved it at twenty-two or

twenty-three inches per minute^ emotionally they

could not accept that speed and would throw their

hands up and quit/' he recalled. "We found that

twenty inches per minute was just right."

In time^ Patrick's production lines began to hum
and produce the germ responsible for Q fever. In a
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week^ workers at XI 002 could infect and process

about I2O3OOO eggs^ which in turn produced 120

gallons of agent — enough to cripple millions of

people.

The pace of production was even higher for the

virus that caused Venezuelan equine encephalitis^

or VEE. In a week^ workers on the mechanized line

could infect and harvest about 300^000 eggs^

which in turn produced nearly 500 gallons of nox-

ious agent. Patrick knew the VEE symptoms well

because an accidental outbreak at Detrick had
once sickened fifteen members of his crew. "It's

not lethal/' he said of the disease. "It just makes
you think you want to die. Your eyes want to pop
out of your head."

Public health workers also knew the disease well

because VEE is indigenous to Florida^ Trinidad^

Mexico^ and Central and South America— places

where mosquitoes carry the virus. The disease

strikes suddenly to cause malaise^ severe headache^

high fevers^ painful sensitivity to light3 nausea^

vomitings cough^ and diarrhea. The fatality rate^

less than 1 percent in adults^ is higher among the

old^ the youngs and the infirm. In epidemics^ one
child in twenty-five develops signs of central ner-

vous system infection^ with convulsions^ coma^
and paralysis. In children with severe encephalitis^

the fatality rate may rise to as high as 20 percent.

Survivors can have permanent neurologic

damage.

President Dwight D. Eisenhower was briefed on
Fort Detrick's advances just before he left the

White House. The full meeting of the National Se-
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curity Council took place on February I83 1960.

Absent was Richard M. Nixon3 the vice president^

who was preparing his own run for president.

Eisenhower was trying to leave a legacy of

growing trust between the superpowers^ with dis-

armament under way and defense budgets de-

clining. But the Democrats were calling for steep

rises in defense spending^ and Eisenhower deeply

resented their charge that America had fallen be-

hind in missile forces. He saw the attacks as par-

tisan.

At the meetings Herbert F. York;, a nuclear arms
designer newly appointed as the Pentagon's chief

scientist and its number three official^ told Eisen-

hower that the field of controlled incapacitation

promised to "open up a new dimension of war-

fare.'' The weapons^ he said^ were nonlethal. In-

stead of killings they caused lethargy^ irritation^

blackout^ paralysis3 illness^ and the lack of will to

fight. The effects would be temporary^ York said^

though minor repercussions "might persist per-

manently." Agents such as Q fever and VEE were

becoming more concentrated^ he said3 and scien-

tists were finding ways to extend their storage lives

from one to three years. In the future^ he said^

army scientists would produce a new agent — an

African virus that caused Rift Valley fever^ a hem-
orrhagic disease of chills^ bleedings and stupor in

most victims rather than death — as well as "tai-

lored variants" of other agents. The new arms
promised a military advantage. By contrast^ York

noted^ most Soviet biological agents were lethal.

General Lyman Lemnitzer^ the army chief of

staffs described how the weapons might be used.
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They could blanket large areas and ^inflict heavy

casualties without destroying buildings or prop-

erty. Their potential was especially greats he said^

"where friendly civilians may be present in an area

occupied by enemy forces^" a situation that might

arise in the Philippines or Indochina. Lemnitzer

gave a hypothetical example: if Communist forces

seized an important region^ the United States

could respond with an attack of the encephalitis

virus. Planes could drop bomblets or spray agent

on the contested area. Two medium bombers^ he

said^ might be enough. In three days^ after the

agent had taken effect^ planes would fly in Amer-
ican or allied parachutists to reclaim the territory.

York said such weapons were potentially revolu-

tionary. The diseases could be as mildly disabling

as influenza or as deadly as atomic bombs. Over
the next five years^ he added^ the Pentagon wanted
to invest more money in research and weapons
production. George B. Kistiakowsky^ the presi-

dent's science adviser^ said the field's "prospects

were definitely bright" and backed a budget in-

crease.

Eisenhower concurred.

Thomas S. Gates Jr.^ the secretary of defense^

asked what the world would think about the use of

such weapons^ and wondered if they should be
thought of as tantamount to nuclear arms. Gordon
Gray:, the president's national security adviser^

noted that under current U.S. policy^ the use of ei-

ther chemical and biological weapons required the

president's approval.

Eisenhower^ who had more combat experience

than anyone else in the room^ called incapacitating
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agents "a splendid idea" that nonetheless posed
"one great difficulty/' An enemy might consider

their use as full-fledged germ warfare and retaliate

with lethal agents.

General Nathan R Twining^ chairman of the

Joint Chiefs^ agreed. He said that if the United
States were ever to use such incapacitating agents^

"we should publicize their nonlethal effects to the

greatest extent possible."

In an interview years later^ York said that in time

his own enthusiasm for nonlethal weapons gave

way to deep skepticism because of the problem
that Eisenhower had identified. An assault with in-

capacitating agents^ though billed by the attacker

as humane^ he said^ would surely invite terrible re-

venge.

Spending on biological weapons rose dramati-

cally after John F. Kennedy took office in January

1961. Robert S. McNamara^, the new secretary of

defense^ did a sweeping review of military pro-

grams^ including biological weapons. The Joint

Chiefs of Stafffound that the arms had unique ad-

vantages^ especially their ability to incapacitate

rather than kill. They strongly endorsed a crash

program to prepare the germs for war.

The virus work^ already a high priority^ was re-

doubled^ and such companies as General Electric^

Booz-Allen^ Lockheed^ Rand^ Monsant03 Good-
year^ General Dynamics^ Aerojet General^ North
American Aviation^ Litton Systems^ and even

General Mills^ maker of Cheerios and Wheaties^

joined the germ program. Quietly^ the purveyor of

dry cereals built a "line-source disseminator/' a
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device meant to spray germs continuously from
airplanes to ensure wide swaths of infective mists.

Eager for flexibility and greater range^ Pentagon
planners readied a half dozen missiles for biolog-

ical warheads^ including the Pershing^ the Regulus3

and the Sergeant. The payload for the Sergeant

consisted of 720 bomblets^ each three inches wide^

holding seven ounces of disease agent. Released

ten miles up^ at the fringes of the atmosphere^ the

bomblets would scatter during their downward
plunge to cover more than sixty square miles^

spraying agent into the air as a fine spray.

Military leaders also directed that field trials fan

out from the Utah desert to sites more typical of

the target zones. To determine the usefulness in

Southeast Asia3 testing was undertaken in Oki-

nawa^ Panama^ and the central Pacific. Much of

Russia was cold^ so germs were tested in Alaska.

The expansion produced a new military bureau-

cracy. Founded in May 1962^ the unit had its

headquarters at Fort Douglas^ near Salt Lake City.

Its hundreds of personnel oversaw the movement
of ships^ jets^ people^ gear^ microbes.

After Fidel Castro seized power in Cuba in

19593 American military officials drew up contin-

gency plans to invade the island nation and topple

the dictator. One ofthe most secretive was referred

to by Fort Detrick as the Marshall Plan^ an ironic

reference to the American effort to rebuild Europe
after the Second World War. The plan^ never be-

fore revealed publicly^ called for a huge assault by
American troops that would begin with a biolog-

ical strike against Cuba's soldiers and civilians.
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War plans are written to cover every imaginable

scenario. But the Marshall Plan was a serious op-

tion^ according to several American officials in-

volved in the preparations. Over the years^ the

work included not only close collaborations with

Fort Detrick's germ experts but agent selection^

casualty forecasts^ and study of the weather pat-

terns over Cuba. There were even drills to see how
fast the required germs could be produced.
The plan's specifics evolved as new agents be-

came available and as the Kennedy administra-

tion's increasing investment in military biology

began to pay off. Initially^ Detrick could provide

mainly lethal agents^ such as anthrax. But in the

early 1960S;, as production increased at the new
Pine Bluff factories^ Detrick was able to offer an
increasingly wide selection of incapacitants meant
to leave most of the target population alive. Mili-

tary biologists and planners argued for using such

pathogens and biological toxins ifthe president or-

dered an invasion. Incapacitants could immobilize

Cuban defenses^ significantly reducing projected

American combat casualties.

As Detrick refined its plans for a biological

strike^ the Pentagon also investigated how it might

produce fake incidents that could create popular

outrage and backing for a Cuban invasion. Castro

was to be falsely blamed for such covert American
acts as hijacking planes^ sinking boats carrying

Cuban refugees^ terrorizing Miami or Washington^

D.C.3 and even blowing up an American ship in

Cuban waters. The architect ofthe pretext strategy

was General Lemnitzer^ the same man who told

President Eisenhower about the military uses of
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incapacitating germ weapons. Under.Kennedy^ he

was chairman of the Joint Chiefs. Acts of subter-

flige^ Lemnitzer wrote McNamara in March 1 962^

"would provide justification for US military inter-

vention in Cuba." Kennedy ultimately rejected

Lemnitzer's ideas^ and he was later shifted out of

his post.

The Cuban missile crisis erupted in October

1962^ bringing Washington and Moscow to the

brink ofnuclear war. President Kennedy ordered a

large force to be assembled for a possible invasion.

The Pentagon set more than a million people in

motion. It estimated that in a conventional assault^

the number ofAmericans wounded or killed in the

first ten days of battle could easily reach IS^SOO^ or

roughly 10 percent of the ISO^OOO-man invasion

force.

The Kennedy administration considered a wide
range of military options against Cuba during the

crisis. But there is no indication that attacks with

germs ever figured in the high-level debate over

how to dislodge the Soviet Union's missile bases.

McNamara^ Kennedy's defense secretary^ said in

an interview that he had never heard of the Mar-
shall Plan. He added that neither he nor President

Kennedy ever had "any intention" of using patho-

gens or biological toxins against Cuba during the

crisis. Philip D. Zelikow^ a scholar who received se-

curity clearances to review the secret records ofthe

confrontation^ said he knew of no tape recording

or document sent to the president and his senior

advisers that made any mention ofgerm weapons.
But some in the American military^ especially

those serving at Fort Detrick, saw the Cuban mis-
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sile crisis as a lesson suggesting that germ weapons
might some day save thousands ofAmerican lives.

And with the completion of new factories at Pine

Bluffy it became possible to attack all of Cuba with

incapacitating agents.

A Pentagon official who had access to military

archives said the options for a possible invasion of

Cuba eventually included biological attack. He
said that the director of the staff officers working
for the Joint Chiefs had approved it. This official

said the plan specified a combination ofgerms that

could be used^ and he estimated that a biological

strike would affect millions of Cubans. It remains

unclear how seriously this option was considered.

The staff officers were less powerful than they be-

came decades later^ and their approval of plans ad-

vanced by the army and other services and
commands were often routine.

Riley D. Housewright^ Fort Detrick's scientific

director at the time^ recalled that the planning was
directed by Pentagon officials who encouraged the

germ scientists to refine how^ exactly^, such an at-

tack would work. "I'd get maps half the size ofmy
desk" that indicated the position of Russian troops

and weapons in Cuba^ Housewright said. The mil-

itary officials^ he added^ "were very good at

keeping us informed^" while he and his colleagues3

in turn^ helped the officers judge "the potential for

success." In the early I96OS3 Housewright said^ his

men prepared agents that could incapacitate or kill

large numbers of Cubans. One lethal alternative

that was considered^ he said^ involved spraying

enemy troops with botulinum toxin. HousewTight
considered the Marshall Plan "a good thing" be-
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cause it could have saved American lives in the

event of an invasion of Cuba.
Federal officials and germ experts^ most

speaking on the condition of anonymity^ described

the Marshall Plan's details and its range of de-

structive goals. Patrick would say nothings even

though other officials said the plan was modified

over time to draw heavily on his work at Detrick

with incapacitants. But in a talk to military officers

in 1999^ Patrick did say that a Cuban attack plan

had been drawn up which relied on two incapaci-

tating germs that worked sequentially to lengthen

the time of disability. "The concept was that if we
got into a shooting war that we would spray these

organisms concomitantly^" Patrick told the group.

"We would incapacitate the Cuban population

from three days to a little over two weeks." No in-

frastructure was to be destroyed. "We'd just make
a lot ofpeople sick. Very few ofthem were going to

die." The germs would strike down "old folks like

me/' he added^ killing less than 2 percent of the

population. "We could move our forces in and take

over the country and that would be it."

In interviews^ Patrick eventually did describe

what other experts said was a Marshall Plan drill.

He said it was done in the early I96OS3 under se-

cret orders from Detrick and the army hierarchy in

the Pentagon. The purpose was to test whether the

United States could mobilize quickly for a germ
conflict.

American germ-warfare scientists had devel-

oped a special cocktail of two germs and one bio-

logical toxin designed to work sequentially so that

victims would come down with uncommonly long
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periods of sickness and debilitation. Animal
testing had suggested that the brew was potent.

Now Patrick helped prepare amounts that

dwarfed all previous efforts. In all^ teams at Pine

Bluff made thousands of gallons of the cocktail3

enough to fill a swimming pool.

The toxin of the cocktail was staphylococcal

enterotoxin B^ known as SEB^ a poison excreted by
the Staphylococcus aureus bacterium and a main
cause of food poisoning. The germ warriors made
it into a weapon by cultivating up trillions of the

bacteria and then concentrating the poison. Who-
ever breathed the vapor would fall ill three to

twelve hours later. The symptoms included chills^

headache^, muscle pain^ coughing^ sudden fever up
to 106 degrees (close to what produces coma^ sei-

zures^ and death) 3 and^ less frequently^ nausea^

vomitings and diarrhea. The fever lasted days and
the cough weeks.

The virus in the mix caused Venezuelan equine

encephalitis. Its incubation period varied from one
to five dayS:, followed by the sudden onset of the

nausea and diarrhea often associated with serious

infection^ as well as spiking fever up to 105 de-

grees. The acute phase lasted from one to three

days3 followed by weeks ofweakness and lethargy.

The final element was the bug that caused Q
fever. Its incubation period was ten to twenty days^

after which it generally produced up to two weeks
of debilitating symptoms^ including headaches^

chills3 hallucinations^ facial pain^ and fevers of up
to 104 degrees. Chronic Q fever3 the U.S. Army
founds was rare^ but if the disease progressed to

that stage it was frequently fatal.
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In the Marshall Plan drill at Pine Bluffy Patrick's

work was considered essential because he had
helped perfect the means of mass producing the

cocktail's three agents^ SEB^ VEE3 and Q fever.

"We tried to have a lot of different agents avail-

able/' Housewright recalled. The incapacitants^ he

added^ "showed that there was a humane aspect to

the whole situation. It was not the same as putting

an atomic bomb down their throaty which would
have been just as easy or easier to deliver. It was a

humane act."

Exposure to the agents would debilitate Cubans
within a few hours3 and the incapacitation would
last up to three weeks. Jets would tank up at Pine

Bluff's airfield^ fly to Cuba^ and spray the concoc-

tion over key towns^ ports^ and military bases^

moving east to west with the trade winds. Havana^
in the west^ was to get special attention. The iso-

lated Caribbean island of Cuba was seen as an
ideal target for biological warfare. And the germs
would pose no threat to American troops. None of

the diseases was contagious^ and according to fore-

casts^ all the cocktail's mists would have dissipated

before an invasion.

Cuba's population at the time was about 7 mil-

lion. The plan's estimates were that about 1 per-

cent ofthe population^ or TO^OOO people^ might die

if all individuals exposed to the cocktail became
sick.

Though the Marshall Plan was never imple-

mented^ the emerging ability to conduct a new
kind of warfare had potential repercussions far be-

yond Cuba. For instance^ military planners also

saw a possible use for incapacitating agents in
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Laos. Washington feared that the Chinese Com-
munists might try to take the country in a south-

ward drive. According to a once secret report that

reviewed American and allied capabilities in 1962
for limited military operations^ using biological

weapons in Laos had obvious drawbacks. "The
spreading of sickness among the people/' it said^

"would be regarded as a friendly act by few of

them.'' But if a biological attack in Laos produced
"a successful pacification at small human cost/'

such action might "come to be regarded in a dif-

ferent light."

In 1963^ the Kennedy administration invited a

number of academic specialists to Washington for

the summer to offer advice on arms control.

Among them was Matthew S. Meselson^ a Har-
vard biologist who had recently done pioneering

research on how DNA copies itself. At the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency^ Meselson
asked if he could look into biological issues. The
agency's senior officials^ busy negotiating a treaty

with Moscow meant to ban most nuclear tests^

told him to go ahead. Armed with secret clear-

ances^ Meselson set off.

At Detrick^ he recalled:, officials showed him the

munitions and explained how they could cause

many casualties. What was the rationale^ Meselson
asked^ since the government already had nuclear

arms? Germ weapons were cheaper^ came the

reply. Meselson then asked the CIA if any other

nations were developing biological arms. No^ came
the answer^ there were suspicions about the Soviet

Union but no hard evidence. Meselson thought
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about this for a few days. The best thing for the

wealthiest nation on earth to do^ he reasoned^ was

to keep war expensive. Making it cheap enough for

any dictator or undeveloped nation was a bad idea.

Moreover^ with biology every day becoming more
powerful^ germ weapons were increasingly dan-

gerous.

Meselson went to see McGeorge Bundy^ who a

few years earlier^ as Harvard's dean of faculty^ had
originally hired him. Now he served in Washington

as the president's national security adviser. At the

White House:, Bundy told the biologist not to worry.

"We'll keep it out of the war plans/' he told

Meselson. "But we can't get rid of it because we
have so many other things to do." In fact;, the

germs stayed in the war plans^ former officials said.

The budgets for biological warfare by this time

were quite large^, and there was no way the enter-

prise was about to declare itself useless.

As the Vietnam War intensified^ scientists at

Fort Detrick redoubled their work on smallpox.

This virus was no mere incapacitant. Smallpox
was ancient:, highly contagious^ and killed about a

third of its victims^ mainly from blood loss^ cardio-

vascular collapse^ and secondary infections as pus-

tules spread over the body. Many survivors were
scarred and blinded. Health authorities estimated

that it had killed more people over the ages than
any other infectious disease. In the twentieth cen-

tury alone^ it was estimated to have killed a half bil-

lion people — more than all the wars and
epidemics combined:, including the great flu pan-
demic of 1918-19.
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As a rule^ the American military generally

avoided contagious diseases because of their un-
predictability. But the rule had exceptions. Wash-
ington kept the smallpox virus on hand as a

weapon for special military actions and the clan-

destine wars of the Central Intelligence Agency^
which maintained its own supply. The secretive

work on smallpox took place in the 1960s as world
and American health authorities began a global ef-

fort to eradicate the dread disease.

The highly contagious virus had been studied by
Patrick and his peers at Detrick but^ unlike SEB^
VEE3 and Coxiella hurnetii^ it was never listed pub-
licly as part of the official arsenal of weapons the

government acknowledged years and decades after

the biological program ended. Instead^ officials

tended to say that smallpox had been found un-

suitable as a weapon and implied that it had been
abandoned.
The smallpox virus^ known as variola major3 is

large^ measuring four-tenths of a micron — big

enough to be seen easily in a light microscope and
near the magical size for ease ofhuman inhalation.

It is also robust. Variola can survive outside the

human host for days. Its size and hardiness explain

why it spreads so easily. Typically^ an infected

person passes the virus to three or four others in

close contact^ often by coughing. But the virus can

also be spread by contaminated bedsheets^ clothes^,

blankets^ and handkerchiefs. Its contagiousness

and high fatality rate are what make it so destruc-

tive and feared.

Detrick experts learned how to multiply the

germ in chicken eggs and human tissue cultures
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and tested it extensively on rhesus monkeys^ which

came down with high fevers^ pustules^ and symp-
toms of metabolic crisis. "Exposed monkey
3912/' a report noted3 "developed a facial twitch

and paralysis of the right arm^ and died on the

sixth day after exposure."

The biologists at Detrick also found a way to

alter the variola virus to make it even more du-

rable. The trick was suspended animation.

In the battle between man and microorganisms^

refrigeration slows down germ reproduction and
metabolism. Typically^ cooling also lengthens the

lives of microbes. When microbes are frozen in ex-

actly the right way (surrounded by sugar and pro-

tein^ cooled quickly^ and put under high vacuum to

remove ice in a process known as sublimation)

3

they can enter a dormant state in which they be-

have like vegetative spores. This process is known
as lyophilization^ or freeze-drying. Once dormant^
the germ remains asleep even when returned to

room temperature^ staying that way for years or

even decades. Industry uses the trick to make dry

yeast for baking. It is only when such hibernating

organisms are doused with water that they revive

and multiply^ in effect rising from the dead.

American weaponeers in the 1950s applied the

new technique to microbial agents for war. They
found that in some cases the process was so effi-

cient it could make agents too strong. One solution

was to dilute the dried agent with inert material.

At Detrick^ investigators found that the drying

process killed some microbes. But not smallpox.

The virus easily withstood freeze-drying. The
drying produced "no significant loss in virus via-
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bility/' one smallpox study noted^ adding that the

tested strain showed "high mortality for man."
Virulence could thus be preserved for months

and years without refrigeration3 making the old

scourge ideal for modern war. After three years^

dried smallpox retained a quarter of its strength^

one study found. Moreover^ methods were devel-

oped that turned the dried virus into a fine powder
that was found to be "easily disseminated."

The scientists devised means of clandestinely

spreading the disease. Tiny aerosol generators3 or

atomizers^ that could be hidden in everyday ob-

jects were developed. In May 19653 experts from
Detrick's special-operations unit took the system

on the road3 using men's briefcases to spray mock
smallpox germs in Washington National Airport3

just outside the nation's capital. The lengthy re-

port on the secret test3 which was done to gauge
America's vulnerability to enemy smallpox attacks3

concluded that one in every twelve travelers would
have become infected3 quickly producing an epi-

demic as the disease spread across the country.

Smallpox would be an excellent choice for ter-

rorism3 the report said3 because3 among other

thingS3 "a long incubation period of relatively con-

stant duration permits the operatives responsible

for the attacks to leave the country before the first

case is diagnosed." The incubation period of

smallpox averages twelve days3 at which point the

disease shows its first symptoms3 including mal-

aise3 fever3 headache3 and vomiting.

The public had no idea at the time about the se-

cret tests. But popular culture reflected a growing

fear of germ weapons. A 1965 movie3 The Satan
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Bug;^ Starring Richard Basehart and Anne Francis^

was the story of a madman who stole a lethal virus

from a secret government lab to take over the

world. To demonstrate his seriousness^ he first

killed the inhabitants of a small Florida town and
then threatened to destroy Los Angeles.

In the mid I96OS3 as American forces began to

bomb North Vietnam^ the military came to Fort

Detrick to ask for help with one of its most vexing

problems: the Ho Chi Minh Trail. The North
Vietnamese and the Viet Cong were using the

jungle road as the lifeline for their war against the

South. Nothing seemed to stop the movement of

arms— not ambushes^ booby traps^ high-tech sen-

sors^ heavy artillery^ or B-52 strikes. American mil-

itary commanders asked their colleagues at Fort

Detrick if biological weapons might stanch the

flow.

The planning turned to assessments of

smallpox^ a potential move that was logical^ if des-

perate. A boomerang effect seemed unlikely^ since

American troops were routinely vaccinated against

the contagious disease. And North Vietnamese
troops appeared to be vulnerable. In some ways^

the setting was ideal. Though Vietnam had experi-

enced no smallpox outbreaks since 19593 the dis-

ease still lurked in neighboring countries^ allowing

an epidemic to be attributed to natural causes. In

the argot of covert operations^ the strike would be
plausibly deniable^ a key requirement.

But attacking with such a devastating disease

had enormous potential drawbacks. The trail wove
through three countries. Sickness and death could
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spread uncontrollably:, possibly infecting allies and
civilians. And North Vietnam could retaliate with
other germ agents. The Communist government
had powerful allies in China and the Soviet Union^
both of which had biological arsenals.

The idea was shelved. In the years that followed^

the American government took a leading role in

the global effort to eradicate smallpox3 which was
still killing millions of people each year. With a de-

termined program of vaccinations3 doctors and
public health workers wiped out history's worst

killer in just a few years.

Meanwhile^ the American military's delibera-

tions about a smallpox attack remained secret.

With public opposition to the Vietnam War
growings protestors took aim at the federal govern-

ment's program for biological weapons. Its out-

lines were known from news articles and such

books as Theodor Rosebury's Peace or Pestilence. In

19673 thousands of scientists signed a petition

questioning the military's efforts. The opponents

included Meselson^ the Harvard biologist. His

voice carried weight because he was a prestigious

scientist with secret clearances. Another critic was
Seymour M. Hersh^ the investigative journalist

who wrote an expose in 1968 that was subtitled

America's Hidden Arsenal Fiction echoed the rising

criticism. In his debut novels The Andromeda
Strain:, Michael Crichton . imagined the military

flying into space to gather pathogens for germ war-

fare. In the story^ a satellite crashes to Earth and
begins a deadly outbreak that threatens human ex-

tinction. The contrast to The Satan Bug was
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telling: the military had now become the villain.

At Fort Detrick^ crowds of antiwar protesters

marched outside the gates^ past armed guards and
barbed wire. The American public^ while knowing
no details of what went on inside3 understood that

Fort Detrick was the hub of germ warfare.

"They'd turn their back on you/' Patrick said of

the protesters. "But we thought we were doing the

patriotic thing because we were risking life and
limb."

The risk was real. In late 1968^ a high-speed

centrifuge that was spinning test tubes suddenly

broke down and shattered the glass vials^ exposing

Patrick's men to a fog of psittacosis bacteria. The
debilitating germ causes high fever and a severe

pneumonia with hacking coughs. Just before

Christmas^ the illness sent five workers into the

base hospital.

Opposition grew and found new outlets. At an
airport^ Meselson bumped into his old Harvard
colleague Henry Kissinger^ a history professor

whom Richard M. Nixon^ the new president^ had
recently named his national security adviser. The
two men had worked next door to each other at

Harvard and had talked on more than one occa-

sion. Kissinger knew of the biologist's unease
about germ weapons. "What should we do?"
Kissinger asked^ Meselson recalled. "I said^ 'Let

me think about it. I'll write you some papers.'
"

One of Meselson's studies^ dated September
1969^ argued that the weapons^ while extremely

destructive^, were unnecessary. A light aircraft

could deliver enough to kill populations over sev-

eral thousand square miles^ he wrote^ but the dis-
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ease could spread far beyond the target area or

create a long-term epidemic hazard. The same
fickleness was true of incapacitating germs^
Meselson argued. In an attack they might actually

cause a large number of deaths among both enemy
personnel and intermingled civilians^ or might
cause too little incapacitation to be militarily effec-

tive.

Meselson asserted that the nation's strategic nu-
clear forces were enough to deter attack. "We have

no need to rely on lethal germ weapons and would
lose nothing by giving up the option/' he wrote.

"Our major interest is to keep other nations from
acquiring them/' he noted^ since the living muni-
tions constituted cheap atom bombs. "Germ
weapons that could threaten a large city are much
simpler and cheaper to acquire than the corre-

sponding nuclear weapons."

Meselson's arguments fell on fertile ground. For
all the nation's work on germ weapons^ the mili-

tary chiefs and defense secretary found them of

little use for the projection of American military

power. And President Nixon needed a dramatic

gesture amid growing discontent over the Vietnam
War.
On November 25^ 1969;, Nixon ended it all —

the tests^ the accidents^ the war preparations. "The
U.S./' he said^ "shall renounce the use of lethal bi-

ological agents and weaponS:> and all other

methods of biological warfare. The U.S. will con-

fine its biological research to defensive measures."

The human race^ he added^ "already carries in its

hands too many of the seeds of its own destruc-

tion." Nixon had been in office ten months. He
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made his announcement at Fort Detrick^ smiling

and clearly relishing his role as a peacemaker.

Patrick was there in the crowds just feet away
from the president. He later admitted that it was
one of the darkest days of his life. He felt that the

threat of responding in kind to foreign germ at-

tacks was the best possible deterrent^ and that the

president was foolish to throw it away.

Biological toxins that were extracted from bac-

teria^ such as staphylococcal enterotoxin B^ were

spared from the ban and reclassified as chemical

weapons to evade the new policy. In January 1970
Meselson wrote another paper for the White
House^ which he said President Nixon read. It ar-

gued that classing the toxins produced by germs as

chemical weapons was a technical distinction that

undermined the administration's policy goals^, as

well as the president's credibility. "The arms con-

trol benefits of our newly decided policy/'

Meselson wrote^ "will be reduced if we maintain

biological laboratories where secret work is done."

An active U.S. toxin weapons program^ he argued^

"would prevent us from demilitarizing and declas-

sifying our biological research laboratories at Fort

Detrick and our germ weapons production facility

at Pine Bluff."

The next months Nixon extended his renuncia-

tion of germ weapons to cover biological toxins.

Detrick was out of the offensive business^ after

more than a third of a century. The White House
directed the military to concentrate on germ de-

fense^ the mirror image of its previous work. Now
the main goal was to foil a foe who might attack the

United States with viruses^ bacteria^ or toxins. The
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Nixon administration became the world's leading

advocate for a treaty banning germ warfare^ which
Washington now condemned as immoral and re-

pugnant. Starting in 19723 the United States^ the

Soviet Union^ and more than one hundred other

nations signed the Biological and Toxin Weapons
Convention. The accord prohibited the possession

of deadly biological agents except for research into

such defensive measures as vaccines^ detectors^

and protective gear. It was the world's first treaty

to ban an entire class of weapons.
But it was only a pledge^ and the treaty was filled

with loopholes. No limits were set on the quanti-

ties of germs that could be used for research. No
standards were stated for distinguishing between
defensive and offensive work. No forms of consul-

tation were specified. No mechanisms of enforce-

ment were established.

Analysts inside and outside the government
nonetheless saw the international ban as entirely in

America's self-interest. Their logic was simple:

when war was costly and military action required

tons of advanced equipment and nuclear arms3

only the wealthiest countries could play the game.
Cheap arms of devastating force leveled the

playing field. And that^ experts agreed^ was some-
thing that Washington wanted to avoid. It was a

point that Meselson^ among others^ had raised

early and had argued in public and private for

years.

But Patrick and his colleagues felt that many
countries were unlikely to honor their pledges to

renounce germ weapons^ which were so inexpen-

sive and effective that they were destined to prolif-
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erate clandestinely. Moreover^ he and his

colleagues worried that such weapons would even-

tually be used against America. "Most of the

people I worked with— the chief of the pilot plant

division^ the chief of munitions— all these people

thought^ 'J^ez^ it's going to come around to bite

us/ " he recalled. "This stuff is too damn good to

go away."

Despite his misgivings^ Patrick helped Fort

Detrick go from "black to white/' as he put it. He
aided the three-year effort of destroying the offen-

sive arsenal and then began working to develop

germ defenses at the newly established United
States Army Medical Research Institute of Infec-

tious Diseases. This was the center of the govern-

ment's new defensive effort. It was based at Fort

Detrick^ in the shadow of its predecessor. The de-

fensive work had far fewer experts and buildings^

and a much smaller budget^ than the offensive pro-

gram did. In time^ the army lab became but one of

many tenants on the sprawling Fort Detrick base.

But Patrick was uneasy. He not only disliked the

gamble he felt the nation was taking but found that

the new work ran counter to sensibilities he had
developed over the decades. "It's a different

world/' Patrick said of finding ways to blunt germ
attacks. "Defense studies are so much more com-
plicated. It takes eighteen months to develop a

weapons-grade agent and ten years to develop a

good vaccine against it."

Patrick was frank about relishing his days as a

germ warrior^ saying he was comfortable with

memories of killing animals^ infecting people^ and
finding new ways to produce death. It was all part
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of military readiness^ of deterring foes3 of keeping

the nation strong. "At the time we were doing this^

the objective was to solve the problem and not

consider the philosophical ramifications of what
we were doing/' he said. "On Fridays^ when we'd
sit around and bullshit^ we wouldn't say^ 'We have
a moral obligation to curtail this!' It would be^

'How do we increase the concentration?' You
never connected it to people. Maybe that's bad.

But there was danger involved here.

"We used to think about the Chinese and the

Russians. And ifwe had known what they were re-

ally doings we would have worked harder."
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Revelations

As the world renounced germ weapons^ science

was shattering the barriers between man and na-

ture. For the first time^ biologists learned how to

manipulate the instruction books of life that re-

side inside all living things. It was a break-

through that gave biological warfare new
possibilities.

Nature had written the rulebooks over the eons.

Science first glimpsed them in 19533 with the dis-

covery of how DNA3 or deoxyribonucleic acid^

governs our heredity. The genetic code turned out

to be locked in a double spiral whose structure was
shared by everything from microbes to manatees.

Surprisingly^ the diverse rulebooks shared not only

the same alphabet but the same language.

In the early IQTOs^ scientists took advantage of

this commonality to found the field of gene engi-

neerings also known as bioengineering or gene
splicing. Now scientists could edit^ rewrite;, and re-

arrange life's script^ moving a line or a whole
chapter from one creature to another. It was bio-

logical cut and paste. With growing ease^ genes
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were recombined and rearranged.

An early test centered on the firefly. Its gene for

bioluminescence was added to a carroty and lo^ a

new variety of carrot was produced that glowed in

the dark. In the mid-lQTOs^ scientists of a more
practical bent spliced the human gene for insulin

into bacteria and grew the hybrids in vats. In time^

most diabetics came to rely on this mass-produced
insulin^ which was the first product of what be-

came a multibillion-dollar industry. Thousands of

recombinant projects sought to cure diseases^ save

lives^ and improve human health.

The consequences were also profound for the

world's militaries. The new biology might produce
diseases unknown to modern medicine^ and for

which there were no cures. Superbugs might be
made that were more potent^ dangerous^ and
adept. Germs3 it seemed3 might become the ulti-

mate weapon.
Scientists at the forefront of the genetics revolu-

tion were among the first to understand its poten-

tial for evil. A generation earlier^ the physicists who
invented the atom bomb devoted themselves to

nuclear arms control. Now^ biologists with the

most intimate knowledge ofthe new science began
searching for ways to contain the destructive

power of their discoveries.

Joshua Lederberg grew up in New York City^ the

first son of an Orthodox rabbi. In I9583 at age

thirty-three^ he won the Nobel Prize for work he

began at twenty. His research demonstrated that

bacteria transferred genes among one another in a

sexlike activity. In time3 his discovery became cen-
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tral to the new science of gene . engineering.

Lederberg became a public advocate for the devel-

oping field but also saw its potential for making
germ warfare even more dangerous. "To be en-

hancing that technology/' he said in an interview^

"I thought was in the long run suicidal."

His discovery of genetic exchanges in bacteria

led him to warn about the dangers of antibiotic re-

sistance decades before the issue caught public at-

tention. Lederberg was among the first scientists

to talk about cloning as a practical matter. He
helped found not only microbial genetics but the

fields of artificial intelligence in computers and the

study of the likelihood of extraterrestrial life.

His lifelong war against biological weapons was
informed by his personal knowledge of the mili-

tary and its struggles with infectious disease. In

19433 while still a teenager^ he'd won entry into a

navy undergraduate program at Columbia Uni-
versity for future medical officers. In 1944^ he ad-

vanced to become a medical student at

Columbia's College of Physicians and Surgeons.

His studies alternated with spells of duty at the

U.S. Naval Hospital at Saint Albans^ on Long Is-

land. In the clinical pathology laboratory there^

Lederberg peered through a microscope to ex-

amine stool specimens for parasite ova and blood
smears for malaria. The disease had sickened

Marines returning from the Guadalcanal cam-
paign.

After receiving his doctorate at Yale^ he took up a

teaching post at the University of Wisconsin^
which had played a major role in Fort Detrick's es-

tablishment as the nation's center for making germ
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weapons. A Wisconsin microbiologist3 Edwin B.

Fred^ had advised Roosevelt's secretary of war on
the need^ and Ira L. Baldwin^ another microbiolo-

gist at the school^ had selected the Detrick site and
become its first scientific director.

While at Wisconsin^ Lederberg met Leo Szilard^

who had helped make the atom bomb in the

Second World War and afterward had gone to the

University of Chicago to study biology. Chicago
was full of Manhattan Project veterans — Szilard^

Enrico Fermi3 Edward Teller— debating what to

do with the destructive force they had unleashed^

some even advocating world government. Szilard

favored treaties to limit nuclear arms. He and
Lederberg hit it ofif^ meeting first in biology semi-

nars and then informally. Szilard^ Lederberg said^

became "my first role model" of a public-policy

scientist.

Building on his earlier research^ Lederberg in

1967 began attempting to splice genes. The exper-

iments did not succeed^ but Lederberg saw their

promise. It might soon be possible^ he reasoned^ to

create new forms of life in the laboratory. He did

the experiments after he had moved from the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin to Stanford^ the California

university that in a few years would become the

center of the genetics revolution.

During the Vietnam era^ as the national revolt

against biological warfare was gaining momentum^
Lederberg became a columnist for the Washington

Post and wrote in an August 1968 article that the

creation of synthetic genes threatened humanity
with the "systematic construction" of new disease

agents and "the most perilous genocidal experi-
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mentation." He called for curbs on germ warfare^

saying "time is running out."

Lederberg also campaigned in private to end the

government's program and informed its leaders of

the dangers he foresaw. In March 1969:, he wrote

Riley Housewright^ Fort Detrick's scientific di-

rector^ to propose issues for an upcoming discus-

sion. "Where will it all end?" Lederberg asked of

biological weapons. "Can BW proliferation be
controlled? Will BW be adopted as a guerrilla

tactic^ and what countermeasures are possible?" It

was an early reference to what would eventually be
known as germ terrorism. "I am very worried

about this/' he wrote^ "but hardly dare mention it

for fear ofputting an evil idea in someone's head."

Later in 1969 he told the House Foreign Affairs

Committee that allowing new strides in germ
weaponry "is akin to our arranging to make hy-

drogen bombs available at the supermarket." After

Nixon's ban took effect later that year and Wash-
ington began lobbying for a global treaty^

Lederberg was asked by the administration to ad-

vise the United Nations. In August 1970 he deliv-

ered a speech in Geneva to the U.N.'s Committee
on Disarmament that was seen decades later as a

turning point. Recent advances in science prom-
ised an arms race^ he warned^ "whose aim could
well become the most efficient means for removing
man from the planet." Infestations had wiped out
the American chestnut and the European grape-

vine^ he said. Now mankind faced similar dangers
— "of our own invention." The perils he said^ had
provoked "my own moral preoccupation with
whether my own career will have been labeled a
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blessing or a curse to the humanity from which I

spring." It was a dilemma^ he added^ that "faces

my entire generation of biological research scien-

tists and our younger students at this very mo-
ment."

In 19723 the Biological and Toxin Weapons
Convention was opened for signature in London^
Moscow^ and Washington. In time3 more than one
hundred nations embraced the treaty's goal of

abolishing biological weapons and declared germ
warfare "repugnant to the conscience of man-
kind."

At exactly the same moment3 civilian scientists

were starting the gene revolution in earnest.

It began over a midnight snack. In late 19723

Stanley N. Cohen3 a young colleague of

Lederberg's at the Stanford School of Medicine3

and Herbert W. Boyer3 a biochemist at the Univer-

sity of California at San Francisco3 were attending

a conference in Hawaii. As the scientists talked in a

deli late one night3 they realized that by teaming up
they might do something that had never been done
before: move DNA from one organism into an-

other3 creating a new form of life. They wanted to

merge the genes of organisms that were wholly un-

related— for example3 those of dissimilar germs or

maybe even plants and animals.

Scientists had already taken a first step3 discov-

ering how enzymes could cut loose individual

genes from a strand ofDNA. Moving a gene from
one organism to another was a greater challenge.

Cohen and Boyer saw promise in the early experi-

ments that showed how bugs accomplish such
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transfers in nature. Genes were found to move on
tiny rings of DNA that pass freely between bac-

teria. Lederberg named them plasmids. Re-

searchers had also recently figured out how to glue

together snippets of DNA^ suggesting an in-

triguing possibility. Perhaps genes snipped from
one organism could hitch a ride on a plasmid as it

moved into another. In theory^ Cohen and Boyer
realized^ genetic engineering might be simple. The
two scientists could slice the DNA from one or-

ganism^ paste it into a plasmid^ and move it into an
unrelated form of life.

Back in California^ the two scientists and their

colleagues set to work. In months^ they succeeded

in creating the first recombinant life. They did not

invent the basic technology^ but their novel way of

applying it quickly created a thriving new field.

The serious work began in early 1973. Boyer
and Cohen's first experiments centered on Esche-

richia coli^ the normally benign microbe of the

human intestinal tract. From an unrelated mi-
crobe^ they cut out a gene that conferred resistance

to penicillin and spliced it into E. coli Subsequent
tests showed it had worked. The new microbe was
now immune to the drug. In July 1 9733 they took a

bigger step^ splicing genes from the South African

clawed toad into E. coli The new germ successfully

reproduced. And its progeny had toad genes. To a

limited degree^ science had merged bacterium and
amphibian. Experimentation showed that not only

plasmids but also viruses could be modified for the

purpose of injecting foreign genes^ and that targets

could include not only microbes but plant and an-

imal cells.
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Until the 1973 successes^ nobody knew whether
genes from one organism would function or even
survive in another. Cohen and Boyer showed that

they did. Moreover^, they demonstrated that

crossing the ancient barriers between species^ and
in time even between plants and animals^ was rela-

tively easy.

Among the many repercussions was a very prac-

tical one. As germs were customized and multi-

plied^ scientists found that their creations could be
programmed to make many different kinds of

products^ such as insulin or other biological com-
pounds. That process is known as gene expression.

A germ can divide every halfhour. So in a day^ one
microscopic parent can produce billions of iden-

tical offspring. Germs could be turned into vast

factories producing a range of products.

As the feat was made public^ scientists began to

worry that the new biology could accidentally re-

lease into the environment novel organisms that

would wreak havoc. Cohen and Boyer^ aware of

the danger^ had been careful to insert genes that al-

ready existed in some populations of natural bac-

teria or were harmless. But anxiety spread^ and
scientists called for a temporary global morato-

rium on such work.

At an old chapel overlooking the Pacific^ top bi-

ologists gathered in February 1975 to hammer out

guidelines for research in the nascent field. The
youthful leaders were present at the Asilomar con-

ference center^ as were its elder statesmen^ in-

cluding Lederberg3 who was wary of restrictions

on peaceful work^ fearing they would slow the ad-

vance of genetic research. Altogether there were
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ninety American and fifty foreign scientists;, in-

cluding some from the Soviet Union.

One group of scientists at the meeting warned
that the Pentagon might use genetic engineering to

make new germs for biological warfare and called

for an international treaty prohibiting gene

splicing aimed at making weapons. That sugges-

tion went nowhere. The organizing committee did^

however^ after considerable debate^ win agreement
for the most stringent safety precautions. The
sticking point was a proposal to prohibit the most
dangerous class of experiments — those that in-

volved transplanting genes that are harmful to hu-
manS;, such as genes that make botulinum toxin. In

the end^ the motion for a complete ban on such

work passed^ though five scientists cast dissenting

votes.

The next months March IQTS^ the Biological

and Toxin Weapons Convention went into force^

the culmination of three years of diplomacy. But
the ban was silent on the central issue raised at

Asilomar— the military implications of the new
biology. The treaty said any kind of research was
permitted^ as long as its purpose was protective.

But defensive research could look a lot like offen-

sive work. And the gene splicing pioneered by
Cohen and Boyer added an even more troubling

complexity— the power to create superbugs. If a

foe could defeat old vaccines and antidotes with
new bugs^ military scientists had reason to try the

most lethal experiments imaginable. How else

could they assess or counter new threats to their

nations? The research was akin to manufacturer
of bulletproof vests acquiring a new kind of pistol
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to assess the old fabric.

In the months and years that followed;, the mora-
torium on potentially dangerous experiments
ended as governments set up review panels to eval-

uate whether proposed research was safe. Gene
engineering took off^ first on college campuses^,

then in industry. Lederberg and Cohen^ the Stan-

ford colleagues^ signed up as consultants to Cetus
Corporation of Berkeley^ California^ which sought

to capitalize on the gene-splicing discoveries.

Soon^ Cetus and its sister companies were
churning out designer germs that produced
human insulin^ interferon^ and growth hormone.
The new fields Lederberg wrote in a 1975 article^,

"promises some of the most pervasive benefits for

the public health since the discovery and promul-
gation of antibiotics.''

Nixon resigned the presidency in August 1974.

Soon afterward^ Democratic leaders^ in a newly
combative mood and in firm control of the Senate;,

began investigating the government's recently

abandoned efforts to harness pathogens for war.

Lengthy hearings were held in the autumn of

1975^ led by Senator Frank Church of Idaho^ who
was intent on exposing wrongdoing in the

shadowy world of American intelligence. Nothing
was said of government planning for biological at-

tacks on Cuba or Vietnam. But the hearings and
reports disclosed a new chapter of American his-

tory that featured Fort Detrick and the Central In-

telligence Agency planning assassinations and
stockpiling germs to cripple or kill foreign leaders.

The partnership3 which extended from 1952 to
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1970^ had no known successes. The investigation

revealed a series of amateurish plots^ failed hitS3

and embarrassing errors.

For instance^ the Eisenhower administration^

fearing a tilt toward Moscow in the newly inde-

pendent Congo^ had planned to kill Patrice

Lumumba^ a former postal clerk who in 1960 was
elected prime minister. The CIA considered a

number of candidate germs^ including the virus

that causes smallpox. It decided on botulinum
toxin^ which acted faster and was more reliable^ its

paralysis of lungs and muscles quickly resulting in

the victim's death. The toxin was shipped to Af-

rica. But tight security frustrated CIA agents and
the plan was rendered moot when rebels seized

power and killed Lumumba.
Another revelation centered on the Kennedy ad-

ministration^ still eager to undo Castro after the

Cuban missile crisis. It produced a bizarre scheme
to paralyze the dictator^ who was a diving enthu-

siast^ by giving him diving gear dusted with two
pathogens. The wet suit was to carry a toxic

fungus^ and the breathing apparatus was to be
laced with a bacterium that causes tuberculosis^ a

potentially fatal illness of coughing and lung hem-
orrhaging. The plot went awry when an American
lawyer gave Castro a wet suit untreated with the

CIA's poison.

As congressional investigators dug further^ they

found that even after Nixon's ban the CIA had
kept a small arsenal ofpathogens^ germ toxins^ and
biological poisons that were strong enough to

sicken or kill millions ofpeople. Most of the agents

were stored at Detrick^ the inventory surprisingly
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diverse. It included not only relatively large

amounts of the anthrax bacillus but also two types

of Salmonella^, the bug that the Rajneeshees had
used in their restaurant attacks:

Bacillus anthracis (anthrax) 3 100 grams
Pasteurella tularensis (tularemia) 3 20 grams
Venezuelan equine encephalomyelitis virus

(encephalitis) 3 20 grams
Coccidioides immitis (valley fever) ^ 20 grams
Brucella suis (brucellosis) 3 2 to 3 grams
Brucella melitensis (brucellosis) 3 2 to 3 grams
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (tuberculosis) 3

3 grams
Salmonella typhimurium (food poisoning)

3

10 grams
Salmonella typhimurium (chlorine-resistant

food poisoning) 3 3 grams
variola virus (smallpox) 3 50 grams
staphylococcal enterotoxin (food poisoning)

3

10 grams
Clostridium botulinum Type A (lethal food

poisoning) 3 5 grams
paralytic shellfish poison3 5 grams
Bungarus Candidas venom (lethal snake

venom) 3 2 grams
Microcystis aeruginosa toxin (intestinal flu) 3

25 milligrams

toxiferine (paralyzer)3 100 milligrams

The senators blasted the spy agency and army
biologists for ignoring the president's order. "We
must insist that these agencies operate strictly

within the law3'' Senator Church said.
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Bill Patrick:, though never called to testify^ was
unapologetic about the arsenal. In interviews^ he

said he had assisted the CIA but seldom knew spe-

cifics. "Ifyou were asked to prepare a product that

had certain characteristics^ you'd know damn well

what it was for. But I would never be told^ 'We
want this because we want to assassinate some-
body.'

"

A CIA document released at a hearing said the

characteristics of its stockpiled germs included

forms "suitable for dusting of clothes^ pillows^

etc.3" which conjured up visions of dictators being

killed in bed.

Patrick was not alone^ it turned out^ in devel-

oping agents to maim and kill individuals. Such
work had long predated his arrival at Fort Detrick.

The story of America's only known biological

attack came out piecemeal in the hearings and
made no headlines^ unlike the Church commit-
tee's other disclosures. The first hint emerged on
September 16^ IQTS^ when William E. Colby^ then

director of central intelligence^ told the senators

that the poisonous cache had been created partly

because a predecessor agency^ the Office of Stra-

tegic Services^ had used such toxins effectively. In

fact3 he said^ the OSS had conducted "a successful

operation using biological warfare materials to in-

capacitate a Nazi leader temporarily." He gave no
details. And publicly at leasts the senators de-

manded none.

Senator Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts
reported at the end of a lengthy follow-up hearing

in May 1977 that some CIA documents had ar-

rived only "a few minutes ago" which disclosed
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that spies had attacked the still unidentified top

Nazi "to prevent his appearance at a major eco-

nomic conference during the war. They used food
poisonings which was rather successful."

But Senator Kennedy mentioned no toxin and
identified no victim. It took a CIA documents
buried in the back ofthe hearing record and all but
lost publicly^ to finally do so. Even this report^

however^ avoided the embarrassing truth.

The target ofthe clandestine attack was Hjalmar
Schachts the financial brains of the Third Reich.

After Hitler's rise to power in 1933s Schacht was
appointed president of the Reichsbank. Sometime
in the early 1940Ss OSS agents had obtained the

requisite poison and administered it to Schacht^

apparently in his food.

Technicallys the attack was said to be successful.

The chosen toxin was from the staphylococcus

bacteriums one of the same poisons selected for

the strike against Cuba. The symptoms that

Schacht experienced most likely included chills^

headaches muscle pains coughings and high fever.

Perhaps most importants the assault remained se-

cret.

The problem was that Schacht turned out to be

an anti-Hitler conspirators or at least he appeared

to be one. When plotters unsuccessfully tried to

assassinate Hitler in July 1944s Schacht was
thrown into a concentration camp. American
troops found him at Dachau in April 1945 and re-

leased him. The Nuremberg tribunal acquitted

him of all war crimes.

As congressional investigators probed the
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American germ program^ the U.S, intelligence

community disagreed on whether the Soviet

Union was secretly forging ahead on biological

weapons. The disputes began in 19753 the year the

germ treaty took effect. (The time allotted for the

destruction of global germ arsenals had been three

years^ the time it took the United States to scrap its

own biological weapons.) Several government offi-

cials wrote a secret paper arguing that the Soviet

Union was illegally continuing an offensive pro-

gram. Their conclusions were dismissed as specu-

lative. At about the same time^ a State Department
official asserted that the Soviets' new interconti-

nental missile^ the SS-1 1^ was designed to carry a

biological warhead. His bosses^ one colleague said^

found the idea ludicrous. A senior Soviet diplomat

stationed at the United Nations defected to the

United States in 1978 and warned that his coun-
try's military had embarked on a secret biological

program^ a claim that was viewed as intriguing but

unsubstantiated.

Gary Crocker was a believer. A junior analyst at

the State Department's intelligence arm^ Crocker
had been questioning the Soviets' biological inten-

tions since shortly after joining the department in

1974. He had begun his career^ as had many of his

colleagues^ studying the Soviet nuclear program.
But Crocker had quickly gravitated to the arcane

specialty of biological and chemical weapons^
known colloquially inside the government as

"bugs and gas." The United States employed
thousands of people to follow the twists and turns

in Moscow's strategic programs. Phalanxes of ex-

perts tracked each new missile and warhead.
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These glamorous jobs tended to be held by men.
The bugs-and-gas crowd was much smaller and

included an unusually large number of women.
For much of the IQTOs^ the group assigned to as-

sess the world's biological and chemical weapons
could fit comfortably in a small room. That meant
that a single analyst^ man or woman^ could change
a policy — if that person's voice could influence

the wider bureaucracy. Crocker would spend most
of his career representing the State Department at

the monthly meetings. "We all knew each other

and worked together/' he recalled. "We were kind

of a little clique fighting the big guys^ the big

powers in nuclear weapons. We were this little

crowd coming along and sayings 'Hey^ look out^

there are chemical and biological weapons^ too.'
"

In October 19793 a Russian-language news-
paper in Frankfurt^ West Germany^ that regularly

carried news from Soviet emigres^ ran a sketchy re-

port about what it called a major germ accident.

The death toll was put in the thousands. By Jan-

uary 1980^ the newspaper had fresh details: the ca-

tastrophe had occurred in April of the previous

year. An explosion at a secret military base near the

Soviet city of Sverdlovsk^ an industrial complex in

the Ural Mountains that built tanks^ rockets^ and
other weapons^ had sent a cloud of deadly mi-

crobes wafting over a nearby village. An estimated

one thousand people had eventually died from an-

thrax^ a disease that without treatment is usually

fatal in two weeks. The paper said the Soviet mili-

tary had seized control of the area^ covering the

contaminated ground with fresh topsoil.
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The story gained international prominence in

February as the Daily Telegraph in London and the

Bild Zeitung in Hamburg ran pieces on what they

described as a calamity of agonizing deaths^ cre-

mated bodies^ and widespread decontamination

work.

U.S. intelligence analysts had noticed nothing

unusual that previous April. Now they began
scouring archives of spy satellite photos and inter-

cepted communications from the weeks at issue.

Pictures of the area around Compound IQ^ a mili-

tary part of Sverdlovsk^ seemed suspicious^

showing roadblocks^ newly paved streets^ and what
appeared to be decontamination trucks. A report

was uncovered that showed that the Soviet defense

minister had visited Sverdlovsk just after the inci-

dent was said to have taken place. The signs

pointed toward a military accident.

That assessment was plausible. Bacillus anthracis

is an ideal biological weapon^ prized by Soviet and
American germ warriors of the 1950s and 1960s
for its hardiness and lethality. Lederberg calls it a

"professional pathogen.'' The microbe's life cycle

begins when livestock graze in a spore-laden pas-

ture. The anthrax bacillus can enter the human
body through multiple pathways. It attacks the

lungs when people inhale spores flecked off an an-

imal hide; it burrows into the digestive tract of

those who eat contaminated meat; or it can infect

the skin if it comes into contact with scrapes or

open sores.

Anthrax is a very rare disease in modern soci-

eties^ afflicting a handful of wool workers and
others exposed to large numbers of animal hides.
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The disease follows an aggressive course. Bacteria

from spores germinating in the lungs produce sev-

eral toxins that attack human cells. The symptoms
are initially benign^ a cough and fatigue. Patients

often experience a brief recovery^ the so-called an-

thrax honeymoon^ as their immune system val-

iantly fights the disease. The respite is almost

always temporary^ and it is almost invariably fol-

lowed by collapse of the respiratory system and
death. The disease follows a similar pattern in

people who eat tainted meat.

The reports about Sverdlovsk came at a mo-
ment of deepening tensions between the super-

powers. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan the

previous December had brought an abrupt end to

a decade of detente^ and President Jimmy Carter

was taking a harder line toward Moscow. In March
1980^ his administration privately queried

Moscow about the Sverdlovsk incident. The next

day^ before the Soviets could reply^ the State De-
partment announced there were "disturbing indi-

cations" that a biological agent had been released.

The issue had become a cudgel in the propaganda
wars. Moscow denounced the allegations as an

"epidemic of anti-Soviet hysteria." The outbreak

at Sverdlovsk^ it said;, was caused by nothing more
nefarious than tainted meat.

A group of intelligence analysts and outside ex-

perts convened by the administration dismissed

the Soviet explanation. They reviewed the satellite

photos and other evidence and closed ranks

around this scenario: a mishap at the Sverdlovsk

facility had released a plume of deadly anthrax

spores into the wind; some people had died after
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inhaling the aerosolized microbes^ and others had
fallen ill weeks later after eating the meat of in-

fected cattle. The group felt that it needed two eti-

ologies because the epidemic had gone on for

seven weeks. The disease3 it concluded^ came first

by inhalation^ then by consumption of stores of in-

fected meat.

The CIA called in Matthew Meselson. The
Harvard biologist and proponent ofthe Nixon ban
was eager to see the secret intelligence. He stayed

at the home of a CIA official for ten days. "I got

hooked on this^" he recalled. "And I became some-
what skeptical of their explanations." If the CIA's

hypothesis was correct^ Meselson reasoned^ one
should find anthrax deaths caused by both con-

taminated air and tainted meat. But the agency
said its best medical evidence on the outbreak—
secondhand reports from Soviet doctors — de-

scribed only inhalation cases. Meselson felt the

lack of corresponding evidence on intestinal an-

thrax "cast doubt" on the veracity of the sources^

and thus the CIA's developing theory. Perhaps the

agency's informants were unsophisticated. Per-

haps they were unable to "reliably distinguish" be-

tween the two forms of the disease^ and^ hence^

between a natural outbreak and one caused by
germ weapons.
Around this time^ intelligence analysts began

piecing together what they viewed as an even more
disturbing story of human suffering in a distant

part ofthe world. Hmong refugees from Laos were
reporting that helicopters flown by Soviet-backed

government forces had sprayed them with a myste-
rious substance that left horrific burns and lesions
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on their skin. The refugees called it "y^H^w rain."

To investigate^ the army sent a medical team^
which interviewed thirty-eight Hmong tribesmen
in October 1979. The symptoms and accounts^

the officers reported^, seemed to suggest attacks by
as many as three different toxic agents^ including

one that caused internal bleeding.

Ronald Reagan took office in January 1981:, de-

termined to confront what he would eventually

call the "evil empire." Weeks later^ the administra-

tion was handed a yellow-rain contaminated plant

sample collected by the Thai military near the

Cambodian border. A private American labora-

tory analyzed the material for Washington and re-

ported that the leaf and stem were contaminated
with unnaturally high levels of mycotoxins —
harshly toxic substances that occur in low concen-

trations in some crops or can be extracted from
fungi. Administration analysts believed the sample

advanced the argument that the Soviets were using

biological weapons^ which was already being built

around blood samples and eyewitness testimony.

Stilly Crocker and some of the bugs-and-gas ex-

perts urged caution. The results were uncon-
firmed^ and other samples and blood awaited

analysis. The Thai sample was important^ but

short of a smoking gun3 Crocker warned.

Reagan's new secretary of state^ Alexander M.
Haig Jr.3 pressed ahead. On September 13^ 1981^

he announced at a conference in West Berlin that

the United States had "physical evidence" that

Moscow's surrogates in Southeast Asia were using

deadly toxins to wage biological warfare. If true^

the charges were stunning^ suggesting a blatant vi-
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olation of the germ treaty that went well beyond
what might have happened accidentally at

Sverdlovsk. Haig's allegations touched off a con-

tentious debate that would echo through the rest

of the decade^ dividing scientists^ government offi-

cials^ and even America's allies.

Chief among the critics was Meselson^ the

champion of the germ treaty. His high-level secu-

rity clearances as an army consultant and stature

as a scientist gave him additional clout. Over sev-

eral years^ Meselson and his allies developed an al-

ternate theory that many experts^ and some
government officials^ found plausible. The yel-

lowish samples from Southeast Asia were actually

dried bee feces^ not the residue of biological at-

tacks. And the presence of mycotoxins was an illu-

sion^ a lab error.

Meselson began to poke holes in the govern-

ment's arguments on Sverdlovsk as well. He dis-

covered a witness overlooked by the intelligence

agencies^ an American professor living in the city

on an exchange program^ who said nothing un-
usual had happened in April 1979. The debate

grew harsh. Some Democrats charged that the

Reagan administration was manipulating the intel-

ligence to win support for its stance against

Moscow and its trillion-dollar military buildup.

From the starts Lederberg was called into the

federal clashes over Sverdlovsk and yellow rain. In

1978^ he had been named president of Rockefeller

University in New York City^ one of the nation's

premier facilities for biomedical research. But
eager to reach beyond academe and play a role in

Washington^ he had joined in 1979 the Defense
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Science Boards a group oftop scientists and indus-

trialists who advise the military. Intelligence offi-

cials were eager to hear the Nobel laureate's

assessment of Sverdlovsk3 but he was agnostic. "I

couldn't really make up my mind/' he acknowl-
edged. "It looked very^ very suspicious^ and the

Russians were not cooperating to provide access to

the kind of information that could clear it up."

Lederberg thought that there might be a benign
explanation^ even if Moscow's infected-meat story

turned out to be a lie. An accidental release of an-

thrax spores^ he said^ could have stemmed from an
attempt to test defensive equipment. The treaty

provides broad latitude for such research. "There's

nothing that says you can't do aerosol experiments

with anthrax on a modest scale/' he said. "Ifyou're

trying to test a vaccine against aerosol-induced an-

thrax^ you might have to do experiments" in which
test animals were exposed.

Lederberg said that his foray into the intelli-

gence world left him unimpressed. "They would
pick up any rumor and try to make something of

it/' he said of analysts in the Reagan years.

The arguments over the Soviet germ program
were rooted in a clash of cultures between the biol-

ogists and the intelligence analysts. Scientists are

trained to work solely from empirical evidence^

preferably drawn from experiments they can ob-

serve and document firsthand. Almost everything

else is suspect. "We're in the business of being

skeptical/' Meselson said of scientists. "If you've

got to have an answer and you're willing to have a

forty percent chance of being wrongs ask some-

body else."
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Intelligence analysis is as much an art as a sci-

ence. The evidence — the reports from spies^ the

snippets of overheard conversations^, the photos

from satellites hundreds of miles overhead— is in-

evitably incomplete^ sometimes contradictory^ and
always open to varying interpretations. The best

analysts weave a coherent narrative from the con-

flicting reports^ drawing careful distinctions be-

tween what is proven and what is suspected. Some
of the arguments are circumstantial. Crocker^ for

example^ gave great weight to the similarity of eye-

witness testimonies from Laos^ Cambodia^
Afghanistan^ and Yemen. Primitive tribesmen^ sep-

arated by thousands of miles^ all seemed to be de-

scribing the same sorts of attacks by the Soviets and
their allies. The case that the So\aets had continued

their biological weapons program w^as a mosaic^ he

argued^ of which yellow rain was but a piece.

The conclusions of intelligence analysts are

comparable to grand jury indictments^, offering

charges^ not proof beyond a reasonable doubt.

They spark debates more often than they settle

them. The disputes can rage for years^, settled only

when intelligence officers recruit a spy or defector

who delivers the inside story. The need for human
intelligence^ HUAirNT as it is known^ is particu-

larly acute in the study of biological weapons pro-

grams^ which can be easily hidden within

legitimate research establishments. From the out-

side^, research on defenses against germs does not
look much different from the development ofgerm
weapons.

Crocker and his colleagues in the secretive world
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ofbugs and gas soon began to gather evidence that

the Soviet Union was embarking on a two-track

strategy: the production of old-fashioned germ
weapons like anthrax as well as futuristic research

into bioengineered pathogens — the very dangers

Lederberg had warned of in his speech to the

United Nations years earlier. Sverdlovsk^ they

were sure3 was just a glimmer of something much
bigger. Their charges set off yet another bitter

clash between intelligence analysts and scientists

that persisted throughout the decade.

The fears of recombinant weapons were deep-

ened by the practical applications of the scientific

breakthroughs pioneered by Lederberg and
others. In theory^ the gene revolution gave any re-

searcher the tools to make bad pathogens worse.

But by this time several companies had produced
products in which DNA was manipulated for

profit and public health. As the companies did for

peace:, government analysts feared^ the Soviets

might do for war.

With the right equipment^ military scientists

could make a pathogen much hardier or even more
lethal. Researchers might use the new techniques

to turn harmless germs into killers. Overall^ the ad-

vances threatened to tip the balance between of-

fense and defense decisively in favor of the

attacker. Genetic manipulation made it possible to

redesign bugs like anthrax so they could evade vac-

cines^ one of the best protections against a biolog-

ical weapon.
A 1981 paper by the army's Dugway center in

Utah^ "Recombinant DNA and the Biological

Warfare Threat/' warned that designer germs
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could be used to make highly concentrated poi-

sons. A 1983 army study suggested that bioengi-

neering could turn anthrax into a better weapon
for the battlefield by making its spores much more
vulnerable to sunlight and natural decay. (One of

the drawbacks to attacking an enemy with anthrax

is that the spores can persist for decades.) Growing
concern that an enemy might make such a

superbug prompted the Reagan administration in

1984 to raise the Pentagon's germ budget so the

military could better assess the threat. The gene

breakthroughs^ officials judged3 "could be applied

to the creation of novel biological agents^ or to the

production of specific agents (such as protein

toxins) in quantities that far exceed their natural

levels."

In April 1984^ the Reagan administration went
public with its worries. Its annual assessment of

the threat posed by Moscow^ Soviet Military Power^

said the Soviet Union was conducting gene engi-

neering aimed at developing new weapons. Days
later^ the Wall Street Journar^ editorial page began
a nine-part series that made bolder accusations.

Based largely on interviews with Soviet emigres

and liberally quoting Lederberg on the dangers of

recombinant technology^ the series charged that

Moscow was pioneering new kinds of evil. Its sci-

entists allegedly had put genes from cobra snakes

into otherwise innocent bacteria and viruses^

which would then produce deadly venom in a vic-

tim's body. "The revolutionary techniques of re-

combinant DNA3" the Journal said^ were being
distorted "to create a new generation of

germ-warfare agents."
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CIA spies pursued the story and heard many of

the same allegations. But the agency's senior So-
viet specialists found it hard to believe that

Moscow was investing huge sums ofmoney in bio-

logical weapons. Douglas J. MacEachin^ head of

the agency's Soviet analysis office from March
1984 to March IQSQ^ was one of the most deter-

mined skeptics. A former Marine Corps officer^

MacEachin found the notion ofgerm weapons im-
plausible. His idea ofwar was rifles^ artillery^ bayo-

nets. He accepted the reality of nuclear weapons
and strategic missiles^ but the germ threat was sci-

ence fiction to him. MacEachin found the

bugs-and-gas crowd overzealous^ drawing firm

conclusions from scant evidence. The harder they

argued^ the less he believed them. Through the

Reagan years^ MacEachin fought a rear-guard ac-

tion against what he termed the "evil empirists/'

analysts who believed the reforms begun by
Mikhail S. Gorbachev would never bring real

change. MacEachin had no quarrel with the view

that Sverdlovsk stemmed from the accidental re-

lease of germ weapons. The question was whether
the Soviet program had continued into the 1980s.

Meselson and Lederberg played a significant role

in undermining the credibility of the government's

bugs-and-gas analysts. "We had these esteemed

scientists briefing us/' MacEachin recalled. On
one side stood "these Armageddon preachers3 and
then you've got Matt and Josh^ and they're sayings

'This is all concocted.'
"

Whatever the doubts behind closed doorS;, the

Reagan administration battered the Soviets pub-

licly and privately over germ weapons for much of
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the decade. It was perfect stuff for a propaganda

war. A presidential commission charged in June
1985 that Moscow was investigating exotic arms
that could cause "sudden panic or sleepiness in

defending forces." In 1986 the Defense Intelli-

gence Agency issued an unclassified^ twenty-eight-

page report that accused the Soviets of "rapidly in-

corporating biotechnological developments into

their offensive BW program."

Douglas J. Feith^ a senior Pentagon official^ told

the House Intelligence Committee in August 1986
that Soviet scientists had begun rearranging germs
to develop "new means ofbiological warfare." The
"stunning advances" in the field of biotechnology^

he added^ were inaugurating a new era in which
designer pathogens could be made in hours^ while

antidotes like vaccines might take years. The
United States filed formal diplomatic protests with

Moscow over its germ activities in October 1984^

February 19853 December 1985, August 1986,

July 1988, and December 1988. Among the sus-

pected sites were high-security compounds near

Sverdlovsk and Zagorsk, an old town outside

Moscow famous for its monastery, religious icons,

and fairy-tale churches topped by onion domes of

blue and gold.

The 1980s marked one of the most rapid mili-

tary buildups in American history. The Pentagon
was flush with money for new weapons systems,

including billions for development of Star Wars
antimissile weapons. In an area of the budget
where a small amount of money went a long way,
funds for scientific research on biodefense dou-
bled, reaching a high of $91 million annually.
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Mid-level officials believed that the United States

was moving into an undeclared biological arms
race with the Soviet Union^ and they pushed
America's best researchers to explore the frontiers

of biotechnology^ hoping to find new technologies

that could help them understand the threat ofnew
types of pathogens for war.

Several major American scientists contributed

to the research^ including Stanley Falkow3 a Stan-

ford University biologist and member of the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences who was later elected

president of the American Society of Microbi-

ology. Working on a contract3 Falkow and a col-

league moved a dangerous gene into Escherichia

coliy the common microbe of the human gut^ cre-

ating a superbug that attacked human cells. The
donor pathogen was Yersinia pseudotuberculosis^ a

less virulent cousin of Yersinia pestis^ the microbe
that causes plague and in the fourteenth century

decimated the population of Europe in the Black

Death. Writing guardedly in the unclassified scien-

tific literature^ Falkow and his collaborator^ Ralph
R. Isberg3 said in September 1985 that they had
named the gene section of Ypseudotuberculosis that

produces its virulence INV, for invasion. The
germ's aggression^ they asserted^ "can be success-

fully mimicked." They said nothing of weapons or

war. Instead^ they argued that their study could

help science understand how infections develop

and how to block them.

Less openly3 military scientists improved ways of

transforming benign germs into dangerous ones.

At an army institute in Washington^ D.C.^ re-

searchers reported that they had developed
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methods to modify the genetic makeup of nor-

mally harmless bacteria such as E. colt to produce

any desired "level of pathogenicity."

The Reagan administration interpreted the

1972 biological weapons treaty as permitting all

research with deadly pathogens^ as long as the in-

tent was peaceful. "We are doing research in ge-

netic engineering and related disciplines to

understand what's possible/' acknowledged
Richard L. Wagoner^ an assistant secretary of de-

fense and one of the program's managers. "But it's

for the purpose of understanding how to design a

defense^ not to design an offense." An analysis of

Pentagon research between 1980 and 1986 illus-

trated the shadowy line between the two. In the

name of protecting soldiers and citizens^ the

American government had paid for fifty-one proj-

ects aimed at making novel pathogens^ thirty-two

at boosting toxin production^ twenty-three at de-

feating vaccines3 fourteen at inhibiting diagnosis^

and three at outwitting protective drugs.

This research ended doubts about whether the

production of recombinant germ weapons was
possible. The uncertainty had arisen because sci-

entists in academe and industry^ instead of pro-

ducing waves of superbugs^ as some experts at

Asilomar had feared3 found themselves struggling

to keep their designer germs alive. Most
man-made bugs turned out to be weaker than their

natural rivals. As a result3 by the mid-1980s3 regu-

lators lifted most curbs on DNA research and ap-

proved the release of some bioengineered
organisms into the environment. But the military's

research demonstrated that what was rare by acci-
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dent was feasible by design. If superbugs were
hard to make accidentallyy they could be made de-

liberately. It was simply a matter of sustained effort^

one largely kept secret.

The military found it easy to recruit some of the

nation's best scientists to work on such challenges^

especially when the research extended the fron-

tiers of genetics. But as a rule^ top scientists were
uninterested in working on mundane preparations

for germ defense — the procurement of vaccines^

medical treatments^ and battlefield detectors. The
Reagan administration had funded the Pentagon
lavishly. But spending on biological protections

was limited. And the military^ even when it had the

money^ found it difficult to buy talent in fields that

lacked scientific allure.

On Christmas Eve 1984, David Huxsoll, the

head of the United States Army Medical Research

Institute of Infectious Diseases, and Richard

Spertzel, a top germ specialist at Fort Detrick,

worked late into the night because the Pentagon
urgently wanted to know what supplies were
needed for germ defense. The two men produced
a crash paper that recommended the stockpiling of

enough anthrax and botulinum vaccine to inocu-

late two million soldiers against attack.

Their assessment was part of a wider study ofbi-

ological defenses led by General Maxwell R.

Thurman, the army's vice chief of staff. A wiry, in-

tense man with a buzz cut and a short temper,

Thurman was known affectionately as "Mad
Max." He was popular, a soldier's soldier. In 1985,

he did what the military called a "functional area
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assessment" of germ defense^ gathering several

dozen top generals and civilians in a room to cri-

tique trainings doctrine^ and equipment.

Thurman's report found deficiencies in all three.

The military was seriously underprepared. Amer-
ican forces would be^ in essence^ naked if attacked

by a conventional agent like anthrax. Bill Rich-

ardson^ a Pentagon civilian with decades of experi-

ence in chemical and biological defense^ admired
Thurman's drive but felt that his confrontational

tactics were doomed to fail. "Thurman pushed ex-

tremely^ too extremely/' Richardson recalled.

"The system grinds on regardless^ and vice chiefs

come and go.'' Thurman' s report was largely ig-

nored.

As the document circulated3 the army's medical

officers asked pharmaceutical manufacturers to

submit bids on what it would cost to build the

stockpile recommended by Spertzel and Huxsoll.

One company offered to open a new factory that

would produce millions of doses ofvaccine against

anthrax^ botulinum^ and other agents. The price

was high^ several hundred million dollars^ and
army medical officials could not persuade the Pen-
tagon to make the investment.

Tired ofwhat he saw as the timidity and inaction

at Fort Detrick^ Bill Patrick quit his army job in

1986 soon after helping the FBI investigate the

Rajneeshee assault in Oregon. He was fifty-nine

but called himself an "old fossil" wedded to germ
weapons. Sure that the threat was risings Patrick

set up a germ-warfare consulting firm that tar-

geted federal agencies and private clients. His
business card bore a skull and crossbones. Atop his
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stationery was a representation of the grim reaper^

the black scythe labeled BIOLOGICALWARFARE and
the figure's outstretched arm sowing a rain ofgerms.

One of the key deficiencies of military prepared-

ness identified by Thurman was a lack of vaccines

against what Patrick called the "oldie moldies"—
the traditional agents. It was a problem that

HUXS0II3 Spertzel:, and Patrick had all agitated

about at Fort Detrick^ to no avail.

In the late IQSOs^ a young army major named
Robert Eng decided to do something about the

problem. Eng was serving in the office of the army
surgeon general as the medical defense officer for

NBC — nuclear^ biological3 and chemical

weapons. Soon after he took the job^ he learned

that the military had little vaccine stockpiled to

protect soldiers against anthrax or botulinum^ the

two best-known biological agents. Eng had read

the intelligence reports about the biological war-

fare programs of the Soviet Union and other na-

tions and recognized that if it came to war3 military

commanders would want adequate supplies of

both vaccines. And so he set out to arrange the

purchase of 5OO3OOO doses of vaccine^ enough to

give I6O3OOO soldiers the first three shots of the

six-shot series.

Eng turned for help to Anna Johnson-Winegar^

a civilian army official with a doctorate in microbi-

ology. Johnson-Winegar understood the destruc-

tive power of the anthrax bacillus firsthand. She
had specialized in the pathogen while working at

Fort Detrick as a researcher before moving to the

army command that handled medical programs.

Johnson-Winegar was one of the few people in the
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United States government to have received the an-

thrax inoculation^ which was developed in the

1950s and licensed by the Food and Drug Admin-
istration in 1970. The vaccine was administered in

six shots spaced out over eighteen months. Doc-
tors had little experience with it. In nearly two de-

cades^ the vaccine had been given only to a small

number of technicians and researchers at Fort

Detrick and several hundred workers at wool fac-

tories. Some of those receiving the shots com-
plained of swelling and other localized reactions

after receiving the injections. There were no re-

ports of long-lasting harm.
The army understood the shortcomings of the

anthrax vaccine. A few years earlier^ in 1 985^ it had
invited pharmaceutical manufacturers to develop

an improved product. The existing formulation^ it

said^ was "highly reactogenic/' or likely to cause

reactions^ and "may not be protective against all

strains of the anthrax bacillus." No major drug
makers bid on the contract. The disease was rare^

the army's commitment to buying large quantities

uncertain.

America's major pharmaceutical manufacturers
were fleeing the vaccine business^ driven out by
low profits and a rising number of lawsuits. Uni-
versal vaccinations for children had vanquished
diseases such as whooping cough. But a handful of

patients had suffered severe reactions after taking

the shots^ including brain damage and death. The
scientific evidence tying these cases to immuniza-
tions was in dispute^ but juries were sympathetic to

the young victims^ and had delivered some stag-

gering judgments against drug manufacturers. By
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the mid-1 98OS3 shortages of vaccine were
emerging.

There was a single^ licensed manufacturer of

anthrax vaccine in the United States: an anti-

quated laboratory operated by the Michigan De-
partment of Public Health in Lansing. Established

in 19253 the lab had developed the first diphtheria-

tetanus-pertussis vaccine. Some of its buildings

dated to the Depression; others had been built in

World War II by the army.

Officials at the Michigan lab told Johnson-
Winegar that they could not possibly meet Eng's

goal. The facility had been making small batches

of the anthrax vaccine about once every four

years^ yielding between fifteen thousand and
seventeen thousand doses. On September 29^

19883 the army signed its first-ever contract to

buy large quantities of anthrax vaccine^ asking

Michigan to produce and store three hundred
thousand doses.

Under the contract^ the army agreed to pay for

bigger fermenters^ in which germs are grown for

vaccine making. Much of the lab's equipment was
more than twenty years old and^ as one army docu-

ment put it^ "certainly not state-of-the-art." Rec-

ognizing the difficulties of speeding up
production^ the army gave Michigan five years —
until September 1993 — to deliver the three hun-
dred thousand doses.

The number of analysts working on bugs and
gas had grown rapidly during the Reagan years^

and the intelligence agencies began to collect new
information about germ weapons and to issue re-
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ports on their spread to Third World countries. In

June 19883 they said Iraq was well on its way to

building "a bacteriological arsenal" under the

cover of legitimate scientific research. The classi-

fied study was produced at Fort Detrick^ by the

Armed Forces Medical Intelligence Center.

The center had grown in the early 1980s from a

single analyst who monitored the world's biolog-

ical programs to a staff with many different spe-

cialists^ including a microbiologist with advanced
training in genetic engineering. The center's 1988
report on Iraq focused on the oldie moldies. The
analysts said Baghdad's scientists had already pro-

duced weapons from Clostridium botulinum^ which
produces a deadly toxin ten thousand times more
lethal than nerve gas. It said Iraq was also trying to

produce "research and development" quantities of

weapons from anthrax and other deadly microbes.

Intelligence reports are often larded with ca-

veats^ but this one included several alarming

claims. It said Iraqi scientists were developing

germs for assassinations. And it reported that

Hussein Kamel^ President Saddam Hussein's

son-in-law and the head of Baghdad's powerful in-

telligence agency^ was personally supervising the

biological research. These details^ which suggested

that the program was supported by the most im-
portant elements ofthe Iraqi dictatorship^ were ac-

companied by a revelation that should have caught
the eye of senior American officials. Iraqi scientists

were buying their starter germs — the foundation
of any biological-weapons program — from an
American company. "The Iraqis are very good or-

ganizers and excel at purchasing needed offensive
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supplies using procedures which effectively dis-

guise their intent/' the report said. "They are cur-

rently purchasing bacterial strains from the

American Type Culture Collection."

A scientific supply company then located in the

Maryland suburbs of Washington^ the American
Type Culture Collection^ the same company from
which the Rajneeshee cult in Oregon had bought
some of its germs^ was a natural focal point for

Iraq's clandestine effort. It housed the world's

largest collection ofgerm strains^ including partic-

ularly virulent variants of anthrax and botulinum
discovered in the mid-1950s as part of the Amer-
ican germ-warfare program. The collection served

as a global lending library for scientists beginning

their own research in the field of microbiology and
was considered an important tool in the fight to

improve global health. Overseas customers were
required to obtain a license from the Commerce
Department to export the most virulent strains^

but in 1988 this was largely a formality. Applica-

tions^ from Iraq or anywhere else^ were seldom de-

nied. Two years earlier^ in May 1986^ the company
had sold an assortment of germs to the University

of Baghdad^ including three different types of an-

thrax^ five variants of botulinum^ and three kinds

of brucella^ which causes an animal disease^

brucellosis^ that is incapacitating but rarely fatal.

Further orders were planned.

There seemed little reason to stop them. In the

late I98OS3 American officials viewed Iraq as more
of an ally than a possible foe. For most of the de-

cade^ American policy had been to "tilt" toward

Baghdad in its long war with Iran^ and the United
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States even provided the Iraqi army \yith spy satel-

lite photographs of Iranian troop formations. The
American military's contingency plan for the Per-

sian Gulf presumed that American forces would
be called upon to defend the region's oil fields

against a Soviet thrust into Iran and that they

would join forces with Iraq to fight the Soviet

army. American officials had been disturbed by
Iraq's use of nerve gas against its Kurdish mi-

nority. Nevertheless^ the relationship continued.

The intelligence report on Iraq's biological ef-

forts went to the State Department^ the CIA^ and
various parts of the military^ including the Central

Command^ which planned and directed American
operations in the Middle East. It prompted no ac-

tion. No one called the American Type Culture

Collection to warn against further sales of germs
to Baghdad. No one suggested that the Commerce
Department withhold hcenses on germ exports

bound for Iraq.

On September 29^ 1988^ three months after the

report was completed^ eleven strains of germs^ in-

cluding four types of anthrax^ were sent from
Maryland to Iraq. The order was placed by the

Iraqi Ministry of Trade's Technical and Scientific

Materials Import Division^ or TSMID^ which
American intelligence officials had already identi-

fied as a front for Baghdad's purchases of germ
weapons materials. One of the microbes^ strain

119663 was a type of anthrax developed by Fort
Detrick in 1951 for germ warfare.

Belatedly^ the intelligence on Iraq prompted
American officials to prohibit the transfer of more
germs to Baghdad. On February 23, 1989, the
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Commerce Department banned sales of anthrax

and dozens of other pathogens to not only Iraq but
Iran^ Libya^, and Syria^ which were also suspected

of trying to develop germ weapons. The ban3 said

the announcement;, grew out of "heightened con-

cern'' about the biological threat.

As the bugs-and-gas experts worried about new
foreign threats^, Lederberg turned his attention to

new microbial dangers at home. Weapons were
only the most dramatic part of the threat^ he de-

clared. In fact;, human beings were beginning to

lose the battle against infectious diseases. The
bugs^ through the natural processes of genetic mu-
tation and evolutionary selection^ were proving in-

creasingly resistant to medicine's arsenal of

antibiotics and drugs — as witnessed by rises in

AIDS3 drug-resistant tuberculosis^, and new vari-

eties of E. coll that were dangerous or could even

kill. Old diseases once thought to be defeated were

showing new strength^ and the authorities found
themselves poorly equipped to anticipate or

manage these new kinds of infections. In IQSS^

Lederberg and a small group of virologists and
tropical-medicine specialists plotted strategy. In

May 1989^ they acted.

"Nature isn't benign/' Lederberg told a scien-

tific audience at a three-day meeting at the Hotel

Washington^ just down the street from the White
House. "The survival of the human species is not a

preordained evolutionary program."

Lederberg's warning had broad support among
knowledgeable doctors and scientists. The
number of Americans who died of infectious dis-
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ease was rising rapidly. AIDS alone was a raging

epidemic. The meeting was sponsored in part by
the federal government's National Institutes of

Healthy and a follow-up report by the Institute of

Medicine concluded that the danger was real.

But new money to fight the rise in infectious dis-

ease proved to be extraordinarily hard to attract. In

1 95 13 near the height of germ-warfare fears^ it had
been easy to found the Epidemic Intelligence Ser-

vice^ which trained thousands of disease detec-

tives. N0W3 however^ antibiotics were seen as

triumphant. Public health and microbiology had
become backwaters^ and the billions offederal dol-

lars spent on biology tended to go into research

aimed at cancer and the illnesses of old age3 such

as heart disease. Public health was messy and
old-fashioned. It had a weak constituency and
little presence on the public agenda. Trillions of

dollars were spent on weapons. For lack of a tiny

fraction of that amount3 millions of children

throughout the world died of infectious diseases

each year.

Lederberg made little headway. In the last years

ofthe Reagan administration and the early years of

George Bush's presidency^ Washington had lim-

ited enthusiasm for countering any kind of germ
threat^ whether from nature or human adversaries.

The cold war was endings the propaganda war
against Moscow winding down. Independent ex-

perts increasingly questioned whether anyone was
really building deadly biological arms. The treaty

was workings they said.

The doubts reached into the ranks of the na-
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tion's military officers^ most of whom had never
liked germ weapons in the first place. Many ap-

proved of the ban. By the late IQSOs^ germ warfare

was on the fringes of American military strategy.

And the gene revolution just made things worse;,

with its vision of more terrifying agents that could

outwit vaccines. When American national-security

officials weighed the military balance with the So-

vietSj they worried about conventional weapons^
nuclear missiles^ and Moscow's huge arsenal of

chemical munitions. The Soviet Union's extensive

civil-defense preparations against biological at-

tack^ including shelters with specially designed air

filters^ were seen as just another example of Mos-
cow's paranoia. After all^ Soviet troops did not

conduct exercises in the use ofgerm weapons. The
problems resulting from a biological attack were
too staggering to contemplate. What could a

NATO force defending Europe really do if it were
doused by anthrax or some other germ? The air-

planes^ airfields3 and gear would all be contami-

nated. The soldiers would all be dead or gasping

for breath. Nothing in the warrior culture of the

American military accustomed planners to

thinking about battle as a medical competition.

General Brent Scowcroft^ a retired air force of-

ficer who had served as national security adviser to

Presidents Ford and Bush^ summed up the pre-

vailing attitude in an interview years later. "I have a

bias/' he said. "To me^ biological weapons are not

practical or militarily useful. As terror weapons^

they're fine. But in the context of warfare^ they're

too imprecise^ the reactions too delayed. They're

not likely to be employed."
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The United States military had no real plans for

how it might defend itself against a germ threat.

"There's an in box^ an out box^ and a

too-hard-to-do box/' recalled one officer. "We saw
it as a threat^ but we didn't want to deal with it^ to

put together a war plan. It was too difficult." The
same "too-hard-to-do" logic marked the military's

response to nuclear threats. The weapons were so

quick and devastating that^ after decades of hard

study and research^ officials had found that no de-

fenses were possible^ despite President Reagan's

dream of a Star Wars shield. If anything^ the

problem of germ protection was more compli-

cated. An adversary could hide germ weapons
amid factories that were ostensibly civilian^

making it hard for a defender to draw up realistic

threat assessments.

The United States had no plans to protect the

civilian population from biological attack. A few
specialists^ including Bill Patrick and Josh

Lederberg^ had begun warning that terrorists

might try germ weapons. But the Oregon
salad-bar attack was forgotten^ and most senior

government officials who thought about the

problem at all saw germ weapons as an issue for

the military. Why would any group want to un-
leash an epidemic when explosives could make a

similar point without endangering the attackers?

In the late IQSOs^ skepticism over the germ
threat rose as civilian specialists assailed the mili-

tary's financing ofrecombinant experiments in the

name of biological defense. It was pointless^ they

charged. Charles Piller^ an investigative journalist^

and Keith R. Yamamoto^ a molecular biologist at
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the University of California at San Francisco^ ob-
tained a stack of documents describing the re-

search through the Freedom of Information Act
and in 1988 published Gene Wars: Military Control

over the New Genetic Technologies. The authors

condemned the burgeoning effort as needless and
illusory. Germs in their natural state were already

horrible enough. Moreover^ superbugs could

never be turned into viable weapons^ they argued^

since any country developing them would have to

proceed in secrecy and be unable to test them
properly. The threat was overstated^ Filler and
Yamamoto wrote. "Imaginations have run wild.''

Their arguments gained political currency. On
May 17^ 1989^ the Senate Governmental Affairs

Committee held a hearing on the Pentagon-
financed research. Yamamoto testified^ citing new
evidence of the military's recombinant DNA re-

search^ including development of a type of botu-

lism germ that could evade vaccines. "I see no
evidence for a BW biotech research race^"

Yamamoto told the senators^ referring to possible

biological warfare strides by the Soviets. "But if

there is one^ the United States is far ahead."

Senator John Glenn^ an Ohio Democrat and the

committee's chairman^ sent Congress's investiga-

tive arm^ the General Accounting Office^ to review

the Pentagon's germ research. The investigators'

report^ released in December I99O3 questioned

the military's choice of projects. American intelli-

gence agencies had a formal process for producing

a "validated threat list"— the list ofpathogens be-

lieved to be in development around the world as

weapons. GAO investigators found that forty-nine
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of the government-financed projects^ totaling $47
million^ involved exotic germs not on the list^ sug-

gesting that the research lacked a defensive ratio-

nale. "The Army/' the report concluded^

"unnecessarily expended funds on research and
development efforts that did not address validated

threats."

Eileen R. Choffnes^ a Glenn aide with a master's

degree in genetics and doctorate in toxicology^

helped organize the 1989 hearing and subsequent

curbs on the new wave of military research.

"Yamamoto and Filler were rights'' she said. "It

was even worse than they thought.''

Philip K. Russell;, the head of the army's medical

research and development command at Fort

Detrick^ was staggered by the GAO report and the

Glenn hearing. Russell had ordered studies of the

exotic viruses after reading intelligence reports

that said the Soviets were aggressively pursuing

them. Putting a new agent on the threat list was a

time-consuming^ bureaucratic exercise. Russell

did not feel he should wait. "We knew the Russians

had sent people to Africa trying to collect Ebola
and Marburg viruses^" he recalled. "That was
good enough for us."

Senator Glenn believed that the army had
veered dangerously close to offensive research. A
retired Marine Corps officer^ Glenn was no foe of

defense spending. He just thought the United
States government had no business toying with

superbugs in its laboratories. It was repugnant^

even if permitted under a lawyerly interpretation

of the treaty. Glenn pressed to restrict funds. Rus-
sell was frustrated. He felt certain that the Soviets
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were making progress on viral weapons^ yet the

Senate had blocked him from research that could
help defenses. "It was a sad set of events^ a

tragedy/' he said years later. "It set our virus pro-

grams way back.''

To the publiC;, the case that Moscow was making
biological weapons seemed cloudier than ever.

Meselson and such allies as Thomas D. Seeley of

Yale University had undermined the government's
claims on yellow rain^ making their arguments in a

series of carefully documented articles over several

years. One offered a side-by-side comparison of

bee pollen and yellow-rain samples as viewed
through electron microscopes. They looked iden-

tical. A 1987 article in Foreign Policy^ "Yellow Rain
in Southeast Asia: The Story Collapses/' noted
that government laboratories in Britain and the

United States had looked for mycotoxins in more
than one hundred samples and failed to find them.

Quoting documents obtained through the

Freedom of Information Act^ the article disclosed

that an American team had scoured Southeast

Asia for two years in a failed effort to find evidence

supporting tiie charges. According to the docu-

ments^ the team re-interviewed the original eye-

witnesses^ several ofwhom recanted and said their

accounts were^ in fact;, secondhand.

The controversy over yellow rain faded even

though some American officials continued to be-

lieve that the Soviets had used unconventional

agents in Southeast Asia. Lederberg remained sus-

picious. The evidence on mycotoxins was undeni-

ably weak; the government had left itself open to

ridicule with its flawed science. But he was both-
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ered by the persistent reports that the Soviets and
their allies had used germ or chemical weapons.

The case^ Lederberg felt^ remained open.

Questions also remained about Sverdlovsk. The
Soviets had repeatedly rebuffed the requests from
Meselson and others to allow an independent

team to visit the city and investigate the outbreak.

But Moscow eventuallv said it had new studies

showing that the deaths were caused by tainted

meat. In April 1988^ Meselson arranged for two
Soviet scientists to come to the United States to

make their case at public meetings in Cambridge^
Baltimore^ and Washington. The meetings were

polite^ with no pointed challenges to the bad-meat
claim. Meselson said he found the Soviet account

"completely plausible and consistent with what we
know from the literature and other recorded expe-

riences with animal and human anthrax." Stilly he
thought more investigation was needed inside the

Soviet Union.
Russell was unpersuaded and felt that the So-

viets had held back crucial evidence. Anthrax con-

tracted from airborne spores can be distinguished

from the intestinal variety. A patient infected

through the lungs typically suffers severe^, distinc-

tive damage to the mediastinum^ the area between
the lungs just below the sternum. The Soviets pre-

sented autopsy slides of several people who died in

Sverdlovsk. But none showed the key tissues.

In an article for an arms-control journal a few
months later^ Meselson said the American charges

about a germ warfare accident at Sverdlovsk were
clearly "in need of careful and objective review."

Further details from the Soviets^ he wrote^, could
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^-mm

eliminate "any remaining reasonable doubt that

the outbreak was a natural occurrence." At a

Senate hearing in May IQSQ^ Meselson articulated

his views before a more influential audience. "The
burden of the evidence available/' he said^, "is that

the anthrax outbreak was the result of a failure to

keep anthrax-infected animals off the civilian meat
market;, as the Soviets have maintained3 and not
the result of an explosion at a biological weapons
factory^ as previously asserted by the United
States."

Meselson told the senators that he believed that

the germ treaty had been a success around the

globe: "Today3 to the best ofmy knowledge^ no na-

tion possesses a stockpile of biological or toxin

weapons."

A few months later^ in October IQSQ^ a top So-

viet biologist defected to Britain and told a very

different story. Vladimir Pasechnik described to

interrogators a top-secret world in which tens of

thousands of specialists were laboring to perfect

and deploy germ weapons. Yes^ Pasechnik said^ the

Soviet Union had produced long-range missiles to

deliver germs. He had been the director of the In-

stitute for Ultra-Pure Biological Preparations in

Leningrad^ one of scores of false fronts scattered

throughout the Soviet Union. His institute of four

hundred scientists^ he said;, had been doing re-

search on modifying cruise missiles to spread

germs. The low-flying robotic crafty which can

outwit early-warning systems^ were adapted to

spray clouds of aerosolized pathogens over unsus-

pecting foes.
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Never before had Western expertsj)enetrated so

deeply into the Soviet germ program^ and what
they found seemed to go beyond the most hawkish

views of the bugs-and-gas experts. American intel-

ligence analysts had guessed that the Soviets might

be working on plague. But Patrick and other ex-

perts had dismissed the idea^ noting that the

United States had never produced an aerosolized

plague microbe that could survive outside the lab-

oratory. Pasechnik told his British handlers that his

institute had succeeded where the Americans
failed. It had even created a new^ genetically im-

proved version of the Black Death.

The superbug that he and his colleagues had
created was more resistant to heat3 cold^ and anti-

biotics^ Pasechnik said. The Soviets had put the

discoveries of Cohen and Boyer to lethal use. One
of the Americans' early experiments had created a

penicillin-resistant strain of E. coli^ the common
bacteria. The Soviets had used the same tech-

niques to perfect their plague weapon. Plasmids^

the tiny rings ofDNA crucial for gene engineerings

also controlled a germ's natural defenses against

microbial foes. The Soviets had tinkered with the

plasmids of plague^ making the new strain imper-
vious to existing vaccines and antibiotics. It was a

disconcerting milestone.

Pasechnik's disclosures gave Moscow's work on
classical agents and engineered pathogens new im-
portance. Soviet scientists had already married the

old and new approaches to create an entirely new
class of deadly weapon^ Pasechnik alleged.

Superplague^ he explained^ was no mere labora-

tory curiosity. The Soviets had packed a dry^ pow-
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dered form of the germ into bombs^ rocket

warheads^ and artillery shells^ and it was only one
of many improved agents that the Soviet Union
had developed.

Intelligence officers view defectors with suspi-

cion. Such men tend to say what their new masters

want to hear. But Pasechnik made an immediate^
positive impression on the two British experts who
debriefed him. One ofthem3 David Kelly^ a micro-

biologist and top British specialist on germ
weapons^ concluded that Pasechnik was a meticu-

lous witness^ careful to distinguish between what
he knew from personal experience and what he
had heard from others. "He didn't waffle/' Kelly

said. "When he didn't know^ he said so."

By this point Douglas MacEachin^ the skeptical

CIA analyst^ had been assigned to support the Bush
administration's diplomatic maneuvering over the

Soviet germ program. In early 1990 he learned

from a friend in the directorate of operations^ the

agency's clandestine service^ that British intelli-

gence was debriefing a highly placed defector from
the Soviet germ program. The name was omitted.

"I said^ 'Okay.' I knew this was going to be a big

problem/' he recalled. He asked a technical expert

on his staff to review earlier studies of the Soviet

program as well as satellite photos and communica-
tions intercepts. Nearly everything the mysterious

defector said could be independently corroborated.

The agency even sent Josh Lederberg to London to

debrief Pasechnik^ government officials said. The
biologist who had issued some of the earliest warn-

ings about the new biology reported that the de-

fector appeared to be genuine.
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MacEachin was now ready to believe that it was
possible that the Soviet Union had been main-

taining a vast^ secret germ-weapons program^ just

as the bugs-and-gas analysts had been charging for

a decade and a half. In February 1 990;, MacEachin
briefed the UNGROUP, the Bush administra-

tion's secret committee for dealing with

arms-control initiatives. He said^ "We have ex-

tremely credible information from an extremely

credible source/' adding^ "We've gotten tons of

corroboration." The group immediately decided

to confront the Soviets with the allegations. The
charges seemed to be wild. But the group agreed

that they had to be resolved.

Within a months the British had raised the issue

with Dmitri Yazov^ the Soviet defense minister. He
replied^ "I know where you're getting that. It's

from Pasechnik." A month later^ Secretary of State

James A. Baker III was in Russia for a meeting with

his Soviet counterparty Eduard Shevardnadze.

MacEachin^ who was part of the delegation^

drafted a summary of the charges that Baker
wanted to give to Shevardnadze as they went sight-

seeing. He asked one of Baker's aides where the

group was spending the afternoon. They're vis-

iting the monastery in Zagorsk^ he was told. The
irony was huge. Right there^ outside Zagorsk^ be-

hind high walls and barbed wire^, was where the

Soviet Union had set up one of its secret germ fa-

cilities.

MacEachin acknowledged that Pasechnik's dis-

closures had prompted him to see years of evi-

dence in a new light. The zealots^ he candidly

acknowledged in a recent interview^ turned out to
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have had a point. "They were right. There was this

program." And it turned out^ he added^ that the

Soviets "were investing in it."

American intelligence officials began to look

closely at foreign germ efforts^ especially those in-

volving the new biology. In June 1990^ analysts ze-

roed in on Iraq's research center at Al Tuwaitha^,

near Baghdad. The facility employed some of

Iraq's best military scientists and in 1981 had been
preemptively bombed by Israel^ which suspected it

was making fuel for nuclear weapons. Now Amer-
ican experts at the Defense Intelligence Agency
studied its buying patterns for advanced supplies

and grew to suspect that Al Tuwaitha was doing

"molecular biology and genetic engineering" for

new classes of biological weapons^ the same thing

Pasechnik had warned that the Soviets were doing.

This was plausible^ the analysts wrote in a report^

because the center had produced "no publications

in these areas." There were^ of course^, innocent ex-

planations for the purchases. But AJ Tuwaitha's

history and its high security precautions worried

the analysts. Was Iraq^ like the Soviet Union^ trying

to develop a lethal edge?
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Saddam

In September 1990. a researcher breathing

though a respirator and clad m protective gear—
head-to-toe suit, two pairs of gloves, and two
pairs of boots — walked into a laboratory at Fort

Detrick and injected a rhesus monkey with

enough anesthetic to render it unconscious. As
the monkey^s breathing slowed, she moved the

monkey to a Plexiglas box, placed its head in a

rubber-lined enclosure, and turned on an

aerosol device, which released a carefully mea-
sured dose oi Bacillus ajiihracis, the microbe that

causes anthrax. The germs were \ollum IB, the

same strain sold to Iraq. The particles of the

aerosol mist measured about one micron— ideal

for lodging in the lungs. One by one, sixty mon-
keys were infected and returned to their cages.

The experiment, one of the most ambitious ever

attempted at Fort Detrick, had an unusual prac-

tical urgency. Saddam Hussein's army had in-

vaded Kuwait on August 2, 1990, and American
intelligence agencies believed that his arsenal in-

cluded germ weapons. The experiment was de-
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signed to find out which treatments offered the

best protection after an anthrax attack: antibi-

otics alone^ vaccines^ or a combination?
Years ofneglect had left American forces vulner-

able. None of the soldiers or reservists serving in

the military had been inoculated against anthrax

or other well-known biological threats^ despite

Sverdlovsk and the accumulating evidence ofwide
Soviet preparations for germ warfare. The Pen-
tagon had no plans for how it might "surge" pro-

duction of vaccine in a crisis and had little of it on
hand. Even more significant^ the armed forces

lacked equipment to detect attacks with germ
weapons such as anthrax^ which takes hold in the

body over several days. By the time a patient in-

fected with Bacillus anthracis becomes feverish^ the

first sign of the illness^ it is often too late. The
scramble at Fort Detrick to study possible treat-

ments of the disease was only one sign of how
much was lacking.

The experiment took place at Building 14123

not far from where American scientists had spent

the 1950s and 1960s perfecting germ weapons. A
specially designed ventilation system kept the air

pressure slightly lower than the outside air^ an ar-

rangement known as negative pressure. If any mi-

crobes were accidentally released^ they would be
sucked back into the lab. Technicians followed

stringent rules for the handling of deadly organ-

isms^ obeying practices required in bio-safety level

3 labs. Only "hot" agents like Ebola^ for which
there is no treatment^ are handled more carefully.

The researchers knew surprisingly little about

how to combat anthrax. The studies leading to the
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Food and Drug Administration's approval of the

vaccine in 1970 involved only a handful of people

afflicted with the inhaled form of the disease.

Studies suggested that short courses of antibiotics

were ineffective^ but Arthur M. Friedlander^ the

chief of the bacteriology division at Fort Detrick^

had a hypothesis that large doses of antibiotics ad-

ministered for at least a month would vanquish the

disease.

Researchers divided the infected monkeys into

six groups. One group got the vaccine alone; an-

other received the vaccine and antibiotics; and
three groups were treated for thirty days with anti-

biotics — penicillin^ doxycycline^ or ciprofloxacin.

A control group often monkeys received saline in-

jections every twelve hours. Days after they in-

haled their first spores of Bacillus anthracis^ the

monkeys in the control group began to lose their

struggle with the disease. Their final hours offered

a grisly proof of the microbe's lethal power. By day
eight:, all but one were dead. Two days later^ eight

of the ten monkeys given the vaccine alone had
died as well. By contrast^ the monkeys treated with

daily antibiotics survived into the fourth week.

The experiment was exhausting^ a staggering

exercise in logistics. One of the antibiotics in the

study could be administered by injection^ but the

other two could be given only in oral form^ which
meant the monkeys had to be anesthetized twice a

day and fed the drug through tubes threaded down
their mouths and into their stomachs. Every dead
monkey was immediately autopsied. Friedlander

marveled at the intensity of the teamwork. Re-
searchers are solitary sorts^, preferring to work
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alone or with a cadre of trusted colleagues. This
experiment involved more than sixty scientists and
technicians. The monkeys were anesthesized more
than 3^700 times^ and the technicians took more
than a thousand blood cultures to chart the prog-

ress of the disease. "It was an extraordinary effort3

a very frantic time^" Friedlander said. The military

kept a close eye on the experiment. "There were
people calling on a daily basis from the Pentagon
askings generals askings 'What happened today?'

"

After a months the results were in and they deep-

ened the dilemma facing General H. Norman
Schwarzkopf^ the field commander of the allied

army assembling in Saudi Arabia. Thirty days of

antibiotics had prevented anthrax in most of the

monkeys. But the anthrax spores^ which can hide

for weeks in the lymph system^ proved resilient^

and there were some differences among the antibi-

otics. Three ofthe ten monkeys who received peni-

cillin died after the treatment was halted. Those
given doxycycline or ciprofloxacin fared better^

with only one monkey in each group dying of an-

thrax after the treatments stopped. The combina-
tion of vaccine and doxycycline performed best^

with all monkeys surviving through the months
after the experiment ended. The study included a

significant proviso: every monkey had begun treat-

ment within twenty-four hours of exposure.

The message seemed clear: a month of antibi-

otics improved a patient's odds but were not a

complete solution. Even the newest and most ef-

fective ofthem^ doxycycline or ciprofloxacin^ even-

tually failed in about 10 percent of cases. That
would potentially mean tens of thousands of casu-
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alties if a large group of soldiers was attacked. The
best defense against germ attack3 the experiment

suggested^ was inoculating the troops before they

set foot in the Persian Gulf region. If that wasn't

possible — and it almost certainly was not^ given

the shortage of vaccine — allied forces could feel

confident in the face of the anthrax threat only if

they could administer antibiotics and vaccine

within a day of attack. They needed three items:

detectors that could warn immediately of expo-

sure^ large reserves of vaccine^, and enough antibi-

otics to treat every soldier for at least a month.
Antibiotics could be found on the global market.

But the technology to detect airborne anthrax

spores was in its infancy and would almost cer-

tainly not be available before the January 1 5^ 1 99 1 ^

deadline set by the United Nations for Iraq's with-

drawal from Kuwait. Prospects for boosting sup-

plies of vaccine by that date were equally clouded.

The facilities at the Michigan Department of

Public Health could not come close to bridging

the gap. American industry had met such chal-

lenges before^ but speeding up production of a

drug was not like ordering a defense contractor to

punch out more tanks or mortars. A new vaccine

factory would need FDA approval and would have
to comply with strict rules for making drugs^ a pro-

cess that takes years.

Schwarzkopfhad begun to worry about the Iraqi

threat months earlier^ soon after he took over the

Central Command^ or CENTCOM^ which was
responsible for defending the Persian Gulf. In a

war game in late July^ his commanders rehearsed
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how they might respond to an Iraqi invasion of

Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. The exercise^

code-named Internal LookQO^ made clear the lo-

gistical problems an American force would face

fighting a war halfway around the world. Saddam
Hussein's chemical weapons rated a brief men-
tion. None of the participants explored the ques-

tion of how the war might be affected by an Iraqi

biological arsenal.

Days after the Iraqi invasion^ Schwarzkopf and a

delegation ofAmericans asked King Fahd of Saudi
Arabia to accept the deployment of hundreds of

thousands of American troops on his soil. The
king agreed^ and as the American delegation flew

over Egypt on its way back to the United States^

Schwarzkopf's mind was racing over the chal-

lenges of assembling a credible force in the desert.

He picked up a secure telephone and placed a call

to his chief of staffs General Robert B. Johnston^

who was in the headquarters of the Central Com-
mand in Tampa^ Florida. Schwarzkopf ran briskly

through his list of pressing issues. He was moving
the command's headquarters to Saudi Arabia to

manage the operation. "In all directives and or-

ders^ include that we must be prepared to fight in a

chemical environment/' he said. Johnston took

Schwarzkopf's order as shorthand. "Chemical" in

military parlance meant chem-bio^ chemical and
biological weapons.

Intelligence analyses of Iraq's biological capabil-

ities began to circulate more widely at the Pen-

tagon. On August 63 I99O3 the navy sent its

commanders a message warning that Iraq might

have germ weapons that could be effective against
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ships at distances of up to twenty-five miles. The
initial assessment^ the message said^, was that the

Iraqis "would deploy these agents if needed." An-
alysts at the Armed Forces Medical Intelligence

sent around a report summarizing the threat. "Iraq

has a mature offensive BW program/' they wrote.

"Substantial amounts of botulinum toxin likely

have been produced and are probably

weaponized. In addition^ bacillus anthracis (an-

thrax) ^ vibrio cholerae (cholera) ;, staphylococcus

enterotoxin (SEB) and Clostridium perfringens

bacteria or its toxin may be in advanced stages of

development or available for weaponization.''

The document noted that Baghdad had several

options for delivering germ weapons^ from aerosol

generators that could be carried on trucks^ boats^

or helicopters to cluster bombs^ spray tanks for

high-performance aircraft^ artillery shells^ and
missiles. The gloomy predictions included one bit

of reassurance. "It is assessed that Iraqi forces will

use BW only as a last resort."

At about the same time^ the CIA weighed in

with a report^ entitled "Iraq's Biological Warfare
Program: Saddam's Ace in the Hole/' which waf-

fled on the issue of whether Baghdad had yet

turned its noxious germs into usable weapons.
"Iraq's advanced and aggressive biological warfare

program (BW) is the most extensive in the Arab
world/' the study said. "By the end of 1990^ the

Iraqis will probably have deployed significant

numbers of biologically filled aerial bombs and ar-

tillery rockets."

CIA analysts quoted Saddam Hussein as telling

a delegation ofU.S. senators earlier in the year that
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he would use chemical weapons in retaliation for a

chemical or nuclear attack on Iraq. "Iraq will treat

BW similarly^ in our judgment/' the report said^

"and probably save its biological weapons as a re-

taliatory option." The analysts raised the possi-

bility the Iraqis might try a sneak attack. "Iraq may
have contingency plans to use biological agents co-

vertly/' they wrote. "Botulinum toxin and^ to a

lesser degree^ anthrax bacteria lend themselves to

covert dissemination because even small amounts
placed in the food supplies are sufficiently toxic to

kill large numbers of people. Iraq also could co-

vertly use spray tanks or aerosol generators pur-

chased for its chemical warfare program to create

large toxic clouds of bacterial agents upwind of a

target area."

Stripped of technical language^ the analysts de-

livered a simple message: American troops could

be badly hurt by germ weapons. Top officials at the

White House and the Pentagon struggling to as-

semble an international coalition against Baghdad
were scarcely aware of the issue. But in the less

traveled corridors of the Pentagon3 the men and
women assigned to supply the troops and protect

their health understood immediately. On August

8:, a day after the first American forces began
moving to Saudi Arabia^ experts from the army
surgeon general's office briefed General Gordon
Sullivan^ the army's vice chief of staffs on the germ
threat. They recommended immediate inocula-

tions against anthrax and botulinum with the

stocks on hand. As more vaccine became available^

more soldiers could be immunized. Three days

later^ a Pentagon logistics officer called Fort
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Detrick to ask how much anthrax and botulinum

vaccine could be sent to Saudi Arabia. The query

was seemingly routine. America's armed services

stockpile every imaginable item^ from fuel to food

to ammunition to body bags. Surely the govern-

ment had ample amounts of vaccine against the

two germ agents Iraq was known to be producing.

The answer was not reassuring. The United States

had vast amounts of vaccine against several dis-

eases^ including some obscure viruses^ but almost

none for anthrax or botulinum.

A few days later^ army health officials spelled out

the dimensions of the problem to General

Schwarzkopf's aides. The army had only IO3OOO

doses of the anthrax vaccine on the shelf. Even if

the supplies were stretched by giving each soldier

only two or three shots^ the army had enough to

protect at best a few thousand soldiers. Army offi-

cials rushed to Michigan to assess whether the De-
partment of Health could step up production. The
laboratory had been pushing to fill the Pentagon's

1988 order for anthrax vaccine even before Iraq in-

vaded Kuwait. It had 140:,000 doses that could be
ready to ship by late September3 enough to protect

about 463OOO soldiers. The pace was ahead of

schedule^ but it was nowhere near enough to im-
munize the hundreds of thousands of soldiers who
would be assembling in Saudi Arabia.

The military's choices for protecting its troops

against an attack with botulinum were even more
limited. Botulism is extremely rare3 and American
drug companies^ lacking a market^ had never paid
the considerable costs of putting the vaccine

through full clinical trials. Tests suggested that it
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was safe for humans^ but the larger-scale studies^

which researchers rely upon to uncover less

common side effects^ had never been done^ even
though the vaccine had been around for more than
two decades. The drug was experimental. Under
federal rules^ it could not be given to patients un-
less they gave "informed consent'' after learning of

all possible risks. Stocks of the vaccine totaled just

34^000 doseS;, enough for no more than 10^000
soldiers.

On August 2O3 Pentagon health officials pulled

together a committee of experts. Its members
amounted to the government's brain trust on bio-

logical weapons^ an assortment of doctors^ intelli-

gence specialists^ and mid-level military officers

who understood the issue. Their title was appro-

priately wonkish: the Ad Hoc Working Group for

the Medical Defense Against Biological Warfare.

The site of their meeting was revealing. Proximity

to power is a status symbol in military culture^ with

top defense officials competing for the coveted of-

fices in the Pentagon on the E Ring3 near the secre-

tary of defense. The ad hoc committee gathered at

the army surgeon general's office in a building on
traffic-clogged Leesburg Pike^, miles from the Pen-

tagon.

The meeting quickly got down to business. The
intelligence analyst who had drafted the June 1988
report on Iraq's purchases ofgerms from an Amer-
ican company reported that Baghdad's most ad-

vanced germ efforts involved anthrax and
botulinum. Army medical specialists reviewed the

difficulties in diagnosing inhalation anthrax^ which
begins with "nonspecific" symptoms like fever and
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fatigue. The disease is "virtually 100 percent fatal"

if left untreated^ they said. Botulinum is easier to

recognize — victims suffer severe neurological

problems within hours — but harder to protect

against. There are seven strains of the toxin; Iraq

had obtained the "seed cultures" for the F strain^ a

variant not covered by the small amounts of vac-

cine the United States had on hand. The com-
mittee moved briskly through the material^

speaking in the clipped shorthand of scientific pro-

fessionals. Everybody knew what needed to be
done. By 4:00 p.m.^ when they adjourned^ the offi-

cials had agreed on a far-reaching recommenda-
tion: the United States should immediately begin

vaccinating troops sent to Saudi Arabia^ using

available supplies to protect those "most at risk."

Out in the desert^ General Schwarzkopf and his

troops were spooked by a more practical problem.

An army major scouting out landing sites for the

air force's giant C-130 transport planes came
across the carcasses of as many as a thousand dead
sheep and goats in varying states of decomposi-
tion. Was it a germ attack or just some very sick

livestock? The army did not take any chances. On
August 30^ General Schwarzkopf's staff sent a

three-man team for a firsthand look at the rotting

remains. A Saudi chemical officer accompanied
the team to conduct his own investigation and to

translate for the Americans. He proved super-

fluous; the local Bedouins had hired shepherds
from Bangladesh to mind their flocks^ and the in-

terviews were conducted in English. The team
quickly concluded that the sheep and goats had
died from natural causes. The shepherds said they
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themselves were in fine health. The problem was
simple: animals in the region were not properly

vaccinated against indigenous diseases.

Reports of the false alarm reassured officials in

Washington^ where the proposal to inoculate sol-

diers was gaining support. The top medical offi-

cers of the army and the air force endorsed the

plan;, as did Enrique Mendez^ the Pentagon's se-

nior civilian official on health issues. The Armed
Forces Epidemiology Board urged anthrax vacci-

nation "as soon as possible^" reflecting the medical

consensus. Mendez drafted a memo for Dick
Cheney^ the defense secretary3 ordering the inocu-

lations to begin.

Cheney and General Colin L. Powell^ chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staffs and Schwarzkopf all

believed that the recommendation needed more
study. The plans envisioned keeping any vaccina-

tion program secret. But Saudi Arabia was
crawling with reporters^ and the inoculation of

large numbers of troops was certain to leak out.

The vaccinations would also complicate the ad-

ministration's most important diplomatic initia-

tive: assembling an international coalition against

Saddam Hussein. The United States did not have

nearly enough vaccine to protect its own soldiers^,

let alone those of its allies^, the American civilians

living in the country^ or Saudi civilians.

On September 21^ 1990^ Powell met with the

commanders of the nation's armed services in the

"tank/' the sealed^ spyproof conference room in

the Pentagon reserved for the regular meetings of

the heads of the army^ air forcC:, navy^ and marines.

The Joint Chiefs decided it would do more harm
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than good to begin vaccinations immediately.

Contradicting the intelligence analysts^ they con-

cluded that the threat was "tenuous" — there was
no confirmation that Iraq had figured out how to

turn the germs it was producing into weapons. A
memo written after the meeting succinctly sum-
marized the outcome. "The decisions were no
longer medical in origin. Rather^ they were polit-

ical^ social and military/operational." This did not

mean that Powell was taking the threat of biolog-

ical warfare lightly. A career infantryman^ Powell

was far more worried about Iraq's germ arsenal

than its chemical weapons. American soldiers^ he
felt^ were prepared to defeat a chemical attack.

They had trained for it^ had practiced combat op-

erations in suits and masks. "You can deal with

CW/' Powell said in an interview years later.

"Chemicals don't linger. You can get out of their

way. I knew how to handle it." The allied germ de-

fenseS:, by contrast^ were improvised^ drawn up on
the fly. "BW was a wild card/' he recalled. "Some-
thing I had less ability to deal with." The situation

did not surprise Powell. "I'd been kicking around
thirty-odd years/' he said. "I was quite aware that

we did not have protective equipment or vac-

cines."

Powell picked Brigadier General John Jumper^ a

one-star general working for the Joint Chiefs of

Staffs to serve as his personal emissary on the

issue^ to push the production ofvaccine and detec-

tors.

"Jumper^ I'm worried about BW defense^ and I

want you to deal with it/' Powell said.

Sir^ I think you've got the wrong guy/' he re-
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plied. "Fm just a dumb fighter pilot from Paris^

Texas. Fve got a degree from VMI in electrical en-

gineering. I don't know much about this." "Don't
worry/' said Powell^ "you just have to know how
to fix things."

Jumper set out to educate himself. He quickly

learned that the Michigan Department of Public

Health was the nation's only licensed producer of

vaccine against both botulinum and anthrax. An
antidote to botulinum^ known as an antitoxin^

could be extracted from the blood of horses or

other animals exposed to the disease. But the

United States only had one horse^ named First

Flighty that could produce the medicine^ an exper-

imental drug that had been given to only a handful

of people. Jumper found a picture of the horse and
mounted it on an easel for one of his briefings of

the military chiefs. This^ he declared^ is the entire

industrial base for production of botulinum anti-

toxin in the United States. The generals reacted

with disbelief. Jumper received briefings from ex-

pert after expert. What surprised him most was the

military's lack of a doctrine for biological defense.

There had been no planning for how to handle ca-

sualties^ where to put detectors^ or who would be

inoculated.

It wasn't even clear that there would be any de-

tectors. For decades^ the army had been trying to

design equipment that could sniff an aerosolized

cloud of germs and provide immediate warning of

germ attack to soldiers. Scientists had not come
close to conquering the technical challenges. The
air is filled with biological material^ from pollen to

germs. No one could figure out how to design a
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machine that could distinguish between the

normal "background" and germ weapons. A
1970s army system^ a gigantic air-sniffing device

coupled with a crude detector^ had been shelved

because of its limited accuracy. Shortly after the

Iraqi invasion^ Powell ordered the Defense Nu-
clear Agency to improvise a detector that could be
mounted on an airplane. The initial tests were en-

couraging^ but the plans were shelved when the

prototype airplane was destroyed in a crash.

The vaccine shortage worried the Pentagon's top

civilian health officials. Peter Collis^ an emergency-

room physician who was deputy assistant secretary

of defense for health affairS;, pressed the ad hoc
working group to find other sources of vaccine

production. He decided the group needed a more
inspiring name. ColliS:, who had studied infectious

diseases as an army doctor^ remembered from
medical school that anthrax spores were unusually

persistent and that the illness could be contracted

from household items^ even a shaving brush. The
best shaving brushes were made from the hair of

badgers. The Ad Hoc Working Group for the

Medical Defense Against Biological Warfare be-

came Project Badger. "You can't do that^" an aide

said^ reminding him of the Pentagon's procedures
for code names. "I just did/' said Collis.

The team included Anna Johnson-Winegar^ the

civilian official who had tried to build the stockpile

of anthrax vaccine through the late 1980s. She was
a natural choice for Project Badger. Pentagon offi-

cials were baffied by why the pace of production
could not be accelerated. She tried to explain. The
conversations were frustrating to both sides.
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"Just call them up and tell them to deliver five

hundred thousand doses next week."

"Sorry^ can't do it."

"Well;, money's no object."

"It's not a matter of money."
"They can make three times as much as they

used to by putting on three shifts ofworkers a day."

"What do you want them to do3 stand there and
watch the bacteria grow?"
Johnson-Winegar explained the basics to her

uniformed colleagues. The only way to speed up
production was with multiple assembly lines^

which would have to be certified by the FDA. The
vaccines had to be processed^ tested for potency
and sterility3 and packaged. The schedule could

not be truncated.

Every major pharmaceutical company in the

United States was approached for help. The re-

sponses were discouraging. Producing anthrax

vaccine posed special problems. Its spores were so

dangerous and so long lasting that buildings and
fermenters in which the vaccine was made could

never be used for anything else. Making botulinum
vaccine was an even greater production challenge.

The microbes had to be grown in an oxygen-free

environment (anthrax^ in contrast^ is an aerobic

germ) . There were seven different strains^ each re-

quiring its own fermenter and production line.

Botulinum antitoxin^ refined from the blood of

horses or other animals^ posed its own problems. It

took months ofrepeated exposure to the biological

poison to stimulate the immune systems ofthe ani-

mals. Project Badger set out to supplement the

production of the army's lone horse^ First Flighty
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by placing orders for one hundred horses that were

to be kept in paddocks at Fort Detrick. The ex-

perts knew it would be as much as a year before the

first lots of antitoxin could be refined and purified

from the army's herd.

Of the 150 companies Johnson-Winegar ap-

proached to make anthrax vaccine^ only 1 5 owned
the appropriate equipment^ and only Lederle

agreed to try producing it. Collis tried calling the

CEOs of pharmaceutical companies himself^

telling them that the secretary of defense had per-

sonally authorized him to make the request. The
results were no better. Part of the problem was the

deal Collis and the Project Badger team was of-

fering. The army had decided not to indemnify the

companies against lawsuits^ even though vaccine

makers faced huge potential liabilities from people

who suffer severe reactions to the drug.

At a meeting in early October^ the Project

Badger team promised the army that it would have
significantly more vaccine available by April 1.

Colonel Harry Dangerfield^ a senior member of

the committee^ viewed the commitment as opti-

mistic. Any vaccine for American troops would be
inspected by the FDA^ which often rejected entire

lots. Producing mass quantities of anthrax or botu-
linum vaccine would take close to a year^ not a few
months. "We were faced with a problem that

couldn't be solved in the time frame it needed to

be solved/' he said later. "The people setting the

goals just didn't understand what the issue was."

Within weeks of the invasion^ the intelligence re-

ports about Iraq's biological program came to the
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attention of more senior officials in the Pentagon.
One who felt particularly frustrated by the report's

carefully hedged language was L Lewis Libby^ a

trim^ boyish lawyer and one of the Pentagon's top

pohcy officials. His job^ as deputy to Paul
Wolfowitz^ the undersecretary for policy^ was to

think two or three steps ahead on the international

chessboard. Where was the next hot spot? What
could be done to head off trouble? What were
policy makers overlooking as they coped with the

rush of day-to-day crises? To Libby^, the words
"probably'' and "possibly" jumped out of the re-

ports about Iraq's biological program. He thought

the analysis was cogent^ as far as it went. But it left

open the most important questions about Iraq's

intentions. Libby knew the United States had few
spies inside Saddam Hussein's secretive regime

who could provide so-called real-time intelligence.

The reports on biological weapons drew largely on
satellite photographs of suspect sites^ snatches of

intercepted telephone conversations^ and inter-

views with Western businessmen who had sold

equipment to Iraq. Libby told colleagues that in-

telligence analysts had an unfortunate habit: if

they did not see a report on somethings they as-

sumed it did not exist. Or^ as another veteran intel-

ligence officer put its absence of evidence is not

evidence of absence.

A few weeks after American troops began gath-

ering in the deserts of Saudi Arabia^ Libby assem-

bled his top aides to coordinate defense against

biological warfare. His instructions were simple:

"If we go to war and Saddam uses biological

weapons^ I want to be able to look in the eyes ofthe
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soldiers and their families and say: 'We did every-

thing we could.' " He asked an aide^ a career navy

officer named Captain Larry Seaquist^ to look

more closely at whether Saddam really had a us-

able germ arsenal. Seaquist^ who had commanded
the battleship lowa^ proved an inspired choice.

Navy captains are trained to be generalists who
can master the interlocking complexities of com-
plicated engineering systems. Seaquist's skills as a

quick study served him well. He was not afraid to

dive into the unknown. Learning about biological

weapons was no different from what he had done
all his life in the navy. In his view^ you just had to

start asking the right questions and keep at it.

In late September 1990^ as Powell was slowing

the pell-mell rush to begin vaccinations^ Seaquist

and another officer who reported to Libby^ Col-

onel George Raach^ flew to Wright-Patterson Air

Force Base in Ohio for their education in biolog-

ical warfare. Their teachers were a couple of aging

scientists who had worked with Bill Patrick to

make germ weapons for the United States. They
started with the basics: how the agents worked3
how they could be easily disseminated^ how many
people could be killed in a single attack. They
moved to more advanced topics^ such as LD-SO^
the amount of agent needed to administer a lethal

dose to 50 percent of a target population. By the

end of the day^ Seaquist and Raach were reeling.

Biological warfare could be just as deadly as a nu-
clear attack^ if not more so. The implications for

the conflict in the gulf were immediately clear:

Saddam Hussein had the means to inflict cata-

strophic:, Hiroshima-sized harm on the allied
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forces with a single well-planned attack. The two
military officers drove their rental car back to the

airport^ struggling to digest what they had learned.

Their conversation continued in the departure

lounge^ where they became so absorbed that they

missed their return flight.

Seaquist asked intelligence officials in Wash-
ington more detailed questions. The scientists at

Wright-Patterson had said biological weapons
could be easily disseminated from aerosol sprayers

used to apply pesticides. Did Iraq have an ample
supply? Yes^ they replied. In the spring of 1 990^ the

Iraqis bought forty top-of-the-line "aerosol gener-

ators" from an Italian company. Each one was ca-

pable of dispersing 800 gallons per hour. They
were compact enough to fit on the back of a pickup

trucks small boat;, or single-engine aircraft and
could disperse either liquid or dry biological

agents. Seaquist looked over the weather charts for

the Saudi desert. On three to five nights a week in

the fall^ he noticed3 there was a temperature inver-

sion^ meaning that a layer of hot air sat atop the

cool air near the ground. Seaquist understood the

significance. Inversions make biological weapons
much more deadly because they trap a cloud of

agent over the target. He did some more calcula-

tions: Assume the United States had 200^000
troops camped out in Saudi Arabia. If the Iraqis

could slip a single small boat equipped with an

aerosol generator into the Persian Gulf^ it could

unleash a cloud of anthrax that would^ in appro-

priate weather conditions^ kill 90 percent of the

soldiers.

Seaquist had made a crucial leap^ one that
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would elude some of his more senior colleagues.

The distinctions in the intelligence' reports be-

tween producing large quantities of an agent and
turning it into a weapon were not as important as

they appeared. In germ warfare^ the germ was the

weapon. Every country that had tinkered with bio-

logical warfare had worked hard to figure out how
to make a bomb or missile that would deliver the

agent. (The blast from high explosives destroys

most of the germs.) But Saddam's engineers did

not need to invent a workable biological missile or

shell. The aerosol generators they bought in the

spring of 1990 would do just fine.

And then there was the terrorist threat. Seaquist

and Libby hauled in the intelligence officials for

additional briefings. What if Saddam Hussein an-

nounced just prior to war with the United States

that he had five containers that would release bio-

logical weapons in Washington? Could he do that?

You bet3 came the answer. Seaquist spelled out his

conclusions in a highly classified memo for Libby
and Paul Wolfowitz. The United States was vul-

nerable both at home and on the battlefield.

Libby believed it was possible^ but not likely^

that Iraq would use its germ weapons. Saddam was
under less pressure than it appeared. In Libby's

view^ he could survive a defeat in Kuwait. The day
after the fighting ended^ Libby told colleagues^

Saddam would still command the only army in

Iraq. To deter the Iraqi leader from a germ or

chemical attack^ the United States needed to

threaten something that Saddam Hussein trea-

sured— his hold on power. Cheney was briefed on
Seaquist's finding and senior officials began dis-
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cussing how to send an unmistakable message to

the Iraqi leader.

Josh Lederberg was also worrying about civil-

ians. Saddam Hussein's statement earlier in the

year that he would burn Israel with his "fire'' was
widely taken as a threat to use chemical and bio-

logical weapons. As a member of the Defense Sci-

ence Boards Lederberg had access to some of the

classified intelligence on the Iraqi biological pro-

gram. "I knocked on every door^ got to see Brent

Scowcroft^ got to see the intelligence people^ the

FBI/' he said. He also asked a simple question:

"What are we going to do about the civilian popu-
lation?"

No one had thought through which government
agencies would respond to a domestic germ attack.

Lederberg urged Scowcroft^ Bush's national secu-

rity adviser^ to begin planning civil defenses.

Saddam Hussein's most likely use of germ
weapons^ he argued^ would be through a surrogate^

a terrorist group. White House officials quietly

began assembling an emergency-response team
centered at the Department of Health and Human
Services. The staffer who handled his meeting

with Scowcroft was a rising young star named
Condoleezza Rice^ a Soviet specialist whom
Lederberg had known when she was a student at

Stanford. The preparations were modest: a

training exercise or two and some antibiotics

stockpiled in the Washington area. But Lederberg

felt he had made a contribution. The nation's cap-

ital had been made somewhat less vulnerable to

terrorist attack.
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America's top military commanders were begin-

ning to understand the magnitude of the threat.

Briefed in late November about the lack of biolog-

ical detectors3 General Carl Vuono^ the army chief

of staffs was stunned that American troops would
be used as canaries in a potentially lethal coal

mine. He pushed the bugs-and-gas experts to tell

him why the soldier was the "first indication ofBW
agent use." Wasn't there some other intelligence

system or equipment that could warn of an im-

pending attack? Vuono said that many countries

might follow Iraq's example and acquire biological

agents. "The U.S. should never be put into this po-

sition of not being able to vaccinate the force/' he
told a senior aide. He demanded a "long-term so-

lution/' a stockpile ofvaccines or some other idea.

In Riyadh^ General Schwarzkopf felt trapped.

He was persuaded that the biological threat was
real. But the supplies of vaccine were well short of

what was needed. Someone was going to have to

play God by deciding who would be protected.

Schwarzkopf believed such a decision should be
made in Washington and kept pressing the joint

chiefs to deliver enough vaccine to immunize ev-

eryone. "It was a nightmare/' he said years later.

Schwarzkopfwas also frustrated by the carefully

worded assessments coming from the intelligence

agencies. He needed facts^ not surmises. What was
Iraq's doctrine for using germ weapons? Did their

missiles have germ warheads? The bugs-and-gas
experts in Washington were chagrined by their

own inability to provide clearer answers. But there

was just not enough firsthand information avail-
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able on a program that was one of Iraq's most
closely guarded secrets. An October 22 report by
the Armed Forces Medical Intelligence Center
was typical. "Large quantities of anthrax bacteria

and botulinum toxin likely have been produced/'
it said. "We believe that these agents have been
weaponized and that biological and toxin muni-
tions already exist."

The analysts mentioned another potentially dis-

turbing bit of news. The Baghdad offices of a

Chilean company that was supplying cluster

bombs to Iraq had been overheard discussing "the

parameters for aerosol testing of botulinum toxin

with the home office.'' Did this mean that Iraq had
such a weapon? The analysts were not sure. The
evidence^ they wrote^ would allow only the "infer-

ential assessment" that the Iraqis were trying to

buy such weapons^, not that they had them. On the

crucial question of what Iraq might do with its

weapons in a war^, its "use doctrine3" the experts

admitted what Schwarzkopf already knew: there

were "significant intelligence gaps." A DIA report

from the same period said that Iraq "is assessed to

have weaponized anthrax and botulinum. The
type and number ofweapons or dissemination sys-

tems is not known." The DIA officials acknowl-

edged^ "There is no reliable information on how
Iraq might use their BW weapons. The most suit-

able way is in a clandestine manner prior to the

outset of hostilities."

The impasse over when to begin inoculations

continued3 and Powell returned to the "tank" to

confer witii the chiefs of the four branches of the

American military. Only the navy supported im-
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mediate vaccination. A few days later^ on October
2I3 Charles Freeman^ the American ambassador
in Riyadh^ raised his own objections. Vaccinating

soldiers but not civilians was a bad idea^ Freeman
warned in a secret cable. It could sow panic^ frac-

ture the coalition. Besides^ there were American
citizens in the region^ working on oil projects.

What about them? There would be a public-

relations disaster^ Freeman warned^ if the United
States protected only its soldiers.

Intelligence officials began trying to figure out

what might prompt the Iraqi leader to use his germ
weapons. "IfSaddam concluded his personal posi-

tion was becoming hopeless3" CIA analysts

warned in November I99O3 "this could convince

him to use biological weapons to shock the coali-

tion into a cease-fire. In such a situation3 the use of

anthrax against a coalition military installation or

major Saudi oil facility might seem an attractive

option."

Air force officers drawing up allied plans for a

massive bombing of Iraq thought they could re-

solve some of the uncertainties about Baghdad's
germ program with a few well-placed explosives.

American intelligence had identified what it be-

lieved were Iraq's main research and production
sites for biological weapons^ as well as more than a

dozen refrigerated bunkers. The analysts were not
sure what Iraq was doing with the bunkers. Air

force officers designing the air campaign planned
to demolish them and any other structures that

might be linked to the Iraqi biological program.
That stirred a new set ofuncertainties among in-
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telligence analysts back in Washington. No one
was sure what would happen if you bombed a

building or bunker packed with anthrax or botu-

linum. Would a plume of agent scatter illness and
death across the region? Some preliminary calcu-

lations by yet another hastily assembled com-
mittee of experts^ dubbed the Interagency Fusion
Group:, suggested that casualties inside Iraq could

be staggering. Attacks on ten separate sites in Iraq^

they estimated^ could kill more than 1 50^000 Iraqi

civilians— more than the number of people killed

by the Hiroshima bomb. The British weighed in

with an equally gloomy assessment.

General Charles Horner^ the Riyadh-based
American commander who was planning the air

assault on Iraq^ believed that the estimates were
exaggerated. Horner pressed for more facts and
learned that sunlight killed anthrax spores. His

aides proposed several ways ofminimizing the risk.

The bunkers could be hit with bombs that would
cause them to implode rather than explode. Pilots

could drop incendiary devices^ creating a blast of

heat that would kill the spores. The missions could

be flown just before dawn so that if a plume of an-

thrax were inadvertently released^ it would be

weakened by the heat of the day.

In December Horner briefed Cheney and
Powell on his plans for bombing the bunkers. He
described the revised calculations of how much
anthrax might waft across Iraq after a raid. "I can't

promise you we are not going to have casualties in

this/' he told them. "There has got to be a penalty

for a country that manufactures and stores these

horrible weapons. So^ if there is a fallout and if
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there are civilian casualties from this^ maybe that

point needs to be made to all the other countries

who conceive to do this/'

A few weeks later^ the fusion group acknowl-

edged that it had miscalculated^ and it revised its

estimate of casualties sharply downward. Because

they did not know where Iraq was hiding its germ
weapons^ the analysts had put together a

"worst-case" forecast in which it was assumed that

each site housed Iraq's entire arsenal. There was a

second3 crucial mistake. The fusion group had ini-

tially estimated that 1 to 10 percent of tiie spores

would survive an explosion and float into the air.

Consultation with several veterans of the Amer-
ican germ program^ including Bill Patrick^ sug-

gested that the actual number would be much^
much lower— between .001 and .1 percent.

The new analysis still offered sobering predic-

tions. It said the allied bombing was likely to cause

hundreds^ perhaps thousands^ of Iraqi civilians to

suffer painful^ lingering deaths from inhaled an-

thrax. Senior officials weighed the risks and— as-

suming that was to be the cost of taking the

biological option out of Saddam's hands forever—
accepted them.

The general whom Powell had assigned to work
the vaccine issue^ John Jumper^ sent a message to

Schwarzkopf in early December suggesting a way
to stretch the limited vaccine supplies. The com-
manders could administer antibiotics to all

5OO3OOO troops and keep the vaccine in reserve to

treat anyone attacked with anthrax. A combination
of doxycycline and vaccine had kept alive all the
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monkeys in the Fort Detrick study.

Jumper's cable puzzled Schwarzkopf's medical
officers. Anthrax multiplies rapidly^ and the re-

searchers had begun treating the monkeys within a

day of exposure. Because the detector problem re-

mained unsolved3 the first signs of attack could ap-

pear days later^ when soldiers began complaining

of flu. Sending troops on antibiotics into battle was
risky^ Schwarzkopf's medical advisers felt. The
drug recommended in the cable^ ciprofloxacin^

was a powerful antibiotic that sometimes caused
serious diarrhea and other side effects. It also

killed normal bacteria in the gut^ leaving only resis-

tant germs. A soldier shot in the stomach would
stand a greater chance of contracting an untreat-

able infection.

The combination of cipro and vaccine had not

been tested on the monkeys. But Pentagon officials

were recommending it because cipro was a newer
drug and thus more likely to be effective against

genetically engineered anthrax. Intelligence offi-

cials had recently warned that the Iraqis were ca-

pable of creating such a strain. Stilly no one knew if

they had done so.

The doctors met with Schwarzkopf on De-
cember 6 to review Jumper's cable. Colonel James
David Bales Jr. 3 an infectious-disease specialist as-

signed to CENTCOM just a few days after the in-

vasion of Kuwait^ leaned over the commander and
watched his eyes flicker across the page. As
Schwarzkopf read the passage about the need to

administer the vaccine and cipro within

twenty-four hours3 Bales said: "And how are you
going to know that?" The more experienced offi-
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cers in the room braced for an explosion.

Schwarzkopf hated interruptions. But he agreed

with Bales. The antibiotic approach was too risky

without reliable detectors.

The next day^ Schwarzkopf sent a private

"eyes-only message" to Powell rejecting the wide-

spread use of antibiotics. He preferred to vacci-

nate^ even if there was not enough for everyone. A
decision to immunize^ he reiterated^ had serious

implications for the coalition and could be made
only in Washington.

The impasse frustrated Colonel George E.

Lewis^ a microbiologist who was working for

Jumper and helped prepare the cable on antibi-

otics. Military officers made life-and-death deci-

sions every day. They calculated how many men
would be sent to attack a particular target or how
much air cover was required for dangerous opera-

tions. Why was it so hard to decide whom to pro-

tect against biological attack?

The January 1 5 deadline set by the United Na-
tions for Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait was just

five weeks away3 and Lewis knew the allies had al-

ready waited too long. To obtain even partial im-
munity^ inoculations should have begun in

mid-November. Each day's delay raised the

danger. The Pentagon calculated that soldiers who
received their first shots on December 10 would
not be minimally protected against anthrax until

January 2 1 and against botulinum until April 1

.

Project Badger's efforts to make more vaccine

had fallen well short. The Michigan lab had pro-

duced enough anthrax vaccine to protect about
1 50^000 of the half million American troops in the
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region. There was none to share with allies or civil-

ians in Saudi Arabia. Defenses against botulinum
were even more limited. Despite considerable ef-

fort^ not a single additional dose had been pro-

duced. There was still only enough for 10^000
soldiers.

On December 9^ the British added to the pres-

sure. General Peter de la Billiere met with

Schwarzkopf in Riyadh and told him that he in-

tended to begin immunizing his troops unless the

United States had "strenuous objections." British

officials^, unlike the Americans^ believed Iraq had
turned anthrax and plague into weapons^ and they

intended to protect their troops against both. The
British bought an American vaccine against plague

that was still experimental and was known to cause

temporary but debilitating flulike side effects.

The Saudis learned of the British plans and
asked Schwarzkopf whether he could provide

some anthrax vaccine to protect their troops. The
American commander said he did not have

enough for his own soldiers. A senior Saudi gen-

eral asked whether Washington could at least set

aside some shots for the royal family. It was an

awkward request. Saudi Arabia's willingness to

allow American forces on its soil had made Opera-

tion Desert Storm possible. But Schwarzkopf had
none to share.

On December 9^ Schwarzkopf spoke with

Powell by secure phone and suggested a bolder

tactic to avert biological attack. The United States

should announce that it would severely punish

Saddam Hussein ifhe used his chemical or biolog-

ical weapons. Powell said he was pressing the
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White House to warn Iraq that the United States

would use its own "unconventional weapons" if

Iraq attacked with chemicals^ a reference to nu-

clear retaliation. The next afternoon^ Schwarzkopf
was on the phone with Powell again^ rehashing the

decision to bomb the biological bunkers and pro-

duction plants. He told the chairman that it

"would be an unforgivable sin'' not to attack the

germ targets. It was the only way to guarantee that

the weapons would not be used.

Schwarzkopf began to plan who would be im-

munized with the limited supplies. Months earlier3

he had asked his chief medical officer^ Colonel

Robert Belihar^ and other top aides to assess how
and where Iraq might attack with germs. Think as

Saddam Hussein would3 he told them. Belihar said

he lacked information. Would the Iraqis use an-

thrax as an aerosol^ or would they pour botulinum
into the water supplies? Would they spread germs
on the front lines^ or use it as a terror weapon in the

United States? A key question was whether Iraq

had vaccinated its soldiers against anthrax or other

agents. The Americans arranged for blood sam-
ples to be taken from Iraqi deserters being held by
Saudi Arabia. The blood was flown to Fort

Detrick for analysis in early December.
Schwarzkopfand his aides eventually concluded

that anthrax would most likely be aimed at rear

areas. A germ weapon that takes effect over several

days^ they reasoned^, would not be very useful in a

frontal assault. Botulinum dissipates quickly and
was thus a threat to the forward positions.

Schwarzkopf was trying to make the best of a bad
situation. It was entirely possible that his guesses
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were wrongs that the Iraqis would use anthrax

against the front lines. If that happened^ there

would hardly be any vaccine left to treat those who
were ill.

His proposal for rationing the vaccine stirred up
interservice rivalries. At a meeting of air force gen-

erals in December3 one officer complained that the

recommendations by Schwarzkopf^ an army gen-

eral^ reflected an "infantryman's concerns for his

fellow infantrymen." The air force had done its

own analysis^ which concluded its crews would be
a primary target for germ weapons. Air force offi-

cers drew up a list of 30:,000 airmen who should be
vaccinated.

A December 1 1 assessment prepared by army
health officials outlined three possible approaches.

"Course of Action #1" was to begin vaccinating

U.S. troops as quickly as possible. This would have

a "favorable domestic reception" and could deter

Iraq. "Course of Action #2" was to share the lim-

ited supplies with allieS;, which would "promote
perception of shared risk^" support the unity of the

alliance^ and might dissuade Baghdad from using

germ weapons. The third option was to defer vac-

cinations until there was enough on hand for a

"comprehensive program3" while sharing the anti-

biotics with allies. This would heighten the dan-

gers for everyone^ but the "shared risk" would
promote allied unity and keep on hand a supply of

vaccine in case of attack. Pentagon officials wrote

that the last approach offered another benefit: It

"will temper media reaction."

On December 17^ 1990^ Powell finally delivered

his recommendations to Secretary Cheney^ calling
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for inoculations to begin immediately. It had been
four months since the Pentagon's medical experts

had made the same proposal^ months in which the

service chiefs and other top military and civilian

officials had undergone a crash course in the sci-

ence^ tactics^ and ambiguities of biological war-

fare.

Cheney and Powell took their plan to the White
House. At the table were President George Bush
and several of his top aides. Some were surprised

by the seriousness with which the Pentagon pre-

sented the Iraqi biological threat. Was it really

likely that the Iraqis would use such weapons?
What were the risks of the vaccines? White House
officials had made a pact among themselves. They
would not micromanage; they would not overrule

the commanders on purely military issues. The
president approved the plan without revisions. 'Til

be honest: if I had been making the decision on the

anthrax^, I probably would not have used it/' Brent

Scowcroft^ Bush's national security adviser^ said in

a recent interview. "I didn't object to it^ if the mili-

tary thought it was the thing to do^ but I probably

would not have recommended it."

As Powell's aides were drafting the memo out-

lining the vaccination program^ the Pentagon re-

ceived an encouraging bit of news. The blood
samples taken from Iraqi deserters detained

showed no sign of immunizations against anthrax

or botulinum. Schwarzkopf's medical team did

not feel particularly relieved. The Iraqi soldiers in

Saudi hands were conscriptS3 cannon fodder
whom Iraqi generals would view as expendable.

Perhaps Saddam Hussein had vaccinated his elite
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troops^ the Republican Guard. Maybe the Iraqis

would attack the front lines with germs^ killing

both the unvaccinated Iraqi conscripts and the

Americans.

Back in Washington^ the army was pressing the

FDA to permit it to give the botulinum vaccine to

soldiers without obtaining the "informed consent"

normally required for patients given experimental^

unapproved drugs. Botulinum's effects were felt

within hours of exposure3 which meant the

weapon might be useful in an attack on frontline

troops. There would be no time for medical nice-

ties^ military officials argued. The FDA reluctantly

agreed.

By December 29^ Powell notified Schwarzkopf
that the decision had finally been made to immu-
nize the troops against anthrax and botulinum.

Days later^ Schwarzkopf reviewed the plan for ra-

tioning the vaccine with his top aides and de-

manded some changes^ overruling a proposal to

give botulinum shots to officers at the Riyadh
headquarters. What little vaccine there was^ he
thought^ should be reserved for frontline troops.

Schwarzkopf also said every soldier assigned to re-

ceive the experimental drug should be given a re-

lease form to read and sign. Anyone who wanted
to refuse the shot could do so.

In early January^ teams of medics began immu-
nizing the troops against anthrax and botulinum;

every soldier was also issued a five-day supply of

Cipro. A Marine Corps medical official told Gen-
eral James M. Myatt^ the leader ofthe First Marine
Division^ that there were only T^OOO doses of an-

thrax vaccine for the 22^000 soldiers under his
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command. Like Schwarzkopf, Myatt was reluc-

tant to play God. If there was not enough vaccine

to go around^ nobody would get it. Adherence to

Schwarzkopf s orders on the botulinum vaccine

was spotty; some soldiers were given the shot

without being told what it was. To quell fears

about the vaccines^ Schwarzkopf himself took an

anthrax shot. "Ji^st make sure that I'm one ofthose

nine monkeys that survived/' he told the medics.

Detectors were still a major headache. By De-
cember^, senior army officials had devised a plan to

use an untried^ laser-based technology to detect

germ attacks. The Los Alamos National Labora-

tory had been experimenting with airborne lasers

that might be able to pick up the release of an
aerosol cloud. The lasers were to be placed aboard

C- 1 30 aircraft that would fly continuously over the

gulf. Schwarzkopf's second in command^ General

Cal Waller^ hated the idea. "Thanks for your pro-

posed deployment of experimental developmental

BW defense assets^" Waller wrote to the Pentagon.

"The fielding of a fully supported system of opera-

tional worth on such short notice is ambitious."

Waller said he was reluctant to divert his limited

intelligence aircraft from "priority missions" to an
untried^ uncertain system of biological defense.

The air force also hated the plan^ fearing that the

lasers might blind pilots. They were not deployed.

Instead^ the army relied on a dozen detectors its

technicians had improvised. The system was built

around a sniffer that forced huge quantities of air

into a liquid reservoir. Servicemen would test for

biological attack by dipping specially treated paper
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into the liquid at regular intervals. In theory^ the

paper would change color in the presence of sus-

pect microbes^ such as the anthrax bacillus. Then
the liquid would be tested with more sensitive lab

equipment. No one had much confidence in the

system.

In the late fall^ Bush and his top national-

security aides^ known as the "gang of eighty" con-

sidered whether the United States should explic-

itly threaten Iraq with nuclear retaliation for a

germ or chemical attack. The consensus was
against such a move. Washington was trying to

hold together a fragile coalition that included

Iraq's Arab neighbors. Bush made his preferences

clear. He would not be the second president in

American history to order a nuclear strike. If the

United States needed to punish Iraq^ it could ex-

pand its conventional bombing campaign. The de-

cision was kept secret. On January 9^ IQQl^

Secretary of State Baker flew to Geneva to give

Tariq Aziz^ the Iraqi foreign minister^ a letter from
President Bush to Saddam Hussein. The White
House had decided against threatening Iraq with

nuclear attack. "Your country/' the letter said^

"will pay a terrible price if you order unconscio-

nable acts." Aziz reftised to accept the letter^ and
Baker^ taking an expansive view of his instructions^

set out to persuade the Iraqis that the United

States was poised for nuclear retaliation. "God
forbid/' he said^ "chemical or biological weapons
are used against our forces— the American people

would demand revenge." Baker added;, "This is

not a threat."

The president's inclination against a nuclear
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strike was hypothetical^ and Pentagon officials

who had done some preliminary planning of nu-

clear options believed that they could reopen the

issue if Saddam Hussein did the unthinkable. The
day after a biological strike^ political pressures

would force any president to reassess. "Ifwe had a

loss of 2OO3OOO soldiers^ how could we not nuke
them?" asked Larry Seaquist^ whose report for the

Pentagon's top policy officials had raised the

specter of such losses. Scowcroft acknowledged
that the issue would have been revisited if Ameri-
cans had died in a germ attack. But he added that

he would have adamantly opposed nuclear retalia-

tion. Scowcroft said he would have strongly ar-

gued for changing the aims of the war to^ say^

toppling Saddam Hussein. Using atomic weapons
against Iraq would have been "another case where
it's OK against the Japanese^ OK against the

ArabS;, not against white folk."

In the days before the air war began^ President

Bush grew increasingly anxious about Iraq's bio-

logical arsenal. On January 13;, he asked Powell to

review the plans for bombing the refrigerated

bunkers. What were the risks? Was it worth it?

Powell reassured the president that the bombing
would probably destroy the germ agents. Some
might be released^ but it was "a gamble we had to

take." In his memoirs^ Powell wrote that Bush
"was already agitated3 and this added worry did

not soothe him." Two days later^, the chief of the

British Defence Staffs Air Vice Marshal Sir David
Craig3 called with the same questions. "Bit risky

that^ eh?" Craig remarked. Powell said he believed

that the benefits outweighed the costs. "If it heads
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south/' he told Craig^ "just blame me." The
United Nations deadline expired on January 15.

Officials later said that in the meeting in which
President Bush sent American forces to war
against Baghdad^ he had only two concerns: a

last-minute diplomatic move by France and the

threat from biological weapons.

At 1 :30 a.m. on January 1 63 the first Tomahawk
cruise missiles were launched from vessels in the

Red Sea and the Persian Gulf^ marking the start of

the largest sustained bombing campaign in the his-

tory of warfare. In Washington^ the officials who
had tried to build a credible defense against bio-

logical attack held their breath. Seaquist believed

that the United States' best defense was Iraq's fear

of nuclear retaliation. But the Bush administration

had undermined that strategy in the weeks leading

up to the war; while administration spokesmen
studiously maintained the ambiguity^ Vice Presi-

dent Dan Quayle said that he could not imagine

the president ordering a nuclear strike. (The next

day^ Quayle said^ "We don't rule options in or

out.")

Iraq's air defenses were destroyed in the first

days of the war^ and allied bombers pounded what
intelligence officials believed were the key biolog-

ical targets. Salman Pak^ a research facility where
intelligence analysts suspected that Iraq had begun
its nuclear program and done some germ experi-

ments^ was leveled. Nearly all of the refrigerated

bunkers were slammed with high explosives. On
January 21^ the pursuit of biological targets be-

came a major public-relations problem for the al-
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lied coalition as bombers slammed a factory in

Abu Gharib that intelligence officials believed was
a "backup" plant for germ production. Iraq said

the factory produced infant formula^ and CNN's
Peter Amett was taken to the site for a tour and
chance to broadcast pictures of a container

bearings in English^ the notation BABY MILK.
Replying to some skeptical questioning from

Schwarzkopf's aides after the raid^ intelligence

officials said they had spotted little day-to-day

activity at the plant since it had opened in 1983. It

produced little "baby milk" and was camouflaged

just prior to the war^ suggesting to the American
analysts who were picking the targets that it was
linked to biological warfare. (The connection of

the factory to biological weapons remains contro-

versial.)

In January^ as the allies prepared for the ground
war that would culminate with the invasion of Ku-
wait^ Schwarzkopf's aides confronted a grisly

question: If soldiers were killed by a germ attack^

what should the military do with their remains?

Botulinum toxin decays rapidly^ so victims of that

microbe could be buried in temporary graves and
then exhumed for interment in the United States.

Anthrax^ with its highly persistent spores^ was an-

other matter. "The presence of living anthrax

spores in the remains can only be confidently ex-

cluded if the bodies are incinerated/' a memo from
Fort Detrick said. If that was not possible^ the re-

mains would have to be soaked in powerful bleach

to kill all the spores. The bones could then be
flown back to the United States for burial with
minimal risk to morticians.
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American intelligence officials scoured the re-

gion for signs of a biological release^ particularly

on days after germ-related targets were hit. The
DIA reported after the bombing of Salman Pak
that there had been no outbreak of disease in

Baghdad. Allied bombers hit another suspected

germ facility^ at Taji3 on January 21 in a raid that

American officials had feared could release as

much as five hundred grams of anthrax^ killing as

many as five thousand people in Baghdad.
"It has been three days since the attack/' the re-

port noted^ "and casualties should already have

started." The findings were immediately reported

to Cheney. It looked like the allied bombing was
not going to unleash a plague on the Middle East.

There were some anxious moments. A half dozen
British soldiers stationed near the front lines re-

ported flulike symptoms. They were sent to a

Saudi hospital and closely monitored. Their symp-
toms^ it turned out^ were caused by the flu. The
balky detectors continued to pick up signs of an-

thrax and botulinum^ all ofwhich were found to be

false alarms. The ground attack was ready to go^

and Saddam Hussein was running out of time to

use his ultimate weapons.
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Secrets and Lies

Larry Seaquist felt relieved as the sun rose over

Washington on February 28^ 1991. After weeks
ofbombing and one hundred hours of one-sided

ground combat^, Iraq was surrendering^, its elite

Republican Guard fleeing Kuwait at top speed.

The doomsday scenario he had outlined for Pen-
tagon officials — nearly 200^000 allied soldiers

dying from a single^ devastating Iraqi anthrax at-

tack— had turned out to be just another of those

wartime contingencies. No aerosol cloud had
drifted over the American forces in the desert.

No suitcase-sized bombs had been detonated in

the subways of Washington or New York. None
of the antibiotics set aside to treat victims of a

germ attack in the nation's capital had been
needed.
The mood among American military and

national-security officials in the months after the

war ended was triumphant. Allied troops had dem-
onstrated their superior technology and trainings

smashing a well-armed foe while sustaining hardly

any casualties. "Smart" bombs^ guided by a wisp
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of laser lights had homed onto targets with preci-

sion accuracy from thousands of feet away. Amer-
ican ingenuity appeared to have neutralized even
Saddam Hussein's best terror weapon^ the Scud
missile;, as the Patriot defense system seemingly

blasted incoming rockets out of the sky.

With President George Bush's popularity

soaring above 90 percent3 the only controversy was
over whether the allied forces had killed too many
Iraqi soldiers. The biological arsenal that had wor-
ried General Powell and the president before the

bombing began in January seemed a footnote^ a

historical curiosity. American intelligence officials

poring over satellite photos of Iraq believed that

the allied bombing had demolished Saddam
Hussein's germ operations. A secret March 1991

study by the Defense Intelligence Agency said it

would cost up to $200 million and take as long as

eight years for Iraq to rebuild its germ factories

and laboratories. The bombing had destroyed "all

known" Iraqi facilities for researching or pro-

ducing bioagentS;, the DIA said.

Over time a more accurate picture emerged.

The footage of "smart" bombs turned out to be
misleading; many targets had been missed. The
antimissile defenses were not nearly as effective as

they had appeared on CNN; most^ if not all^ of the

Iraqi Scud attacks had evaded the Patriot system.

And^ perhaps most important^ Iraq had built and
concealed a germ arsenal that was far larger and
far more lethal than anyone had understood3 a

sprawling complex of buildings and laboratories

that had survived the war largely intact.

Iraq's failure to use its biological weapons gave
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powerful new arguments to those who believed the

germ threat was overstated. Deterrence appeared

to have worked. Secretary of State James Baker's

veiled threat of nuclear retaliation had proven an

effective defense^ staying Saddam Hussein's hand.

Hardly anyone inside or outside government knew
the full story about the extent of the Iraqi threat or

the lack of effective defensive preparations. The
prewar intelligence reports about Iraq's program^

the Pentagon's frantic^ unsuccessful attempts to

produce enough vaccine for its troops^ General

Schwarzkopf s fury over the choices he was forced

to make — all remained closely guarded secrets.

Key documents spelling out the military's vulnera-

bilities — such as Seaquist's report— were never

provided to Congress or widely distributed within

the government. Some details^ such as precisely

how little vaccine the United States produced
during the war^ are still classified as secret a decade
later.

In the months after the war^ the Bush White
House had larger reasons to avoid fanning public

fears about germ weapons. Intelligence about
Moscow's illegal germ-weapons program con-

tinued to seep out of the Soviet Union^ confirming

the revelations of Vladimir Pasechnik^ the Soviet

defector who had provided the first inside account
of Moscow's germ program. A team of American
and British experts^ visiting the Soviet laboratories

in January IQQl^ filed a secret report which found
the Soviets were operating a "massive3 offensive bi-

ological warfare programme" that included ge-

netic engineering and^ ominously^ research on
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smallpox. In comparison^, the Iraqi efforts seemed
rudimentary.

Britain and the United States stepped up diplo-

matic pressure on Moscow^ but the Soviet leader-

ship^ which was publicly embracing openness^

continued to deny that it was producing germ
weapons. The impasse posed a serious problem for

Bush and Prime Minister John Major of Britain^

who were trying to bolster the nascent reform
movement in the Soviet Union. Either Soviet

chairman Mikhail S. Gorbachev and his foreign

minister^ Eduard A. Shevardnadze^, were lyings or

they were being misled by their own military on a

crucial issue. The British were eager to expose the

Soviet lies^ perhaps by arranging for Pasechnik to

make his charges public on a television documen-
tary. Robert Gates^ Bush's deputy national secu-

rity adviser^ was horrified by this idea^ fearing it

would humiliate Gorbachev and hamper his re-

form efforts. "We were really pushing the Soviet

leadership very hard to deal with this problem/'

Gates recalled. "By that time^ Gorbachev was
pretty embattled. The way I characterized it to

Brent Scowcroft and the president was: 'He has to

pick his fights. This one^, as important as it might

be to US3 had to be considered against the overall

safety of the world.'

"Gorbachev had much higher priorities in terms

of where he was prepared to spend political cap-

ital/' Gates said. "There was a feeling that he al-

ready was on a tightwire. We didn't want to do
anything that would result in him being forced out.

It's a classic situation where an issue comes up to

the president and you don't have any good options.
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You end up choosing the one that is least bad."

Bush's aides concluded that secrecy was the key

to finessing the issue. If word leaked out that the

Soviet Union had flouted the germ weapons treaty

for nearly two decades^ the delicate dance beuveen
Gorbachev and his military^ as well as that between

East and West^ would be seriously disrupted. ''The

information was tightly held/' Gates recalled.

"And the Bush administration had a prett\^ good
reputation for keeping secrets."

On April 4, 1991, the United Nations Securit\^

Council pledged to lift the international ban on
Iraqi oil sales as soon as it confirmed that Baghdad
had destroyed its biological, nuclear, and chemical

weapons. The arrangement seemed more than fair

to American officials. Iraq had already agreed to

give up its unconventional weapons in the resolu-

tion ending the war. Everyone would come out a

winner. The profits from Iraqi crude would help

Baghdad repair the damage caused by the allied

bombing. American and European companies
would win lucrative contracts to rebuild Iraq. The
region would be more secure. And the Iraqi

leaders, who benefited personally from each oil

sale, would have more money to divide among
themselves.

WTiat seemed clear in Washington and London
was less obvious in Baghdad. Iraq's influence in

the region stemmed from its ability- to bully its

neighbors, from Jordan to Kuwait to the tiny states

scattered across the gulf. To the Iraqis, the benefits

of keeping their germ, chemical, and nuclear pro-

grams alive were substantial, even at the risk of
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losing billions of dollars in oil revenues. The bugs
were their atom bomb. Even if the biological

weapons were never used^ the rumors of their exis-

tence could make little nations take note and
might give Western powers reason to pause.

Soon after the war ended^ Iraq's foreign min-
ister^ Tariq Aziz^ ordered top officials to prepare

plans for hiding the weapons infrastructure from
the United Nations. Iraq would not disclose its nu-
clear or biological programs or its stocks ofVX^ an
advanced nerve agent. It would conceal all evi-

dence of the germ operations and of the crash nu-
clear program^ which had come much closer to

building a crude nuclear bomb than Western intel-

ligence officials suspected. Iraqi officials destroyed

documents^ built fake walls in key buildings^ and
rehearsed the lies they planned to offer United Na-
tions arms inspectors. On April I83 1991;, Iraq de-

livered its first official statement to the U.N. on its

unconventional weapons. It acknowledged limited

production of chemical weapons and did not men-
tion work on either nuclear or biological weapons.

The job of verifying that statement fell to a new
group of experts^ the United Nations Special

Commission. Known by its acronym^ UNSCOM^
the organization was unlike any the world had ever

seen;, a mix of diplomats and specialists who had
been Cold War adversaries. Retired Soviet military

officers worked with their counterparts from the

American and British military. The U.N. Security

Council picked Rolf Ekeus^ a Swedish diplomat

and former judge^ as UNSCOM's leader.

Ekeus felt he did not have much to go on in pur-

suing Iraq's biological weapons. There were no
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signposts^ no hints. Baghdad had made some sig-

nificant admissions about its chemical and missile

programs. Ekeus's initial view was that Iraq had
filed a "relatively honest declaration" that needed
to be verified. He immediately wrote a letter to

fifty nations around the world firom which Iraq

might have bought chemical^ nuclear^ or biological

equipment^ asking for help. Only Britain and the

United States replied with detailed information.

Few members of the first group of inspectors re-

cruited by UNSCOM had much experience with

biology^ but the team did have one genuine spe-

cialist: David Kelly. A microbiologist from Porton

Down^ Britain's Fort Detrick^ Kelly was one oftwo
British officials who had initially debriefed

Pasechnik in 1989. Weeks before he joined

UNSCOM3 he had inspected Soviet germ sites as

a key member of an American-British team. Kelly

was a skilled interrogator. In January^ he had badg-
ered a Soviet scientist into acknowledging that the

Soviet Union had experimented with smallpox at

Vector^ a laboratory that was part of Moscow's
germ warfare program. The admission confirmed
Western officials' worst fears: that the Soviets were
trying to make a weapon from one of the world's

most dreaded diseases.

The American-British trips through the Soviet

Union were models of how arms inspectors could
work closely with intelligence agencies. Kelly and
his colleagues were guided by accounts from
Pasechnik and by other^ less precise information

painstakingly assembled by British and American
intelligence. They had an idea ofwhere to look and
what to look for. UNSCOM3 on the other hand^
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had much less information to go on. American of-

ficials provided a briefing to the U.N. team in early

May. But the CIA was reluctant to share its best

information with an international group that in-

cluded former Soviet officials and that was wide
open to compromise by Iraqi spies. Although
British and American inspectors were privately

given more information^ the intelligence agencies

were circumspect about what they said^ even to al-

lies.

On August 2, 1991 3 UNSCOM's first biological-

inspections team arrived in Baghdad. The inspec-

tors were greeted by Hossam Amin^ a colonel who
had worked before the war in the Military Indus-

trialization Corporation^ Iraq's purchasing agent

for weapons. Amin handed the inspectors a

one-page statement acknowledging for the first

time that Iraq had performed biological research

for "military purposes.'' The experiments^ the

statement said^ were purely defensive and involved

only ten scientists. Kelly found the statement im-

plausible but was intrigued by a list Iraq had drawn
up of its "dual use" facilities that had possible mili-

tary applications. The document said fermenters

were being stored at "Al Hakam warehouse."

What^ exactly^ was Al Hakam? The team was al-

ready scheduled to visit the bombed-out remains

of Salman Pak^ the laboratory where Iraq had per-

formed its initial biological-weapons research.

Kelly asked the UNSCOM leadership for permis-

sion to broaden his itinerary and send some in-

spectors to Al Hakam for a closer look. Robert

Gallucci^ the American diplomat appointed as

Ekeus's deputy^ turned down the request. Another
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U.N. team3 he told Kelly^ was already in Iraq pur-

suing solid allegations about Baghdad's nuclear

program. UNSCOM could not support more than

two missions at the same time. Ekeus assumed Al

Hakam was not a biological-weapons factory.

After all^ the coalition had never bombed it.

Kelly's instincts were sharper than he knew. In

May^ just as UNSCOM was setting up shop^ the

CIA had received a startling report from a source

with access to some of Iraq's darkest secrets. Bagh-
dad's germ weapons had survived the war and
were being hidden. The source said Iraq had man-
ufactured two different kinds of biological agents

at "the Al-Hakam facility in Jur Al-Shakar^" ac-

cording to a summary circulated among CIA offi-

cials in May 1991. Iraq had buried its biological

bombs and missile warheads "one meter under-

ground." The "production lines" still existed.

In August:, as Kelly arrived in Iraq^ CIA analysts

sent the agency's director^ William H. Webster^ a

fuller account of what Iraq had produced and
where it was being hidden. The report said

Baghdad had buried seventy-five bombs con-

taining "Agents A3 B3 C" near Airfield 37^ a major
military base. The Iraqis were concealing fifteen

germ warheads for their missiles in two locations^

one of which was near the Iraqi army base in Al
Mansuriah. More than one hundred bulk con-
tainers were hidden at yet another military base.

The CIA's report added new details about the

Iraqi germ production at Al Hakam. It said the fa-

cility had five large laboratories where Iraq had
produced toxins from bacteria in 13400-liter fer-
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mentation tanks. And it said that Iraqi scientists

had made weapons from fungi at a factory in Al
Fadhaliya. The report noted that Iraq had "no
plans to move any of the chemical or biological

agents which have been hidden."

The source's account and other new evidence

gathered by American intelligence operations

prompted the CIA to reassess its view of the

damage done to Iraq's program by the coalition

bombing. In fact^ most of Iraq's biological opera-

tions appeared to have survived the war. In Sep-

tember 1991 3 the agency identified eight sites at

which Iraq was suspected of producing germ
weapons. Only two had been bombed. On the list

was Al Hakam^ which Iraq said was a warehouse.

The report said the facility appeared to have made
botulinum^ anthrax^ and Clostridium perfringensy a

bacterium that causes gangrene and attacks the

body's internal organs.

The report about Iraq's buried germ weapons^

as well as the CIA's assessment that much ofBagh-
dad's biological program was intact^ does not ap-

pear to have made its way to Ekeus and other

senior UNSCOM officials. Major Karen Jansen^

an American military officer who was serving as a

U.N. inspector^ recalled being told by a CIA
briefer in late 1991 or in early 1992 that germ
weapons were hidden at Airfield 37 and at several

other locations. Jansen said she had told the CIA
that she was grateful for the tip but that

UNSCOM needed precise locations or sites. The
inspectors could not dig up an airfield. A senior

CIA official said in an interview that the agency

believes it also relayed the reports to two other
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UNSCOM officials in 1991 or 1992. Neither

could recall such a briefing. In any events none of

the information was put into UNSCOM's files.

Nor was it made available to David Kelly^ the

British official who led the initial inspections.

In September^ a month after the CIA's new as-

sessment of the Iraqi program was completed^

Kelly and the UNSCOM team set off for their first

visit to Al Hakam. The site^ about thirty miles

southwest of Baghdad in the middle of the desert^

seemed an odd choice for a civilian facility. The
buildings were surrounded by an impressive secu-

rity fence and spaced more than two miles apart.

The Iraqis had already abandoned their initial

story about Al Hakam. It was not a warehouse but

a factory for making animal feed^ they said. The in-

spectors did not contest that explanation. The
equipment installed in the cavernous buildings

was being used to make animal feed. But the same
fermenters could just as easily produce germ
weapons. It all depended on what was cultivated.

"Although at this point there is absolutely no evi-

dence ofparticipation in a biological weapons pro-

gram^ the team was concerned that it might feature

in development of such a program^'' the inspectors

reported. UNSCOM inspectors left Iraq divided

over whether germ weapons had ever been pro-

duced at Al Hakam.
The U.N. team was stumbling through Iraq^ un-

aware of what it was seeing: a vast war machine
hidden in plain sight. In the fall^ one group of in-

spectors toured the Al Walid air base in western
Iraq to examine some R-400 bombs with black

marks painted on their sides. Before the inspec-
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tions began^ the Iraqis gave UNSCOM a mis-

leading explanation of the color codes on its

unconventional weapons. Yellow paint meant a

shelly warhead^ or bomb was filled with mustard
gas; black was for sarin nerve gas; red for tabun.

Iraq would eventually acknowledge that it had lied

and that a thick black stripe denoted a germ
weapon. The inspectors walking through Al Walid
had seen bombs containing biological agents not

sarin.

Shown copies of the CIA's 1991 reports years

later^ several UNSCOM inspectors could only

wonder what might have been. The information^

they said^ must have come from a top official inside

Iraq^ someone with knowledge of the entire bio-

logical program. Even the nomenclature was cor-

rect. The Iraqis referred to bioweapons by
different designations: A was for botulinum^ B for

anthrax^ C for Clostridium. (The Iraqi air force

used the code names "tea/' "coffee/' and "sugar.")

It would take the United Nations teams nearly

four years and countless trips to Iraq to piece to-

gether what the CIA had figured out by the fall of

1991. The failure to exploit the spy's report^ how-
ever it occurred^ slowed the inquiry. In the years

that followed their first trip to Al Hakam^ inspec-

tors disagreed about whether Iraq even had a

bioweapons program. Kelly^ in particular^ saw
missed opportunities in the CIA reports. The first

UNSCOM inspection ofAirfield 37^ in November
1991 3 was a cursory look for bunkers. Having the

complete report from the spy in 1991 would have

prompted the field teams to ask much tougher

questions:, to look harder. "It would have affected
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the investigation profoundly/' he said. Ekeus^ who
refereed the fights among UNSCOM inspectors

over Iraq's biological capabilities^, could only shake

his head when shown the CIA material ten years

later. "This is scandalous/' he said. "Yes^ it defi-

nitely would have mattered."

As UNSCOM inspectors struggled to decipher

the Iraqi germ program^ the Pentagon began work
on rebuilding America's biological defenses. The
Project Badger team that had struggled to increase

vaccine supplies in the fall of 1990 circulated a

classified report on what should be done. The mil-

itary could not depend on the nation's pharma-
ceutical industry to meet demand for vaccine in a

crisis. Serious steps were needed to guarantee the

supply^ the report said. American soldiers should

never go to war again without adequate protection

against biological attack.

Days after the fighting ended^ army health offi-

cials sent a memo to the secretary of the army^ Mi-
chael P. W. Stone^ saying that "the biological

defense program has suffered from minimal sup-

port since the termination of the offensive BW
program in 1969." The memo noted that "U.S.

forces are immunologically vulnerable to the full

spectrum of enhanced BW agents even though we
have the capability to immunize against many in-

fectious diseases." The United States^ it argued^

needed to begin a program of peacetime vaccina-

tions for troops stationed in high-threat regions.

That enthusiasm proved difficult to sustain. The
army^ which was in charge of biodefense^ noted a

few weeks later that an expanded program to inoc-
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ulate the troops would be expensive and might
raise fears among civilians by putting the "sensitive

BW topic in the public eye." It could also spur po-
tential adversaries to create vaccine-resistant bugs.

Army officers also raised the possibility of stock-

piling enough vaccine to protect the civilian popu-
lation of the United States. This^ they maintained^

would show potential adversaries that "we are pre-

pared for BW." Army planners pointed out that

this option carried "the highest total cost." The
idea was rejected.

Army officials were persuaded by their GulfWar
experiences that neither private industry nor
Michigan could be relied upon to make sufficient

quantities of vaccine in times of war. The Defense
Department^ the army said^ should immediately

begin work on its own vaccine plant. Coalition

warfare was the way of the future^ and the United
States should have enough vaccine to supply not

only its own needs but those of "select allies." A
contractor could be hired to run the factory.

On April 9, 1991 3 Colin Powell and the Joint

Chiefs of Staff agreed to a first step:, recom-
mending that the army stockpile enough anthrax

vaccine to protect the entire active duty force of

1.6 million men and women. Powell outlined the

proposal in a secret memo to Defense Secretary

Cheney. He termed it a "minimal goal."

The army's plan to vaccinate a limited number
of soldiers in peacetime proved far more conten-

tious. By the fall of 1991 3 the demise of commu-
nism was stirring serious demands for a peace

dividend. As the White House scoured the Pen-

tagon for budget cuts^ the army3 air force^ and navy
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all fought to save their favorite projects. Every

dollar for biological defense was a dollar taken

away from other programs that had long enjoyed

greater stature. The army's vaccine factory would
cost more than $1 billion over several years.

At an October 1991 meeting ofthe chiefs^ the air

force asked whether the threat was "real" and
whether the Pentagon could afford such an ambi-

tious plan. Cheney's aides had qualms about some
aspects of the army proposal but insisted to mili-

tary leaders that "two components of the plan

(peacetime vaccinations and adequate vaccine

production) should be accomplished immedi-
ately." The services did not agree. "There is a lack

of consensus on the threat^" one official wrote in

February 1992. "Navy and Air Force do not see

the same threat to their forces as ground forces."

As a result^ there was "no vaccination policy."

The air force and navy suggested inoculating

troops on the eve of hostilities and only ifthey were
going to war against a foe known to have germ
weapons. Health officials said such a plan was
medically unsound. They reminded Powell that it

takes as long as six months to build up full immu-
nity. The chairman began quietly pushing the plan

to begin peacetime vaccinations of selected units.

Powell found a more receptive audience when
he met with the military's special operations com-
manders in early 1993. He asked how the Delta
Force and other units were preparing to deal with

terrorist attacks involvingWMD^ weapons ofmass
destruction. The military's counterterrorist units

had been training for years to storm airplanes and
rescue hostages. But Powell believed that the
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threat of the future might come from a terrorist

group that had obtained a nuclear^ chemical;, or bi-

ological weapon. The special forces commanders
understood the issue and began to rethink their

training and strategy^ focusing first on the dangers

posed by radiological bombs — conventional ex-

plosives packed with radioactive material.

British and American efforts to force Moscow to

own up to its biological past appeared to be
making progress. Boris Yeltsin^ who became presi-

dent of Russia after the Soviet Union ceased to

exist on December 3I3 1991^ told President Bush
at a February 1992 summit meeting at Camp
David that he had personally reviewed the issue. "I

got your paper^" Yeltsin said^ referring to the

American document detailing the violations of the

biological treaty. "Fm absolutely certain it's true."

Yeltsin^ the Communist Party chief in the

Sverdlovsk region in 19793 at the time of the an-

thrax release^ said he had long doubted the

tainted-meat story. He said the KGB and military

had lied when they assured him that the anthrax

deaths had a benign explanation. "I will issue a de-

cree and clean this up/' he promised Bush. In

passings Yeltsin mentioned some alarming news to

his American hosts: his own military was holding

back from his aides information about the illicit

program. As the summit concluded^ a Russian

spokesman publicly announced Yeltsin's pledges

to dismantle the Soviet germ empire.

A confrontation^ however^ soon erupted over

whether Moscow had been candid about its germ
history. Britain^ the United States^ and Russia had
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agreed to make declarations to the United Nations

about their respective programs. Russia's pro-

posed drafts circulated in late April 1992^ disap-

pointed officials on both sides of the Atlantic. It

did not acknowledge any weapons production and
omitted many of the facilities Pasechnik had dis-

closed. The account^ one official said^ was the dip-

lomatic equivalent of saying "I smoked but I didn't

inhale."

On May 27^ in an interview with a Russian

newspaper^ Yeltsin acknowledged publicly what he
had already told Bush— that the 1979 outbreak of

anthrax in Sverdlovsk stemmed from an accident

at a military facility. Yeltsin said the Soviet intelli-

gence agency^ the KGB^ had privately admitted

"our military development was the cause." He of-

fered no further details.

Days later;, a scientific team led by Meselson^ the

Harvard professor^ arrived in Russia to investigate

the Sverdlovsk incident. After years of requests^

Moscow was finally permitting an independent re-

view of the evidence. The team interviewed health

officials and families of the victims. Russian scien-

tists showed the visitors autopsy slides of the area

between the lungs — the key evidence missing

from the Soviet presentations in the United States

in 1988. The tissue bore the telltale signs of

damage from inhaled anthrax.

In the summer of 1992^, Meselson and his team
presented their preliminary findings to an audi-

ence of experts at the Brookings Institution in

Washington. The team's pathologist^ David
Walker^ said the autopsy slides were conclusive evi-

dence that the anthrax had been contracted from
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inhaled spores^ not tainted meat. But Meselson
said what had caused the outbreak was still un-
clear.

The impasse between Russia^ Britain^ and the

United States over the United Nations declara-

tions became public in July^ when the Washington

Times^ a small newspaper with solid military and
intelligence sources3 broke the story. Russia was
depicted as having lied about its past just as the ad-

ministration was pushing for an election-year

treaty on nuclear arms. Once again^ the biological

issue had taken on domestic political significance.

The Bush administration demanded an immediate
meeting with the Russians to resolve the issue and
salvage its arms proposal.

British^ American3 and Russian officials gath-

ered in Moscow for talks that quickly grew tense.

Addressing a room crowded with more than fifty

people^ Valentin Yevstigneev^ a burly Russian gen-

eral^ defended his country's declaration to the

United Nations as complete. He said the

Sverdlovsk incident was omitted because Russian

experts were unable to agree on whether it was
caused by tainted meat^ defensive research^ or sab-

otage by anti-Soviet forces. Pasechnik was a liar^

another Russian official said. The Soviet Union
had never weaponized plague. The talks dragged

into the next day^ and in the final hours^ the Rus-

sians delivered an ultimatum: Moscow would
agree to visits to suspect biological facilities^ but

only if the United States and Britain agreed to

open their pharmaceutical companies to the same
scrutiny. The British and American officials hated

the offer because it made all three sides appear
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equally culpable. But diplomacy is the art of the

possible; they accepted the deal^ which was an-

nounced with great fanfare and sold to Congress

as a diplomatic accomplishment. Within weeks^ as

the negotiations for the mutual inspections

plodded ahead^ the United States unexpectedly

learned even more about the extent of Moscow's
biological deceit.

The CIA men walked Bill Patrick into the

middle of his yard in rural Maryland^ away from
possible surveillance in the house. They told him
that they wanted him to interview a Soviet de-

fector. He got into a government car and was
driven around for a long time to elude any tail.

Finally^ at a secluded spot near Washington^ they

arrived at the safe house. Patrick was surprised

that the Russian defector looked so Asiatic. The
chauvinistic Soviet system usually reserved top

posts for ethnic Russians. Even so^ the short man^
born in Kazakhstan^ was allegedly a scientist who
had worked for seventeen years inside the Soviet

biological-weapons program and had risen to be-

come the second in command of something called

Biopreparat^ which American intelligence agencies

had been tracking for years. If real^ he was better

than Pasechnik^ a leader with a detailed overview

of the whole clandestine effort. Now it was up to

Patrick to test his credibility and see what he might
have to offer.

Patrick handed the defector his business card;,

the one with the skull and crossbones. The de-

fector couldn't read a word of English^ but he
laughed. The ice was broken. "We got right down
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to it^" Patrick recalled. The two men discussed

how the Soviets handled seed stocks3 dryings con-
centrations — everything. "It was like a glove/'

Patrick said. "You take any of our so-called ex-

perts. They don't know the stability of agents^ or

what you have to do to protect agents during

freezing and drying." This defector was the real

thing3 someone who knew the intricacies ofthe art.

"I won't say we fell in love^" Patrick recalled. "But
we gained an immediate respect for one another."

Kanatjan Alibekov^ the defector who later

changed his name to Ken Alibek to make it sound
more American^ had been through two months of

debriefings with American experts. He had been
surprised to find these sessions like academic sem-
inars in which he often had to explain the basics.

"It wasn't until Bill Patrick walked through the

door/' Alibek said^ "that I felt someone under-

stood what I was trying to say."

What Alibek had to say was horrifying. Moscow^
he reported in grim detail^ had secretly produced
hundreds of tons of anthrax^ smallpox^ and plague

germs meant for use against the United States and
its allies. The amounts dwarfed anything Amer-
ican experts had ever imagined. Alibek also de-

scribed a germ empire that stretched from the

Soviet Council ofMinisters to the Soviet Academy
of Sciences^ through the Ministries of Defense^

Healthy and Agriculture^ and into Biopreparat^ his

own ostensibly civilian pharmaceutical agency. In

fact^ Alibek said^ Biopreparat was a biological war
machine that employed tens of thousands of

people at more than forty sites spread across

Russia and Kazakhstan. Most important for Pat-
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rick3 Alibek related details of the Soviet scientific

work. As Pasechnik had first revealed^ the germ
recipes developed by Moscow drew on many dif-

ferent breakthroughs of the biological revolution

that had begun just after Washington's own germ
program was shut down in 1969. Patrick buried

his head in his hands. The Soviets had made sig-

nificant advances.

The secret debriefings^ begun in late 1992^ went
on for one year. Alibek's assertions were greeted

with some skepticism by the broader intelligence

community. It wasn't that anybody doubted that

the Soviet Union had built a large germ arsenal^

but there were questions about the details^ espe-

cially Alibek's assessment of the Soviets' successes

in recombinant research. His statements to the

Americans in time included both firsthand knowl-

edge and his interpretation of what Russian scien-

tists were publishing in the open literature. Alibek

was a medical doctor^ some analysts grumbled3
and out of his depth on hard science. But with Pat-

rick as his new ally^ he continued to raise the alarm
about Russia's germ achievements^ first in the se-

cret councils of government^ then eventually in

public.

Bill Clinton took office in January 1993 deter-

mined to keep foreign affairs in the background^
which quickly proved impossible. The Soviet

menace was gone but the end of the Cold War had
brought new dangers. Clinton was a quick study

and he understood when aides identified a new
kind of threat: the thousands of Soviet scientists

left unemployed and bitter by the collapse of their
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country. Many had spent their lives producing bi-

ological^ chemical^ or nuclear weapons. Their re-

cruitment by a rogue nation or terrorist group
could threaten the United States and its allies.

The new president had been in office just

thirty-five days when he was confronted with an
attack on American soil. Islamic radicals exploded
a bomb under the World Trade Center in New
York City^ shaking it with the force of a small

earthquake^ collapsing walls and floors^ igniting

fires^ and plunging the city's largest building com-
plex into smoke and darkness. The blast killed six

people and injured roughly a thousand.

President Clinton and his aides came to believe

that the United States was vulnerable to even more
devastating assaults. The attack on the Twin
Towers by a loosely organized group ofpeople who
had fought against the Soviets in Afghanistan

marked a fundamental shift in the nature of ter-

rorism. For much of the twentieth century^ ethnic

groups had used bombings and assassinations in

their fight for independence and their own nation-

states. The World Trade Center attack reflected a

new paradigm — a holy war^ with the United

States cast as the enemy. Some of the more violent

groups were underwritten by a wealthy Saudi

exile^ Osama bin Laden^ who hoped to spread his

radical vision of Islamic rule to Muslims every-

where and drive the United States out of the

Middle East and Africa.

The White House initially pushed to improve

defenses against the sort of truck bomb that tore

into the World Trade Center. But at the Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services^ a handful of
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officials began to worry about the damage a ter-

rorist group might be able to inflict with a germ
weapon. In November 1993 two officials at HHS^
Frank E. Young and William Clark^ organized an

exercise to see how New York City might handle

an anthrax attack. A microbiologist who directed

the office of emergency preparedness^ Young be-

lieved that the nation's defenses against a domestic

biological attack were woefully inadequate. The
GulfWar had vividly demonstrated the superiority

of America's battlefield technology. Future adver-

saries would be looking for easier targets.

The exercise^ code-named Civex '93^ had been
planned in the final months of the Bush adminis-

tration. But Young and Clark hoped that it would
get the attention of a White House increasingly

preoccupied by the terrorist threat. In the scenario

hundreds of thousands of panicked New Yorkers

fled their homes as the disease spread. Federal and
New York City officials were impressed by the

havoc a germ attack could unleash.

Clinton's choice as defense secretary^ Les Aspin^

also understood the biological issue. A respected

military thinker^ Aspin had served for years as

chairman of the House Armed Services Com-
mittee and had studied the Persian Gulf conflict

closely. The central lesson^ he believed^, was that

American military power would not deter dicta-

tors like Saddam Hussein from seemingly irra-

tional acts. Aspin argued that American forces

would have to be ready to counter whatever an ad-

versary could invent^ including chemical and bio-

logical weapons.
Early in Aspin's tenure^ army officials pressed
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their case for building a modern^ government-
owned pharmaceutical facility where the military

could produce large quantities of several different

vaccines. Surveys of the nation's pharmaceutical

companies3 they wrote^ had found "no commer-
cial interest" in making vaccine for biodefense.

The officials added that the burgeoning research

into recombinant bacteria and viruses raised the

threat of new kinds of weapons. Construction of

the plant was slated to begin in early 1994. If all

went well^ the facility — equipped with six sepa-

rate production "suites" for making different vac-

cines— would produce its first lots in 1998. Army
officials hoped it would eventually make seventeen

different vaccines.

A fight soon erupted over who would be in

charge ofmaking the military's vaccines. For yearS;,

biological defenses had been divided between the

army's chemical corps^ which handled suits and
detectors^ and the army's medical research and de-

velopment command at Fort Detrick^ which man-
aged vaccine programs. Aspin's aides believed

biodefenses would be stronger if all the projects

were guided by a single hand. It made no sense^

they felt^ to buy biological detectors in one corner

of the army and vaccine in another.

The medical command^ the army "docs" as they

were called^ lobbied against the idea3 arguing that

while the merger looked logical on paper^ it would
be disastrous in practice. While some in the mili-

tary referred to "chem-bio" as a single threat^, the

two disciplines were very different. Because the

bulk of the spending on biodefense went for detec-

tors^ the leader of a new joint office would inevi-
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tably come from the chemical corps. Vaccine

production^ the docs argued^ should be overseen

by someone with a biology background. The
former head of the army's medical research com-
mand^ Philip Russell^ asked Lederberg to inter-

cede with John Deutch^ the former MIT chemistry

professor who was the Pentagon's top procure-

ment official. Deutch was unmoved. The chemical

corps officers were more experienced at buying
military equipment. They were perfectly capable

of managing vaccine projects^ Deutch believed. In

June 19933 the Pentagon created the joint program
office for biological defense.

As the military made plans for stronger germ de-

fenses^ Josh Lederberg grew increasingly anxious

about the threat posed by impoverished germ sci-

entists^ especially in Russia and the former Soviet

republics. They might be tempted to sell their ex-

pertise to rogue states or terrorist groups^ he wor-
ried.

A breakthrough came in 1993. During the pre-

vious decade^ the National Academy of Sciences^

the nation's preeminent scientific group^ had es-

tablished a committee of top American scientists

that met regularly with Soviet counterparts to dis-

cuss security issues. Lederberg was a member. A
meeting of the joint committee in Moscow in

1993 had a surreal air as the Russian biologists

denied that they had ever done anything wrong—
contradicting Pasechnik^ Alibek^ and even
Yeltsin. Finally^ Lev S. Sandakhchiev^ the director

of the State Research Center ofVirology and Bio-

technology^ known as Vector^ stood up. "Let's cut

the crap/' he said. The past had to be acknowl-
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edged^ he declared^ alluding to what he and his

colleagues had long denied. Sandakhchiev^ of

course^ knew what he was talking about. His own
giant institute in remote Siberia had specialized

in turning the world's deadliest viruses into

weapons.
Lederberg was stunned. The candor^ he re-

called:, continued in the months ahead as both
sides discussed the deteriorating state of the

former Soviet germ warfare centers and what
could be done to keep their secrets and scientists

from falling into unfriendly hands.

Lederberg proposed closer ties. His idea was to

use Defense Department funds to pay former So-

viet biowarriors to do peaceful research at home in

cooperation with American scientists. Under a law

sponsored by Senator Sam Nunn^ Democrat of

Georgia^ and Senator Richard Lugar^ Republican

of Indiana^ Congress for two years had been pro-

viding defense funds to help former Soviet states

dismantle their nuclear warheads. Lederberg and
his allies wanted Nunn-Lugar funds extended to

biologists and the academy to organize the cooper-

ative program.
The Pentagon resisted. Military officials argued

that biological projects would be inherently for

dual use — aiding the development not only of

medicine but also ofweapons. The uneasiness was
most intense among American military scientists^

especially some at Fort Detrick^ who feared that

their collaborations with the Russians would be at-

tacked as aiding Moscow's development of germ
weapons. But Lederberg strongly disagreed. He
argued that the projects could be screened care-
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fully to minimize the military risk. "He had great

credibility at the Pentagon/' an academy official

recalled. "He could address those kinds of issues

with more authority than anybody else."

Lederberg won^ and the Defense Department
began to finance cooperative projects. For in-

stance^ it paid for a Detrick scientist to work with

Russian scientists at Vector. The team analyzed

the genome of the monkeypox virus^ a cousin to

smallpox. Lederberg became chairman of an

academy committee that advised the Pentagon on
the safety of the Russian research proposals.

Among the committee's fourteen members was
Matt Meselson^ the Harvard biologist. While the

two men were developing somewhat different

views on Moscow's biological past^ they agreed on
the value of the cooperative projects.

In the summer of 1 993^ Lederberg began urging

the Pentagon to broaden its biodefense agenda to

include civilians. The Defense Science Board;, the

influential advisory panel on which he served^ was
studying what it called "technical military capabil-

ities for future contingencies." Lederberg drafted a

sharply worded section on the vulnerability of ci-

vilians to biological attack. "BW is a weapon of

mass destruction. But no agency has done any se-

rious planning about how to defend against a BW
attack on our own cities or those of our allies/' it

said. "We urge DOD to take the initiative^ together

with the Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion^ in formulating a comprehensive plan for civil

defense against BW attack. If such an attack

should occur^ the military establishment will be
blamed for the failure in national defense^, regard-
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less of the purported mandate— and above all^ we
will blame ourselves."

The military was having enough trouble ad-

dressing its own needs. On November 26^ 1993^

the Pentagon committed to its first peacetime vac-

cination program against biowarfare agents. The
order was signed by William J. Perry^ then the

deputy secretary of defense. It directed the na-

tion's armed services to inoculate personnel sta-

tioned in "high threat'' areas or who were assigned

to units that would be mobilized first in a crisis.

The Pentagon^ it said^ must improve existing vac-

cines^ develop new ones^ and stockpile supplies to

protect soldiers against "all" possible biological

threats identified by the intelligence agencies.

Powell had finally persuaded military leaders to

begin inoculations against biological attack before

a war broke out.

Producing the vaccine would be challenging. A
design for the army's proposed factory was com-
plete and sites were being scouted at Pine Bluffy

Arkansas3 and Fort Detrick. But congressional op-

position was growing. In the fall of 1993^ law-

makers ordered the army to stop work until it

completed a study justifying the need for a new
government-owned facility. The issue came before

John Deutch^ who was then the undersecretary of

defense for acquisition. Several civilian officials ar-

gued that the military had no reason to get into the

drug business. But the army docs pleaded with

Deutch to keep the factory alive^ even ifthat meant
a fight with Congress.

Deutch was strongly inclined to leave vaccines

to the private sector. The army docs^ he felt^ had a
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poor track record in moving from research to man-
ufacturing. The factory was a substantial invest-

ment^ S200 million^ but Deutch saw the question

as a straightforward procurement issue: How
could the militar}^ most efficiently buy its vaccines?

He had spoken with pharmaceutical executives

who were willing to take on the work if the govern-

ment insulated them from legal liability.

The army's plans for a vaccine factory were

shelved. Pentagon officials began searching for a

"prime contractor" to manage the development of

new vaccines. For the foreseeable future^ the mili-

tary would rely on the Michigan lab for its anthrax

shots.

The army projected that it could stockpile

enough to protect every serviceman by 1997^ but

only if Michigan doubled its production without a

hitch^ and only if the FDA accepted a proposal to

lower the number of shots required from six to

five.

Josh Lederberg continued to raise the alarm
about civilian vulnerabilities. In May 1994^ the

New York City health commissioner^ Margaret A.

Hamburgh arranged for him to brief mayor
Rudolph W. Giuliani on the biological threat. A
former prosecutor^ Giuliani had begun to grasp

the political impact of public-health issues when
the New York City tabloids broke the story of an
eight-year-old killed by a rare form of virulent

streptococcus. Some parents panicked; there were
calls to close every school w^here a child had strep

throat— a move^ Hamburg noted^ that would have
shut down every school. The incident;, she re-
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called^ marked the first time that Giuliani "under-
stood how unsettling an invisible3 infectious

disease can be to a population/'

The mayor was behind schedule^ so the briefing

began in the early evening. Lederberg offered a tu-

torial on the life cycle of the anthrax bug. Ham-
burg was dismayed. At the end of a long day^ the

mayor could not possibly be interested in such
particulars. "The mayor's going to kill me/' she re-

membered thinking. "But Giuliani loved it. They
went into all kinds of detail — how many spores

could you get into a lightbulb^ that kind of thing. It

went on for two hours."

A few weeks later^ Lederberg was seated next to

Anthony Lake^ President Clinton's national secu-

rity adviser^ at a dinner meeting in New York at the

Council on Foreign Relations. He told Lake that

the administration was not doing enough to de-

fend Americans against germ weapons.
"Do I really have to worry about this?" Lake

asked. "I've got enough on my plate right now."

"Yeah^ I really think we do/' Lederberg replied.

He followed up the exchange with a letter on June
II3 1994^ recounting his meetings with the Bush
White House during the Gulf War. "The result

was at least a skeletal framework for coordination^"

he wrote^ "that has largely evaporated." Lederberg

said that biological weapons were already "widely

proliferated" and that "New York City and Wash-
ington are the world's juiciest targets for such at-

tacks."

As Lederberg worried about the future^

Meselson and his team addressed one of the cen-
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tral mysteries ofthe Soviet past. On November 18^

1 994^ they published their final conclusions on the

Sverdlovsk anthrax outbreak. Its cause^ they

wrote^ was airborne spores leaking fi^om a military

facility^ not bad meat. "What we had thought and
said to be plausible^" Meselson recalled^ "was ac-

tually entirely wrong."

His position had evolved as the inquiry gathered

new evidence. A turning point came in late 1992
when the team discovered some long-forgotten re-

search that seemed to explain a central mystery of

the case: how an epidemic of inhaled anthrax had
continued for seven weeks. British scientists dis-

covered in the 1950s that monkeys exposed to tiny

doses of anthrax did not become ill for many
weeks^ a delay consistent with the duration of the

outbreak in Sverdlovsk.

The team obtained data on the direction of the

winds and mapped the whereabouts of seventy-

seven victims^ sixty-six of whom had died. Most
were clustered on a line between the military base

and the edge ofthe city. Ifthe victims had eaten in-

fected meat3 they would have been more randomly
distributed. The pattern of illnesses was also con-

sistent with the wind direction on the day of the

suspected release.

The team's definitive paper^ which appeared in

Science^ the respected journal^ marshaled an over-

whelming case that inhaled anthrax had caused
the tragedy. The team estimated that a tiny

amount of anthrax had escaped from the military

facility^ between a few milligrams and a gram^ or

one thirtieth of an ounce. The size of the leak was
potentially significant. The Meselson team's esti-
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mate left open the possibility that the lab had been
doing defensive research that went awry. The
larger estimates favored by American intelligence

officials suggested that the accident was a cata-

strophic mistake by a weapons factory. Bill Pat-

rick^ who had studied the complex mathematics of

dispersing biological agents^ continued to argue

that the accident involved pounds of anthrax. Re-
calling a lecture in which Meselson presented his

low estimate^ Patrick said^ "We hooted." Ken
AJibek^ too^ had few doubts about what had hap-

pened at Sverdlovsk. Compound 19^ he later said^

had been the Soviet program's busiest production

plant for anthrax^ making industrial quantities.

The work went on around the clocks in three

shifts.

In Iraq^ the efforts to understand Baghdad's bio-

logical history were not going nearly as well.

Taking a page from Russia's book^ the Iraqi's de-

nied that they had ever produced a single germ
weapon^ though they conceded that having done
some research. American officials encouraged

UNSCOM to send its experts to Bill Patrick^ who
walked U.N. trainees through Building 470^, the

towering factory at Fort Detrick where the United

States had made anthrax weapons in the 1960s.

While he was impressed by their enthusiasm^ he

felt that they were unprepared and stood little

chance of success.

The United States sent Colonel David R. Franz^

a senior scientist at Fort Detrick and a friend of

Patrick's^ to strengthen the UNSCOM team in

March 1993. A veterinarian who had specialized
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in toxins^ Franz had never worked in a

germ-weapons factor}'^ but he had a good idea

what one should look like — or so he thought. He
joined an UNSCOM team that inspected Al

Hakam^ which Iraq continued to insist had only

produced animal feed and "biopesticides/' natural

substances that kill insects.

The buildings at Al Hakam were vast^ hangarlike

spaces with metal doors and ordinary ceiling fans

for ventilation. A laboratory in the United States

handling anthrax or botulinum would have much
more stringent safet\^ precautions^ including nega-

tive air pressure to keep stray germs inside the

building. Safet\^ was an obsession at Fort Detrick.

As he craned his head to look up at the fans^ Franz
thought^ "They couldn't be producing human
pathogens in here; it's just too dangerous." Al

Hakam looked nothing like a comparable facility

from America's germ program. The United Na-
tions team was led around the building by Rihab
Taha^ an Iraqi scientist who answered all their

questions politely. Nothing remarkable^ she said^

had ever happened at Al Hakam.
Back in the States^ American officials tried to

help by recruiting a veteran of America's germ
program to serve as an inspector. Lisa Bronson^ a

Pentagon official who had helped Alibek defect^

asked Franz whether he knew anyone with the req-

uisite experience who might want to \isit Iraq in

the summer^ all expenses paid. Franz suggested his

friend Richard Spertzel^ the Fort Detrick scientist

and associate of Patrick's who had decades of ex-

perience with germ weapons.
Spertzel^ then sixt\^-one^ was a kindly gendeman
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whose bearings shock of white hair^ and gracious

manner can only be described as grandfatherly.

But looks can be deceiving. In fact^ Dick Spertzel

was a pretematurally stubborn human being who
would infuriate the Iraqis and^ at times^, try the pa-

tience ofhis colleagues. Spertzel had an instant^ al-

most photographic recall of names^ dates^ and
places. Some people are put on earth to be
dancers^ some baseball players. Spertzel may have
been one of humanity's few natural-bom weapons
inspectors. He had spent nearly three decades in

the army^, rising to deputy director for research at

Fort Detrick before he retired in 1987. He was
ready for a change.

Spertzel began work at UNSCOM's headquar-
ters in New York on March 31;) 1994. He quickly

understood that the investigation had reached an
impasse. Senior U.N. officials suspected^ but could

not prove^ that Iraq was lying about its biological

weapons. Spertzel closeted himself with the files.

They revealed a discouraging pattern: UNSCOM
officials would travel to Iraq and pose a long list of

questions about bioweapons. Baghdad would
delay and provide guarded answers. Months later^

the same questions would elicit slightly different

replies.

Spertzel turned to Bill Patrick for help^ adding

him to the UNSCOM mission that was leaving for

Iraq on May 28. Patrick was taken aback by Iraq's

petty and effective harassment of the inspectors.

The U.N. team was billeted at a military hotel

where phones rang at all hours with anonymous
calls and the showers produced only steam.

Patrick focused on Al Hakam. On his visit there^
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he shone a flashlight inside the fermenters^ which
had been produced in Iraq. The interior walls

weren't as reflective as a mirror or glass^ but they

were sufficiently gleaming to meet Western stan-

dards and certainly good enough to make the

cleanup of deadly spores relatively easy. Al Hakam
had top-of-the-line centrifuges^ high-quality

water^ and an intricate array of well-sealed pipes

and valves. Patrick felt certain the facility had been
built to make more than animal feed.

UNSCOM was divided over whether Patrick

was right. Several months later^ in October^ Rolf

Ekeus questioned whether the biological team
would ever prove that Iraq had made germ
weapons^ touching off a tense showdown. Ekeus
said that several years of inspections had not yet

yielded any convincing evidence that Iraq had
weaponized its germs. Tempers flared^ and the

chief germ-weapons inspector^ Annick
Paul-Henriot^ a French lawyer3 said she would
quit. Spertzel^ dejected^ checked out of his hotel in

New York^ expecting to return to his home in

Frederick^ Maryland. But cooler heads prevailed.

"We had more discussions with Ekeus^" Spertzel

recalled. "He wasn't convinced. But he promised
to devote as much time each day as we needed to

lay out our case." The evidence was circumstan-

tial. The inspectors could show that Iraq had re-

searched germ weapons and had imported
high-tech equipment that could be used for

making them. They had nothing more concrete.

Ekeus acknowledged the Iraqis were hiding

something. He suggested a compromise: if the

U.N. could not unravel the Iraqi deceptions^ it
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could at least keep an eye on the laboratories and
factories in which Iraq might make biological

weapons.
Spertzel and the biological inspectors traveled to

Iraq in November with orders to put in place a reg-

imen for monitoring any potential weapons labo-

ratories or production sites. The U.N. had been
working for months to set up video cameras at any
site that had both civilian and military uses. Ekeus
said the team was free to use its spare time to con-

duct interviews with Iraqi scientists. But he
warned them that they would have to find evi-

dence of wrongdoing soon or give Iraq a clean bill

of health.

Spertzel and the inspectors decided to do two
jobs at once^ setting up the cameras and moni-
toring equipment by day and questioning Iraqi of-

ficials by night. Iraq claimed that the nine

scientists who conducted germ research had all

been transferred from scientific labs to Al Hakam
during the war. The inspectors asked: Why would
a highly trained team of microbiologists and tech-

nicians be sent to work at an animal-feed factory?

"They told absolutely incredible tales/' Spertzel

recalled. "One of these guys was a fermenter tech-

nician. We asked him^ 'What did you do?' He said^

'Nothing.' We couldn't get anything out ofhim be-

yond 'nothing.' It was obvious they were lying."

One of the first mysteries Spertzel wanted to re-

solve was a report that Iraq had tried to order an

air-handling system from a British company for a

mysterious facility its procurement agents called

Project 324. The particular system Iraq wanted
would create negative pressure^ a crucial require-
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ment for working with dangerous pathogens such

as anthrax. The British company had refused to

make the sale^ but Spertzel suspected that Iraq had
gone ahead with the building. There were rumors
that it might be somewhere in the western desert^

but there was no confirmation. If the inspectors

could figure out which Iraqi facility was Project

324^ Spertzel reasoned^ they would have a much
better idea of where Baghdad had produced its

germs.

At last the scientific detectives got a break.

Combing through Iraqi records;, the team noticed

that most of the orders for germ supplies had been
placed by the Technical and Scientific Materials

Import Division^ which was part of the Ministry of

Trade. An Iraqi clerk told the UNSCOM team
that TSMID5 as it was called;, was actually an arm
of Iraq's intelligence services. The U.N. quietly

asked member nations for any records of exports

to TSMID. A few weeks later^ an Israeli intelli-

gence officer turned over documents to

UNSCOM showing that British and German
companies had sold TSMID nearly forty tons of

microbial food — nutrients needed to produce
mass quantities of germs. Scientists around the

world use the food3 called growth medium^, every

day for lab experiments that involve culturing

germs^ but Iraq had imported far more than it

needed for research and medical treatment.

Once again^ the key clue had been in the hands
of American intelligence for years. By the late

1980s, the United States had identified TSMID as

the covert purchasing agent for Iraq's biological

program. A 1990 classified document written by
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the bugs-and-gas experts said the United States

had been investigating "TSMID's search for an-

thrax cultures" since 1988. Another American in-

telligence report in early 1991 speculated about
certain cooling equipment recently bought by
Iraq. "It may be possible these are the refrigeration

units involved in Project 324/' the analysts wrote^

referring to the suspected biological weapons fa-

cility they were monitoring. The purchase could

"tie these buildings to TSMID and BW." The
United States even knew about the purchases of

growth media. A November 1990 analysis by
naval intelligence officers noted that Baghdad
bought "microbial media sufficient for the produc-
tion of at least 74 billion human lethal doses of

botulinum."

Spertzel had some strong suspicions about

where the tons of growth media bought by
TSMID might have gone. Just a few weeks earlier^

he had ordered an inspection team at Al Hakam to

sample a production line that was producing

biopesticides. The results added another piece of

circumstantial evidence to SpertzeFs argument
that Al Hakam had once been a biological

weapons factory. Particles taken from the spray

drier measured one to five microns^ quite small for

biopesticides but perfect for bioweapons. Spertzel

asked the laboratory to analyze the DNA of the

pesticide it produced^ a natural pathogen called

Bacillus thurengensis, or BT.The bacterium belongs

to the same family as Bacillus anthracis. It produces

a toxin that is harmless to people but kills Japanese

beetles or grubs^ among others.

The lab's report baffled American intelligence
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officials and UNSCOM. The strain of BT taken

from Al Hakam lacked the genes for producing

such toxins^ making it useless for killing insects.

S03 why were the Iraqis making it? Spertzel racked

his brains for an explanation. The production

techniques for making BT and aerosolized anthrax

are similar. Perhaps the Iraqis had produced the

toxin-less pathogen as a practice run.

Spertzel found more evidence of Al Hakam 's

true purpose during a trip to Iraq in January 1995.

He asked one of the architects who had worked on
the project how Iraqi officials had referred to it

during construction. The answer was intriguing:

"Project 900." Spertzel tracked down another

Iraqi engineer — she had designed the sanitation

and water systems for the facility— and asked the

same question. "Project 324/' she replied. Trying

to keep a casual expression3 Spertzel put the ques-

tion to Taha^ the Iraqi scientist assigned to answer
the inspectors' questions. Was this the correct

name for the facility at Al Hakam? Oh^ yes^ she ex-

plained helpfully^ Project 324 was the name for the

entire construction site; Project 900 was a subunit.

The two Iraqi production sites seemed to be one
and the same.

That nighty Spertzel shared his suspicions with

his colleagues. UNSCOM knew that before the

Gulf War Iraq had attempted to order high-

powered ventilation devices from a British company
for Project 324. No animal-feed factory in the

world needed such equipment. If the inspectors

could prove that Al Hakam was^ in fact^ Project

324^ it would be another argument that the animal-

feed factory had been set up as a germ plant.
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Spertzel remembered that the intelligence re-

port about the attempt to buy the air-handling

equipment mentioned that it was to be installed in

buildings identified by the letters E and H. Was
that part of Al Hakam? Iraq had turned over the

blueprints of Al Hakam to UNSCOM; now an-

other U.N. inspector found a copy and held it up.

Buildings E and H were clearly identified. Spertzel

had cracked the code^ making a connection that

had long eluded American intelligence analysts.

The mysterious Project 324 was Al Hakam. The
Iraqis had concealed their most important germ
factory in plain sight.

On the same trip^ U.N. inspectors decided to try

to bluff the Iraqis into admissions. In Baghdad^ an
Australian inspector^ Rod Barton^ sat across the

table from four Iraqi generals^ the documents pro-

vided by Israel in hand3 and demanded to know
why they had ordered so many tons of microbial

food. The Iraqis mumbled denials. Barton began
flicking through documents^ reading off the num-
bers of a letter of credit used to pay for the pur-

chase. "Do these refresh your memories?'' he
demanded.
A scientist with considerable experience in bio-

logical defense^ Barton was skeptical when he
joined UNSCOM in September 1994. "My per-

ception was^ maybe they had a research program^

but as to producing^ well^ they probably didn't get

that far." The proof on Al Hakam^ he felt^ was not

conclusive. "I was sitting on the fence. There were

quite a lot of people who had been there^

well-qualified people who did not believe it."

After the confrontation with Barton^, Iraq
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changed its story yet again. Iraq admitted to

buying the media but said they were for civilian

purposes. It offered UNSCOM documents pur-

porting to show that the bacterial food had been
distributed in 1988 and 1989 to hospitals and lab-

oratories. That assertion could be tested. After

four years of evasions^ the documentation of the

growth-media purchases had backed the Iraqis

into a comer. It was just a matter^ Barton thought^

of demolishing the Iraqis' story^ piece by piece.

As UNSCOM made progress in understanding

Baghdad's program^ the inspectors and Western
intelligence analysts began to worry that some
Iraqi germ biologists might seek work abroad. The
inspectors were told^ for instance^ that Amir
Medidi^ a top scientist of Baghdad's germ effort^

was no longer in Iraq. Had he fled to Libya? No
one seemed to know. Apprehensions about an
Iraqi exodus paralleled those about Russian germ
biologists^ whom Lederberg and the National

Academy of Sciences had tried to engage in

peaceful research.

As Washington sought to limit the spread of

dangerous expertise from Iraq and Russia^ the

apartheid regime in South Africa abruptly col-

lapsed^ deepening the threat.

Wouter Basson^ a top cardiologist and military

officer^ had founded and led South Africa's secret

program to make germ weapons^ Project Coast.

Through a maze of front companies and covert

science labs^ he had built an apartheid arsenal of

anthrax^ botulinum toxin^, Ebola^ Marburg3 and
human immunodeficiency virus^ the cause of
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AIDS. Many of these agents were intended to

cripple or kill apartheid foes. Chocolates were
laced with anthrax^ beer with botulinum^ sugar

with salmonella. According to testimony before

South Africa's Truth and Reconciliation Commis-
sion^ Basson's germ program claimed many lives

and was even considered for use in crippling

Nelson Mandela^ the antiapartheid leader^, in jail.

After white-minority rule ended in 1994 and
Mandela became president^ Western intelligence

learned that the Libyan leader;, Muammar Qadaffi^

was trying to hire South African scientists^ in-

cluding Basson. He had made repeated trips to

Libya^ and American officials feared he might
leave South Africa permanently.

White House officials said a politically delicate

covert operation was mounted to block Basson's

emigration. Now unemployed^ he could disappear

at any time. And the problem went beyond Libya.

As the creator of South Africa's germ arsenal^

Basson had developed a global network of covert

and overt contacts. British and American repre-

sentatives met with President Mandela^ described

the dangers3 and persuaded him to return Basson
to government service;, where his actions could be

more easily tracked. Even then^ a White House of-

ficial added^ Basson and his allies were seen as

posing a danger of spreading weapons secrets.

Basson subsequently went on trial in Pretoria^

charged with murder and other crimes. Relaxed

and smiling^ he denied all accusations.
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6

The Cult

On Sunday evenings March 19;, 1995^ wire ser-

vices began sending urgent bulletins from Japan^

saying thousands of people had been sickened in

the subways during their Monday-morning
commute by a mysterious gas or toxin. Richard
A. Clarke^ the White House official who handled
terrorism issues^ immediately called Frank
Young of the Department of Health and Human
Services for a scientist's assessment of what
might be unfolding in Tokyo. Clarke described

the early:, sketchy accounts to Youngs a microbi-

ologist who headed his department's office of

emergency preparedness. No group had claimed
responsibility for an attack. But Young surmised
that someone had released sarin^ a potent nerve
gas^ on the subway platforms. Young decided to

check his impressions with Josh Lederberg^
whom he had met nearly four decades earlier as a

graduate student. He knew just how to find him.
Lederberg was part of a secret federal program
known as Reach Back^ a group of medical ex-

perts who wore beepers so they could be in-
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stantly consulted in the event of a terrorist attack

involving chemicals or germs.
Awakened from sleep in a San Antonio hotels

Lederberg was not surprised by reports of the poi-

sonings in Tokyo. "I hope it's not too bad/' he told

Young. Lederberg wondered whether the terrorists

in Tokyo had also tried out biological weapons. "If

they were playing around with this kind of fire/' he
told himself^ "how could they not be lighting that

box of matches^ too?"

The next day^ Clarke called a meeting of the

Counterterrorism Security Group^ the administra-

tion's terrorism specialists. They gathered in the

White House situation room. The reports from
Tokyo were becoming clearer: as many as a dozen
people were dead and thousands injured by an at-

tack with sarin^ the nerve gas Young had identified.

Suspicions immediately focused on an obscure re-

ligious cult;, Aum Shinrikyo. For much of the past

two years^ Clarke had been trying to bring some
order to the government's counterterrorism pro-

grams^ which sprawled across more than forty de-

partments. He was an intense^ obsessive man^ the

sort of person whO:, one colleague said^ liked to

relax in the bath while reading a few back issues of

Aviation Week. Clarke had a talent for getting things

done and making enemies. Some in the FBI dis-

trusted him^ worried that he was too involved in the

specifics of their operations. Others admired his en-

ergy. Clarke already knew a lot about the dangers of

biological weaponry. He had worked in the State

Department's intelligence arm in the late 1980s

and was among a small group privy to the secret re-

ports about the Soviet germ-weapons program.
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At the White House meetings Clarke was
flanked by Young and career officials from the

Pentagon^ the FBI^ and the Central Intelligence

Agency. The more junior aides were perched in the

"strap hanger" chairs around the edge of the

wood-paneled room^ taking notes for their bosses.

The people at the table^ the government's brain

trust on terrorism^ knew one another well. Just

thirty-five days into Bill Clinton's presidency^ they

had gathered to coordinate a response to the

World Trade Center bombing. Earlier in the year^

the group had polished plans for the covert opera-

tion to arrest the mastermind of that attack^, Ramzi
Youssef.

It quickly became clear that neither the CIA nor
the FBI knew much about Aum Shinrikyo or had
any idea why it might try to kill thousands ofJapa-

nese commuters. The CIA's Tokyo station had
sent word that the group had an office in New York
at a midtown apartment building a few blocks

from Times Square. The report surprised the FBI^
which had found no references to the cult in its da-

tabases on dangerous groups. Pentagon officials

immediately sent soldiers from the Technical Es-

cort Unit:, the army outfit that^ among other

thingS:, is responsible for defusing chemical or bio-

logical bombs^ to New York City. Perhaps the Aum
members in the United States had stockpiled

nerve agent in the building.

James Kallstrom^ the head of the FBI office in

New York^ briefed Mayor Giuliani and the New
York City police commissioner on the situation.

FBI agents began a twenty-four-hour surveillance

of the apartment at 8 East 48th Street^ just off
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Fifth Avenue. It was an anxious moment. The FBI
had no idea how many people in New York be-

longed to the cult or where they might live. Fol-

lowing the group's members as they made their

rounds only deepened the mystery. Each meeting
added a new person to investigate.

FBI agents were eager to conduct a covert

search of the group's apartment. There were3 how-
ever^ legal obstacles to such a break-in. Aum pur-

ported to be a religion^ and its members were not

known to have violated any laws in the United
States. The group had not hidden its presence in

New York City and had filed incorporation papers

with the state for Aum USA Company Limited.

The cult's operatives had even registered with

New York State as a charity with the stated pur-

pose of fostering "spiritual development through

the study of and practice of Eastern philosophy

and religion." The FBI was seeking the search war-

rant under the rules of the Foreign Intelligence

Surveillance Act^ a statute that gives investigators

wide latitude in national security cases. Even so^

Justice Department officials in Washington felt

that the bureau did not have enough evidence to

gain approval from the secret three-judge panel

that rules on such cases.

Over the next two days^ Louis J. Freeh^ the FBI
director^ repeatedly called his counterparts in

Japan^ asking for help. None was forthcoming.

Finally^ FBI agents in New York obtained enough
information about the group to justify the warrant.

More than forty-eight hours after the first news re-

ports from Tokyo^ FBI agents quietly entered the

building to search for dangerous substances and
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plant listening devices. The army's unit was not

much help. Its best detection equipment^ designed

for the battlefield and mounted on a large trucks

was useless in a covert search of an apartment

building on a busy midtown Manhattan street. It

was not clear what the FBI agents would have

done if they had found chemicals or germs. They
had not informed local health officials in advance

and none of the agents wore masks or carried gear

that could identify hazardous substances. Fortu-

nately^ no chemicals or biological agents were dis-

covered in the apartment. The Aum branch in

New York seemed to pose no threat. It had been
used to procure computer software and other

equipment^ not to mount terrorist operations. But
the incident had exposed some worrisome gaps in

the government's preparations.

It took American officials several years to pry

details about Aum Shinrik\^o's operations from the

reluctant Japanese police. The group^ officials

would learn^ was a religious cult with a S 1 billion

war chest and an apocahptic theolog\^ that sanc-

tioned mass killing. Lederberg's guess turned out

be accurate. Evidence emerged over several years

that scientists working for Aum had tried several

times to make germ weapons from anthrax and
botulinum. They had staged as many as a dozen
unsuccessful germ attacks in Japan from 1990 to

1995.

The failure of the intelligence agencies to detect

Aum's activities around the world was particularly

disturbing to Clarke and his White House col-

leagues. The cult had tens of thousands of mem-
bers in Russia and Japan^ had published a
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statement threatening President Clinton^ and
hoped to hasten Armageddon by sparking a war
between Russia and the United States. On a radio

program it sponsored in Russia^ it had broadcast
statements touting the virtues of biological

weapons.
The 1995 subway gassings changed the thinking

of many American officials. Clarke's counter-
terrorism group had recently begun planning de-

fenses against terrorists who might use chemicals

or germs to achieve their ends. But until CNN
flashed around the world the footage of Japanese
commuters dying in Tokyo^ it was seen as a remote
possibility. Before Aum^ the 1993 bombing of the

World Trade Center by Islamic extremists was the

model for modern terrorism. The technology to

produce explosives from fertilizer could be mas-
tered by a high school chemistry student. Few ex-

perts knew the full story of the salmonella attack

carried out a decade earlier by disciples of the

Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh. (Scientists;, worried

about copycats^ were still arguing over whether it

was appropriate to publish a detailed account of

the Oregon poisonings when the Aum attack oc-

curred.) The United States had set up a team to

deal with nuclear terrorism in 1975 after an extor-

tionist had threatened to explode a nuclear device

in Boston. It was called the Nuclear Emergency
Search Team. No similar unit existed to deal with

chemical or biological terrorism aimed at civilians.

On the morning of March 20;, 1995^ the Hono-
lulu Advertiser carried a huge color photo of Japa-

nese authorities ministering to the victims of the
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Aum attack. It caught the eye of General Charles

Krulak^ a general who was preparing to begin his

tour as commandant of the Marine Corps. "I

asked the question^ Is there anything we can do for

the Japanese right now?" Krulak recalled. "The
answer I got was that we really had nothing." The
military's special-operations teams^ such as Delta

Force^ were set up to foil a terrorist attack^ not deal

with its aftermath. Krulak began to sketch out

plans for a Marine Corps unit that would react to

chemical or biological incidents. "We wanted a

force that could go in there^ seal off the area^ con-

duct decontamination^ and treat people who were
sick." Krulak hoped the new team could be ready

for the 1996 Summer Olympics in Atlanta.

General Krulak's views were unusual. Most se-

nior military officers had shied away from involve-

ment in domestic terrorism defense^ fearing that it

would siphon money away from more traditional

military missions and needs. Krulak disagreed.

Dealing with bioterrorism was a way to get money^
not lose it. The world was changing^ and Krulak
planned to use his tenure as commandant to reex-

amine the Marine Corps's basic assumptions. As
he tried to build support for his antiterrorism unit^

which bore the unwieldy name of Chemical Bio-

logical Incident Response Force (CBIRF^ pro-

nounced see-brif)^ Krulak discovered a powerful

ally in the Pentagon. His name was Richard
Danzig;, the undersecretary of the navy.

Undersecretaries are typically assigned to deal

with the day-to-day business of running their ser-

vices: budgets^, base closings^, and maintenance.
But Danzig^ who had been a partner in a leading
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Washington law firm^ had broader interests and
some glittering credentials. A Rhodes scholar and
Yale Law School graduate^ he had clerked for Su-
preme Court Justice Byron White and had been
named to a senior civilian post in the Pentagon
during the Carter administration at the age of

thirty-three.

In 1993^ shortly after he was appointed under-
secretary of the navy^ Danzig began to ponder
what threats the military was overlooking. He be-

lieved that civilians at the Pentagon should be fo-

cusing on the larger strategic issues. What kind of

navy did the United States need in the post-Cold
War world? What threats were being ignored?

Danzig's attention turned almost immediately to

the dangers of germ weapons. Despite the reforms

pushed by Congress^ biodefense was still scattered

through several parts of the Pentagon. Nixon's

1969 renunciation of the offensive program had
undermined the powerful motivation for building

defenses. Without a visceral^ direct sense of what
the weapons could do to an enemy^ military offi-

cers lacked compelling reasons to invest in vac-

cines^ detectors^ or better protective suits. The
military^ Danzig discovered^ was largely detached

from biology^ the most rapidly evolving science on
the planet. Josh Lederberg seemed to be the only

biologist with any standing among Pentagon offi-

cials.

Danzig's staff scoured the intelligence agencies

and government medical institutes for analysts

and outside experts who understood biological

weapons. He told them that he wanted to "get

smart" on the intricacies ofgerm warfare^ how the
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agents really worked^ what it took to disseminate

them^ what kind of defenses the United States

could deploy. He spent hours with these experts^

learning the life cycle of Bacillus anthracis and the

basics of cellular biology. He sought out I. Lewis

Libby^ the Pentagon civilian who had looked

closely at germ-weapons issues during the Gulf
War^ and General John Jumper^ the officer Powell

had assigned to biodefense. They described how
the Bush administration had scrambled to prepare

for war and had fallen short.

Libby recounted one of the more frightening

scenarios studied during the war. What if Saddam
had responded to the air campaign by announcing^

If you don't stop bombing my country and its ci-

vilian citizens^ Til use biological weapons against

your civilians? Danzig immediately thought of an-

other^ more daunting strategy that would have al-

lowed the Iraqi leader to distance himself from the

threat. Saddam could say he had learned that ter-

rorists^ acting independently and against his

wishes^ were plotting to attack the United States

with germ weapons unless the bombing was
halted.

Danzig was not impressed with the military's

preparations for germ combat or the effort to bring

biodefense under a single office. The issue was still

scattered throughout the bureaucracy. One part of

the Pentagon handled trainings another masks and
detectors. Military leaders continued to view nu-
clear^ biological^ and chemical weapons as a single

threat^ as they had for decades.

Danzig turned to Lederberg^ whom he knew ca-

sually from his days as a Stanford University law
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professor. The biologist recounted his repeated

failed attempts to warn Washington of a growing
threat. "Josh had been sowing seeds for decades in

sterile soil/' Danzig said. Lederberg was a brilliant

analyst and conceptualizer— his ideas were often

decades ahead of the conventional wisdom— but
he was not much of a showman^ Danzig thought.

His explanations of the biological threat could be
pedantic^ dense with details that overwhelmed his

audience. Lederberg's main problem^ Danzig con-

cluded^ was that nobody was "working the bu-
reaucracy from the inside."

It was a job Danzig relished. He had begun his

second stint at the Pentagon with a clear sense of

how to change entrenched bureaucracies. You had
to sell the leadership on new ideas^ take them on
an intellectual journey. The temptation in any

large organization was to give orders^ to impose
your will through rank. Danzig was looking for

converts. He wanted to walk military officers

through the logic that had persuaded him of the

danger of biological weapons. He understood that

he would succeed only with the wholehearted sup-

port of the nation's senior military officers^ the

leaders of the four services. They would be a tough

sell. Germ defenses were about planning for a con-

tingency that might never happen. Meanwhile^ the

services faced expensive^ real-world problems with

immediate implications. The army's outmoded
trucks needed to be replaced. Enlisted men were

underpaid. The navy's fleet was shrinking.

From conversations with experts and intelli-

gence officers^ Danzig assembled a detailed pre-

sentation on the threat posed by biological
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weapons. He asked Lederberg to vet the scientific

arguments. One of the first audiences was a group

of about twenty Marine Corps generals. They
were respectful but skeptical. Danzig left the room
certain that he had not persuaded any of them.

Danzig sharpened the presentation and began
meeting with top civilian and military leaders from
all the services^ ten or twelve people at a time. His

talk was designed like a legal brief. It began with

basic science— the ease with which a nation with a

pharmaceutical industry and a few crop dusters

could create a terrifying weapon. It moved to spe-

cifics: Danzig would project a slide showing the

troop and ship deployments on a particular day in

the GulfWar and walk the officers through an an-

thrax attack by a small plane or a boat. Using the

Socratic method he favored as a professor^ Danzig
led the officers through a scenario in which germ
terrorists attacked Washington^ D.C. "There were
a lot of what-ifs3" recalled one official. Danzig
made the case that investments in the millions^ not

billions3 could help. The military needed anthrax

inoculations^ more intelligence^ better analysis.

The seminars^ which stretched through 1994
and into 19953 were jointly run by Danzig and Ad-
miral William Owens^ the vice chairman of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff and another of the Pentagon's

most innovative thinkers. The two Rhodes
scholars had worked closely together on a number
of issues3 but Owens was not sold on the germ
threat. He was particularly skeptical of the push to

vaccinate select troops against anthrax.

Owens had an array of arguments against the

program. The vaccinations would be militarily
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useless. If the United States inoculated its forces

against anthrax^ he told colleagues^ adversaries

would just shift to botulinum or some other agent.

Anthrax vaccinations would complicate the deli-

cate diplomacy of coalition building. How could

the United States persuade allies with unprotected

troops to join an international alliance as it had for

the Gulf War?
More fundamentally^ Owens believed that inoc-

ulations would touch off a biological arms race. He
proposed a radical alternative. The United States

should issue a public statement threatening nu-

clear retaliation against anyone who used germ
weapons against Americans. The prospect of nu-

clear annihilation^ he told colleagues^ had certainly

gotten Saddam Hussein's attention. Owens saw
biological defense as folly. You can't protect every-

body^ he told colleagues. The military would never

order the immunization of servicemen's families.

Nor would American officials demand that every

American take the anthrax shots.

Owens clashed with the medical experts who
were pushing the program^ particularly Stephen

Joseph^ the New York physician who took over as

assistant secretary of defense for health affairs in

early 1994. Owens believed that researchers w^ere

moving closer to producing a "multivalent" vac-

cine^ a single shot that protects against multiple

diseases^ and wanted to defer vaccinations until

the new vaccine was available. He repeatedly asked

whether the existing anthrax vaccine was safe^,

whether it interacted with other drugs or caused

dangerous side effects. The answers did not satisfy

him. "I never felt we got the complete assurance
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that we were completely safe to vaccinate/' Owens
said later.

Joseph^ a former New York Cit\' health commis-
sioner^ knew that it would be hard to persuade

Owens and his colleagues in uniform. Biodefense

was an alien concept to them. The threat was theo-

retical. In a time of shrinking budgets^ germ de-

fense took money away from tanks and trucks. But
to Joseph and the Pentagon's health experts^ the

decision to vaccinate against anthrax was straight-

forward^ a "no-brainer." He believed a multivalent

vaccine was decades away^ at best^ and might never

be produced. American servicemen needed pro-

tection against germ attack now. Joseph under-

stood the reluctance of military officers to grapple

with the issue. If they accepted the biological

threat as real^ their entire concept of warfare would
have to change.

Danzig was challenging Pentagon officials to do
just that^ to begin incorporating the possibility^ of

biological attack into their operational planning.

The military patrols the airspace above large

public gatherings^ such as the Olympics. Danzig
suggested that the cordon be expanded to protect

against the downwind release of a biological

weapon by a crop duster or small plane. The Joint

Chiefs invited him to watch an exercise in which
commandos practiced an assault on a terrorist safe

house in which biological weapons were stored.

Danzig was impressed by the efficiency of the

nighttime attack^ which began with stun grenades
and ended with a well-choreographed rush to the

target. But he noted with dismay that some of the

soldiers mounting the attack had trampled on test
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tubes that supposedly contained the agents

crushing them beneath their combat boots^ re-

leasing their contents.

On April 19^ 1995:, a month after Aum's attack

in Tokyo^ the Clinton administration was stag-

gered by the bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah
Federal Building in Oklahoma City. The attack

killed nearly two hundred people^ including many
children. Days later^ the FBI began investigating a

videotape that warned of a chemical attack against

visitors to Disneyland over Easter weekend. The
tape showed hands mixing chemicals. Federal

agents swarmed over the amusement park. The
person or persons who sent the tape were never

found.

John Sopko^ a senior Senate investigator^ was
not thinking much about terrorism when he went
to the Pentagon's Defense Intelligence Agency for

briefings later that month. A former federal prose-

cutor who had specialized in mob cases in Cleve-

land^ Sopko worked for the Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations. He was at DIA
to gather information on a subject that his boss^

Senator Sam Nunn^ had made a personal crusade:

Russia's diminishing control over its nuclear ar-

senal. Scientists working for Russia's interlocking

network of civilian and military research institutes

were poorly paid^ vulnerable to recruitment by as-

piring nuclear powers. The DIA intelligence offi-

cial he spoke with mentioned the I. V. Kurchatov
Institute ofAtomic Energy^ named for the father of

the Soviet Union's nuclear weapons program.

"You know that the Aum was there/' the DIA of-
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ficial said^ referring to the presence of Aum fol-

lowers among the Russian scientists.

"The Aum?" Sopko said^ puzzled.

"You knoW:, the guys who did the subway gas-

sing."

Until that moment^ Sopko had not seen the

Aum story as anything more than an international

oddity. He pressed for more information. Why had
a Japanese religious cult penetrated one of Russia's

premier weapons laboratories? The answers were
sketchy. Sopko returned to the Capitol with a new
idea: the subcommittee's next round of hearings

should examine the Tokyo attack. Nunn agreed;, as

did the Republican majority^ and the panel's staff

immediately began to investigate the issue^ asking

for briefings from the intelligence agencies and
others in the government. The size and scope of

Aum's operations stunned Sopko^ and he was even

more startled by the government's lack ofinforma-

tion. Few government analysts knew anything

about the cult. Sopko did his own research. He ob-

tained police records from Australia and Japan^ in-

terviewed witnesses^, and studied press articles.

What he discovered alarmed him.

Aum^ he learned^ had been founded in the late

1980s by Shoko Asahara^ a half-blind Japanese
guru who had earned a fortune running a chain of

meditation centers. A bearded man with flowing

black hair and claims of supernatural powers^

Asahara saw himself as a messiah who would lead

his followers to safety as the end of the world drew
near. The group's name was drawn from the In-

dian meditation chant om and a Japanese word
that means "supreme truth." Its membership ran
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the gamut from lost souls to Japan's elite: bio-

chemists^ doctors3 even a few Japanese police offi-

cers. Aum charged its members steep fees^, and by
1995 its holdings in land;, cash3 and gold bars to-

taled more than $1 billion. Worldwide^ Aum had
fifty thousand members in six countries.

Sopko learned that Aum's sarin gas had been
produced by its "health and welfare minister/'

Seichi Endo^ who had done graduate work in

chemistry and molecular biology. The group's am-
bitions went well beyond nerve gas. It had built so-

phisticated laboratories and tried to produce
weapons from anthrax^ botulinum^ and Q fever.

An Aum member had already confessed to the

Japanese authorities that in 1993 the cult had tried

to spray anthrax germs from an improvised aerosol

device on the roof of a building Aum owned in

downtown Tokyo.

The Aum case looked like a serious American
intelligence failure. FBI and CIA officials privately

told Sopko that they had not seriously begun col-

lecting information on the cult until September
1995^ months after Nunn announced that the

Senate would hold hearings on the subway attack.

The agencies^ Sopko discovered^ had missed clear

warnings that something was afoot in Japan.

As early as 1993^ a Connecticut company had
notified the U.S. Customs Service that a Japanese

publishing company called Aum Shinrikyo was
trying to buy an interferometer^ a device used to

make very accurate measurements of small ob-

jects. The export of such equipment is restricted

because it can be used for making nuclear bombs.
And Aum ultimately abandoned the purchase. But
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no one in the American government had recog-

nized the danger or pressed for an explanation of

why a Japanese publishing company would want
such equipment.

A year later^ in 19943 Japanese newspapers car-

ried stories about a poisoning with sarin gas in the

provincial city ofMatsumoto that left seven people

dead and dozens injured. The incident fascinated

Sopko because it seemed to be a harbinger of

Aum's 1995 attack in the Tokyo subways. Amer-
ican intelligence agencies did not look closely at

the Matsumoto gassings which was blamed on a

local resident who had supposedly produced sarin

while trying to make home-brewed pesticides. The
incident^ however^ obsessed the Japanese press

and^ beginning in late 1994^ a Washington-based
consultant who specialized in chemical weapons.

The consultant^ Kyle Olson^ was hired by a Japa-

nese television network to review the purported
accident. He traveled to Japan^ interviewed the

suspect himself^ and found the authorities' expla-

nation scientifically improbable. Producing sarin

is an exacting process^ not something that can be
done accidentally. On the long flight back to the

United States in late December 1994^ Olson
hunched over his laptop and pounded out a

warning for officials in Washington. The
Matsumoto case was no accident^ he wrote; it was
terrorism. "It is not far-fetched to postulate a small

group of persons (their motivations being beyond
the scope of this paper) carefully tested and evalu-

ated the effectiveness of a weapon based on tech-

nology with which they were unfamiliar/' he wrote.

"Such testing would be prudent prior to planning
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a major strike^ botli to prevent accidents and to as-

sure maximum effectiveness. It may also be that

the unknown nature of the hand wielding the

weapon was part of the group's strategy^ or per-

haps a desire for optimum surprise and shock."

Olson made a prediction: "The person(s) re-

sponsible for Matsumoto certainly understand
now that a significant quantity of nerve gas deliv-

ered into a warm^ crowded urban area (such as a

Ginza department store^ or major subway station)

could have catastrophic consequences. The
Matsumoto incident has generally been referred to

by authorities and the media in Japan as 'the acci-

dent.' There is compelling evidence that whatever

the complete story of that deadly June night turns

out to be^ the events in that quiet city were any-

thing but accidental. This case deserves further at-

tention as the potential harbinger ofthe next phase

of terrorist horror."

Olson circulated the document to friends in the

government^ including at the CIA and in the

White House. Nothing happened. A few weeks
later^, he published the paper in a newsletter dis-

tributed by his think tank to several hundred gov-

ernment experts on intelligence and arms control.

No one called to ask for more details. "Some ofthe

people I gave it to said^ 'Gee^ that's interesting.'

They'd pat me on the head and send me on my
way/' Olson said. "I got so little reaction^, I put it on
the shelf. I said3 Tve done what I can.' " But Sopko
understood the power of Olson's story. It would
make arresting testimony at the hearings Nunn's
committee planned to hold in the fall.

On June 21^, 1995, President Clinton signed a
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secret directive on counterterrorism;, the results of

a far-reaching review that had begun two years

earlier after the World Trade Center bombing.
Presidential Decision Directive 39 delineated the

agencies that were to play the lead roles in han-

dling terrorist incidents: the State Department
overseas and the FBI inside the United States.

Clinton ordered the Federal Emergency Manage-
ment Agency to update its planning for "terrorism

involving weapons of mass destruction."

Tacked on just before Clinton's signature was a

sentence drafted by Dick Clarke: "The United
States shall give highest priority to developing ef-

fective capabilities to detect^ prevent^ defeat and
manage the consequences of a nuclear^ biological^

or chemical materials or weapons use by terror-

ists."

A few days later^ nearly four hundred officials

from the United States^, Canada^ Britain^ and
Japan met for a closed-door seminar on how those

words might be turned into reality. Frank Young
and Bill Clark^, the Health and Human Services of-

ficials:, had planned the three-day meeting long be-

fore the Tokyo subway gassings but Aum Shinrikyo

was weighing heavily on the minds of everyone

who attended. "The copycat phenomenon^, which
we worry about a great deal in counterterrorism^, is

a real risk here/' Philip C. Wilcox Jr.^, the State De-
partment's coordinator for counterterrorism^, told

a packed auditorium in Bethesda^ Maryland.
"Once it has happened^ others will take their cue
and try it again. Once the barrier has been
breached^ what was originally unthinkable now be-

comes more likely."
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Danzig spoke^ as did Josh Lederberg. But it was
Bill Patrick's presentation that provided some of

the most chilling moments of the secret three-day

meeting. Speaking in his usual relaxed^ conversa-

tional tone^ he detailed how a terrorist could
mount a germ attack on the World Trade Center
using a blender^ cheesecloth^, a garden sprayer^ and
some widely available hospital supplies.

Patrick gave several scenarios^ including an at-

tack with Francisella tularensis:, a favorite agent of

the defunct American offensive program and a

germ that the Rajneeshees had ordered. In about
thirty-six hours^ he said^ a terrorist who obtained a

starter germ could grow enough bacteria on one
thousand agar plates to produce five liters ofmate-
rial. Telling the story through the eyes of the ter-

rorist^ he said^ "I am going to Waring-blend this

mixture^ and then I am going to filter it through

cheesecloth." The concentration of germs in the

solution would be nowhere near what a competent
weapons scientist could achieve in a laboratory.

But the home brew would have swarms of germs^

about five hundred million cells per milliliter. An
infectious dose of the bacteria^, Patrick said^ was
about fifty cells per milliliter. A terrorist who
aimed that garden sprayer at the building's air in-

takes would disseminate enough agent in a few

minutes to infect half the people in the World
Trade Center. "My conclusion today is not if ter-

rorists will use a biological weapon but when and
where."

There were few questions after the retired germ
scientist finished his presentation. No one seemed
to know what to say. One official asked if there was
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anything local authorities could do to protect

Americans other than foiling terrorists before they

could attack. "How do we react to something like

this when and if an event occurs?''

"If it is an honest-to-goodness terrorist who
knows what he is doing/' Patrick replied^ "your

probability of defeating him is very slim."

Michael A. Jakub^ an official with the State De-
partment's counterterrorism office^ closed the

conference with a more uplifting assessment. For
years^ Jakub said^ senior government officials had
dismissed the dangers of chemical or biological at-

tack. Those who dared raise the issue^ he said^

were told: "Here is a cookie^ go back to bed^ get

out ofmy hair." Recent events had changed every-

thing^ propelling the issue to the top ofthe national

agenda. Now^ he said^ those same officials were
saying: "Tell me what needs to be done^ and I will

help you do it."
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Evil Empire

If American officials were worried about Aum
and other terrorists in the mid-lQQOs^ they were
obsessed with Russia. The debriefings of defec-

tors Hke Pasechnik and Alibek and Moscow's ad-

missions about Sverdlovsk were disturbing

enough. But not until Americans actually visited

the premier Soviet germ factory did Washington
fully grasp the enormity of what the Soviet

Union had done.

The plant was in Stepnogorsk3 a city in

Kazakhstan^ a newly independent republic that

had broken away from Moscow in 1991.

Stepnogorsk had always been closed to outsiders3

even to most Soviet citizens. But the Kazakh gov-

ernment^ eager for closer ties to the West^ had de-

cided to open it. Since Russia had barred visits by
Westerners to comparable facilities^, American of-

ficials had eagerly accepted the Kazakh offer. The
first American mission to the facility^ in June 1 995^

was led by Andy Weber^ a young diplomat who was
first secretary at the American embassy in

Kazakhstan.
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The Scientific Experimental and Production

Base^ as Stepnogorsk was formally known^ was
built in 1982 to develop and manufacture a new^

more lethal variant of anthrax. The factory— the

most advanced Soviet germ warfare production

plant and the only one outside the Russian heart-

land — offered Washington its first look at the

inner workings ofthe Soviet Union's germ empire.

Stepnogorsk was listed on no map. Its address

was a post office box3 No. 2076. The remote site

was only whispered about^ almost reverentially3 by
military strategists in Moscow over a thousand
miles away. But by mid-lQQS^ when Weber's small

team ofAmericans was permitted to visit the plants

the Soviet Union was no more^ and the germ com-
plex of Stepnogorsk was a decaying wreck.

Standing inside Building 221 3 the main produc-
tion site^ Weber stared at the ten3 twenty-ton fer-

mentation vats that towered four stories above him
like a row of midwestern grain silos. Each vessel

could hold twenty thousand liters of fluid. To-
gether^ they filled a building two football fields

long.

Weber had read the intelligence reports about
the mysterious facility before his trip. In the IQSOs^

the analysts had correctly deduced from the con-

figuration of more than fifty buildings that the

complex had been designed to produce anthrax or

some other bacteriological agent. They had also

accurately described the facility as large3 even by
Soviet standards3 where bolshoi, or "big3" was in-

variably a compliment.
But until the arrival in the West ofthe two Soviet

defectors3 spy agencies had little idea what kind of
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research was being conducted at Stepnogorsk3
what weapons the plant was makings or how se-

rious a threat it posed. Even the intelligence re-

ports filed after the Soviet defections failed to

convey the scale of the operation.

Weber quickly did the math: the vessels working
at full capacity could brew three hundred tons of

anthrax spores in a production cycle of 220 days^

enough to fill many ICBMs. Iraq's entire produc-
tion could just about fit into a single one of these

gigantic vats. Since one hundred grams of dried

anthrax was theoretically enough to wipe out a

small city^ the product of this plant alone was more
than enough to have killed America's entire popu-
lation. And the Stepnogorsk complex was only one
of at least six Soviet production facilities.

Weber shuddered at the kill ratio. Destructive

capacity on this scale was unimaginable to most
Americans^ even to him^ who had few illusions

about the Soviets.

Scientists had long struggled to overcome dis-

ease. Yet here at Stepnogorsk^ the Soviet Union
had spent billions of dollars mobilizing disease for

war. It had devoted some of its best brains^ virtu-

ally unlimited resources^ and Russian science itself

to the mass production of epidemics — a strategy

as chilling as it was perverse. Stepnogorsk was a

standby production facility^ on orders to produce
mass quantities ofgerms in the event ofan interna-

tional crisis. Disease by the ton was its industry.

Pasechnik and Alibek had already described the

vast germ-warfare empire to Western intelligence

analysts. American satellites had long focused on
what were believed to be germ laboratories^ pro-
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duction and testing facilities run by the Fifteenth

Directorate of the Soviet x\iinistr\^ of Defense.

Stepnogorsk was an integral part of Biopreparat^

the laboratories and plants that supposedly manu-
factured vaccines and other civilian pharmaceu-
tical products. Known to the Soviets as "the

Concern/' Biopreparat was in fact a hub of Mos-
cow's germ effort^ a vast network of secret cities^

production plants^ and centers that studied and
perfected germs as weapons.

Created in 1 973^ when the ink on the treat\' ban-

ning germ weapons was barely dry^ this vast Soviet

infrastructure had^ at its peak in the late 1980s^

employed more than thirt\^ thousand people^

about half of the sixt\^ thousand Soviets engaged in

biowarfare^ at more than one hundred facilities

throughout the So\aet Union. Secretly run by the

military^ with an annual budget of close to SI bil-

lion^ the biological-weapons program had stock-

piled plague^ smallpox^ anthrax^ and other agents

for the intercontinental ballistic missiles and
bombers aimed at New York^ Washington^ D.C.;,

Los Angeles^ Chicago^ Seattle^ and other Amer-
ican cities. The Concern had studied some eight\^

agents and prepared a dozen or more for war. Al-

most every Soviet ministry— from the Ministry of

Agriculture to the Ministry of Healthy and in-

cluding even the notorious secret police — had
contributed to the germ-warfare program. The
United States may have had a military-industrial

complex^ but the Soviet Union zcas a military-

industrial complex.

Weber was given to understatement^ but for him
the only word to describe what he was seeing was
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evily pure evil. And the United States was doing
virtually nothing about it. He promised himself

that day that ifhe did nothing else in government^
he would try to understand what had happened at

this plant and at dozens of other germ-warfare

labs^ institutes^ and production centers. What had
the Soviets produced here? What had happened to

the "product3" the Soviets' anodyne term for their

germ stockpiles? And where were the hundreds of

scientists and technicians who had once worked
here? At its peak^ this complex had employed 700
scientists and senior technicians. Now there were
180. Where were the others? Had they taken their

deadly expertise to Iran^ Iraq:, or the other rogue

states eager to recruit them? Were they driving

taxis? Or working for terrorist groups? And what
had the Soviets been thinking when they built

these germ factories? How and when had they

planned to use Stepnogorsk's "product"?

There were few answers to such questions in

1995 as Weber walked^ dumbfounded^ through

the ruins of the secret facility. But he knew that

hereafter he would strive to illuminate what the

Russians call the "white spots" of their history^ es-

pecially this grim chapter on the production of

weapons ofmass destruction. He would also try to

ensure that Russia would finally^ belatedly adhere

to the treaty banning germ weapons that it had
signed in 1972 and then flagrantly violated for the

next twenty years. If he did nothing else in his life^

he told himself^ he would do this.

At first glance Andy Weber seemed an unlikely

missionary. Polite and soft-spoken^ he rarely raised
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his voice. At the Pentagon he was known for his

long silences and unflappable disposition. His

calm^ pale face and gray eyes revealed none of the

emotions that consumed him — the awe^ fear^

disgust^ and obsessive curiosity he felt about the

Soviet Union's most shameful^ and still secret^

militar}^ program.

Weber blended into almost any crowd. Slender

and of average height^ he looked older than his

thirty-five years^ with a receding hairline and the

shapeless dark blue or gray suits^ white shirts^ and
plain-colored ties he usually wore^ the costume of

the diplomatic corps he had joined right out of

Georgetown University's Graduate School of For-

eign Service. But his bland demeanor masked a

passion for living on the edge. And he was a keen
observer^ a fluent writer^ and a rigorous editor^ tal-

ents that were evident in the cables he filed to

Washington from his first consular post in Jeddah^

Saudi Arabia^ during the 1991 GulfWar3 and from
the American embassy in Bonn.
Weber came into his own in oil-blessed

Kazakhstan^ a former Soviet republic that was the

largest and potentially the richest state in Central

Asia. While serving at the embassy in the capital^

then Almaty^ between 1 993 and 1 995, he had skill-

fully managed political-military relations with a

proud state that was still poor. Together with

neighboring Uzbekistan, another even poorer
former Soviet republic, Kazakhstan had re-

nounced nuclear, biological, and chemical
weapons soon after becoming independent in

1991.

The post was thrilling for a diplomat fluent in
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Russian and in search of political adventure. A
year after his arrival^ Weber helped plan and carry

out Operation Sapphire^ in which^ for less than

$30 million^ Washington secretly transferred more
than six hundred kilograms ofhighly enriched ura-

nium— enough for more than fifty atomic bombs
— from Kazakhstan to the United States for se-

cure storage. Next came Operation Pivot Sail3 in

which he secretly negotiated the $40 million pur-

chase of Moldova's twenty-one MiG-29 jet

fighters^ which could carry nuclear weapons^ and
more than five hundred air-to-air missiles. In an-

other secret operation^ this one code-named Au-
burn Endeavor^ he quietly helped remove nuclear

material from Georgia^ a volatile Caucasus state^

at a cost of $4 million. Through such missions^

Weber developed a reputation within the

arms-control bureaucracy for what was known in

the jargon of nonproliferation as "preemptive ac-

quisition."

Avoiding the diplomatic circuit of Almaty^

Weber had rented a traditional wooden house
with a large fireplace and sauna in the snowy
mountains outside the capital. There he served

home-cooked dinners for Kazakh military offi-

cers and national-security officials. Accompanied
by his three-legged pit bull^ Maggie^, Weber and
his Kazakh friends fished in summer and skied in

winter and hunted pheasant;, moose^, and elk in the

thick snow that blanketed the rugged Tien Shan
mountains.

It was on one such trip that a Kazakh official

told Weber ofhis visit to the eerie city ofgerms and
death in the remote northeastern part of
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Kazakhstan's Central Asian steppe. Would he like

to visit Stepnogorsk and some of the other places

where the Soviets had tested their most lethal

weapons?
Weber was more than eager^ knowing all too well

the failure of previous efforts to gain access to So-

viet facilities. The 1992 "trilateral" pact between
Britain3 Russia^ and the United States^ which
called for reciprocal visits and candid^ classified

disclosures of all past germ warfare programs^ had
never panned out^ at least as far as London and
Washington were concerned. American and
British experts who had visited institutes known to

have been deeply involved in the Soviet program
were given limited access and repeatedly told lies

— "legends^" as the Soviet deceptions were
known. The research in Communist times^ the

Russian officials insisted^, was defensive^ limited to

vaccines and other antidotes.

American and British experts made a curious

discovery when they visited Vector^ the Siberian

institute that Alibek had identified as the biggest^

most sophisticated facility ever built to study and
refine viruses for weapons. Russia had secretly

moved its smallpox samples there from the Insti-

tute of Viral Preparations in Moscow— which the

World Health Organization had designated as the

only acceptable storage site in Russia. The move
violated WHO regulations^ which required the

Russians to inform the international organization

immediately of any change in the status of its

smallpox repository.

The Russians' tour of American facilities had
also been a farce. The team insisted on visiting fa-
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cilities owned by Pfizer— twice. A member of the

Russian team had been found wandering the halls

ofthe company's lab^ far away from the designated

tour^ igniting suspicions that the Russians were
using these visits for commercial espionage.

During a trip to the Pine Bluff Arsenal in Ar-
kansas^ the germ factory the United States had
shut down in 1969^ a Russian colonel had stopped
the bus and demanded to inspect a tall structure

on a hill. As the Americans watched with amuse-
ment^ the colonel had climbed to the top of what
turned out to be a water tower. Even Alibek was
shamed by the Russian team's conduct. He con-

cluded that perhaps the Americans were not

hiding an offensive program after all^ a realization

that helped prompt his decision to defect. Though
the Russians had found no proof of an American
biowarfare program during their tour^ a Russian

official later told Izvestiya that the team had found
that the United States was violating the treaty.

The Americans were livid. Some officials con-

cluded that the Russians were using the visits as a

pretext to delay implementing Yeltsin's order to

dismantle the program. The final breakdown of

the 1992 agreement came in 1995^ when Russia

refused to allow Americans to visit labs controlled

by the military and both sides exchanged secret

briefings on their previous germ warfare efforts.

American and British officials found Moscow's ac-

count hopelessly incomplete. But the Clinton ad-

ministration chose not to challenge the Russians

over their lapses. There were other^ more pressing

issues in the U.S.-Russian relationship. The moni-
toring regime fell apart. American officials hoping
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to find out more about the Russian program would
have to find another way.

Weber knew that the opportunity to visit

Stepnogorsk^ take samples fi:*om there^ and inter-

view scientists who worked in what was now an in-

dependent country that had renounced
unconventional weapons would do more than help

refiate Russia's claims; it would provide invaluable

information about the germ weapons that the So-

viets had made and other critical data about the

still largely secret program. It might also reveal

whether Russia was continuing such illegal work^

as many CIA and DIA analysts believed.

Almost a year of intensive discussions ensued
before Weber secured permission from President

Nursultan Nazarbayev of Kazakhstan to visit

Stepnogorsk and several other facilities. Weber
then sent word to the four American experts

waiting in Frankfurt to accompany him.

He knew that the Kazakh president^, a charis-

matic autocrat and former member of the Soviet

Politburo^ had made a risky decision: Moscow
would not be pleased when it learned that Amer-
ican scientists and intelhgence officials had been
visiting one of its former biological "holy of

holies." But Nazarbayev and other senior officials

were furious about the environmental and public-

health disasters they had inherited from the Soviet

Union. The Russians had used Kazakhstan and
neighboring Uzbekistan not only to make and test

the world's most advanced germ weapons but
also to develop nuclear and chemical weapons.
The Soviets had conducted 456 nuclear tests on
the flat steppe of Semipalatinsk in eastern
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Kazakhstan^ 1 1 6 of them open-air tests that had
poisoned the soil and air and left many Kazakhs
with radiation-related cancers and debilitating dis-

eases.

At a facility in Pavlodar and at the Chemical Re-
search Institute in Nukus3 Uzbekistan^ the Soviets

had made^ stored^ and tested a staggering array of

chemical weapons. In the midst of the shrinking

Aral Sea^ on Vozrozhdeniye Island^ whose name
means "Rebirth'' or "Renaissance^" the Soviet

Union had killed thousands of mice^ hamsters^

guinea pigs^ monkeys^ baboons^ horses^ mules^

sheep^ and other animals in open-air tests of their

newest3 most lethal germ weapons. It had also ac-

cidentally killed an estimated thirty thousand
Saiga antelope on the Usturt plateau in western

Uzbekistan when^ during one chemical weapons
experiment^ the winds unexpectedly shifted. As for

the human inhabitants of this blighted region^ no
one seemed to know what had happened to them.

Kazakh and Uzbek officials knew that the Rus-

sians had viewed their countries and people as ex-

pendable^ but until the Russians left^ in the early

I99OS3 they had had little idea of the magnitude of

the ecological disasters confronting them. After

the Kremlin's new management rejected their ap-

peals to assess and repair the damage inflicted by
the weapons programs3 both countries quietly

turned to Washington for help.

The reception of Weber's team in Stepnogorsk

was icy. An emissary from the production plant

greeted the Americans as they emerged from their

chartered YAK-40 jet at the dirt-strip airport with
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a curt message: they were to leave the city immedi-
ately. Weber held his ground^ insisting that

Kazakhstan's president had authorized the visit.

But he had no documentation to prove it. After

being escorted to a small guest house in town^

Weber and his team waited anxiously for permis-

sion to proceed. An hour later^ a shorty well-built

man seemingly accustomed to giving orders en-

tered the room.
"Who's in charge here?" snapped Gennady L.

Lepyoshkin^ a former Soviet colonel who had run
the germ plant since Ken Alibek's transfer to

Moscow in late 1987.

Weber identified himself^ explaining that Presi-

dent Nazarbayev had invited his team to visit the

plant. Trying to size up the mild-mannered young
American who spoke such fluent Russian^

Lepyoshkin declared that no one could enter

Stepnogorsk^ let alone his institute^ without

written authorization. "You are not welcome
here/' he said firmly.

Weber said nothing but called the Kazakh cap-

ital; several hours later^ the fax authorizing the visit

arrived. The next mornings the Americans trav-

eled to Colonel Lepyoshkin's facility^ some twenty
minutes away from the city^ where more testy en-

counters ensued. Though Kazakh leaders had told

their American colleagues about the Stepnogorsk
complex's work and their desire either to close the

facility or redirect it toward peaceful endeavors^

Lepyoshkin and his colleagues stuck to their

Soviet-era script. The plant had been built for war-
time production of vaccines^ they insisted. Ken
Alibek^ the defector^ had lied; he was a traitor.
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"Let's not argue^" Lepyoshkin said. "Fll show you
everything here and you draw your own conclu-

sions."

Weber and his colleagues spent the next two
days visiting every part of the enormous com-
pound. What they saw horrified them. Everything

Alibek had told the CIA was true. But even Alibek

might not have recognized his former facility in its

present state of decay. Weeds sprouted from the

cracked sidewalks that linked the complex's

twenty-five main buildings; there were more pot-

holes than roads. The wire security fences sur-

rounding the compound were torn and no longer

electrified. The motion sensors outside the com-
plex were gone. Winter winds that rip across the

Central Asian steppe had blown out windows in

most of the main buildings. Rain^ snow^ and ice

storms had eroded the gray concrete walls. Air

locks that had once kept deadly microbes from es-

caping now hung open. The plasticized lab floors

were torn and buckled from neglect and the

weather. Many buildings appeared to be aban-

doned.

Stilly remnants of the plant's deadly past were

unmistakable. In the infamous Building 600^ the

American team found the room that had housed
the fifty-foot-high aerosol test chamber^ the largest

indoor testing facility the Soviets had ever built^ in

which Lepyoshkin 's scientists had tried out their

strains of anthrax^ Marburg^ Ebola^ and other

agents on animals. The walls were still crisscrossed

with the pipes that had delivered fresh^ breathable

air to the space-suit-like garments worn by the sci-

entists who worked with the deadly germs. Unmis-
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takable^ too^ were the grounding strips designed to

prevent the buildup of static electricity^ which
could cause accidental explosions in rooms where
germ bombs and bomblets were tested;, not to

mention the glossy floors of epoxy to ease decon-

tamination. The waste pipes that carried the con-

taminated water from the buildings were now dry

and cracked^ but there was no hiding their func-

tion.

Weber and the other Americans saw remnants of

lab equipment that had been used to manufacture
anthrax: the now abandoned refrigerated vaults in

which hundreds of tiny vials of freeze-dried bac-

teria had been stored on metal trays in neat rows.

In labs that lined the long^ half-lit corridors^ they

found tiny pipettes that scientists had used to draw
the nutrient medium and anthrax seed stocks out

of small vials into larger ones. They counted the

dozens ofhot boxes^ each about the size of a micro-

wave oven^, in which the brew had incubated before

it was siphoned off into larger flasks^ which were
then taken to another room in Building 22 1

j,
where

air-bubbling machines turned the liquid into a

rich^ coffee-colored slurry.

The Americans roamed the underground
bunkers^ which had seven-foot-thick walls^ and the

rooms in which the finished product and raw ma-
terials had been stored. They photographed the fa-

cility from the top of giant mounds of earth

intended to protect the agent during an aerial at-

tack. They stood on the abandoned helicopter pad
that had once received dignitaries from Moscow^
and they toured the underground filling rooms^ in

which anthrax had been filtered into warheads^
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cluster bombs^ and other delivery systems.

At nighty the Americans returned to the run-
down institute guest house to compare notes^

badly shaken by what they had seen. Though
crumbling and impoverished^ the complex re-

mained a danger. The plants its equipment3 and its

scientists could still make germ weapons.
Somehow the threat had to be reduced. There was
little alternative work available in town. The deso-

late city^ like the institute^ was decrepit— a ghost

town with people. The weather was mild^ but there

were few people on the streets lined with rows of

drab concrete apartment blocks or on the

tree-lined walkways that connected one monotone
block to another. The parks and playgrounds were
also largely deserted. The movie theater and one
hotel had been closed for years.

Institute officials estimated that there were still

about forty thousand people in Stepnogorsk —
just over half the city's peak population of seventy

thousand in the mid-1980s. Many Russians who
had abandoned Stepnogorsk for Russia:, or for

wherever they could find work after the Soviet

Union's collapse^ had been replaced by even more
desperate souls from the countryside^ where there

was even less work^ food^ or shelter.

The city still had a few remnants of its proud if

secretive past^ including a giant metal-and-brick

monument erected in 1964 to commemorate the

military-industrial city's founding. Though
Stepnogorsk's ball-bearing plants which made
parts for trucks and tanks^ now operated only

part-time^ the red-lettered slogan on its walls^ MY
FACTORY, MY PRIDE!^ recalled better times for
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people who had seen their standard of living col-

lapse in only a decade. The germ-weapons plant

had been built on land adjacent to a giant civilian

biotechnological plant called simply Progress^

which had once produced herbicides3 animal-feed

supplements^ and ethanol. Now its fermenters

produced mainly vodka.

People survived largely on the vegetables and
potatoes they grew in summer^ fish caught from
the local river^ and hope. "Hope dies last/' Sergei

Antonovitch^ a former germ-weapons scientist

who owned a poorly stocked pharmacy in town^

told the Americans.

Hopelessness was perhaps the most difficult

burden for the once envied enclave of scientists^

technicians3 and privileged workers. Stepnogorsk's

giant sports stadium still stood. So did a large hos-

pital^ though it had no medicine^ and a department
store stocked with imported goods from Korea^

Turkey^ China^ Russia^ and even Italy. But with 50
percent unemployment^ few residents could afford

the costly goods; most people shopped at the out-

door bazaar^ where poorer Kazakhs sold their own
clothing3 buttons^ homemade pickles^ and Russian
army watches. (Weber paid twelve dollars for one
with a week's guarantee. It stopped after two days.)

There were fur coats and hats — essential during

the fierce winters — as well as lanterns for when
the power inevitably failed and gaudy Chinese
bedroom slippers to wear on ice-cold floors — all

at negotiable prices.

On the last day of the visits Lepyoshkin invited

Weber and his team to the institute's riverside

dacha for a vodka and shish kebab farewell.
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Lepyoshkin brought his dog^ a beige cocker
spaniel named Chase who howled along in tune
whenever his master played guitar and sang Rus-
sian folk songs. The official program was over^

Lepyoshkin told his guests^ filling their large

glasses with vodka. Now they could speak hon-
estly.

As the vodka flowed and the sun set over the

Seleti River^ the official lies that Lepyoshkin and
his colleagues had told the Americans were
stripped away. Of course the plant had never pro-

duced vaccines or any other product of possible

benefit to mankind^ Lepyoshkin eventually con-

fided to the astonished Americans. He and his col-

leagues were only seeing whether they could still

get away with the old cover stories— what in Rus-
sian is known as "hanging noodles on the ears'' of

the Americans. With embarrassed pride tinged

with what seemed like real remorse^ he confirmed

that Stepnogorsk had not only made and tested

anthrax but had also produced the world's most
powerful strains^ which were resistant to heat and
cold^ and even variants that would defeat antibi-

otics.

Stepnogorsk's pride was No. 836;, the most viru-

lent of all. The strain had been developed by Ken
Alibek^ who had found a more efficient way to pro-

duce and disseminate a pathogen created by the

Soviet Union's first anthrax factory^ which was in

Kirov. Alibekov anthrax^ as it was known^ needed
fewer spores to be effective in an attack and hence

delivered "more bang for the buck/' as Alibek him-

selfhad put it. This strain was three times as lethal
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in both dry and liquid form as the anthrax that was
produced at Sverdlovsk^ Russia^ the site of the

devastating accidental leak in 1979. In fact^

Lepyoshkin confirmed^ the Stepnogorsk complex
owed its existence to that accident. The Kazakh
plant had been built to fill the potential production

gap after the Soviets were forced to stop producing

anthrax at Sverdlovsk. Fearful of further contami-

nation and growing Western demands to inspect

that facility^ the Soviets had built the Stepnogorsk

plant in record time and^ like other secret Soviet

facilities^ with prison labor.

Lepyoshkin and his colleagues did not try to jus-

tify what they had done. They did not say that they

were only protecting their country and people

from America's bioweapons program^ though sev-

eral of them did not believe that the United States

had actually ended its own offensive

germ-weapons effort. They regretted the past^ they

said. They had always known that what they were
doing was wrong.

Raising his glass^ Lepyoshkin toasted the Ameri-
cans and his hope that trusty friendships and part-

nership would develop between them. Scientists at

Stepnogorsk were desperate^ he said. Iran had
tried recruiting them^ but they had refused such
offers. Stilly people could not go on like this for-

ever^ he warned. Stepnogorsk needed help. Yes^ it

would be a gamble^ but would Washington con-
sider helping him salvage what was left of the fa-

cility and redirect its research toward peaceful

pursuits?

The Americans were stunned by the contrast

between the scientists' candor in this informal set-
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ting and their earlier behavior. Clearly^ Weber
concluded^ if the desperation in Stepnogorsk was
shared by scientists at Russia's own facilities^ offi-

cial demarches^ angry protests^, demands for in-

spections^ and ritualistic visits by Americans
would continue to fail. Recriminations against

former Soviet scientists and military officers from
the germ-weapons program would remain coun-
terproductive. But this informal "dacha diplo-

macy" might do some good^ he suspected.

Weber was surprised but delighted when
Lepyoshkin accepted his invitation to accompany
his team to other germ sites in Kazakhstan. Amer-
ican U-2 planes and spy satellites had taken hun-
dreds of pictures of Vozrozhdeniye^ or Renais-

sance^ Island^ the Soviet Union's largest open-air

testing site. No American had ever visited this for-

bidding place^ and Lepyoshkin knew every inch of

it.

In the I98OS3 Lepyoshkin had spent weeks on
the island testing the anthrax developed at the

Stepnogorsk complex as well as agents for other

diseases: tularemia^ Q fever^ brucellosis^ glanders^

plague^ and^ according to Kazakh and American
sources^ even smallpox. Despite its isolation and
inhospitable climate — temperatures routinely

plunged to zero in winter and soared to 140 de-

grees Fahrenheit in summer— Lepyoshkin had an

odd affinity for the island. Between testS3 he had
passed the time readings playing volleyball^

drinking vodka;, and painting watercolors of the

island's stark^ fiat landscape and gray-blue sea.

Some of those sketches still decorated a wall of
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his tiny apartment in Stepnogorsk.

Perhaps it was their visit to Renaissance Island

that solidified the unlikely bond between Weber
and Lepyoshkin. The day aflier he was told that the

team's fixed-wing aircraft: would not be able to

land on the island's dilapidated airstrips Weber had
plunked down SS^OOO in hundred-dollar bills to

rent a Soviet-era Kazakh helicopter that could

make the flight. When Lepyoshkin learned that

Weber had not cleared either the new plan or the

expenditure with Washington3 he exploded with

laughter.

"Andy/' Lepyoshkin said^ patting the young
American on the back;, "you are a real cowboy!"
To Lepyoshkin^ whose knowledge of America

was based largely on the pirated Western movies
he had watched on snowy nights with firiends^ a

cowboy was a firee spirit who continued fighting

losing battles against powerftal government bu-
reaucrats. In an ideal society^ the righteous cow-
boys would win^ thought Lepyoshkin^ who had
always dreamed of living in such a world.

"You're the cowboy3 Gennady/' said Weber^ re-

turning the compliment. Lepyoshkin had also

broken the rules by agreeing to accompany the

Americans on their tour after having been denied
official blessing.

Weber would never forget their trip to "Voz" Is-

land^ as the American team called their destina-

tion. As their MI-8 helicopter sped toward the

island in the middle of the Aral Sea^ signs of life

rapidly diminished. Fishermen in their wooden
boats had vanished; what had once been a living

sea was now marshland. Scraggly trees gave way to
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patches of sagebrush until^ finally^ there was noth-
ing left to see but salt-covered^ cement-colored
sand that had once been seabed3 now cracked and
dry. There were no birds. Nothing seemed to live

here.

After the helicopter landed^ Weber and his col-

leagues put on the white germ-warfare suits^

masks^ and respirators that the Pentagon had given

them for the mission. The suits were added insur-

ance in case a year's worth ofvaccinations against a

host of gruesome diseases failed to protect them.

While Cowboy Weber was willing to incur Wash-
ington's anger over the unauthorized rental of a

chopper^ he was taking no chances with the germs.

He had first learned about Renaissance Island

from intelligence reports based on Ken Alibek's

debriefing. Alibek;, it turned out^ had brought with

him one of the most closely guarded secrets of the

Cold War: Vozrozhdeniye^ he had told the Ameri-
cans3 was not only the former Soviet Union's

major germ-testing range; it was also the world's

largest burial ground of weapons-grade anthrax.

For the United States^ the visit was a potential in-

telligence gold mine.

Weber recalled Alibek's account of the island's

sad history as he double-checked his suit^ mask^

and connecting air filter for holes or leaks. In the

spring of 1988:, scientists from Sverdlovsk had
been ordered to dispose oftons of anthrax bacteria

that the Soviet factory had.produced and stored at

Zima^ near Irkutsk. Though the scientists were not

told why^ they had deduced that President

Gorbachev was getting nervous about pressing

glasnost at home and perestroika with the West
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while the evidence that Moscow had blatantly vio-

lated the germ treaty was being stored through-

out the country. In the new climatC:, the Soviet

Union's anthrax stockpile was becoming a poten-

tial liability. What would Moscow do if Britain or

the United States demanded an inspection and
found the telltale product— a clear violation ofthe

1972 Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention^

which the Soviets had been among the first to sign

and ratify? The anthrax had to be destroyed. But
where? And how? Anthrax spores were incredibly

hardy^ and Soviet science had made them even

more so.

The scientists were ordered to dispose of the

stockpile on Renaissance Island^ their former test

range^ over a thousand miles away. Working in

haste and total secrecy^ they transferred the tons of

bacteria — enough to destroy the world's people

many times over — into stainless-steel canisters.

Over the next several days^ the canisters were
packed onto a train two dozen cars long and sent

on a lonely journey across the Russian and Kazakh
republics to Vozrozhdeniye.

At the edge of the old test range^ Soviet soldiers

poured bleach into the canisters to decontaminate
the deadly pink powder. Then they dug huge pits

and poured the sludge into the ground^ burying
the decontaminated spores and^ Moscow hoped^ a

serious political threat.

Now Weber was determined to dig up the an-

thrax and the past. As he and his team scrambled
out of the helicopter^ he noticed that Lepyoshkin
declined the space suit they had offered him. If the

anthrax hadn't killed him by now^ Lepyoshkin
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joked^ he was probably safe.

With Lepyoshkin at their side;, the Americans
explored the decaying laboratory and high-
containment unit where Soviet scientists had han-
dled the deadliest of agents. Though summer had
just begun^ the heat was a sledgehammer — over

100 degrees^ one scientist's thermometer showed.
In their nonporous protective suits^ the Americans
sweated profusely. But the adrenaline rush of the

mission — knowing that they were the first West-
erners ever to explore the island— made them in-

different to their physical discomfort.

To Weber's surprise^ not only was the lab de-

serted— except for the occasional lizard^ snake^ or

fly— but it also had been stripped bare. What little

the Soviets had not burned or buried when they

had abandoned the site in 1992^ local scavengers

had stolen to sell at bazaars in Nukus and faraway

Tashkent — contaminated equipment^ copper

pipes3 and even the floor and wall tiles^ some of

which they had left behind^ shiny^ lime-green tiles

decorated with a fish motif. The vivaria that once

housed thousands of smaller animals for tests —
rabbits^ guinea pigS3 white mice^ and hamsters^ as

well as larger animals like horses^ sheep^ donkeys3

monkeys^ baboons^ and apes — were empty^ their

windows smashed or missings their roofs col-

lapsed.

In one bungalow3 obviously a storage room^
hundreds of small cages were stacked together; in

another room stood a human-sized cage — for

large "nonhuman primates^" man-sized monkeys^

Lepyoshkin assured them. Back in the I98OS3

Lepyoshkin had joked with Alibek^ his boss at the
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time^ about envying the doomed monkeys: the an-

imals^ at leasts had been given bananas and other

fruit for dinner^ a luxury even for privileged Soviet

germ scientists. It was gallows humor; the thou-

sands of animals sent here had died hideous

deaths^ hundreds of them in a single experiment.

The animals were long gone^ but a stench familiar

to veterans of the world of germ warfare clung to

the ruins— a blend of bleach^ dust;, animal waste^

and death.

Just beyond the compound lay the vast desert

test range — delineated only by telephone poles^

evenly spaced a kilometer apart^ to which the ani-

mals had been tethered during open-air testing.

Air-sampling devices fastened to the poles mea-
sured the concentration and particle size of the

agent and atmospheric conditions during the tests.

After the American team toured the compound^
scooping up surface samples from the lab walls

and test-range soil^ Weber and Lepyoshkin in-

spected the facility's housing compound on the

northern part of the island^ less than a mile away
from the test range. The three-story buildings that

had served as barracks^ homes^ kindergarten^ and
cafeteria were deserted^ but at the peak of the

testing;, Russian scientists^ technicians^ and their

families had lived here — as many as a thousand
people in all.

The children's playground^ with its swings and a

Russian version of a jungle gym3 were an eerie re-

minder of those who had once called this forbid-

ding place home. Lepyoshkin told Weber that

most of the children had not been vaccinated

against the agents that^ until the IQTOs^ had been
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tested here^ just a mile downwind— tularemia^ Q
fever^ brucellosis^ glanders3 typhus^ VEE3 and
plague. In some cases^ no vaccines existed for the

strains that had been disseminated from planes by
spray tanks and from aerial cluster bombs.
"We didn't test unless the wind was blowing

souths away from the living quarters/' Lepyoshkin
said. Stilly there had been accidents. A plain

wooden cross marked the grave of a young woman
scientist who had accidentally become infected

with glanders. Moscow had never disclosed her

deaths or those of several local fishermen who had
ventured too close to the island during an ill-fated

test in 1972 and were subsequently found in their

drifting boat^ dead from plague.

Lepyoshkin^ of course^ had been vaccinated

against many of the lethal pathogens he had tested

— several strains of which were apparently un-
known to the Americans. Weber and his team had
endured a year of painful shots to protect them
against anthrax and other more exotic agents^ but

Lepyoshkin had been protected simply by step-

ping into a test chamber at the Stepnogorsk com-
plex. As he had listened to soothing classical

musiC;, an aerosol vaccine had wafted across his

body and into his lungs. The Soviet Union had pi-

oneered mass immunization through aerosol^

jet-injector:, and oral vaccines^ Lepyoshkin noted.

In I96O3 the Soviets had used an oral vaccine to in-

oculate some 6.6 million people^ during a

three-week period;, against an outbreak of

smallpox^ which normally kills a third of unvacci-

nated victims. The United States would not begin

testing aerosol vaccination techniques until the
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late 1990s^ but aerosol protection had been rou-

tine in the Soviet Union. This was yet another area

in which Soviet germ scientists had excelled; the

United States had much to learn from them^

Weber thought^ as he listened to Lepyoshkin.

"The island was smaller and beautiful then/'

Lepyoshkin recalled wistfully. "From the lab you
could almost touch the blue sea sparkling in the

sun."

Because of wrongheaded Soviet irrigation poli-

cies^ the Aral Sea was shrinking. Once the world's

fourth-largest inland sea^ it now ranked tenth. Its

surface had shrunk by half between 1960 and
I99O5 its volume reduced by 75 percent. As a re-

sult^ the dusty^ tear-shaped speck of an island had
grown from 77 to 770 square miles. At low tide on
some hot summer days^ it was already connected

to the mainland. Soon this once isolated island

would be permanently linked to the Uzbek main-
land by a natural land bridge. Then the buried an-

thrax germs— and who knows what else— might
escape their sandy tomb. Carried by gophers and
other rodents^ lizards^ and birds3 the spores could

be brought to the mainland. Since anthrax bac-

teria spread from animals to human beings by di-

rect contact^ the potential for widespread
contamination of people whose health was already

abysmal would only increase — if the anthrax

spores were still alive.

The local population already suffered from a va-

riety ofmysterious illnesses— rare forms of cancer
— that may have been attributable not just to pov-
erty and environmental degradation but also to the

region's biological and chemical legacy. No one
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knew for sure. There had been no census in the re-

gion since 1989^ and health statistics were either

nonexistent or unreliable.

Weber's team had been told of the region's

plight during their stay at Aralsk^ Vozrozhdeniye
Island's military support headquarters^ where the

Soviet army had kept a four-hundred-man bat-

talion of soldiers skilled in germ warfare and some
six hundred other troops. Before traveling to the is-

land^ the American team had spent a long night at

the town's only hotels a sweltering^ bug-infested

ruin^ where they had talked to the former Soviet

port's residents.

According to Doctors Without Borders^ the vol-

unteer physicians' groups people of the region3 es-

pecially those in Karakalpakstan^ a semi-

autonomous republic in Uzbekistan that borders

the sea on the southern side;, were among the

former Soviet Union's most chronically sick

people. Some 90 percent of the women were
anemic. Infant mortality rates were comparable to

those of sub-Saharan Africa. There was an
alarming increase in kidney disease and various

cancers. Two-thirds of the population suffered

from some chronic illness^ many from tubercu-

losis^ whose incidence soared after the collapse of

the Soviet Union.
At Aralsk^ on the Kazakh side of the sea^ the

local government had turned one of the deserted

Soviet army barracks into a tuberculosis colony

where patients could be relatively isolated. But
there were no drugs for them. Aralsk's population^

along with the sea that had once supported a local

fishing industry3 had shrunk; there were now fewer
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than ten thousand people. There was no work.

The children on the hot^ dust\' streets seemed list-

less and pale. Even the dogs and camels looked

sick.

What would happen to them^ Weber wondered^

if the island's legacy of still-deadly anthrax came
ashore as the sea continued to shrink? On the

Uzbek side of the island^ which included most of

the testing complex^ an Uzbek oil company had
started exploratory drilling. Some oil riggers had
even set up temporary headquarters in the bar-

racks that had once housed the Soviet germ scien-

tists. Was the buried anthrax still alive? Could
there be still other deadly remnants of

Vozrozhdeniye Island's past?

WTien he returned to Almat}'^ the Kazakh cap-

ital^ Weber briefed Ashton B. Carter^ an assistant

defense secretary who was touring the region.

Weber's mission to Stepnogorsk had proved that

what Pasechnik and Alibek had told the West
about the former Soviet germ-warfare program
was true. Biopreparat was^ as Ken Alibek had
called it^ the Soviet Union's "Manhattan Project."

While Biopreparat institutes inside Russia were
still closed to foreigners and even to most Rus-
sians^ Weber's visit to some of the largest^ most le-

thal sites in now independent Kazakhstan had
created a unique opportunit}^^ Weber and Carter

agreed. If the Clinton administration could help

Kazakhstan salvage and convert its facilities^ espe-

cially the complex at Stepnogorsk^ it might prevent

the scientists there from returning to germ-warfare
work and discourage the sale of their expertise to
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rogue states or terrorists. It could also create a

precedent. A flourishing^ prosperous Stepnogorsk
would be a showcase to other former Soviet repub-

lics and even to Russia3 which strongly resisted bi-

ological cooperation with the West. America^

Weber urged Carter^ had to make Stepnogorsk a

"poster child" for the benefits of transparency3 in-

ternational cooperation^ and nonproliferation.

{
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8

Breakthrough

As Washington grappled with the implications of

the Soviet collapse^ the UNSCOM inspectors in

the Middle East were bearing down on Iraqi offi-

cials^ who were squirming to explain why they

had bought forty tons of microbial food in the

years leading up to the Gulf War. Iraq said that

its records proved that the material had been
used by laboratories and hospitals or had been
lost. "How?" the inspectors demanded. Well^

some containers of the germ food had fallen off

the back of a truck. Other records had been de-

stroyed in an unfortunate fire that had con-

sumed only a single file cabinet. Iraqi officials

added that the discrepancies could be explained

by postwar riots in which citizens had attacked

local research facilities and demolished their sci-

entific supplies.

Rolf Ekeus and the UNSCOM team traveled to

Iraq in late March 1995 to confront Rihab Taha^,

the Iraqi scientist assigned to escort the inspectors.

Why had Iraq used far more microbial food than
could be explained by civilian programs? Taha^
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who had trained in Britain and spoke excellent

English^ burst into tears^, begging Ekeus to impose
order on his unruly inspectors. Iraq could not pos-

sibly have imported forty tons of growth media^
she insisted. The records were in error. She said

her aides had done a calculation: if every fermenter

in Iraq grew germs nonstop^ it would take

twenty-six years to use forty tons of microbial

food.

Richard Spertzel^ the chief bioinspector3 sensed

that Ekeus was wavering. The calculations

sounded impressive. But he was sure that they

were incorrect. He sent a U.N. inspector back to Al

Hakam to count the fermenters again. An Iraqi

technician acknowledged that several pieces of

equipment identified on Iraq's previous declara-

tions as "inactivating tanks" were^ in fact^

fermenters. Spertzel returned the next day and
showed Taha UNSCOM's revised estimates. The
fermenters at Al Hakam alone were big enough to

have used much of the growth media Iraq had im-

ported^ he said. Taha began shouting. "Who told

you this? These are not fermenters^ they're inacti-

vating tanks/' she said. "You told us/' Spertzel re-

plied. "Here's the inventory we made yesterday

with the Al Hakam people."

At an evening meeting on July 1^, 1995^ Iraq fi-

nally conceded. After four years of denials^ Taha
acknowledged that Baghdad had produced thou-

sands of gallons of anthrax and botulinum at Al

Hakam. It was an emotional moment and Spertzel

sensed the Iraqi scientist was again close to tears.

The strain of the past few months had been

crushing as the UNSCOM inspectors tore apart
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Iraq's cover stories. "She knew that we knew she

was lying." Spertzel recalled.

Iraq's admissions were summarized in a

three-page document that Taha read aloud to the

inspectors. She made no eye contact^ staring at the

ground or the papers before her. Iraq began its bio-

logical weapons program in I9883 she said^ just as

the Iran-Iraq war was winding down. When the

fighting ended^ "instructions" came to keep the

project goings but "without rush." Production of

germ agents began in 1989. She said the anthrax

and botulinum were stored in stainless-steel tanks

in a warehouse. According to Taha^ the stockpiles

were destroyed in September or October of 1990
at the order of "superior authorities" who feared

allied forces might bomb Iraq's scientific laborato-

ries.

The new account raised as many questions as it

answered. It gave no hint as to who in the Iraqi

leadership had directed the germ effort. And the

weapons inspectors seriously doubted the claims

that the anthrax and botulinum had never been
poured into bombs or warheads. UNSCOM had
told Iraq five months earlier that it believed the

germs had been weaponized^ and nothing in

Taha's stiffs halting performance that night dis-

suaded them. Spertzel thought it was highly im-
plausible that Saddam Hussein would go to the

trouble of producing biological weapons only to

destroy them on the eve of the mother of all bat-

tles.

A month later^ on August 4^ Iraq submitted a

"Full^ Final and Complete Disclosure" on its

biological-weapons programs^ the latest of a long
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series. Four days later3 on August 8^ the man who
had run Iraq's biological-weapons program for

most of the last decade defected to Jordan after a

family quarrel. Lieutenant General Hussein
Kamel^ a son-in-law of Saddam Hussein's^ was by
far the highest-level Iraqi official to abandon the

inner circle. The U.N. detectives finally had their

own germ defector.

Iraq did not wait for Kamel to expose the inac-

curacies in the August 4 declaration. Hours after

he fled the country^ Iraqi officials informed the

U.N. that they had discovered a cache of docu-
ments hidden on a chicken farm owned by Kamel.

Iraqi officials assumed^ incorrectly as it turned

out3 that Kamel was confessing all to UNSCOM.
They immediately came forward with a new story:

Iraq^ they acknowledged^ had weaponized its

germs. The program had been run by Kamel^ who
they said had directed a wide-ranging conspiracy

after the war to conceal the germ effort from the

United Nations. Iraqi officials said the president's

powerful relative had barred them from telling the

truth.

Iraq invited Ekeus to the farm where the docu-

ments had been "discovered" to examine the evi-

dence. Officials steered him to a small shack which
contained a pile of wooden and metal boxes.

A bright orange photo album was resting on top

of one of the boxes. Although the room was coated

with grime^ there was not. a speck of dust on the

album^ which contained detailed records of Iraq's

field tests of germ weapons. The album appeared

to be a briefing book for top officials. The box of

documents— a trove ofvaluable material on Iraq's
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germ program— included a sign-out sheet for the

album. It bore the signature of Taha next to the

date September IB^ 1990^ six weeks after Iraq had
seized Kuwait.

A flood of disclosures followed the stage-

managed discovery at the chicken farm. Iraqi offi-

cials admitted that they had produced an extensive

array of germ weapons for use on the battlefield3

from missiles to bombs to jet-mounted aerosol

tanks. They said they had produced the germs over

several years but had started a crash program to

put them into weapons after August 1990^ when
Saddam Hussein had invaded Kuwait. General

Schwarzkopf had been right to worry.

The Iraqis told UNSCOM that the fermenters

at Al Hakam had produced their first botulinum in

January 1989 and by August 1990 had made a

staggering I336OO liters (336OO gallons);, enough to

fill a large swimming pool. The assembly lines had
begun making anthrax in June I99O3 several

months before Saddam Hussein had first menaced
Kuwait^ and by December had turned out 8335O
liters (2^200 gallons). A second production line for

botulinum was begun at the Dawrah veterinary

vaccine plant near Baghdad in November^ just as

allied forces were massing in the desert. By De-
cember^ it had produced an additional 53400 liters

(1^400 gallons) of the toxin. All told^ the Iraqis^

too^ had made enough germs and toxins to kill

every human being on the planet. Neither Al
Hakam nor Dawrah was bombed by the allies^ who
had been fooled by the Iraqi shell game.

Iraq acknowledged that its weapons specialists

had tested and produced artillery shells^ bombs^
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and missile warheads that could deliver the germs.
The work had begun in 1988^ when scientists had
tried out an airborne bomb on a test range^ killing

animals with a cloud of botulinum. A few months
later^ in July 1988^ the scientists had performed
several tests with an aerosol generator hung from a

Soviet-made military helicopter^ using bacteria

that simulate the characteristics of anthrax.

The invasion of Kuwait^ Iraq admitted^ gave the

weapons work added urgency. In the fall of 1989^

Iraqi technicians had developed a new bomb^ a bi-

ological version of an airplane-delivered munition
that floated to earth with a parachute. The Iraqis

had coated the insides ofan R-400 bomb and filled

some with anthrax and others with botulinum.

Iraq said it had made one hundred bombs with

botulinum^ fifty with anthrax.

The Iraqi technicians also converted some
chemical warheads designed for the long-range

Scud missiles to carry biological agents. Iraqi offi-

cials said they had filled twenty-five warheads: six-

teen with botulinum^ five with anthrax^ and four

with aflatoxin^ a poison from a fungus that causes

long-term liver damage. The germ team also made
a 25000-liter tank that could spray anthrax or botu-

linum from a jet aircraft. American experts consid-

ered this one of the most threatening of the Iraqi

systems. The bombs and missiles were crude^ said

one official^ "but this would have worked.'' Iraq

also said its scientists had begun experimenting

with viruses in July I99O3 shortly before the inva-

sion of Kuwait. These included camel pox^ a rela-

tive of smallpox; hemorrhagic conjunctivitis^

which causes temporary blindness; and a rota-
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virus^ which causes severe diarrhea. The Iraqis

said none of these had been produced in large

quantities.

Shortly before the allied bombing began^ Iraq

said:, its military officers buried ten of the biolog-

ical warheads in an abandoned railway tunnel and
hid fifteen more in pits next to the Tigris River.

The aerial bombs^ the R-4OOS3 had been distrib-

uted around the country. Iraq disclosed that 1 57 of

them were buried near the Aziziyah firing range

and a military landing strip the Iraqis called Air-

field 37. On the eve of the Gulf War^ in December
1990 and January 1991 3 Iraqi pilots tested the

spray tanks in their fighter planes at the Abu
Obeydi air base. Iraq claimed that it had destroyed

all of its bombs and warheads in the summer of

1991 3 but provided no evidence.

Iraqi officials offered conflicting explanations of

why they had produced a germ arsenal. Chemical
and biological weapons^ they said^ could be used to

counter a "numerically superior force." Iraqi field

commanders also had the authority during the

GulfWar to launch a retaliatory germ strike in the

event of a nuclear attack that destroyed Baghdad.
UNSCOM noted dryly that this "does not ex-

clude" other possible doctrines for using biological

weapons.
The Iraqis' account of their program and where

they hid their biological weapons matched the in-

formation obtained by the CIA in the summer of

1991. The CIA's spy or spies had correctly identi-

fied three ofthe four locales in which Baghdad had
buried its germ arms. The CIA reports had
pointed to Al Hakam and Fudaliyah^ two of the
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places where Iraq operated production facilities.

Even the account of the bomb sizes appeared to

match the Iraqi disclosure. Iraq said it had poured
its germ agent into R-400 bombS;, which had a ca-

pacity of about 90 liters^ and into warheads for the

Scud missile^ which held 145 literS;, just as the CIA
reports had said.

How much of a threat were the Iraqi germ
weapons? Years later^ Spertzel and American intel-

ligence officials still struggled to answer the ques-

tion. Baghdad told UNSCOM that the anthrax

and botulinum produced at Al Hakam were liquid^

the most primitive form of biological weapons.
Iraq had rushed biological bombs to several mili-

tary airfields just before the war began. But the

Iraqi R-400 was a highly inefficient way to deliver

death; most of the pathogens were killed when its

conventional explosive detonated. Spertzel and
the UNSCOM team were more impressed with

the aerosol generators and spray tanks. If the Iraqi

pilots had been able to evade the allied air de-

fenses^ they could have carried out a significant at-

tack. UNSCOM had no evidence that Iraq had
ever made the freeze-dried^ powdered form of an-

thrax invented by Patrick and the American offen-

sive program. But the sample of biopesticide taken

from Al Hakam was worrisome. It showed that

Iraqi technicians had the skills to produce dried

agent of exactly the right size. If Iraq ever resumed
making germ weapons^ they would surely be much
more deadly.

In Washington^ Stephen Joseph^ the Pentagon's

top civilian health official;, was still trying to con-
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vince Admiral Owens of the need for anthrax vac-

cinations. On July 25^ he sent the vice chief of staff

a memo assuring him the vaccine was both safe

and effective. The files at Fort Detrick and the

FDA3 he said^ contained no reports of serious in-

jury caused by the vaccine. Some people had suf-

fered mild to moderate side effects^ but they were
temporary^ comparable to those seen with chil-

dren's vaccines. Joseph assured Owens that the

Michigan vaccine worked well against the aerosol-

ized form of anthrax. Data from animal studies^ he
said^ "is quite convincing that the anthrax vaccine

is an efficacious product."

The memo left some things unsaid. An unvar-

nished accounting of the vaccine's drawbacks and
selling points would have taken up many more
pages and would have given Owens a lot more am-
munition to fight the program. In fact^ there were
some questions about whether the Michigan vac-

cine was effective against the full array of anthrax

strains available to germ warriors. While the vac-

cine had performed well on rhesus monkeys in the

fall of I99O3 a number of other studies on guinea

pigs and mice had found less impressive survival

rates^ with some strains as low as 10 percent. In

early IQQS^ as the debate in the Pentagon over the

program was heating up^ army officers circulated a

proposal to start work on a new^ genetically engi-

neered anthrax vaccine. "Recent reports/' it said^

suggest that the existing vaccine "may not provide

universal protection against all strains."

No one understood exactly why the vaccine ap-

peared to work better against some strains of an-

thrax than others. Dave Franz^ director ofthe army
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lab at Fort Detrick^ believed the results with mice
and guinea pigs reflected some quirk in their im-
mune system that did not exist in primates. The
army lab did an experiment in which immunized
monkeys were exposed to a strain that had de-

feated the vaccine in rodent tests. All survived.

The main component of the Michigan vaccine^

protective antigen^ prevents the disease by
blocking the Bacillus anthracis toxins from pene-
trating the cells of its host. If all anthrax strains

used similar mechanisms to infect animals^ as

Franz believed^ the vaccine should be effective

against all of them. Additional experiments in

which primates were tested against more of the

strains would help settle the question. But Franz
had little money for such research in the

mid-1990s and rhesus monkeys were expensive.

Franz was confident the vaccine was effective;, but

he phrased his briefings carefully^ pointing out the

limits on what could be concluded from animal

models. Franz would tell his colleagues: you're

protected— if you're a rhesus monkey.
The original trials of the anthrax vaccine in the

late 1950s had never resolved the issue of whether

the vaccine protected people against inhaled

spores. The tests involved wool workers who were

routinely exposed to anthrax spores as they pro-

cessed animal hides and goat hair imported from
overseas. A significant number of unvaccinated

workers contracted anthrax through their skin^ es-

tablishing that the vaccine worked against that

form of the disease. But only five of the unpro-

tected workers fell ill with inhalation anthrax^ not

enough to draw conclusions. There was also one
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bit of anecdotal evidence. A secretary at one mill

who had not received the inoculations walked onto

the factory floor and contracted the respiratory

form of the disease. Her vaccinated coworkers re-

mained healthy.

Those tests were conducted with an earlier ver-

sion of the vaccine developed by Merck & Com-
pany. By the time the Michigan lab had completed
work on its own similar product in the I96OS3 the

wool industry was dying and there were hardly any

unvaccinated workers left to study. The FDA al-

lowed Michigan to use the Merck results^ which
drew no distinctions between inhaled and cuta-

neous forms of anthrax3 to support its application

for a license. The label accompanying the vaccine

specified only the occupations that might involve

exposure to anthrax.

In the fall of 1995^ just as they were reassuring

Admiral Owens^ army officials asked the Michigan
lab and a contractor^, Science Applications Inter-

national Corporation^ to draw up plans for a new
round of animal research. The goal was to amend
the vaccine's license so that it was explicitly ap-

proved as a defense against germ weapons. Five

years after the Pentagon gave anthrax shots to

150,000 Persian Gulf soldiers, SAIC offered a

startling assessment: "This vaccine is not licensed

for the aerosol exposure expected in a biological

warfare environment." That view was not widely

accepted by Pentagon officials, who felt the ambig-
uously worded license did permit its use as a pro-

tection against germ attack.

SAIC said it was also planning animal studies

that would examine whether full immunity could
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be attained with fewer shots. Ifthe experiment was
successful:, and the FDA could be persuaded^ the

logistics of administering the drug would become
much easier. Several recent experiments with pri-

mates had suggested that the vaccine was effective

after only two injections. The FDA-approved reg-

imen of six shots was based on guesswork^, not sci-

ence. Researchers testing the vaccine decades
earlier doubled the number of shots^ from three to

six^ after some of the vaccinated wool workers had
contracted anthrax.

Questions of vaccine efficacy are inherently dif-

ficult to settle. The lethal nature of anthrax pre-

cluded testing on people^, and no reliable animal

model had been found. Immune systems of pri-

mates^ mice^ and guinea pigs resembled those of

human beings^, but researchers at Fort Detrick

were still looking for ways to achieve a more pre-

cise correlation.

Admiral Owens's qualms about the safety of the

anthrax vaccine came at a time when Persian Gulf
War veterans were growing increasingly concerned
about their health. Thousands of servicemen were

reporting systemic illnesses with a host of myste-

rious symptoms^ from memory loss to muscle and
joint pain. Doctors could find no immediate cause^

and Joseph suspected that much of the sickness

stemmed from combat stress. The veterans in-

sisted that their illnesses were caused by the medi-

cines they were given^ the air they breathed^ or^,

perhapS:, exposure to low levels of Iraqi biological

or chemical weapons. Some blamed the anthrax

inoculation. There was no evidence that the Mich-
igan vaccine had ever caused such long-term prob-
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lems. But if the military were challenged on this^ it

would have difficulty defending its position. Be-

cause such poor records had been kept of who re-

ceived the anthrax and botulinum shots during the

war^ it would be difficulty perhaps impossible^ to

conduct a scientifically valid^ long-term study of

their effects.

On the morning of October 31^ 19953 the Sen-

ate's Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

opened its hearings on Aum Shinrikyo. John
Sopko^ Senator Nunn's aide^ had obtained a

wealth of information about the Japanese group^

and reporters were handed a report prepared by
the panel's Democratic staffers that described

Aum's global quest for chemical and biological

weapons. In his opening statement^ Nunn
sounded a favorite theme: die dangers posed by
the fall of the Soviet Union. Never before^ he said^

had the collapse of an empire left behind tens of

thousands of nuclear^ chemical^ and biological

weapons and the scientists who knew how to make
them.

The Tokyo attack deepened the threat. "The
scenario of a terrorist group either obtaining or

manufacturing and using a weapon of mass de-

struction is no longer the stuff of science fiction or

even adventure movies/' Nunn declared. "It is a

reality which has come to pass." Senate hearings

are political theater. Witnesses are paraded before

spotlights to recite canned testimony that has been
closely reviewed by their bosses. The serious work
of government does not take place in such public

forums.
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But the Permanent Subcommittee's hearings on
Aum were different^ pointing out in vivid detail

how little America's vast intelligence apparatus

had known about the Japanese cult before the at-

tack. On the second day ofthe sessions^ after hours
of testimony on Aum's procurement efforts in the

United States and elsewhere^ Senator Nunn asked

top officials from the FBI^ the Pentagon^ and the

CIA what seemed a straightforward question: Had
anyone detected the threat posed by the cult be-

fore the subway attack?

John O'Neill:, the FBI's chief counterterrorism

official^ said the bureau had only a "small office" in

Tokyo^ which acts as a liaison to the Japanese au-

thorities^ whom he accused of being tight-lipped.

"We received no information from the Japanese

National Police^" he said. Gordon C. Oehler^ chief

of the CIA's Nonproliferation Center^ said it was
up to the local authorities to detect cults like Aum.
"The world is full of very crazy organizations that

have designs against the U.S./' he said. "You are

certainly welcome to argue that^ quite frankly^ we
have not followed religious cults around the world

and we do not have right now the resources to be

able to do that." The CIA^ Oehler said^ had taken

note of the earlier gas attack in Matsumoto^ which
turned out to have been a dry run. But he said the

agency had believed the initial Japanese reports

that the case was closed with the arrest of the local

man.
Senator William S. Cohen reminded Oehler that

Kyle Olson^ the Washington consultant hired by

Japanese television^ had given a report to govern-

ment officials months before the Tokyo subway at-
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tack suggesting that the Matsumoto gassings were

the work of terrorists. "From what I can detect/'

said Cohen^ a former vice chairman of the Senate

Intelligence Committee^ "the report was ignored."

Cohen and his colleagues pressed their attack.

What about the threat against President Clinton

in an Aum magazine article?

It waS:, Oehler said^ "the kind of thing we see

routinely around the world."

"This is not routine/' Cohen snapped back.

"This is not one ofthose routine sightings here. We
already had the attack at Matsumoto. The Japa-

nese press was carrying stories on a regular basis

on the threat this particular cult group posed."

After the hearings ended^ the picture of Aum's
activities became clearer as Japanese authorities

hauled the group's members into court and elic-

ited confessions. The testimony^ which trickled out

over the next several years, showed that the cult

had repeatedly tried — and failed — to carry out

biological attacks. The guru's chauffeur told a Jap-

anese court that the group^ using a truck with a

crudely improvised aerosol de\dce3 had tried to

spray botulinum toxin in downtown Tok\'o and at

the nearby Narita airport. Three years later^ he
said^ the group had tried again^, this time aiming
anthrax spores at the Imperial Palace and the Par-

liament in Tok\^o. Finally^ he said^ the cult had also

staged unsuccessful attacks on the American navy
bases at Yokohama and Yokosuka.
These attempted strikes against American facili-

ties had gone unnoticed by American intelligence

agencies and the military^ who learned of them
when the New York Times published an article
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quoting the courtroom testimony. To this day^ it is

not clear that Aum ever succeeded in making and
spreading germs potent enough to harm anyone.
Aum's failures were instructive: they showed that

making a biological weapon was harder than some
experts had claimed. Experts frequently suggested

that anyone who had studied science in college

could make a biological bomb. Aum had invested

lavishly in laboratory gear^ had even dreamed of

doing recombinant experiments. The group's sci-

entists had taken graduate courses in modem uni-

versities. Yet they couldn't master the engineering

challenges of producing a terror weapon from
pathogens.

Although the cult's weapons makers had some
advanced training in science:, they did not appear

to have understood the basics of germ dissemina-

tion. They attempted some of their anthrax attacks

from the roof of a building during the day^ which
guaranteed that sunlight would kill offmany of the

pathogens. The cult also had difficulty obtaining

the starter germs from which to make a biological

weapon. Both the Iraqis and the Rajneeshees of

Oregon had ordered pathogens from the Amer-
ican Type Culture Collection3 the American germ
bank. But Aum members had tried to culture bot-

ulinum from soil samples obtained in the wild^

trial testimony shows. The group also had trouble

finding a virulent strain oi Bacillus anthracis. There
is no indication they managed to produce the

dried anthrax spores that Bill Patrick favored for

their efficient distribution.

A team of Japanese and American scientists in

time reported that a sample taken from the site of a
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July 1993 attack by the cult matched the Sterne

strain^ a weakened form of anthrax used to make
animal vaccines. It would have been virtually im-

possible to turn those germs into a biological

weapon^ the researchers concluded. Aum may also

have fouled up the process of growing germs and
refining them into a slurry that can be sprayed as

an aerosol. For all their money and determination^,

Aum lacked the expertise of a Bill Patrick3 a

Vladimir Pasechnik^ or a Ken Alibek. But Amer-
ican officials tracking international terrorism were
not comforted by the group's ineptitude. The sig-

nificance of the Aum case^ they felt^ was that a line

had been crossed. A terrorist group^, however
wacky^ had decided to use chemical and biological

weapons against a modem city full of defenseless

people.

In January 199 63 in the aftermath of one of the

biggest blizzards in the history of Washington^
D.C.3 Richard Danzig^ his aide Pamela Berkowsky^
and Stephen Joseph met for lunch at a Thai restau-

rant. The subway was not running that morning
and Joseph^ who lived in northern Virginia^ skied

across the Key Bridge into downtown Washington
for the lunch. The Pentagon officials were joined

by Richard Preston^ a regular contributor to The
New l&r^er whose flair for storytelling had brought
the experts' fears about the spread of infectious

diseases to a much wider audience. Four years ear-

lier^ Preston had been searching for a way to write

a popular book about the dangers posed by exotic

viruses. The science was dense^ and Preston told

Lederberg he needed a story that would draw in
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ordinary readers. Lederberg casually mentioned
an outbreak of Ebola virus among monkeys at an
animal-supply company in suburban Washington.
How bad was it? Preston asked. Pretty bad^

Lederberg replied. Army officers dressed in space

suits had killed every single monkey that might
harbor the disease. That conversation led to The
HotZone^ a nonfiction book published in 1994 that

read hke a thriller and helped put Lederberg's con-

cerns about emerging diseases on the public

agenda. Some of its strongest passages described

the panic of health officials as they realized what
the virus might do to the population of Wash-
ington if it escaped and began infecting people.

As he was completing The Hot Zone^ Preston

learned a fascinating fact: Ebola virus was on the

military's list of possible biological warfare agents.

As he began thinking about his next book^ he toyed

with the idea of writing a novel structured around
a germ attack by terrorists. Preston returned to

Lederberg and said he was thinking about a book
on biological weapons. The Nobel laureate was
discouraging:, saying it was best not to say too

much publicly about the potential of germ war-

fare. Preston was not dissuaded and began re-

searching the novel as if it were a work of

nonfiction. He interviewed government officials

and discovered that few of them knew anything

about the biological threat. Those who did^ how-
ever^ were deeply worried.

Preston sketched out a plot for his novel in

which a terrorist dispersed anthrax in a metropolis.

He discussed the outline with an FBI source^ who
asked him to reconsider. The threat from anthrax
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was too real. It would not serve the public to have a

book appear that vividly described its'powers. And
so the author revised his story line to focus on a

less plausible germ: a biologically engineered

superbug.

Preston's novel was well underway in January

1996 when he was invited to lunch with Danzig by
Commander James Burans^ a medical doctor who
had been tutoring the navy undersecretary on the

fine points of germ weapons. Burans directed the

navy's biological research programs and his unit

had developed a portable laboratory that could

perform on-the-spot tests of biological samples. It

was exactly the sort of device the army lacked

when it accompanied the FBI on the covert

break-in at the Aum Shinrikyo offices in New
York.

The conversation was freewheeling. Was the bi-

ological threat real? What could the United States

do to improve its defenses? Danzig asked Preston

to whom he should talk to deepen his under-
standing of germ weapons^ and Preston suggested

Bill Patrick. What are you writing your next book
about? Joseph asked. Preston was deliberately

vague about the format but said the topic was
germ terrorism. That would be a great plot for a

novels Joseph told him. Danzig encouraged him to

stick to nonfiction^ but Preston demurred. Such a

book would have to rely too heavily on anonymous
sources. There was another problem. Preston said

he wanted to describe how public-health authori-

ties responded to biological attack on a city^ but
none had yet happened.

Shortly after the lunch^ Danzig enlisted Preston
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in his long-running effort to change the minds of

the nation's military leaders. He organized a

dinner party for General Ronald Griffith^ the Gulf
War commander who was now vice chief of the

army^ at a fashionable Washington restaurant.

The real target was Griffith's wife^ Hurdis M.
Griffith^ who was dean of the College of Nursing
at Rutgers University. Danzig had Preston give her

a copy of The Hot Zone^ hoping this would sell her

on the germ threat and establish a beachhead
within the Griffith household.

The gambit failed. General Griffith continued

to oppose the anthrax vaccinations. Inoculating

American soldiers^ he felt^ would make it more dif-

ficult to build coalitions in the future. Why would
other nations with unvaccinated troops take more
risks to fight alongside Americans? Preston ac-

knowledged over dinner that he was writing a

novels and in the months that followed^ Danzig en-

couraged him^ opening doors inside the govern-

ment and offering literary suggestions. Preston^ a

first-time novelist^ was buoyed. "The principal

help I got from Richard Danzig/' Preston recalled^

"was that he said he believed in me as a writer."

The events of 1995 — the Aum attack^ the

Oklahoma City bombings the Iraqi admissions —
should have served as exclamation points in

Danzig's campaign. But the message was not

taking hold where it counted: in the federal

budget. The number of people working at Fort

Detrick;, the nation's premier germ-defense labo-

ratory^ had dropped about 30 percent since the

Gulf War. Colonel David Franz^, the commander
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at Fort Detrick^ had begun by laying off techni-

cians^ but in 1996 he was forced to fire scientists.

Visiting Russia in the early 1990S:, Franz learned

that Moscow was years ahead of the United States

in using recombinant techniques to create an im-

proved vaccine against botulinum. A new vaccine

would cause fewer reactions and could be effective

against a broader array ofbotulinum strains. Franz

wanted to push his own researchers in the same di-

rection^ but he couldn't come up with the several

hundred thousand dollars needed to pay for it.

Money was also tight for the research on the

next-generation anthrax vaccine.

At the Pentagon^ Admiral Owens was targeting

the budgets for chemical and biological defense for

a $1 billion cut over five years^ a reduction of

nearly one third. Owens felt the chem and bio pro-

grams were poorly managed^ even wasteful. They
were not spending enough money on developing

better vaccines. He was particularly aggravated by
an army project to mount biodetectors on helicop-

ters. The navy admiral considered it a sneaky way
for the army to buy nine more helicopters.

Owens recruited an important ally in his cam-
paign against the anthrax vaccinations: his boss^

General John Shalikashvili^ chairman of the Joint

Chiefs. In the "chairman's program assessment/' a

Pentagon planning document^ Shalikashvili en-

dorsed Owens's key recommendations^ calling on
the Pentagon to stockpile vaccine and invest in de-

veloping better antidotes. "No immunizations^" a

terse summary of the document said. Shalikashvili

endorsed Owens's idea of brandishing the nuclear

deterrent against potential biological foes^ sug-
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gesting that the United States warn its adversaries

that "use of BW weapons against US personnel

will result in a response involving the full force of

our capability." Shalikashvili supported the idea of

inoculating the troops^ but he felt the questions

about the vaccine's efficacy remained unresolved.

He also believed the Pentagon should do more to

show there was no connection between Gulf War
syndrome and the anthrax shots. "We were suf-

fering very low credibility with many groups on
this subject/' he recalled. "Not just the vets^, but
Congress and others."

A new GAO report summarized the low
standing of chemical and biological defense in the

Pentagon. American soldiers^ the auditors wrote^

"face many of the same problems they confronted

during the Persian Gulf conflict in 1990 and
1991 ." Local commanders were using money des-

ignated for chemical and biological training to pay
for operating expenses. Three of the army's five di-

visions were missing half their required protective

suits and other items "critical" for defense against

a germ or chemical attack. U.S. forces "continue to

experience significant weaknesses in (1) donning
protective masks3 (2) deploying detection equip-

ment^ (3) providing medical care^ (4) planning for

evacuation of casualties;, and (5) including medical

and biological issues in operational plans." The re-

port blamed the military's senior officers^ the Joint

Chiefs^ and the regional commanders around the

world for failing to give the issue a high priority.

Successful leadership in government agencies is

about picking your battles^ about knowing when to

give up. Danzig had plenty of other issues to worry
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about as undersecretary of the navy. Still;, he re-

fused to accept defeat. If the Joint Chiefs did not

see the need to inoculate the troops or build

biodefenses^ it was because the case had not been
made effectively. Owens retired at the end of Feb-

ruary. Danzig redoubled his efforts.

In early 1996^ Congress moved to tighten con-

trol over laboratories and companies selling patho-

gens to scientists and medical researchers. The
previous year^ a right-wing army veteran in Ohio
named Larry Wayne Harris had bought three vials

of plague bacteria for about S300 from American
Type Culture Collection. Harris had placed the

order by using the state laboratory license number
ofthe scientific company where he worked as a mi-

crobiologist. He eventually pleaded guilty to one
count of mail fraud — the most serious charge

possible under existing law. The case^ which broke

soon after the Aum attack^ received widespread

publicity.

A March 63 1996^ hearing before the Senate Ju-

diciary Committee was dominated by a discussion

of Harris3 a survivalist who said he had bought the

germs to make his own plague antidote. Even the

American Type Culture Collection called for

tighter rules that would go beyond the Commerce
Department's 1989 ban on exports of germs to

countries such as Iran and Iraq. "It is apparent/'

said the committee's chairman^ Orrin G. Hatch of

Utah;, "that there has been kind of an ignoring of

the potentials for harm." Weeks later^ Congress
passed a law that imposed tough rules on the do-
mestic transfer of pathogens and made it a crime
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to threaten a biological attack. The estimated two
hundred U.S. laboratories that maintain germ col-

lections would have to register and submit to fed-

eral inspections.

Elsewhere on Capitol Hill3 Senator Nunn and
the investigations subcommittee were preparing

for a new round of hearings on the implications of

the Aum Shrinrikyo case. The Georgia Democrat
was planning to leave Congress at the end of the

1996 session^, and his name was already attached

to the program that provided American money to

Russian military scientists pursuing domestic proj-

ects. He wanted to do something for domestic de-

fenses against germ or chemical attack.

The image of the Tokyo emergency personnel

choking in the sarin fumes continued to haunt
Nunn and John Sopko^, his investigator. Bill Rich-

ardson^ the recently retired Pentagon expert who
was advising the committee3 told Sopko that a

modest program^ $35 million a year at most^ could

train emergency personnel in key cities. Sopko re-

sponded^ "Nunn's going to retire. We may never

get another shot. Let's make it $100 million."

The subcommittee focused on civil defense at its

hearings;, which opened on March 27^ 1996. A
staffreport written by Sopko and his colleagues as-

serted that terrorist attacks with germs were all but

inevitable. The threat of a terrorist group using a

nuclear^ biological or chemical weapon is real^ the

report said. "It is not a matter of if but rather

when." Senators Nunn^, the New Mexican Repub-
lican; Pete V. Domenici^ the Indiana Republican;

and Richard Lugar closed ranks behind a plan to

train "first responders" in 120 cities.
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At the Pentagon^ Richard Danzig began
courting the vice chiefs^ organizing a new round of

seminars that took on the arguments against an-

thrax vaccinations one by one. To the oft-repeated

view that nuclear weapons were a deterrent:,

Danzig responded that rogue nations could attack

the United States through surrogate terrorist

groups. American presidents were reluctant to

order punishment unless they had undeniable

proof of culpability. Intelligence officials^ he re-

minded the vice chiefs^ had argued for years over

whether the 1989 bombing of Pan Am flight 103

could be linked to Libya^ Iran^ or Syria. Danzig
brought in Josh Lederberg to address the scientific

objections. Some of the vice chiefs had said an-

thrax vaccinations could be delayed because re-

searchers would soon produce a single inoculation

that would protect against multiple diseases. Not
SO3 Lederberg told them. Such a vaccine was still

years^ if not decades^ away. What of the view that

genetic engineering rendered vaccinations useless?

Lederberg patiently explained why making
superbugs that could survive outside a test tube

was harder than commonly understood. "You'll

have substantial gains ifyou inoculate/' he assured

the officers.

In the spring of I9963 a serious obstacle to the

plans for vaccinating the troops surfaced. Two
teams of consultants who had visited the aging

Michigan lab warned that it stood a substantial

chance of flunking its next FDA inspection. The
consultants said Michigan had failed to carry out
the promises for improvements it had made to ad-

dress the findings of the 1993 and 1994 inspec-
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tions. Federal rules require manufacturers of

anthrax vaccine to do the most dangerous work in

a lab equipped to meet the strict rules of biosafety

level 3. Michigan was well short of that standard^

one expert said:> and it was "dubious'' whether it

could even be classified as biosafety level 2.

One of the senior Pentagon officials overseeing

the lab^ General Walter Busbee^, sent an e-mail to

his colleagues urging them to begin considering

what they would do if the FDA shut Michigan
down. Busbee wrote that he had tried to plant the

"seeds of doubt" about the facility at Danzig's

most recent meeting with top officials. "No one re-

ally responded/' he wrote. Busbee's aides scram-

bled to figure out whether anthrax vaccine could

be bought anywhere else. The only manufacturer

of anthrax vaccine outside Russia was Britain's

Porton Vaccines^ which would need six months to

gear up for producing fifty thousand doses a week.

The U.K. vaccine^ made from a different anthrax

strain than Michigan's^ was not licensed for use in

the United States. Without the Michigan lab^ there

would be no program of anthrax vaccination any-

time soon.

On June 21^ I9963 the Pentagon made an an-

nouncement that shattered the military's credi-

bility on medical issues and changed the politics of

the debate on vaccinations. For nearly five years^,

military officials had insisted that no one serving in

the Persian Gulf War had been exposed to chem-
ical or biological weapons. Now they were forced

to recant. Tens of thousands of allied soldiers

might have been exposed to nerve gaS;, they said3

after American soldiers blew up an Iraqi ammuni-
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tion depot containing chemical weapons. The de-

tectors picked up no sign of a chemical release that

day^ but officials said the detection equipment ap-

peared to have been faulty. There were reliable in-

telligence reports dating from 1991 that said the

Iraqis had stored chemical weapons at the depot.

But the Pentagon said the information had been
overlooked for years through a series of bureau-

cratic mishaps. Veterans suffering from Persian

Gulf symptoms were stunned. The military3 they

felt^ had lied to them about the cause of their ill-

nesses;, just as it had lied to previous generations of

soldiers about the effects of radiation and ofAgent
Orange. A team ofgovernment experts pored over

the records and discovered a second incident in

which allied soldiers had blown up chemical

weapons^ deepening the veterans' suspicions. The
Internet buzzed with theories of cover-up.

On June 25 ^ four days after the Pentagon's first

disclosures about the release of nerve gas during

the Gulf War^ Islamic militants in Saudi Arabia

detonated a truck bomb near an apartment
building that housed hundreds of American ser-

vicemen. The attack on Khobar Towers killed

nineteen and wounded as many as five hundred.
To Danzig and his colleagues^ it added another

powerful argument in favor of improving what the

military calls "force protection.'' The Pentagon's

experts did some calculations. If the truck had
been packed with chemicals or germs^ the effect on
the troops in Saudi Arabia would have changed
from tragic to apocalyptic. The soldiers at Khobar
Towers were not prepared for attack. None had
their gas masks at hand when the bomb went off.
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Danzig and Joseph pressed their case for a rela-

tively modest program that would implement Wil-
liam Perry's 1993 directive: vaccinations for those

servicemen in high-threat areas or assigned to

early-deploying units. But the commanders did

not see how they could operate with a force that

was only partially protected. If the assumption was
that germ weapons would be used against rear

areaS;, logistics bases^ one would also need to inoc-

ulate the national guardsmen who worked in sup-

port positions.

A turning point in Danzig's meetings with the

vice chiefs came when General Richard Hearney^

the vice commandant of the Marine CorpS;, de-

clared that anthrax vaccinations should be given in

boot camp3 along with the other routine inocula-

tions administered to new soldiers. Danzig had
wanted to begin modestly^, vaccinating the

early-deploying forces and those in high-threat re-

gions like the Middle East. But the consensus had
swung. If inoculations were needed^ the officers

concluded^ they should be given to everybody.

Hearney said Lederberg "drove home" the case for

vaccinating before hostilities begin. "People would
argue: 'We don't want to do it' " and insist that the

vaccinations should instead be given on the battle-

field^ said Hearney. "I didn't want to take that

chance."

Danzig had an ally in General Dennis J. Reimer^

the army's chief of staff. Reimer had served in the

Pentagon during the Gulf War and had directed

the effort to improvise biological detectors. He was
part of the debate over how to allocate the scarce

vaccine supplies^ an experience that framed his
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thinking on biological defense. "You can't play

God on this/' Reimer said later. "You've got to

find a solution and the only solution is to vaccinate

everybody." The army vice chief, Ronald Griffith^

continued to question the policy. He had heard

from colleagues in the army that the Michigan fa-

cility was in trouble with the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration and might not be able to make
enough vaccine. The issue did not make much of a

dent. It was assumed that the problems were tech-

nical. They could be overcome.

By the fall of 1 9963 the chiefs had turned around
and endorsed the recommendation to vaccinate

the entire force. Owens 's recommendation to cut

$1 billion from the biological- and chemical-
defense budget had been reversed as well3 trans-

formed into a $1 billion increase over five years.

That decision^ a $2 billion shift from January^ re-

flected a radical change in priorities. Danzig was
not one to gloat over victory. On October 2^ 1996^

the Washington Post published a story on its front

page under the headline "Military Chiefs Back
Anthrax Inoculations." Reversing earlier opposi-

tion^ the story began3 "the nation's military chiefs

have endorsed a plan to vaccinate all U.S. forces

against anthrax." The names Richard Danzig^ Ste-

phen Joseph^ and Josh Lederberg did not appear.
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Taking Charge

The proposal to vaccinate the entire U.S. mili-

tary against anthrax came before John P. White^
the deputy secretary of defense^ in January 1997.

An economist whose son had been a platoon
leader in the Gulf War^ White took the recom-
mendation seriously. He respected Danzig^ and
it was not every day that the chiefs and the Pen-
tagon's civilian officials could unanimously
agree on such a contentious issue. But White
thought that the proposal to improve the mili-

tary's biodefenses was spectacularly ill timed.

The uproar over Gulf War syndrome was esca-

lating. Congress was holding hearings. First

Lady Hillary Clinton was pressing the Pentagon
to do more for the veterans. This was no time to

be proposing new vaccinations. It was politically

tone-deaf. Are you guys out of your minds?
White asked the Pentagon's health experts.

The program^ they told him^ was a straightfor-

ward effort to protect the force^ insurance against a

clear threat. White was unmoved. Ordering 2.4

million people to take six injections in the arm was
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far more intrusive than issuing soldiers a new type

of flak jacket or helmet. White thought the immu-
nizations should be deferred. Several years might

be a good start. He ordered a new review of the

vaccine's safety and efficacy. He also asked for a

detailed briefing on how3 precisely^ the military

planned to persuade servicemen to accept the pro-

gram.

At about this time3 President Clinton named
William S. Cohen^ the Republican senator^ to re-

place Bill Perry as defense secretary. Cohen had
taken a keen interest in Aum Shinrikyo during the

1995 hearings. He had served as vice chairman of

the Senate Intelligence Committee^ and he came
to his new job already persuaded that more should

be done about the threat of biological weapons.

On March 4^ Stephen Joseph^ the Pentagon
health official^ asked the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration to settle a crucial question: Did the license

for the Michigan vaccine approve its use against

the aerosolized form of the disease? Although the

label was "non-specific as to route of exposure/'

Joseph wrote;) the Pentagon had long interpreted

this to encompass inhaled anthrax. Days later^ Mi-
chael A. Friedman^ the acting FDA commissioner^

offered a reply that was sufficient^ barely3 to give

the Pentagon the legal authority it needed. There
was a "paucity of data'' on the effectiveness of the

vaccine against inhaled anthrax. But he said an-

imal studies "indicated" that the vaccine was effec-

tive against spores in the lungs. The 1970 license

"did not preclude this use." "Your interpretation is

not inconsistent with the current label/' wrote
Friedman.
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Just as the last obstacle was cleared3 disaster

struck. On March 1 1^ IQQT^ the FDA warned the

Michigan lab it could lose its federal license if it

did not immediately make improvements. The
problems^ the inspectors wrote^ "represent a

failure to comply with the regulations that safe-

guard the drug and pharmaceutical industry.''

Pentagon officials worried that the lab might not

survive. Michigan's legislature had voted the pre-

vious year to sell the facility. And many key pro-

duction officials were taking early retirement;,

encouraged by a state program that gave state em-
ployees generous incentives to do so.

The FDA report on the Michigan factory de-

tailed a litany of failings. It did not follow its own
manufacturing procedures. Its equipment was
rusting. It had failed to "clean^ maintain and sani-

tize equipment and utensils at appropriate inter-

vals." The FDA inspectors found "dead insects" in

one room and "a live insect was observed in the

capping room" where workers prepared to enter

the plant's sterile areas. After previous inspections

in 1993 and 1995 that warned of "serious defi-

ciencies^" the regulators had run out of patience.

Joseph and his aides demanded that the Pen-

tagon test the millions of doses of vaccine in the

stockpile for sterility3 potency^ and safety^ which
some Pentagon experts resisted. It was almost in-

evitable^ they knew^ that some lots already cleared

for use would fail a second review. Potency tests^ in

particular^ were notoriously variable. "Are you
sure you folks really want to go down this path?"

one Pentagon official wrote. Joseph and White in-

sisted that the military hire an outside firm to
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oversee the tests and assure servicemen that the

stocks conformed to federal rules.

The Pentagon sent an "assistance/assessment

team" to study the Michigan plant. The name
summed up its conflicting missions. Military offi-

cials were desperate to preserve the Michigan lab.

State officials wanted to complete its sale by Feb-

ruary 19983 and the problems would have to be
addressed before anyone would buy it. A memo
prepared for White by Joseph and his aides out-

lined the dilemma. If the military limited its pur-

chases to "stockpile quantities" of vaccine3 there

would not be enough sales to keep the production

lines moving. Without a program of peacetime

vaccinations;, "it is likely that the existing industrial

base will be lost." The medical officials reminded
White of Operation Desert Storm in the GulfWar^
of the frantic attempts to produce more vaccine^

and of the fears of biological attack against unpro-
tected troops. "There was a six month lead time

for ODS and there may be little^ if any lead time^

for the next crisis/' the memo said. Had Iraq used
its germ weapons^ the casualties among those not
immunized "would have been extensive and disas-

trous."

In June 19973 Andy Weber went to Russia for

the first time. After touring Moscow and its count-

less monuments to Russia's war dead^ he con-
cluded that no one who had not visited this

country could appreciate either the vastness of a

nation that still covered eleven time zones or its de-

termination never to be invaded or overrun again.

Indeed^ Russia had been forged by a thousand
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years ofwarfare with the Tatars^ Mongols^ French^
English^ Poles^ and^ of course;, Germans. The
Great Patriotic War^, the Soviet Union's valiant

struggle against the Nazis that had made the Allied

triumph over fascism possible^ was a fundamental
touchstone of the post-revolutionary state and the

ever-suspicious national psyche. The Soviet

Union had paid a harrowing price for the victory:

an officially recognized 20 to 25 million deaths^ 10

million more wounded^ 25 million left homeless^ a

third of the national wealth destroyed. Soviet

losses were forty times those of Britain^ seventy

times those of the United States. The Soviets had
used the war to justify^ and even temporarily ob-

scure^ the memory of Stalin's horrific purges

against putative internal enemies^ the ruthless

collectivizations^ the gulags^ and the state-induced

famines in which millions had died.

In M0SCOW3 Weber stood before the eternal

flame honoring Russia's unknown^ often unac-

knowledged^ victims. As he contemplated the

country's unimaginable sufferings Russia's

germ-warfare program suddenly became compre-
hensible^ if not defensible. He knew that many
Russian officials still believed that the United
States had never abandoned its offensive

germ-warfare program^ that its research and even

development of agents as weapons had continued;,

President Nixon's dramatic renunciation of such

weapons in 1969 notwithstanding. And given their

history^ who could blame them for thinking so?

After M0SCOW3 Weber went to Kirov^ a fourteen-

hour train ride east of the capital^ for a meeting

sponsored by the International Science and Tech-
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nology Center^ a multinational organization

formed by the United States3 the European Union^
and Japan. Since March 1994^ the Moscow-
based ISTC had been financing peaceful re-

search by former Soviet nuclear-^ chemical-3 and
germ-weapons scientists to dissuade them from
fleeing to rogue states or^ as the State Department
would eventually prefer to call them^ "countries of

special concern." But Weber and other American
officials thought that the organization and Amer-
ica's National Academy of Sciences had been too

cautious^ avoiding scientific collaboration that

might be diverted to the purpose of making
weapons even if such research would enable the

West to learn how much the Russians knew about
the pathogens they had turned into weapons.
One evening after the end of a conference ses-

sion^ Weber went to the banya, the large cedar-

paneled sauna as popular as vodka with Russians

of every class and status^ perhaps because such
overheated places were hard to bug. There he en-

countered two Russian scientists from the

Obolensk State Research Center of Applied Mi-
crobiology. At the still-secret research complex
known simply as Obolensk^ a two-hour drive from
M0SCOW3 die Soviets had perfected dozens of

strains of deadly bacteria for military use. Making
sure that they were alone in the dimly lit room^ the

scientists began telling Weber what they were pro-

hibited from discussing at the official proceedings.

They were worried about their institutes and their

country^ they told him. A delegation of Iranians

had recently visited Obolensk and Vector^ another
leading former germ-warfare center^, which
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studied viruses. The Iranians had tried to recruit

them^ dangling salaries of up to $5^000 a month
before former Soviet germ warriors who earned
one-fifth ofthat a year^ when they were paid at all.

The offers^ though tempting^ were troubling.

First of all^ some ofthe Iranian "scientists" seemed
to know almost nothing about science; second^ the

Iranians said they were interested in substances

useful in biological assaults not only against people

but also against crops and livestock^, among Amer-
ica's largest exports; thirds they were especially in-

terested in Russian expertise in genetic

engineering. In germ weaponry^ Weber knew^ at-

tacking human genes was the most chilling possi-

bility of all. In theory^ genetically engineered

agents could kill or cripple selectively by race or

gender.

Although the former Soviet Union was not

known ever to have shared such research with any

other country^ let alone with a radical Islamic re-

gime that had tried to undermine the secular So-

viet empire^ the Russian government seemed to be
encouraging Russian-Iranian cooperation. That
May^ the Russian Ministry of Science and Tech-

nology had sponsored a biotechnology trade fair in

Teheran. Participants included more than one
hundred leading biologists from Russian laborato-

ries that had been part of the germ-warfare pro-

gram^ including scientists from Obolensk and
Vector. Several impoverished Russians from insti-

tutes in Moscow had already accepted posts in

Iran or agreed to provide information to Teheran

by computer^ the scientists in the banya told

Weber. In their empty^ unheated labs^ without pay^
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Russian scientists in thick sweaters were trying to

conduct research. Obolensk alone had lost 54 per-

cent of its staff between 1990 and 1996:, including

28 percent of its top scientists. With Russia's

growing economic and political chaos^ who could

blame scientists for trying to survive? Russians

might not trust or like the Iranians^ they told

Weber^ but these were neither love matches nor

even marriages of convenience. They reflected

post-Cold War necessity.

While the Iranians were courting Russia's best

biologists and offering them real money^ the

Americans so far had offered their former foes

nothing comparable. Congress had generously

funded several programs to stop the spread of

unconventional-weapons expertise under the leg-

islation sponsored by former senator Nunn and
Republican Senator Lugar of Indiana. But almost

all of the money had gone to the former Soviet nu-
clear cities^ to isolated enclaves where once pros-

perous scientists were also impoverished and
vulnerable. In mid-19973 as Iran was courting

Russian germ scientists^ Washington was spending

well under $ 1 million a year on biology assistance

programs^ a pittance given that more than fifteen

thousand Russian biologists were badly underpaid
and vulnerable to rogue-state recruitment. Nor
was Iran the only hunter. Intelligence agencies had
detected similar overtures in Russia from Iraq and
North Korea.

The disagreements among American intelli-

gence officials over Russia's germ program had
reemerged. Some believed that Moscow was
cheating— still making weapons at military insti-
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tutes that were closed to Western visitors. The sort

of scientific collaboration Weber was promoting^
they argued^ should be limited to relatively benign
germs that had not been^ and could never be used
to make weapons.
Weber had just the opposite view. He believed

that the United States had to be bolder. The lim-

ited joint projects attempted thus far involved rela-

tively innocuous pathogenS;, those that caused
diseases such as liver fluke infection^ tuberculosis^

and hepatitis. The Americans were learning little

about the former Soviet program or Moscow's
military capabilities^ scientists at Fort Detrick

complained. Few in the U.S. government wanted
to risk sanctioning joint research that involved

highly dangerous pathogens. But Weber believed

that only through such projects could the United
States gain access to the key labs or learn how far

Russian science had taken its offensive program.

Weber's hunch was reinforced the next night of

the Kirov conference^ again in the banya^ when the

two Obolensk scientists^ now joined by a few
trusted colleagues from other institutes^ discussed

the kind of collaboration they were seeking with

the Americans and what kind of help they needed.

Yes^ they were grateful for the money to study liver

flukes^ they told Weber and a small group of U.S.

Army scientists. They appreciated any money that

kept their institutes alive and their families fed. But
while the projects launched under the auspices of

the U.S. National Academy of Sciences had helped

open once closed Biopreparat institutes^ the Rus-

sians said^ they wanted to work directly with their

American military colleagues on more scientifi-
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cally challenging work. Only American military

scientists were familiar with the pathogens they

had perfected^ the Russians told the Americans.

For the safety of all mankind^ they argued^ leading

military scientists from both countries had to col-

laborate on developing vaccines and antidotes for

such germs to protect their populations against an

attack by a rogue state or terrorist group. Later in

the conference^ the Obolensk scientists openly dis-

cussed their desire to undertake joint research to

decode the genetic structure of one of the patho-

gens they had weaponized: they suggested an-

thrax.

Weber was shocked. Few agents interested

American intelligence as much as anthrax^ the

hardy spores that Ken Alibek had enhanced and
that the Soviets had hastily buried on
Vozrozhdeniye Island in the late 1980s. While an-

thrax had been a weapon of choice for both the So-

viet and the American offensive germ-warfare

programs — not to mention Iraq's — the Soviets

had developed the world's toughest^ most virulent

strains^ as the tragic 1979 accident at Sverdlovsk

had suggested.

American intelligence agents had been watching
Obolensk especially closely since 1995^ when sev-

eral of its leading scientists had disclosed in a

poster display at a scientific conference in Win-
chester^ England^ that they had genetically engi-

neered a more virulent strain of anthrax. Though
the poster contained few details of the research^

veterans of America's germ-warfare program had
found it ominous. Andrei Pomerantsev and
Nikolai A. Staritsin announced that they had cre-
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ated a new super germ by inserting virulence genes
from Bacillus cereus^ a bacterium that attacks blood
cells but normally does not cause deadly disease in

human beings^ into anthrax microbes. In the ex-

periment virtually all the hamsters that were in-

fected with the newly created pathogen had died^

even those that were given Russia's anthrax vac-

cine. Russia's first line of defense against this ge-

netically engineered new microbe was apparently

useless. Was America's own vaccine ineffective

against the new pathogen?

Weber had a chance to find out more about the

Obolensk research when he met young Staritsin at

the Kirov conference. Staritsin told him that al-

though the Russian team had done the research in

1993^ when money from Russia's germ-warfare

program was still trickling in3 they had not per-

formed the genetic manipulation for military pur-

poses. They had not intentionally tried to develop

a modified disease that was impervious to vaccines

or antibiotics. Their motives had been benign^ he
insisted. Because anthrax and B. cereus were closely

related and often found in the same soil^ they

might naturally exchange genes one day without

any external intervention. If that occurred^ the

Russians wanted to understand what the result

might be.

While Weber rejected this explanation^ his

concerns were allayed somewhat by the anthrax-

monitoring proposal from the Obolensk scientists

as the conference was closing. Obolensk had some
three hundred different strains of anthrax in its

collection^ the scientists volunteered. Why not

work together^ using the latest gene-sequencing
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techniques America had pioneered^ to study var-

ious strains and determine which genes were re-

sponsible for important properties^ such as

virulence and antibiotic resistance? As part of the

monitoring program^ Russian and American sci-

entists could exchange strains — eventually^ even

the Pomerantsev-Staritsin strain that was of such

concern to Washington.
Hard-liners in the Clinton administration were

skeptical of both Staritsin's explanation and the

proposed monitoring project. Of course Russian

scientists would have an ostensibly peaceful cover

for their military research^ they argued; Alibek and
others had repeatedly warned that Soviet military

scientists had been ordered to develop such sto-

ries^ or "legends/' to conceal the true nature of

their work. Staritsin's concern about "natural gene
exchange" smacked of such duplicity^ American
intelligence hawks maintained. "Guys^ don't be so

gullible/' Alibek had often scolded Weber and his

friends. "They're lying to you." Obolensk's scien-

tists;, skeptics argued^ simply wanted access to the

latest American expertise and technology3 which
their country could no longer afford to develop or

buy.

For Andy Weber^ the weeks after his "banya di-

plomacy" in Kirov were a blur of meetings^ confer-

ences^ and flights between the United States^

Europe3 ^nd Russia. At almost every stop^ Weber
found that Iranian germ hunters had left their

business cards^ sometimes only days before Amer-
ican officials had arrived. He was now persuaded
that scientist-to-scientist exchanges and research
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collaborations were the only way to learn how far

the Soviet germ-weapons program had advanced^,

to pry open Russia's still largely closed key facili-

ties^ and to stop the spread of lethal germ expertise

to rogue states. In the summer of 1997^ he and a

handful of allies at the departments of State and
Energy^ the intelligence agencies^ and the Pen-
tagon worked to persuade skeptics in their own ad-

ministration and in Congress that some risks were
worth taking. Washington had to increase funding

for scientific collaborations^ even in advanced
fields^ and end America's indifference to the plight

of Russia's biologists— not for humanitarian rea-

sons but to protect its own national security. Se-

nior officials^ however^ were preoccupied with

other issues. Even within the arcane arms-control

community^ Clinton officials were far more wor-
ried about "loose nukes" than the possibility of

"loose bugs."

Meanwhile:, U.S. government scientists were

having trouble securing full access to Vector^

Obolensk^ and other key institutes where Amer-
ican intelligence officials claimed secret military

research was still being conducted. After visiting

Stepnogorsk and hearing scientists discuss the

desperate conditions inside Russia's labs^ Weber
doubted that the Russians could afford to be doing

such work. But neither he nor the intelligence

hawks knew for sure.

In July 1997 in Washington^ D.C., Weber met
Lev Sandakhchiev^ Vector's energetic director who
had surprised Josh Lederberg back in 1993 by
calling for greater disclosure of the Soviet germ
warfare program. An eminent scientist whose dis-
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creet lapel pin identified him as a member of the

prestigious Russian Academy of Sciences, he had
clout in Russian scientific and political circles.

Weber was aware that Sandakhchiev^ known for

his fierce devotion to his staff, had privately been
promoting the conversion of Vector into an open,

international center for research into viral vaccines

and defenses against the spread of emerging infec-

tious diseases. Weber was intrigued. Could
.•\merica do business with this small but formi-

dable man?
American hard-liners despised Sandakhchiev. A

member of the Russian team that had accused the

United States of continuing its germ-weapons pro-

gram after visiting .American drug companies and
government labs in late 1991, Sandakhchiev had
joined his comrade Alibek in signing a report as-

sailing the Americans. Nonetheless, Washington
was growing more alarmed each day about intelli-

gence reports indicating that Iran and other coun-
tries were targeting Vector's scientists in its

relentless hunt for germ-weapons expertise and
deadly microbes.

Sharing a ride to a meeting at Fort Detrick, an
hour's drive from the capital, Weber tried ex-

plaining to Sandakhchiev why W ashington was so

alarmed by Iran's quest for lethal pathogens. The
444-day-long hostage episode — the kidnapping
and detention of .American diplomats at the U.S.

embassy in Teheran during the Carter administra-

tion— had scarred .America's psyche, W eber said.

Sandakhchiev looked puzzled. "The Iranians did

that?" he asked tentatively. "WTien?"
Weber was stunned. Sandakhchiev, who knew
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everything about lethal viruses^ apparently knew
nothing about an episode that had gripped
America for over a year and had helped elect

Ronald Reagan president. For the first time^

Weber grasped how deeply isolated Vector and its

scientists really were.

For his part^ Sandakhchiev bleakly described life

in Koltsovo3 the small Siberian town near his giant

complex whose still secret work into deadly viruses

worried American intelligence analysts. Deprived
of most Russian government funds since the

Soviet Union's collapse^ Vector was struggling to

pay its scientists and technicians — less than half

the number at the lab during its heyday. Many of

its installations were now empty^ unfinished^ or de-

teriorating. Since military funding ended in I99I3

Vector had had no money even to buy monkeys for

tests. Salaries were paid intermittently. The Rus-
sians and Americans had been talking for months
about an assistance program^ but nothing signifi-

cant had materialized.

While some Americans were gleeful about Vec-

tor's desperation^ Weber knew that the institute

was vulnerable to offers of assistance from North
Korea^ Iraq^ and especially Iran. Sandakhchiev^

whose forebears came from Armenia^ feared the

implications of the spread of Islamic militancy for

his beloved Russia. By the year 20 15^ he said^

Russia would be 60 percent Muslim. The insur-

gency in Chechnya was a harbinger^ he feared.

Russia^ he conceded^ had moved smallpox strains

from the designated repository in Moscow to his

remote Siberian complex without notice^ violating

World Health Organization rules. But the aim was
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not to do secret research^ he told Weber3 but to

protect the strains against specific terrorist threats

from Chechnya. Would the Americans like to see

"Emir" Khattab^ the ruthless militant Arab hero of

the Chechen insurgency^ acquire smallpox sam-
ples? Vector provided a more secure site for Rus-

sia's 120 smallpox isolates — the world's largest

collection^ twice the size ofAmerica's— as well as

its bank of some ten thousand isolates of the

world's most exotic viruses and strains of other le-

thal pathogens: Marburg^ Ebola^ Lassa fever^ and
a variety of encephalitis strains.

Just as Sandakhchiev knew every strain in his

collection^ he also knew the location of every se-

nior scientist who had left his institute^ he said.

There had been no thefts of dangerous agents

from Vector. And none of his senior people had
gone to work for Teheran— yet.

Weber:, encouraged by his conversation with

Sandakhchiev^ went to see his boss^ Frank Miller^

the acting assistant secretary of defense for inter-

national security policy. Miller^ a longtime cham-
pion of the small threat-reduction program and a

seasoned bureaucrat^ liked Weber's proposal for

how to open up Russia's closed military labs. He
approved of Weber's suggestion that the U.S.

army's surgeon general to invite his Russian coun-
terpart to visit American facilities as part of an ex-

change.

In addition^ Weber wanted money to help

Sandakhchiev open Vector to the world and de-

flect Iranian overtures. How much money would it

take? Miller asked. About $3 million^ Weber re-

plied.
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Miller looked up quizzically over his wire-

rimmed glasses. Was that all? he asked his protege.

In Pentagon dollars^ that was chump change.

But getting authority to spend even chump
change was complicated^ especially since the intel-

ligence agencies believed3 and had persuaded
Congress^ that military-related germ research was
still being conducted at Vector. He would get the

money^ Miller told Weber^ but it would take time.

Weber knew that Vector was running out of

time. Scientists had to be paid. Something had to

be done.

In September 1997^ Andy Weber and Anne
Harrington^ his State Department counterpart

and a key ally^ stared anxiously at the e-mail letter

they had written to Sandakhchiev on her com-
puter. They shared his frustration^ Weber and
Harrington wrote^ with the pace of U.S.-Russian

exchanges and the scope of assistance to Vector.

Could a U.S. team visit Vector to tour the facility

and discuss expanded3 accelerated cooperation?

No one had authorized such a letter^ never mind
a visit to Vector or a significant increase in foreign

aid for it. Normally such initiatives required weeks
of bureaucratic clearances and endless red tape.

Weber and Harrington knew they were taking a

risk. But Weber was desperate to stop the depar-

tures of Russian scientists. And Harrington^ an en-

ergetic woman who had become obsessed with

Russia while living in Moscow as a diplomat's wife

in the early 1990s3 was equally committed to over-

coming the bureaucracy's lethargic response to

what she also considered a pressing threat.

"Should I push the 'send' button^ Andy?" she
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asked nervously. "What can we lose?"

Not much^ Weber thought. If worse came to

worsts he could always get a job assigning parking

slots at the Pentagon^ and Anne might enjoy

stamping visas in the consular section of some ob-

scure embassy in Africa. Who needed this aggrava-

tion anyway?

At the Pentagon^ momentum was building to

begin the anthrax vaccinations. In a dramatic deci-

sion^ Secretary Cohen denied a promotion to Air

Force General Terry Schwalier^ the commander of

the base in Saudi Arabia bombed by terrorists.

Schwaher retired soon after. Protecting the troops^

Cohen made clear^ was a top priority and military

officers would be held personally accountable for

how they performed. White^ the deputy defense

secretary who had hoped to delay the inoculations

indefinitely^ left his job that month. He was re-

placed by John J. Hamre^ the Pentagon's comp-
troller. Hamre had been skeptical of the vaccine

initiative when it involved hundreds of millions of

dollars of spending on a government-owned fac-

tory. Judas Iscariot^ he later joked^ was the patron

saint of Pentagon comptrollers. "We'll do anything

to save a few shekels." But Hamre quickly came to

favor the anthrax proposal^ which was strongly

supported both by civilian health officials and by
General Henry H. Shelton^ the new chairman of

the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

The Pentagon team sent to Michigan concluded
that the laboratory "has shown significant im-
provements" and could meet FDA standards if it

was renovated as planned. The joint program of-
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fice^ which was set up to manage biological de-

fense^ assured Cohen that the Michigan lab would
be producing new vaccine within about a year. In

the meantime^ there was more than enough stock-

piled to begin the shots. General Anthony Zinni^

the American commander for the Persian Gulf re-

gion^ had told the Pentagon that his troops in Ku-
wait needed the immunizations immediately. If

military action was ordered against Iraq^ Zinni did

not want to face the same vulnerabilities that had
frustrated Schwarzkopf. The revelations about
Iraq's program^ which accelerated two years ear-

lier with the defection of Hussein Kamel^ had
seeped through the American government. No
one doubted Baghdad's ability to turn germs into

weapons. After nearly three years of debate;, the

program had solid support from both civilians and
military officers.

Senior Pentagon officials understood they might
have some difficulty selling the program to the

troops. Hamre told Cohen that the defense secre-

tary^ the chairman of the Joint Chiefs^ and others

in visible positions would have to be among the

first to roll up their sleeves and take the shots.

Cohen agreed.

The Pentagon's civilian leaders also worried

about whether the military was able to manage a

complex vaccine program that would involve more
than 14 million shots. The failings in the GulfWar
were now abundantly clear. The immunization re-

cords were a shambles. In addition^, field com-
manders had repeatedly violated the Pentagon's

agreement with the FDA^, giving soldiers experi-

mental drugs^ including vaccine against botulinum
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and pyridostigmine bromide tablets^ without in-

forming them of the risks.

The peacekeeping mission to Bosnia which
began in 1995 had only deepened doubts about

the military's competence in handling medical is-

sues. Health officials had decided before the de-

ployment to immunize the troops against tick-

borne encephalitis^ an endemic disease in Europe
that can be fatal. No one wanted any more out-

breaks of mysterious illnesses among American
soldiers. There was a widely used vaccine against

the disease available in Europe;, but it was not li-

censed by the FDA and was considered an experi-

mental drug. The Pentagon nonetheless decided

to give it to the troops sent to the Balkans.

The FDA was determined to avoid a repetition

of the administrative problems in the GulfWar. It

insisted the military keep meticulous records and
inform soldiers of the risks of taking an experi-

mental drug. At the Pentagon^ medical officers

spent hours briefing the commanders on what
was needed. The result^ amazingly enough^ was
another fiasco. Even though the mission involved

only a few thousand soldiers^ the records were
once again incomplete. The FDA also discovered

that the documents describing the vaccine

omitted some key details^ including the fact that it

could cause life-threatening allergic reactions

and^ in rare cases^ permanent paralysis. FDA offi-

cials sent the Pentagon a stinging letter about the

lapses in July^, just as the Pentagon was nearing a

final decision on the anthrax shots. The Cohen
team vowed the anthrax program would be better

run.
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It had been a tough day even by Pentagon stan-

dards. Pamela Berkowsky^ Cohen's special assis-

tant^ and other top aides spent most of Saturday^

November 1 5^ 1 997;, preparing for the defense sec-

retary's appearance the next morning on the ABC
news show This Week. The Clinton administration

was girding for a new confrontation with Iraq.

After admitting that he had lied about his germ
programs^ Saddam Hussein had refused to permit
United Nations inspectors back into his country.

Cohen's immediate goal that weekend was to build

public support for the administration's plans to

bomb Iraq if Baghdad did not relent. He also

wanted to prepare the public for the anthrax vacci-

nations^ which he planned to announce shortly. In

their conversations that Saturday^ Cohen's aides

were searching for a way to dramatize the biolog-

ical threat.

The continuing uncertainties about Iraq's bio-

logical program gave Cohen some potent material.

Despite six years of the most aggressive inspection

in arms-control history^ the fate of more than 150

Iraqi bombs and warheads built before the Gulf
War to disperse germs remained unknown. So did

the status of a dozen special nozzles that Iraq had
made to spray germs from helicopters. Baghdad
claimed that it had destroyed its twenty-five germ
warheads made for missiles with a range of four

hundred miles^ but had offered no proof. These
facts would impress the cognoscenti^ but Cohen's

aides wanted something more visual to drive the

point home on national television.

Berkowsky brought several possible props to the
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"murder board/' as Pentagon officials called the

mock grilling before an important appearance.

A youngs sa\^^^ Princeton graduate^ Berko\vsk\^

had served as a senior aide to Danzig during his

three years as navy^ undersecretary. Germ weapons
were a crucial part of her portfolio. She had sat

with Danzig through dozens of briefings and had
attended many of his meetings with the senior mil-

itary officers. She knew the subject as well as any

civilian in the building. On that Saturday^

Berkowsk\^ and her colleagues debated how Cohen
could best translate the potential threat— the "kill

ratios" of germ warfare— into terms that civilians

could understand. Exposure to no more than ten

thousand anthrax germs — all of which would fit

comfortably into the period at the end of this sen-

tence — could kill a human being.

To help viewers grasp the threat^ she suggested^

Cohen could hold up one of the tiny vials of simu-

lated germ agents that she had brought to the

meeting. One vial contained tiny castor beans
plucked from a plant that friends had given her as a

joke. The plant itself was harmless^ but its beans
contained ricin^ a protein toxin that when correctly

processed was two hundred times more potent

than cyanide and caused vomitings high fever^

weakness^ and ultimately death. There was no
known antidote.

The ricin seemed misguided^ one official ar-

gued. Anthrax^ not ricin^ was the most likely threat

from Iraq. The group decided that Secretary

Cohen should hold up a bag of fiour and give an
estimate of how many people would die if an
equivalent amount of dried anthrax bacillus were
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spread over a city. At home that night3 Berkowsky
told her husband^ a surgeon^ about the choice of

visual aids.

"Why not a bag of sugar?" he said. Not everyone

used flour^ but everyone was familiar with the heft

of a five-pound bag of sugar. The yellow paper
sacks were so familiar that he usually instructed

postsurgical patients to lift nothing heavier.

On Sunday mornings Bill Cohen unveiled his

simulated weapon of mass destruction — a

five-pound bag of sugar. "Anthrax/' he said^ stun-

ning the normally loquacious Sam Donaldson and
Cokie Roberts into momentary silence. If Saddam
Hussein spread this amount of anthrax over a city

the size of^ say^ Washington^ D.C.^ "it would de-

stroy at least half the population of that city.

"One breath/' he continued^ "and you are likely

to face death within five days." Still worse was VX^
a potent nerve agent that Iraq had also developed.

If properly dispersed through aerosols^ VX could

kill "millions^" he said. Cohen reminded viewers

that Iraq had initially denied making both nerve

gas and germ weapons. In fact^ he said^ Iraq had
made four tons ofVX and at least 2^100 gallons of

anthrax. Hoisting his bag of sugar ever higher^ he

repeated the number. Roberts^ tired of being up-

staged by a bag of sugar^ interrupted to ask: Would
the secretary please put that bag of sugar down?
Thus began the great sugar debate. Some mili-

tary experts and scientists were outraged by Co-
hen's performance. YeS;, a five-pound bag of

anthrax bacillus spores could theoretically kill half

of Washington's population — or about 300^000
people — but only if the atmospheric conditions
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for such an attack were perfect^ the germs very po-

tent^ and the dispersal highly efficient. If an attack

occurred during a rainstorm or at midday in hot^

sunny August^ the germs might not harm anyone.

Some experts privately grumbled that Cohen had
presented a worst-case casualty estimate to terrify

Americans.

The man who had helped prepare those num-
bers^ Bill Patrick^ watched the news show that

morning. A day or two before Cohen's appear-

ance^ Dave Franz^ then the chief of the army's bio-

logical research arm at Fort Detrick and a member
ofBerkowsky's murder boards had asked Patrick to

help with the calculations. The "old fossil" was the

logical choice for such a job^ having routinely

made such estimates when he worked to develop

germs for America's arsenal in the 1950s and
1960s.

Patrick told Franz that a terrorist hoping to kill

halfthe population ofthe greater Washington met-
ropolitan area would have to spray seventy-five to

eighty pounds of dried anthrax agent from an air-

plane or helicopter flown from Rockville^ Mary-
land;, to northern Virginia. But^ Franz complained^
Cohen couldn't hold up an eighty-pound bag of

sugar. How much anthrax would be needed to kill

half the population of^ say^ just the District of Co-
lumbia? That would require the equivalent of a

fifty-pound bag^ Patrick replied^ still quite a prop
to hold up on television. "They finally decided
they would kill off only a part ofthe population of a
part of D.C./' Patrick said. "But by then it was al-

most airtime and we were still discussing the num-
bers." It would never be entirely clear how Cohen
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ended up misstating the casualty estimate. Some-
where in the human chain between Patrick^ Franz^

Pentagon officials^ and Cohen^ an error was intro-

duced which made its way into the national debate

on germ weapons.
Although Patrick said he regretted Cohen's in-

accurate estimate of the casualties^ he approved of

the presentation. The secretary might have over-

stated the lethality of anthrax^ but he had publi-

cized a threat that had been largely ignored.

Perhaps the sugar bag was melodramatic. Perhaps

Cohen should have made it clearer that American
intelligence analysts viewed Saddam Hussein as

highly unlikely to attack either an American city or

the seventeen thousand troops still stationed in the

Persian Gulf. But Patrick felt that the right points

had been made. Finally someone in the political

leadership had said out loud what he^ Josh

Lederberg^ and others had been saying for years in

secret government sessions.

In late November 1991^ culminating a drive that

began after the Gulf War^ the Pentagon awarded a

S322 million^ ten-year contract to DynPort^ a

British-American venture^ to develop and obtain

licenses for smallpox and seventeen other vaccines

for the military^ including a new recombinant ver-

sion of the one for anthrax. The plan focused on
building up a stockpile of advanced vaccines for

the next century.

On December 15^ the Pentagon announced that

it would vaccinate the military against anthrax

with the old vaccine — an unprecedented step to

counter the threat of germ weapons. "We owe it to
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our people to move ahead with this immunization

plan/' Cohen said in a written statement.

At a news conference^ Pentagon officials esti-

mated that the program would take six years and
cost SI 30 million. They also said that the vaccine

appeared to cause fewer side effects than its coun-

terpart for typhoid and^ hence^ did not threaten

the health of soldiers. Even so^ officials noted that

the Pentagon would not require pregnant women
to take the shots.

The Pentagon's briefing that day played down
the problems at the Michigan lab. The FDA's
March 1997 threat to revoke its license was de-

picted as a bland warning about "some production

problems" that had nothing to do with the anthrax

vaccine. Officials reassured reporters that there

was a plan in place to modernize the facility.

Cohen said the program would begin in about six

months^ provided four conditions were met. The
military would have to test the vaccine stockpile

for potency^ sterility^ and purity. It would have to

commission an independent medical review3 in ef-

fect^ a second opinion. It would have to set up an
accurate system to track vaccination records^ and
it would have to draw up an acceptable plan to ex-

plain the policy.

The day after Cohen made his announcement^ a

reporter asked President Clinton at a news confer-

ence whether he^ as commander-in-chief^ would
take the shots. "Secretary Cohen made a quite

vivid demonstration not long ago on TV that a pri-

mary threat of anthrax would be a terrorist attack

against a civilian population/' the reporter said.

"Should civilians be vaccinated against anthrax?"
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Clinton defended the Pentagon's program but
said he had no plans to take the shots himself. "I

know of no expert opinion^'' he said^ "that would
say that those of us that are essentially in the ci-

vilian population of the United States should be
vaccinated."

As the Pentagon prepared to vaccinate soldiers^

new evidence of the biological threat— and even

graver questions about the wisdom ofthe U.S. vac-

cination program — emerged in the December
1997 issue of Vaccine. The London-based scientific

journal's publication of the Russian research on
genetically modified anthrax that Weber had first

learned of in 1995 now alarmed military scientists

and civilian germ-warfare experts alike. In govern-

ment offices and labs throughout the country^ in-

telligence and defense analysts dissected the dry^

difficult prose of the Russian scientistS3 searching

not only for information about the superbug that

the Russian team at Obolensk claimed to have cre-

ated but also for clues about why the Russians had
published their findings.

The Obolensk institute and several of the arti-

cle's authors— Pomerantsev and Staritsin— were

well known to Western intelligence agencies for

their involvement in the former Soviet

germ-warfare program. But the article confirmed

what some Western military scientists and intelli-

gence analysts had long. argued: Russia was far

more advanced in some areas of recombinant re-

search than Washington had assumed.

Pomerantsev and his colleagues must have known
that publishing their research would astonish and
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concern microbiologists throughout the world.

In an interview with the New York Times^

Staritsin disclosed some of what he had told Andy
Weber privately in 1997 when they'd first met in

Russia. He insisted that the research had been
done in 1993 and was motivated by public-health

concerns. The Russian strains oi Bacillus anthracis

and Bacillus cereus^ he said^ were "closely related

and ofi:en found in soil in close proximity." If the

two organisms naturally exchanged genes without

any external intervention^ Russian scientists

needed to know "what the result might be.'' In any

event:, he added^ repeating what he had told Weber
in confidence^ the new strain was too unstable to

be useful in weapons.
Stilly the experiment raised disturbing questions.

Could it be made sufficiently stable to work as a

germ weapon? Would the Americans be able to se-

cure a sample of the new superbug from Russia?

Should the Pentagon force millions of American
soldiers to take the shots if America's anthrax vac-

cine was not effective against the new genetically

modified pathogen?

Lederberg was among those deeply concerned
about the experiment^ which he considered a sci-

entific watershed — the first public example of a

new pathogen with military implications created in

a laboratory. When it came to recombinant re-

search^ he said^, the cat was now "out of the bag."

Biowarfare had entered a new phase.

The article soon helped fuel the debate that had
been raging among intelligence analysts since the

1992 defection of Ken Alibek. In secret debrief-

ings^ Alibek had charged that the Russians were
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continuing their military germ research^ an allega-

tion he now bolstered with the Vaccine article and
other published work. The evidence suggested

that post-Soviet Russia was still making
bioweapons^ he insisted^, including new "chimera"
pathogens that combined several types of mi-
crobes. Russia^ he said^ had not abandoned its ef-

fort to blend Ebola with smallpox^ mankind's
greatest scourge.

Because Alibek had not emphasized such re-

search in his initial debriefmgS;, his charges polar-

ized the intelligence community. Some analysts

argued that Alibek was undoubtedly rights even

though his assessment was drawn largely from a

review of recent scientific literature and from sec-

ondhand information he had gathered in Moscow
before his defection.

Other analysts remained unconvinced that

Russia;, or any other country^, had been able to

create such chimera weapons^ despite the claims of

Alibek and Pasechnik. Though such break-

throughs were theoretically possible^ they argued^,

the requisite genetic technology was still years^ if

not decades away. Besides^ the analysts reasoned3

why would anyone bother to make such diabolical

new agents? The "oldie moldies" were heinous

enough. Why would anyone need to improve on
nature?

One of the men who had led the Soviet Union's

effort to make deadly pathogens even more so was
General Yuri T. Kalinin^ the long-serving director

of Biopreparat^ the civilian cover for the Soviet

biological-weapons program. After the Soviet
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Union's collapse^ Biopreparat had supposedly

been reborn as a civilian drug company^ 51 per-

cent of which was owned by the Russian govern-

ment. But it was still led by Kalinin and several

others who had helped spearhead and conceal the

Soviet Union's germ-weapons programs. Presi-

dent Yeltsin had promised the Americans in 1992
that he would fire Kalinin and other Cold War
holdovers from the Soviet biowarfare program^ but

he had not done so. Because Biopreparat's opera-

tions were still shrouded in secrecy^ Kalinin and his

colleagues were the focus of intense concern.

Andy Weber had been encountering resistance

from Kalinin since their first meeting in Sep-

tember 1997. From his gloomy^ Soviet-style offices

on Samokatnaya Street in downtown Moscow^
Kalinin had tried to impose ground rules on the

U.S.-Russian biological relationship. Biopreparat

had no objection in principle to American assis-

tance to Russian labs and institutes it had once rig-

idly controlled^ he had informed Weber and a

small delegation of American officials. But he dis-

liked the American tactic of circumventing

Biopreparat in favor of building direct relation-

ships with his former institutes. Wouldn't it be
more efficient^ he had suggested^ to channel all as-

sistance and research proposals for Russian bio-

logical institutes through Biopreparat?

Neither Kalinin nor Weber had discussed the

past during their brief meeting. And Weber had
avoided making any commitments to him. Now
the Biopreparat chief seemed determined to pre-

vent his organization from being sidelined in the

flurry of new Russian-American partnerships and
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grants. Kalinin's organization was surely far less

powerful than it had been when it ran dozens of in-

stitutes across the Soviet Union^ employing more
than thirty thousand scientists and technicians.

But it still claimed to oversee nearly twenty insti-

tutes and other enterprises that made about a

thousand different vaccines^ medicines^ and other

biological products. Weber had been eager to

avoid alienating the general^ whose aristocratic de-

meanor hid the iron determination that had
helped him rise in the Soviet system. Weber's
fledgling program did not need another enemy^ es-

pecially the well-connected^ ubiquitous Kalinin.

Since that 1997 session^ Kalinin had increas-

ingly become an obstacle^ American officials felt.

Russian scientists complained that Kalinin had
undermined their independence by using his bu-

reaucratic powers to deny them the right to travel

abroad to conferences and training programs. He
had confiscated their passports^ delayed the is-

suing ofvisas^ and pressured institute directors not

to develop independent ties to Western labs and
companies. He had dismissed a prominent insti-

tute director from his post after the scientist had
accused Kalinin of "illegal practices/' including

pocketing Western assistance money. Kalinin de-

nied those charges.

Although he did not agree with the most
hawkish intelligence assessments circulating in

Washington^ Weber knew firsthand of other trou-

bling indications that Russia's military remained

committed to biological weaponry. Russia's new
military doctrine reserved the right to use nuclear

or other unspecified weapons of mass destruction
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against an enemy. And the Russians were contin-

uing to deny aspects of Soviet history^ including

the accidental release of deadly anthrax at its lab in

Sverdlovsk. Perhaps the most troubling aspect of

Russian germ-warrior culture^ Weber concluded^

was that so many former Soviet scientists con-

tinued to tell lies about their previous work^ while

others resolutely maintained an utter silence about

the past. Soon after he had ordered an end to the

clandestine germ effort^ President Yeltsin had is-

sued a decree forbidding Russian scientists and of-

ficials to discuss any aspect of their secret work.

This edicts which Russian scientists confirmed was
still in force^ made it dangerous for them to speak

out.

As a result^ Weber and the American analysts

had to work intensively to piece together solid;, ac-

curate information about the scale^ scope^, and
state of technological advancement of the former
Soviet germ program. While the defectors

Pasechnik^ in 1989;, and Alibek^ in 1992^ had given

the West a detailed outline of Soviet germ activi-

tieS:, even they knew little about some areas and in-

stitutes. The program had been a deliberate maze
of false fronts^ secret projects;, and parallel organi-

zations that often conducted both military and
peaceful research. The structure was designed to

enhance secrecy.

Weber could not afford to contemplate such ob-
stacles; there was so much to be done. For in-

stance^ several former Soviet institutes in

Kazakhstan that had been dedicated to developing
germs to destroy plants and animals could not af-

ford even rudimentary protection — electrified
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fences^ guards^ lockS:, and computerized access—
for their hundreds of strains of highly virulent

pathogens. At the Anti-Plague Institute in Almaty^

Weber had just visited a collection of more than

one thousand lethal germ strains that was pro-

tected only by a rickety wooden door and a single

skeleton-key lock. Asked if he would like to see a

sample ofthe institute's plague^ Weber found him-
self holding enough plague in a rusty pea can to

depopulate the entire region.
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The President

In late December 1997^ President Clinton

traveled to the resort island of Hilton Head^
South Carolina^ for the Renaissance Weekend^
an invitation-only gathering of officials and pri-

vate citizens who liked to ring in the New Year

with readings from Kierkegaard and half-day

seminars devoted to such topics as "Moral Com-
passes for Modern Leaders/'

One nighty Clinton arranged to have dinner with

J. Craig Venter^ a molecular biologist who was pio-

neering the effort to map the genes of germs and
people. Venter and his wife^ Claire^ also a scientist^

had been invited to dine with the Clintons at the

previous year's Renaissance Weekend and were
thrilled and slightly surprised that scientists would
be asked again. The dinner party included only

four couples^ and Clinton and Venter spent much
of the evening locked in conversation. Their talk

turned to what the strides in genetic mapping
would mean for germ warfare^ an issue on which
Venter had strong views. As head of the Maryland-
based Institute for Genomic Research^ a nonprofit
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group that deciphered microbes^ he had recently

helped map the smallpox virus.

Venter warned Clinton that such work could be
extraordinarily dangerous in the wrong hands^ al-

lowing a foe to reconstruct the rare microscopic

killer. "Most of the discussion was about smallpox
and synthetic microorganisms and how to come
up with effective defenses/' Venter recalled. "The
president was extremely knowledgeable already.

He said throughout history the biggest changes

have come when there were new offensive

weapons without defensive ones^ and he was wor-
ried that we were entering such a period."

Clinton asked if smallpox could be spliced with

another bug to make it more harmful. Venter re-

plied that it could and that a new novel — The

Cobra Events the thriller that Preston had written

with Danzig's encouragement — presented just

such a scenario. He urged the president to read it.

Venter described smallpox as more dangerous

than anthrax^ even in its unaltered state. It was
contagious wildfire^ he told the president3 a killer

that leapt from person to person. By contrast^ an-

thrax was incommunicable. It killed only where
sprayed. Venter's comparison made a deep impres-

sion on Thomas Schneider^ a Washington busi-

nessman and friend of Clinton's who had
organized and attended the two dinners. The
smallpox warnings he recalled^ "was really talking

about the impact on humans/' especially civilians.

And the superbug issue^ Schneider said^ made
smallpox and other bugs seem even more of "a

poor man's weapon."
Offering quick reassurance^ Venter told Clinton
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that the gene mapping done at such places as his

institute offered a new way to strengthen the na-

tion's germ defenses. It could help create innova-

tive cures and identify pathogens used in an attack

by revealing their genetic signatures.

The next day^ Clinton sent an assistant to see

Venter. The aide said the president would be

grateful if the biologist would prepare a list of ex-

perts w^ho could advise him on the topics they had
discussed. Venter was delighted. In the months
that followed^ he talked repeatedly with the White
House about possible candidates for the panel.

Clinton had long been fascinated by the promise

and peril of the new^ biology. His concern arose in

part from the collapse of the Soviet Union^ which
had put tens of thousands of scientists priv}^ to the

technological secrets of mass destruction on the

job market. The threat^ Clinton would tell his

aides^ was obvious. He had also come to see the

danger of germ weapons in the context of terrorist

incidents that had marked his presidency.

The attacks on the World Trade Center and the

Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City had
been done with simple fertilizer bombs^ the

subway gassings in Tokyo with home-brewed
sarin. Clinton saw germs as the next logical step

for terrorists. "The president started inserting

warnings in all his speeches/' said Dick Clarke^ the

National Security Council adviser on
counterterrorism. "Even if the subject was not rel-

evant^ he would start talking about bioterrorism as

the 'dark' side of globalization. Again and again he
would say, What if the World Trade Center and
Oklahoma City had been a biological or chemical
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event?" Clinton was a hands-on editor of his own
speeches3 and Clarke said the germ references

were his idea. "At first we thought^ well^ this will

pass. The president is interested in lots of things^"

Clarke said. "But it didn't pass. He kept after us.

He wouldn't let it go. It wasn't just a whim; he was
obsessed with it."

Clinton's fascination with germ weapons was
deepened by his reading. He devoured histories^

newspaper and magazine articles^ and especially

fiction. Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six^ a thriller about
a counterterrorist team's efforts to prevent Arma-
geddon;, made a big impression. Another favorite

was a Patricia Cornwell novel that focused on a fe-

male medical examiner's battle against a shadowy
figure intent on using mutant smallpox for mass
murder.

But nothing caught the president's attention as

much as The Cobra Events, the novel Venter had
recommended and that Clinton read in early

1998. It depicted a mad scientist's determination

to thin the world's population by infecting New
York City with a designer pathogen. By combining
smallpox^ a virus similar to that of the common
cold^ and an insect virus that destroys nerves^, the

scientist invented an ideal doomsday germ — a

"brainpox" that spread quickly and melted the

brain.

The book opened with seventeen-year-old Kate
Moran heading off to her private high school in

upper Manhattan. She had a bad cold. By art class^

her teeth were chattering and her nose was
gushing. Disoriented^ she soon found herself

seized by convulsions and^ bizarrely^ biting her
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own mouth. She collapsed^ her body lashing back
and forth^ her face twitching uncontrollably. With
classmates and a teacher standing by helplessly^

she died a violent deaths her spine cracking under
the strain of her contracting muscles.

The psychopath behind the killings also eventu-

ally fell victim to the bug he had created. It was a

plot twist Lederberg had suggested to Preston at

the outset of his research to make germ weapons
seem less attractive to a potential terrorist.

Clinton was impressed by the book's grim nar-

rative and apparent authenticity. Preston's ac-

knowledgments included more than one hundred
experts — military officers^ intelligence analysts^

doctors^ scientists^ and officials in Clinton's own
administration^ including Danzig. The novel's sci-

ence^ Preston wrote in a preface^ "is real or based
on what is possible."

Clinton began asking his friends^ cabinet mem-
bers^ even House Speaker Newt Gingrich whether
they had read the book and what they thought
about it. After a White House meeting on another
topic^ the president suddenly turned to John
Hamre^ the deputy secretary of defense^ and asked
whether he could speak to him privately for a few
moments. As the two men walked into the Oval
Office^ Clinton said he had recently read The
Cobra Event and asked Hamre whether he thought
the novel's scenario was plausible. Could a ter-

rorist unleash an unstoppable plague with de-

signer pathogens?

Hamre was somewhat taken aback. He had not
read the book and was no expert on superbugs or

recombinant technology^ he told the president.
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"But ril have one hundred colonels reading the

book at dawn/' he promised. Returning to the

Pentagon^ Hamre searched in vain for the book.
He finally borrowed the only one he could find—
a copy from Secretary Cohen's private library.

The next day^ Hamre delivered a preliminary as-

sessment to the White House. While the novel was
not based on secret government data and con-

tained no classified information^ the scenario was
theoretically plausible.

In February 1998;, the arcane intelligence de-

bates about Russia's biological program exploded
into public view. Ken Alibek emerged from ano-

nymity to charge publicly what he had said in se-

cret government debriefings: the Russians were
still making sophisticated bioweapons under the

guise of developing vaccines for defense.

In interviews with the New York Times and
ABC's Prime Time Live^, Alibek said that the Soviet

Union's plans for World War III had included

"hundreds of tons" of anthrax bacteria and scores

of tons of smallpox and plague viruses. And he re-

peated in public his controversial charge that the

Soviet labs had made hybrid designer germs from
Ebola and smallpox that were impervious to vac-

cines and antibiotics.

As Alibek stunned legislators on Capitol Hill

who had not known of the defector's existence^

Andy Weber was making real progress in Russia.

The gamble that Weber and his State Depart-

ment colleague Anne Harrington had taken the

previous September had paid off. Less than
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twenty-four hours after receiving the e-mail they

had sent him^ Lev Sandakhchiev^ Vector's di-

rector^ had invited the Americans to visit his Sibe-

rian institute. He did more than just welcome his

former Cold War rivals to his deteriorating facility;

he gradually permitted them to photograph the

most sensitive labs in the sprawling

one-hundred-building complex that previously

had been off limits to foreigners and even most
Russians.

Before the visits^ an interagency group at the

White House had carefully weighed the invitation

as well as the potential risks and benefits of scien-

tific cooperation with Vector and other former So-

viet institutes. Senior administration officials

recognized that Russia might try to use American
money or expertise for its own purposes^ perhaps

even in an ongoing germ-weapons program. But
they sensed that cooperation might also provide

valuable insights into Soviet biowarfare activities

and help thwart Iranian attempts to recruit Rus-
sians. After several tense meetings in the fall of

1997^ the interagency group endorsed the Vector

visit and broader efforts to engage former Soviet

bioweaponeers through cooperation with their in-

stitutes. It insisted that military officials3 intelli-

gence analysts^ and other government experts

review each proposed project for its risks and sci-

entific merits adding enormously to the analysts'

workload. The group also ensured that money for

such projects would be paid directly to the Russian
scientists and that the projects would be closely

audited. The group's recommendations were de-

scribed to President Clinton in a memo from
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Samuel R. "Sandy" Berger^ the national security

adviser. Clinton blessed the approach by scrib-

bling his assessment of the gamble in the memo's
margin— difficulty he wrote^ but necessary.

Subsequent American visits to Vector were a re-

sounding success.

American experts were eventually permitted to

tour Building 6^ which housed the well-guarded

smallpox laboratory^ the huge aerosol test

chamber^ and the high-containment labs where re-

search on other exotic agents was being con-

ducted. They spoke at length to Vector scientists

about their work and saw a video describing a con-

troversial Vector expedition to a remote Siberian

village. There scientists had unearthed the

long-frozen bodies of turn-of-the-century small-

pox victims and taken samples from them. Amer-
ican teams visited new projects where the scientists

who had once turned viruses into weapons were
struggling to produce such commercial products

as yogurt and a new line of cosmetics. And they

were told that American researchers would soon
be invited to spend weeks^ even months at Vector^

working on joint projects with their Russian coun-

terparts.

N0W3 on a bitterly cold February day^ Weber
emerged from touring Buildings 6 and 6A5 two ad-

jacent four-story brick buildings where the Soviets

had done some of their most sensitive work on
Marburg and other deadly. viruses. The U.S. effort

to engage the Russians was working. The Amer-
ican team3 having visited every part of the com-
pound that intelligence analysts had previously

identified as suspicious^ was now convinced that
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Vector was no longer engaged in offensive germ
research and development.

Equally important^ the American team and
Sandakhchiev had quietly struck an agreement re-

stricting Vector's contacts with Iran for at least a

year. The so-called gentlemen's agreement^ nego-

tiated by a towel-clad Vector scientist and U.S. of-

ficials in the institute's banya, proscribed

cooperation that had military uses with Teheran.

While Vector could sell pharmaceutical products

to Iranian companies^ Sandakhchiev agreed not to

exchange scientific visits^ engage in collaborative

research3 or provide Iran with Russian research-

and-development expertise and technology.

The agreement was unprecedented. It was re-

peated in subsequent verbal compacts with other

leadings cash-strapped germ institutes^ including

the one at Obolensk^ whose collection of several

thousand bacterial pathogens had long worried

Western analysts. General Nikolai N. Urakov^
Obolensk's long-serving director^ pledged not

only to forgo commercial and scientific contacts

with Iran but also to lift what he called the "cur-

tain of secrecy'' that enshrouded the

twenty-five-year-old complex and spurred doubts
about its supposed conversion from military to

peaceful research.

Meanwhile^ Weber received encouraging news
from Washington. American military scientists

had analyzed soil samples that American teams
had brought back from anthrax burial pits on
Vozrozhdeniye Island in 1997. Samples from six of

eleven burial pits showed that some of the

bleach-soaked anthrax spores the Russians had
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buried there almost a decade eariier were still alive

and potentially dangerous. Preliminary analysis

suggested that the anthrax shots being given

American soldiers seemed to be effective against

the strain found on the island. Whether America's
vaccine would work against the "super-anthrax"

Alibek had created or other Soviet strains was still

unknown. But now there was one less thing to

worry about.

Not everyone shared Weber's enthusiasm for

what administration officials were calling the

"Vector model." Weber and Harrington had dis-

pensed with some of the Kabuki dance of diplo-

macy — formalistic inspections and letters of

protest. They were working on the theory that co-

operative projects^ paid for with American cash^

could build trusty foster partnerships between
Russian and American scientists^, prevent the

spread of bioweapons expertise^ and persuade the

Russians to open up previously closed facilities.

The Russians would reject Iranian overtures and
reveal the remaining secrets of the Soviet

biowarfare program^ Weber believed^ if they had
some incentive to do so.

While many American intelligence analysts re-

mained skeptical about the growing Russian-

American biological cooperation^ they acknowl-

edged that they now lacked compelling evidence

that either Vector or Obolensk was continuing its

germ-warfare research and development. In

early IQQS^ the institutions were removed from
the administration's list of suspect sites. But the

analysts soon focused their suspicions on Rus-
sia's four leading military labs: the facilities in
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Zagorsk (Sergiyev Posad) 3 Kirov^ Sverdlovsk

(Yekaterinburg) 3 and Strizhi. All remained closed

to Western government officials^ and little was
known about what was going on inside them. So
there was no way to ensure that American money
and biotechnological expertise were not being

shared with Russian germ warriors at these closed

military labs to make new generations of deadlier

germ weapons. Weber and his colleagues were
well-intentioned fools^ a former intelligence officer

complained. The Russians were taking the Amer-
ican handouts and "laughing all the way to their

secret labs."

Given what he was learning about the former
Soviet program^ Weber couldn't discount such

concerns. The breadth and depth of the program
were shocking^ even to supporters of the new co-

operative effort. Just as Alibek had asserted^ almost

every Soviet ministry and important institution

had played some role in the top-secret program:
the Ministry of Defense; the Ministries of Agricul-

ture;, Healthy and Science; the Communist Party

Central Committee; and even the eminent na-

tional academy of science. The Ministry of In-

ternal Affairs had provided prison labor to build

the vast biowarfare complexes;, as well as addi-

tional guards to supplement the military in pro-

tecting them. The Ministry ofExternal Trade had
secretly helped purchase equipment and animals
for experiments. A special office in the Soviet

Ministry of Justice had provided legal services

and special courts for the weapons institutes' per-

sonnel. The KGB had its own germ centers for
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developing methods of assassination.

The murkiest parts of the Soviet effort were two
closely related programs that were aimed at using

genetically engineered germs and toxins to cause

psychological and physiological changes. The firsts

called Bonfire^ was overseen by a part of

Biopreparat that even Alibek knew little about.

That program had apparently created a new toxic

weapon that manipulates peptides^ the short

chains of amino acids that send signals to the cen-

tral nervous system. Such weapons could in theory

alter moods^ sleep patterns^ and heart rhythms —
all without detection. They could even kill^ which
explained why the KGB was particularly inter-

ested in them. The second program^ whose code
name was Fleyta^ which translates to "Flute/' was
run by the Ministry of Health's Third Directorate.

Its main goal was to create psychotropic and
neurotropic germ agents for the KGB^ again using

peptides and other "bioregulators."

Another focus of concern was the Research

Center of Molecular Diagnostics and Therapy
which would soon start work on enzymes and vac-

cines to combat a variety of diseases^ thanks to In-

ternational Science and Technology Center grants

largely from the United States. During the Cold
War^ the institute had developed psychotropic

agents and peptides to alter mood and behavior as

part of the Flute program. Situated near a hospital

for alcoholics^ drug addicts^ and other social mis-

fitS3 the relatively plush institute was in the heart of

downtown Moscow.
American officials had been told by what they

called an "impeccable source" that the facility had
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tested its peptides and mood-altering agents on
the patients confined to the hospital next to the

lab. Though its director and staff vehemently de-

nied the allegations3 other Russian scientists in-

sisted that the lab^ and other institutes as well^ had
violated a profound moral taboo — the ban on
human experimentation. Russian officials had ad-

amantly denied the charge^ which had been raised

before. But Americans felt certain their sources

were in a position to know about the testing.

American officials were unable to learn more
about the fate of the patients who had allegedly

been subjected to Flute testing. Few Russian sci-

entists knew which particular peptides or agents

patients had been given or how many such experi-

ments had been conducted. No Russian official

would confirm^ even in private^ that such experi-

mentation had occurred.

Washington also remained uneasy about
Vozrozhdeniye Island^ the Soviet Union's major
open-air germ-testing site in the Aral Sea. Since

the early IQQOs^ American intelligence agencies

had collected unconfirmed reports that the Soviet

military had tested smallpox on part of the island

that it controlled. According to scientists and resi-

dents of the region^ the Soviets had buried not only

anthrax from Sverdlovsk but also debris associated

with the smallpox testing in as many as thirty sepa-

rate pits on the island. Biopreparat scientists had
told the Americans they knew nothing of such
testing. But that proved nothings given the intense

rivalry between the Soviet military labs and the ci-

vilian cover organization. Similar reports con-
tinued to flow into the CIA. They were marked top
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secret and shared with only a handful of specially

cleared analysts.

The director of a former Soviet lab said in an in-

terview that he had information suggesting that

the Soviets had tested smallpox on the island.

Bakyt B. Atshabar3 the director of the Anti-Plague

Institute of now independent Kazakhstan^ said

that the testing had probably caused an outbreak
of the disease in neighboring Aralsk in 1971. Ac-
cording to detailed records filed by physicians

from a branch of his institute who had struggled to

contain the epidemic^ he said^ nine people^ in-

cluding children^ had developed smallpox^ three of

whom died. Though the physicians' reports did

not specifically mention Vozrozhdeniye Island^ he
and other scientists at his institute^ which was once
part of the Soviet germ-warfare empire3 were con-

vinced that the epidemic had its roots in tests on
the island. There had been no other outbreaks in

that region for several yearS;, he said. And the ill-

nesses had never been reported to the World
Health Organization.

In early I9983 Dick Clarke3 the White House
counterterrorism coordinator^ set out to build the

case for strengthening the nation's defenses

against germ attacks. In his view^ not enough had
been done since the 1995 gas attack in the Tokyo
subways. The money appropriated by Congress

had gone mostly to hire FBI agents and train

"first responders": police^ firefighters^ and other

emergency-management officials. A tiny fraction

ofthe funding was used to subsidize Russian scien-

tists. But few steps had been taken to protect the
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civilian population. The United States had no
stockpiles of vaccines or antibiotics^ and planning

for an outbreak was at an impasse^ an awkward
standoff among the Federal Emergency Manage-
ment Agency^ the departments of Justice and De-
fense^ and the FBI.

The training for such "first responders" as

firefighters and other emergency personnel would
be useful in a chemical attack but would be worth-

less against anthrax or smallpox. In a germ assault^

there would be no "scene" at which experts could

converge. In germ terrorism^ the "first responders"

would be doctors and nurses^ and the first signs of

attack would be the arrival of sick people at an
emergency room or clinic. The bulk of the govern-

ment's spending on biodefense — billions annu-
ally — went to the Pentagon for studies and for

battlefield equipment: detectors^ suits^ vaccines^

and masks. Little money had been allocated to

strengthening the local health offices and clinics

that would have to contain an infectious outbreak.

In March IQQS^ more than forty senior mem-
bers of the Clinton administration gathered at

Blair House to rehearse how they might handle a

biological attack by terrorists. It was what the gov-

ernment calls a tabletop exercise. Clarke had con-

vened the officials to give them a hands-on sense of

the decisions they might face as an infection rock-

eted through a panicked population. For help in

drawing up a scenario3 Clarke's staffhad turned to

William A. Haseltine3 an expert on genetic engi-

neering and the founder of Human Genome Sci-

ences^ a company that identified and patented
genes for drug development.
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In Clarke's scenario3 terrorists spread a geneti-

cally engineered virus in California and the South-
west along the Mexican-American border. After

doctors diagnosed the epidemic as smallpox^

public-health officials rushed in with vaccine to

immunize the population. But what was initially

diagnosed as smallpox turned out to be the sort of

hybrid that Alibek said the Soviets had been devel-

oping— a combination of smallpox and the Mar-
burg virus. Though not highly contagious^,

Marburg causes a hemorrhagic fever for which
there is no known vaccine or cure.

The terrorists' tricky according to its designers^

was to present policy makers with a recombinant
virus that would express itself in distinct phases.

The law-enforcement and public-health officials

who had raced to the affected region to contain

and treat the smallpox outbreak would themselves

become the unwitting vectors of a secondary epi-

demic of deadly Marburg after they returned to

their own communities.

The scenario^ Haseltine assured the White
House staff members^ was scientifically plausible.

"You could make such a virus today/' he said. In

fact^ any "trained molecular virologist with a really

good lab could do it." Other experts later dis-

agreed^ dismissing the scenario as science fiction.

John W. Huggins^ the head of viral therapies at the

army lab at Fort Detrick^ thought that using an ex-

otic virus made sensC;, since the exercise was in-

tended to stretch the nation's biological-warfare

preparedness system to its limits. But he cautioned

that scientists were not even close to being able to

manufacture such a diabolical weapon. The hy-
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brid weapon envisioned in the exercise was many
years away.

Whatever its scientific plausibility^ the results of

the drill were not encouraging. While officials

playing the role of state and local officials eventu-

ally managed^ with great difficulty and after thou-

sands of casualties^ to bring the smallpox epidemic

under control^ they were flabbergasted when their

ostensible victory over smallpox evaporated. They
soon realized that they lacked the knowledge^ re-

sources^ and stamina to contain or treat a sec-

ondary outbreak of Marburg or any deadly

disease.

After only a couple of hours of role-playing^ the

administration officials pretending to be state and
local officials were overwhelmed by the demands
of thousands of hypothetically sick and dying

people. Local medical offices rapidly exhausted

their stocks of antibiotics and vaccines. Federal

quarantine laws turned out to be too antiquated to

deal with the rapidly spreading epidemic^ and no
state had adequate plans to take care of the people

it had isolated. Officials did not know where to

store and bury the still-contaminated dead. What
began as a domestic disaster became an interna-

tional crisis as the epidemic threatened to spread

into Mexico. Discovering huge gaps in logistics^

legal authority^ and medical care^, officials began
quarreling among themselves and with Wash-
ington over how to stem the epidemic. No one
seemed to be in charge.

The hush of defeat fell over the room.

In March^ Secretary Cohen announced that the
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Pentagon would assume a much more direct role

in domestic defense. Speaking to reporters at the

National Press Club^ he said the National Guard
was creating ten rapid-reaction teams that would
rush to an American city^ town^ or village attacked

by chemical or biological weapons. The units —
RAID teams^ for Rapid Assessment and Initial

Detection— would be trained to detect chemicals

or germs and organize the initial flow of federal

and military assistance. Guard officers would pro-

vide crucial early help to local authorities over-

whelmed by the task of treating the sick and
wounded.
The March 17^ 1998^ speech was vintage

Cohen^ quoting the poets T. S. Eliot^ Robert Frosty

and Seamus Heaney^ as well as Sun-Tzu^ the an-

cient Chinese military theorist. Cohen para-

phrased Winston Churchill as he summed up the

dangers ofthe new biology^ saying: "We can return

to the Stone Age on the gleaming wings of science

just as quickly as we can glide into the twenty-first

century." The defense secretary did make one
error of scientific fact^ asserting that a person

could die from inhaling a single spore of anthrax.

In fact^ the fatal dose is several thousand spores.

Afterward3 a reporter asked whether the Pentagon
truly saw an imminent danger of germ attack

against civilians. Training the reserves for biolog-

ical defense was a serious step^ "almost a code

red/' the reporter said.

Twenty-five nations had or were developing

chemical and biological weapons^ Cohen re-

plied^ and the expertise was spreading rapidly

through the Internet and other means. Terrorist
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groups were also likely to acquire germ or chem-
ical weapons in the coming years. We have the

finest military in the worlds he said^ the best

equipped^ best educated^ and most capable in

American history. Few^ if any^ countries dared

challenge the United States directly. Foes would
be searching for vulnerabilities to exploit. "We
have to be prepared. This is not a scare tactic.

It's a reality. And we're likely to see more of it in

the future."

The story behind Cohen's announcement that

day was more politics than poetry. Whatever the

ultimate truth of Cohen's assessment— and it was
not universally embraced— germ defense had be-

come yet another prize in the quest for federal dol-

lars by government agencies and beltway con-

sultants.

The National Guard could call on some influen-

tial political allies both in Washington and in state

capitals. It had the support ofthe nation's fifty gov-

ernors and a network of members in every con-

gressional district. In the mid-lQQOs^ it was
fighting to protect its turf as the post-Cold War
military shrank. The guard's relationship with the

army was acrimonious; guard officials believed

they had been given short shrift when the military

services drew up the long-term planning docu-
ment^ the Quadrennial Defense Review. Legisla-

tion was pending to give the guard a seat on the

Joint Chiefs^ a proposal that stirred anxiety among
the other branches of the military. Cohen and his

aides were eager to integrate the reserves more
closely with the active duty force.

In the fall of IQQ?^ the guard's supporters on
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Capitol Hill added $10 million to the defense

spending bill that would define the guard's role in

the fight against chemical or biological terrorism.

Soon after^ the guard awarded $7.5 million of that

money to Science Applications International Cor-
poration^ which had helped lobby Congress for the

appropriation. SAIC was already working for the

government on biodefense issues and waS;, among
other things^ advising the Pentagon on managing
the Michigan vaccine facility.

Cohen believed that the guard should have a

place in domestic defense. The citizen-soldiers re-

ported to the governors and were trained to work
with local authorities on disaster relief. They were^

he would often say^ "forward-deployed in the

United States." Cohen's aides were already re-

viewing how the guard and reserves would fit into

the military's domestic defenses against chemical

or biological attack and did not want to get cor-

ralled into a huge new spending program by Con-
gress. In January3 just as SAIC was beginning its

study^ a team of Pentagon officials recommended
creating fifty-four RAID unitS;, one for each state

and territory. Cohen cut the number to ten. The
guards he told aides^ should learn to walk before it

ran.

Lawmakers lavished money on the new pro-

gram. When the Pentagon asked for five more
RAID teams^ Congress provided money for an ad-

ditional twelve. The SAIC study was eventually

delivered to lawmakers. Crammed with colorful

charts and graphs^, it listed forty-seven potential

new roles for the guard. The study was quietly

shelved.
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On April 10^ IQQS^ Dick Clarke's staff sum-
moned seven of the nation's most distinguished

scientists and public health experts to make their

case for biodefense directly to President Clinton. It

was the culmination of the planning that Clinton

spurred after his dinner with Venter. One of the

first experts Venter had recruited for the advisory

group was Josh Lederberg^ who doubted that a

meeting with the president would do any good.

"Be careful when you dance with elephants/'

Lederberg had warned him. The other invited ex-

perts were Lucille Shapiro^ a Stanford University

microbiologist; Barbara H. Rosenbergs an au-

thority on the biological-weapons treaty; Thomas
P. Monath^ a vaccine researcher and former head
of the army's biodefense lab; and Jerome M.
Hauer^ New York City's head of emergency man-
agement. The delegation was led by Frank Youngs
who had retired from his emergency preparedness

post at HHS and become a pastor.

Originally^ the list of invitees had also included

three other experts^ among them Brad Roberts^ a

research staff member of the Institute for Defense
Analysis. RobertSs a seasoned Washington military

analyst^ was rather more skeptical than some ofthe

other invitees about whether states or terrorists

would be able or willing to use germ weapons to

kill masses of people anytime soon. He planned to

highlight the inherent obstacles to the use of such
germ agents and to put what he termed some "bal-

ance" into the debate about how serious a threat

bioweapons posed and how much the United
States ought to spend to counter it. But days be-
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fore the meetings a member of Clarke's staff called

him and two other invitees to say their invitations

were being rescinded. The White House's table-

top exercise the previous month had generated so

much cabinet-level interest in the experts' meeting
that there was not enough room for all of the out-

siders. Since Clinton had requested a small ses-

sion3 some experts had to be taken off the list.

They were very sorry^ the official added. Maybe
Roberts could attend a future meeting with the

president.

Though they differed on the likelihood of a germ
attack in the near future3 the invitees all agreed that

the United States had dangerously neglected its

public-health system. An audience with Clinton^

they felt^ was the chance of a lifetime. No president

had ever been more predisposed to understand

their pleas. The scientists saw America's vulnera-

bility to germ attack as an extreme example of the

country's pervasive failure to deal with infectious

diseases. Persuading Clinton to increase spending

on public health would help millions of Ameri-
cans^ even if no one ever tried to attack America
with germs.

Compared with health care in other economi-

cally developed states^ the U.S. public-health

system was a disaster. Almost half of all local

health departments did not have the use of e-mail;

at least one thousand ofthem had no access to any

on-line or Internet service; 20 percent ofthem still

had rotary phones. Ralph D. Morris^ the president

of the National Association of County and City

Health Officials^ had warned Congress in 1998

that 70 percent of health directors had little or no
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expertise in using computer services. Some local

health departments could not even afford a micro-

scope^ much less sophisticated computer tech-

nology.

The Centers for Disease Control and Preven-

tion's epidemic-surveillance system^ created a half

century earlier to detect germ-warfare attacks3 was
in tatters. Most epidemiological investigators and
even emergency-room physicians were unlikely to

recognize a case of anthrax^ a rare disease. Nor
would they correctly diagnose a patient with

smallpox^ which had theoretically been "eradi-

cated."

The meeting was scheduled for the Cabinet

Room in the White House. President Clinton

apologized in advance for seeming a little slow that

morning. He had been up most of the night medi-
ating between Northern Ireland and the Irish Re-
publican Army to avoid the collapse of the peace

process and had gotten only an hour or two of

sleep. Behind the experts was a ring of chairs occu-

pied by cabinet officials and their top aides —
among them Defense Secretary Cohen^ Attorney

General Janet Reno^ Health and Human Services

Secretary Donna E. Shalala^ Director of Central

Intelligence George J. Tenets National Security

Adviser Sandy Berger^ and Dick Clarke.

According to notes of the meeting provided by a

participant and interviews with all the experts^

Clinton told the group that he had become in-

creasingly worried about the dangers of the new
biological era. The ability to sequence and manip-
ulate genes had profound implications for national

security and for traditional strategies aimed at de-
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fending the nation against unconventional attacks.

Because rogue states and terrorists could now ma-
nipulate genes^ he said^ "offense may be getting

ahead of defense." Nuclear weapons were expen-
sive and relatively easy to detect^ he said. Biolog-

ical weapons were neither. Germs were a

"low-rent way to be a big player.'' Iraq's resistance

to relinquishing its biological-weapons program^
for instance3 showed that Saddam Hussein obvi-

ously placed a huge value on "not giving it up."

Iraq had forfeited tens of billions of dollars in oil

revenues to retain its germ-warfare agents and ex-

pertise.

Recombinant biotechnology created the possi-

bility not only of new treatments for age-old dis-

eases but also of "new threats/' Clinton said. What
was their assessment of Richard Preston's book
The Cobra Event} Was the plot a "forecast ofwhat's

in our future"? Was it scientifically plausible? Sev-

eral ofthe experts said later that while they person-

ally doubted that any scientist could conduct such

a terrorist strike^ they stayed silent at the meeting.

Others told the president that yes^ such an attack

was possible. Steering the conversation away from
the novels Lederberg said that any terrorist attack

involving an infectious agents be it naturally de-

rived or genetically modified;, would be^ in his de-

liberate understatement^ a "very serious event."

Lederberg detailed the importance of scientific

breakthroughs in the history of war: the dramatic

results when offensive capabilities had outstripped

defensive measures. The introduction of iron

weapons^ for instance^ had made bronze weapons
ineffective. Gunpowder had made the defensive
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armor of medieval knights obsolete. Horses and
cavalries had enabled Asians to sweep through Eu-
rope. And now the offensive capability of germs as

bioweapons seemed to be outstripping defenses

against them. Germs^ he said^ were "strategic"

weapons that could strike deep into the nation's

heartland. Such attacks could be attempted by
states^ terrorist groups they supported^ or lone ac-

tors. "Individuals can make war with these new
weapons^" Lederberg warned. To counter such at-

tacks^ antiviral drugs and therapeutics were
needed. So were new vaccines based on new tech-

nologies.

Shapiro^ a colleague of Lederberg's from Stan-

ford^ outlined the new possibilities offered by re-

combinant technology. To illustrate the awesome
powers ofnew genetically manipulated germs^ she

described to the president how natural selection

created new antibiotic-resistant microbes. "What
bugs do naturally/' she said;, was worrisome
enough. Federal money was desperately needed to

help science combat emerging new diseases^ what-
ever their origin. Shapiro reminded the adminis-

tration officials of the Russian article on
bioengineered anthrax. Much of the government's
support for research over the past twenty years had
been spent on fighting heart disease and cancer.

The NIH3 she told Clinton and the others^ had not
been given sufficient resources to study pathogens
and understand how they operated^ or to do other

basic antibiotic and antiviral research. Microbi-
ology in general had been underfinanced. "The
bugs are smarter than we are/' she declared^ "and
the bugs are winning."
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Venter pushed hard for federal support for ge-

netic sequencing and gene identification. The
techniques were crucial^ he argued^, to detecting

germs and designing drugs against new strains of

ancient scourges — tuberculosis^ among others.

Scientists needed these genetic codes to protect

the country. Recombinant technology was rapidly

spreading:, for good and evil^ he warned. Even high

school students were now genetically engineering

bacteria and viruses.

Hauer^ New York's emergency-management di-

rector^ outlined measures that the city had
adopted to respond more effectively to a

germ-weapons attack. To detect sudden shifts in

the health of its population^ New York City now
monitored not only daily admissions to hospital

emergency rooms and the deaths of young or un-
likely victims of mysterious ailments but also less

obvious public-health indicators such as sales of

Kaopectate and other over-the-counter drugs used

to treat diarrhea. He had also designated close to

three hundred facilities as "PODs/' or points of

distribution^ for antibiotics and drugs in a crisis.

He had selected Madison Square Garden and the

Jacob K. Javits Convention Center for emergency-

care facilities where people could be treated if the

city's hospitals were filled. New York had taught

thousands of doctors^ nurses^ police;, firemen^ and
other emergency personnel what to do and what
not to do in responding to a chemical or germ at-

tack. His department was planning to negotiate

contingency agreements to buy drugs in huge
quantities at affordable prices should the need
arise.
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And yet^ Hauer said^ New York was still not pre-

pared to respond to such an emergency. Even the

city's army of forty thousand physicians and
fifty-four thousand policemen^ firemen^ and emer-

gency officials would be rapidly overwhelmed by
an epidemic. New York and other cities would des-

perately need federal assistance quickly to control

unrest and protect drugstores and hospitals that

might be stormed as people sought antibiotics and
vaccines for themselves and loved ones. And the

federal government was still unable to provide

timely help.

Tom Monath^ a vaccine specialist who had
joined a private vaccine company after a distin-

guished government career^, stressed the need for

new vaccineS;, antibiotics^ and other antidotes to

respond to infections from classical germs and
genetically modified agents. He called Clinton's

attention to a touchy issue: the limits on re-

search spurred by an overly strict adherence to

the biological-weapons treaty. Many scientists^ he
asserted^ were reluctant to conduct important re-

search because they feared that it could be seen as

part of a biological-weapons program^ and thus a

violation of the treaty. Monath said the govern-

ment had underfunded vaccine research. The na-

tion needed a vaccine for Ebola^ for instance^ but
even the military said it could not afford to develop

one. The private sector would not do this work be-

cause it was not profitable.

Barbara Rosenbergs the group's specialist on the

treaty banning biological weapons^ told Clinton

that he would have to place greater priority on ne-

gotiating a protocol to enforce the treaty if he
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wanted to stop the spread of germ weapons.
American leadership was desperately needed if

progress at the Geneva talks was to be made. After

the Russian scientists' disastrous visits to Pfizer in

1994^ the American pharmaceutical industry was
understandably opposed to demands for routine

inspections of its plants^ though it accepted the

idea of "challenge" inspections^ spot checks that

would be conducted if a country was charged with

specific violations of the treaty. While the

drugmakers were worried about the theft of trade

secrets^ their doubts could be assuaged by mean-
ingful consultation with government officials^

Rosenberg argued. Without such arrangements

and adequate "verification/' she warned^ the

treaty was toothless.

Clinton frequently interrupted the brief presen-

tations^ firing off questions to the experts and his

cabinet. How long would it take for the nation to

develop the technology needed to quickly identify

and diagnose deadly pathogens? Who was doing

such research and where? Was such work being co-

ordinated by anyone in the government? In the

private sector? If a terrorist "let something loose''

inside an airport^ how long would it take the gov-

ernment to figure out that the nation had been at-

tacked^ and how long after that to identify the

agent? And finally3 what about money — how
much would an adequate defense cost? The cost

would be high^ the group agreed^ adding that it

would soon provide the president with specific

proposals and cost estimates.

As the meeting ended^ Lederberg gave Clinton a

copy of the August 1997 issue of xh^ Journal of the
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American Medical Association^ which was devoted

entirely to the threat of germ weapons and
bioterrorism. Lederberg had edited the issue and
written its lead editorial. The issue also featured an
article by CDC scientists that described for the

first time the fall epidemiological story behind the

Rajneeshees' salmonella attack in Oregon. Thir-

teen years after the events in the wake of the sarin

gas incident in Tokyo^ the investigators had finally

decided to give a fuller account of the incident.

The benefits of wider public discussion^ they felt^

now outweighed the risks of inspiring a copycat.

Clinton read the articles and circulated the schol-

arly journal to his staff a few days later with his

handwritten notes scrawled in the margins. Told
of Clinton's attention by a White House staffer^

Lederberg smiled: it was surely the first time a

president had ever read an entire issue of the med-
ical journal.

While President Clinton told his staff that he
found the meeting very useful3 the session was not

without its critics. Within days^ experts who had
not been invited complained that several partici-

pants had used the gathering to promote personal

agendas.

Venter's call for increased spending on gene se-

quencing drew some heat. His nonprofit institute

was already receiving millions of dollars in federal

support^ and some viewed his presentation on the

value of his work as special pleading. Venter dis-

missed the criticism^ saying that his federal money
came through grants that were competitively

awarded by expert panels on the basis of scientific
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merits not lobbying. His institute^ for example^
had recently won a grant to sequence the cholera

microbe^ a deadly pathogen.

Venter did have a broader^ commercial interest

in the techniques he was developing. When the ex-

perts gathered at the White House^ he was already

preparing a for-profit venture^, Celera. The new
company planned to beat a federally funded group
in the race to decode the human genome. Venter

wanted his company to be among the first to re-

alize the commercial potential of that break-

through.

Participants in the meeting and some White
House officials said they were also troubled by
Tom Monath's potential conflict of interest.

Monath was widely admired within scientific and
government circles for his work at both the army
lab at Fort Detrick and the Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention. As a tropical disease spe-

cialist^ he had repeatedly risked his life fighting epi-

demics around the world. But most of those

present said they had no idea that his struggling

vaccine company3 OraVax^ was trying to win a Pen-

tagon subcontract to make smallpox vaccine. After

a New York Times story disclosed his financial in-

terest3 colleagues rushed to Monath's defense.

Monath;, they said^ had devoted his life to public

service. The White House meeting was about do-

mestic defense and Monath's company was
seeking a contract to make vaccine for the military^

not civilians. Monath said that he had disclosed his

company's financial interest to White House offi-

cials.

On May 6^ Frank Youngs the moderator of the
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experts groups sent the president a seventeen-page

report summarizing its unanimous recommenda-
tions. The report^ which was not made public^

concluded that all levels of government were
"woefully unprepared" for a bioweapons attack. It

recommended focusing on two areas: the use of

new genetic-engineering techniques to develop

better antibiotics and vaccines^ and a plan for re-

ducing civilian casualties if a dangerous pathogen

was deliberately released. The document included

a separate section suggesting ways in which the

proposed protocol to the treaty banning germ
weapons should be strengthened. Finally^ it urged
the president to establish an "advisory committee"
to set priorities and foster cooperation among the

many government fiefdoms with sway over

biodefense and public health.

The experts had been unsure how much money
to request. At a gathering in a cloakroom just be-

fore the meetings Young had said the group dared
not ask for more than $100 million a year^ no
matter how grave a threat they painted. Lederberg
had strongly disagreed. It was not worth even
taking up the president's time for that amount of

money^ he had argued. Moreover^, $100 million

annually would not begin to address the problem.
Lederberg said the group should propose
spending about a half-billion dollars a year for the

next four to five years. That was a minimum^ he as-

serted.

Frank Young was staggered by the estimate. A
veteran of many a federal budget battle^ Young
said the sum was too large. Others agreed. But
Lederberg insisted on the larger figure. In Wash-
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ington^ serious business was defined by serious

money.
The document Young submitted to the White

House reflected Lederberg's thinking. It called for

more than $1.9 billion in spending over the next

five years^ with a total of S420 million for national

stockpiles of antibiotics and vaccines. This would
be enough to provide 40 million doses of smallpox
vaccine^ which would reduce death and illness

from a smallpox epidemic by " 1 to 1 00 fold." The
group called upon the government to invest $860
million in research to develop new antibiotics;,

antivirals^ and vaccines; and to increase spending

on the study and sequencing of genes^ the molec-

ular blueprints of microbes^ and on diagnostic

equipment to detect dangerous germs. Finally^ the

panel urged the president to spend $1.04 billion

over five years to improve emergency responses to

biological attack^ with at least $170 million for the

dilapidated public-health system.

One ofthe most politically delicate sections ofthe

report had nothing to do with money. The docu-

ment noted^ for instance^ that many of the experi-

ments needed to study genetically manipulated

organisms and to develop antibiotics and vaccines

for them "would not be permitted by recombinant

DNA review board and biosafety regulations in the

United States." If such research were to be done
anyway3 and the results were published3 the re-

search might well "raise alarm on the part of other

nations (as did the Russian report on anthrax resis-

tant to vaccine)." It might also provide "recipes/'

the group warned^ to those "interested in using ge-

netic engineering for nefarious purposes."
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The experts endorsed such "defensive research"

and urged that it be conducted under the guidance

of "an objective review board composed of civilian

scientists and public health specialists." Such a

panel could oversee Pentagon research and pro-

grams "that would otherwise not be approvable

under current regulations." The report did not ad-

dress the issue of how this could be done without

tipping off possible adversaries to America's vul-

nerabilities. Without directly saying so^ the panel

seemed to be arguing that the existing restrictions

on genetic research should be sidestepped in the

interests of national security. Dangerous new re-

combinant organisms had to be studied^ made^
tested— even if such work pushed to the limits of

what the germ warfare treaty allowed in the name
of defense.

The results of the presidential audience were
somewhat less than the experts had hoped. A little

more than 25 percent of the funds Young re-

quested was initially approved for the first year. To
be sure^ Clinton's rhetoric changed measurably. In

May 1 9983 the president traveled to the U.S. Naval
Academy in Annapolis to present his plan for germ
defense. "We must do more to protect our people/'

Clinton said. His speech touched all the bases. It

urged the creation of a stockpile of vaccines and
antibiotics for the first time in the nation's history.

It said strengthening the treaty banning germ
weapons was a "major priority." It committed
money to support basic research into deadly

pathogens. It reflected Venter's influence by
stressing the potential importance of decoding the

human genome in designing new antibiotics. And
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it promised money to upgrade the nation's public-

health clinics "to aid our preparedness against ter-

rorism and to help us cope with infectious diseases

that arise in nature." "We must not cede the

cutting edge ofbiotechnology to those who would
do us harm/' the president told the cheering ca-

dets.

The president also signed a new executive order^

Presidential Decision Directive 62^ creating a

White House office to coordinate the govern-

ment's programs in "security^ infrastructure pro-

tection^ and counterterrorism." The job of

counterterrorism czar went to Clarke^ greatly ex-

panding his responsibilities.

But the applause of the naval cadets had barely

subsided when the resistance began — at home
and abroad. Faced with unanticipated skepticism

about the president's sweeping initiatives from
both its own agencies and outsiders^ the adminis-

tration began trimming its pledges. In June^

Clinton asked Congress for $294 million to fi-

nance all of the experts' proposals. While the

group recommended spending $200 million to

build a stockpile of vaccines and antibiotics^ the

White House initially requested $41 million. Less

than a month later^ the White House decided

against spending any money at all to buy vaccines

that year. More effective^ cheaper vaccines might

be available in two to three years^ administration

officials said. It was better to wait.

The Pentagon began vaccinating the troops in

the Middle East against anthrax in March 1998;,

before Cohen gave his final approval to the pro-
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gram. General Zinni3 the regional commander3
told Washington he saw an imminent threat from
Iraq and could not wait any longer. Most ser-

vicemen took their shots^ but more than two dozen
sailors aboard the navy carriers the USS John C.

Stennis and USS Independence refused^ fearing the

immunizations could harm their health. The navy
moved to discipline the sailors for disobeying a di-

rect order^ and several asked for help from Mark S.

Zaid^ a Washington-based lawyer who had made a

name for himself challenging the government in

national-security cases. Zaid's clients already in-

cluded Patrick G. Eddington and Robin Ed-
dington^, a husband-and-wife team who worked
for the CIA and contended that their agency had
covered up evidence about Gulf War syndrome.
Taking advantage of the new technology available

aboard ships^ several of the sailors had e-mailed

Eddington with their concerns about the vaccine

program. He passed their messages to Zaid.

A slender^ kinetic young lawyer with a knack for

obtaining documents through the Freedom of In-

formation Act^ Zaid was a government bureau-
crat's worst nightmare. His solo practice was
eclectic. He was one of the lawyers suing Libya for

the bombing of Pan Am flight 103 in 1988, and he
had a continuing interest in the assassination of

John F. Kennedy. He had amassed a thick file of re-

porters' phone numbers and had learned how to

frame a story to give it broad appeal. When the

first sailors began to call, Zaid, barely thirty, en-

couraged their mothers to be interviewed by the

press. "The generals can yell at me, but they can't

yell at them," he later explained.
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At first Zaid saw little grounds for a legal chal-

lenge. The anthrax vaccine appeared to be fully

approved by the FDA and the navy's orders to take

it seemed proper. Stilly Zaid felt he needed to learn

a great deal more. He filed a lawsuit under the

Freedom of Information Act for every document
relating to the program. Government programs^
he knew^ usually looked different from the inside.

Pentagon officials were optimistic about the

prospects for the program and for the Michigan
vaccine facility. It had finally been sold to BioPort^

a new company whose partners included Admiral
William J. Crowe Jr.^ the former chairman of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff. BioPort did have some expe-

rience in the vaccine field. Its chief executive^ Fuad
El-Hibri3 had already converted a British govern-

ment vaccine plant into a successful private ven-

ture. Stilly there were some worrying signs about

the Michigan lab's prospects. A February 1998 in-

spection by the FDA reported that while some of

the deficiencies cited in the scathing 1996 review

had been corrected^ numerous problems re-

mained. The inspectors found shortcomings in al-

most every phase of the production process^

suggesting that BioPort would have to come a long

way before the regulators would be satisfied.

In May 1998^ two months after the military

began giving the shots to the troops in the Middle
East^ Cohen gave his final blessing. The military

began inoculating active duty troops around the

world in August. Reservists were included in the

initial round of vaccinations but only if they spent

more than thirty days in a "high threat" area. Air

national guard pilots^ who handle a significant
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number of the military's cargo flights into the

Middle East while on weekend duty^ were largely

exempt from the shots since they only spend a few

days in the region.

By the summer of 1998^ Pentagon officials were

dealing with a new potentially controversial ques-

tion: How to structure the command for the guard

and other military units that would respond to a

chemical or biological attack within the United

States. Hamre told NATO officials in late June
that the Pentagon was considering w^hether to ap-

point a new regional commander to direct "home-
land defense" within America's borders. "We
don't believe we have primary responsibility^ but

within minutes of an events people are going to

turn to us/' Hamre said. "If there is a biological at-

tack^ you can easily see regional governors calling

out the national guard to quarantine the highways.

It could get crazy very fast." Pentagon officials saw
a host of valuable roles for the guard or reserve

forces in the aftermath of a germ or chemical at-

tack^ from pitching tents to setting up field hospi-

tals to burying the dead.

The proposal alarmed civil liberties experts.

Gregory T. Nojeim^ legislative counsel on national

security for the American Civil Liberties Union in

Washington^ felt the idea had been poorly thought
through and posed a potentially serious danger to

American freedom. A germ or chemical attack by
terrorists would unleash chaos^ and military units

working with local authorities would be quickly

pressed to maintain order^ a mission for which
they were not trained. Soon enough^ soldiers

would be arresting civilians. The United States has
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a long^ proud history of restraining military opera-

tions on American soil. The Posse Comitatus Act^

passed after the Civil War^ bars federal troops

from doing police work within U.S. borders. The
New York Times editorialized against the plan for

establishing a new command^ saying it "would
erode the long-established legal principle that

America's armed forces should not be involved in

domestic law enforcement.''

Pentagon officials said they did not want to sup-

plant local police^ and they pointed to the federal

disaster-response plans drawn up in 1995 which
called for the Federal Emergency Management
Agency to take the lead in managing the conse-

quences of a terrorist attack. Hamre invited

Nojeim to lunch at the Pentagon. The military^ he
said^ would support FEAIA and had no intention

of overstepping bounds so deeply rooted in law

and tradition.

Reacting to the criticism^ the Pentagon scaled

back the plan for homeland defense^ reserving the

command for a two-star general drawn from the

National Guard. Hamre felt the change would
make a big difference. Four-star generals^ he had
seen^ were a breed apart^ treated like demigods by
their subordinates and accustomed to giving or-

ders that would be obeyed without question. A
citizen-soldier from the guard would be much
better equipped to understand America's civilian^

civil-liberties culture.

Nojeim was not mollified. Changing the rank of

the commanding officer did not settle the question

of how^ precisely^ the government would prevent

the military from seizing control in the panicked
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hours after a terrorist assault. Popular fears about

the issue were fanned by the movie The Siege^

which came out in the fall of 1998. In the film^

New York is attacked by a group ofArab terrorists

and a particularly obnoxious military officer^

played by Bruce Willis^, imposes martial law^

rounds up American citizens^, and puts them in

barbed-wire-fenced camps. Pentagon officials dis-

missed the movie as utter fantasy^ but it had reso-

nance.

Cold rain came down in torrents at the White
House on January 21^ 1999^ as President Clinton

discussed the threat that he said kept him awake at

night. Not even nuclear or chemical weapons were
as frightening as germ warfare^ he told the New
York Times reporters who had been invited to the

Oval Office for the first interview he had given to a

major newspaper in a year^ since the Monica
Lewinsky scandal had erupted. While a chemical

attack would be horrible^ he said^ it would be "fi-

nite." But a biological attack would spread through
the land^ particularly if its perpetrators unleashed a

contagious agent that was not quickly identified

and properly treated. A germ attack would be^ as

he put it^ "the gift that keeps on giving.''

In deciding to speak publicly about what he con-

sidered a growing danger to the United States^

Clinton said he was trying to strike a balance be-

tween educating people and throwing them into

unnecessary panic. He wanted Americans "to

know what they need to know and have a realistic

view of this^ not to be afraid or asleep. I think that's

the trick." But he added that a serious attack or the
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threat of one "is highly likely" in the next few
years^ which was why the government was erecting

defenses. "We'll just deliberately work on this^ and
do the very best we can."

If Clinton was preoccupied with the ongoing
scandal that threatened his presidency^ he showed
no sign of it. Seated in a large wing chair in front of

a fireplace3 a portrait of George Washington
staring down at him serenely3 Clinton seemed re-

laxed but focused on the interview's agenda. The
performance was impressive — perhaps even sur-

real— since at that very moment Clinton's lawyers

were defending him at Senate impeachment pro-

ceedings on Capitol Hill. The White House itself

was quieter than usual; most reporters and cam-
eramen had flocked to the Hill for the Senate de-

bate.

Clinton seemed eager to discuss something
other than the Lewinsky affair^ every detail of

which was being dissected on television and in the

halls of Congress. He had clearly studied the bio-

logical issue and^ echoing the views of Venter and
Lederberg^ said he saw germ weapons as posing a

unique threat to the nation's security. Defending
against such dangers^ he said^ would tax the re-

sources and creative powers ofthe military^ law en-

forcement agencies^ scientific research institutes^

and the nation's ailing public-health system. But it

could— and would— be done. He recalled that as

a boy3 during the Cold War^ he had lived in a world

where protective shelters against radioactive

fallout were common "and every school had its

drills." Those steps were sensible at the time^ he

said^ and now new threats to the nation demanded
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a new kind of civil defense. "What I want us to do
is everything within reason we can to minimize our

exposure and risks here.'' For the American
people^ he said^ this push "shouldn't be a cause for

alarm" but reassurance. "They should want us to

be well organized on these things."

Yes^ he said^ the collapse of the Soviet Union was
a blessings but it was also a challenge. During the

Cold War^ the Soviets and Americans had been gi-

ants in strait] ackets^ deterred from using their un-

conventional weapons for fear of retaliation. But
new enemies could now strike the United States

with bioweapons without identifying themselves.

People who dreamed of being martyrs were "more
likely than the Soviets" to strike out at Americans.

And deterrence would be more complicated if

Russia's impoverished scientists sold their exper-

tise or lethal germs to people who were "more
likely than the Soviets ever were to use it." Osama
bin Laden^ the renegade Saudi sponsor of

anti-American terrorism^ had tried hard to acquire

chemical weapons and "may have" tried to get

germ weapons as well.

The terrorism Clinton had already witnessed in

his presidency^ the growing number of hoaxes in

which people claimed to have dispersed anthrax

(there had been twelve the previous month in Cali-

fornia alone) 3 and the numerous intelligence re-

ports he had read had convinced him that it was
"highly likely" that a terrorist group would launch
or threaten a germ or chemical attack on American
soil within the "next few years." He said his admin-
istration would have to do more to bolster the na-

tion's biodefenses.
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At the same time^ he said he worried about the

threat to civil liberties inherent in expanding the

government's authority through its antiterrorism

programs. Noting that America was founded by
people who had been abused not by someone
else's government but by their own^, he stressed his

determination to safeguard individual freedom
and civil liberties while strengthening the nation's

defenses.

Ultimately^ he added^ America's best defenses

against unconventional warfare^ and bioterrorism

in particular3 were scientific advances in deci-

phering genetic material in microbes and people

so that vaccines could be tailored for quick re-

sponse to an attack. This would allow the defense

to stay ahead of the offense^ he said. The Human
Genome Project^ the costly federally financed ef-

fort to map out human genetic material^ was ex-

tremely valuable^ an important part of the

defensive shield he was trying to build. Once the

secrets of the human genome were unlocked^

Clinton predicted that one day scientists would be
able to "take a blood sample^ and there would be a

computer program which would show us ifwe had
— let's say we had a variant of anthrax."

The president had clearly been impressed^, per-

haps too much^ by Craig Venter's enthusiastic pre-

dictions about the antibiotic and biodefense

wonders that would miraculously flow from deci-

phering the human genome. But he hoped that

America would use "each new wave of technology

to close the gap between offense and defense" —
an optimism not widely shared by the govern-

ment's military analysts and researchers.
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Until such rapid detection and response were

possible^ the United States would have to concen-

trate on deterring attackers armed with biological

weapons. Alluding vaguely to unheralded but suc-

cessful actions his administration had taken to

delay efforts by rogue states and terrorists to ac-

quire germ weapons^ he warned that the use of

such a weapon against Americans^ provided that

Washington knew who had used it^ would prompt
"at least a proportionate^ if not a disproportionate

response." It was unclear what he had in mind3 and
Clinton declined to elaborate^ seeing virtue^ as had
his predecessor^ George Bush^ in leaving such

threats vague.

Clinton described elements of a proposal that he
would announce the next day to strengthen de-

fenses against terrorists. Although he did not say

so directly^ the president seemed to be suggesting

that his initiatives to combat terrorism and
strengthen America's biodefenses were more im-
portant — and ultimately should figure larger in

his legacy — than an affair with a young White
House intern. Granting the interview was surely

part of that strategy.

When his aides told him that the thirty minutes
scheduled for the meeting had elapsed^ Clinton

deflected a question about what kind of toll the

Lewinsky scandal was taking on his family. He
thought the worst was over^ he said. Other than re-

fusing to say whether he had been vaccinated

against anthrax— he had not been^ though the Se-

cret Service had asked him not to discuss this —
the scandal-related question was one of the few he
sidestepped during the interview. But even as his
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White House handlers insisted that it was time to

go and other aides3 who had been discreetly taping

the interview^ switched off their recorders and
slipped out of the room^ Clinton kept on talking.

He dismissed those who argued that his admin-
istration had exaggerated the threat of

bioterrorism. He said Anthony Lake3 his former
national security adviser and an early advocate of

biodefense^ had once told him only half jokingly

that the administration's proudest accomplish-

ments would be preventing bad things from hap-
pening— the "dog that didn't bark/' he said. The
$10 billion that he would seek from Congress to

counter all forms of terrorism would be money
well spent^ despite what detractors and skeptics of

the new^ exotic twenty-first-century threats might
say. And if there were no terrible incidents^

"nobody would be happier than me twenty years

from now/' he said. His critics would probably

say^ " 'Oh^ see^ Clinton was a kook^ nothing hap-

pened/ " he continued. "I would be the happiest

man on earth."

The following day^ President Clinton an-

nounced his decision to ask Congress for $2.8 bil-

lion to thwart and prepare for attacks with

biological and other exotic weapons and to combat
computer-warfare threats. The money for fiscal

year 200 1^ more than double what he had sought

the year before^ was part of an overall request of

$ 1 billion to defend tiie nation against terrorism.

With Josh Lederberg at his side^ Clinton out-

lined the major elements of his expanded
antiterrorism program in a speech to the National
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Academy of Sciences^ a decidedly friendly audi-

ence. Members of his cabinet^ senior military and
prominent civilian scientists^ and scores of officials

from emergency-preparedness agencies ap-

plauded and cheered as the president defended the

program to the three hundred-some people who
had packed the academy auditorium.

The initiatives included S683 million to train

emergency workers in American cities to cope

with a chemical or biological attack; $206 million

to protect government sites; and $381 million for

research on dangerous pathogens^ the develop-

ment ofnew vaccines and therapies^ technology to

detect and diagnose rare illnesses^ and decontami-

nation.

The White House also asked for $87 million^, a

23 percent increase over the previous year's

spending^ to improve the nation's public-health

surveillance system^ and $52 million to continue

building a national stockpile of antibiotics and
medicines against anthrax^ smallpox^, and pneu-
monic plague. Clinton also wanted to triple cur-

rent spending — to a total of $24 million — to

create twenty-five urban medical-response teams
in major American cities. Only four cities —
Miami;, Denver^ Washington3 and Charlotte^

North Carolina — had been able to assemble and
train such teams.

While the bulk of the $10 billion request would
be spent strengthening security^ at U.S. embassies

and at other American facilities^ public-health offi-

cials were delighted. For the "first time in Amer-
ican history^" said Donna Shalala^ the secretary for

health and human services^ the public-health
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system was being integrated into national-security

planning.

Lederberg^ too^ had gotten some of the money
he wanted for basic research into dangerous
pathogens. In remarks introducing the president

and the scientist to the audience^ Sandy Berger^

the president's national security adviser^ noted that

Lederberg had secured his place in scientific his-

tory by winning the Nobel Prize when he was only

thirty-three. But the president hadn't done badly:

Clinton was already governor of Arkansas by that

age. When Clinton rose to speak^ he told the audi-

ence that it could infer from his decision to enter

politics that he had been no good at chemistry and
biology. The easy banter on the stage that day be-

tween the president and "Josh" sent a powerful

signal to the federal bureaucracy: Lederberg and
his fellow advocates of biodefense had influence at

the White House that could no longer be ignored.

The first major test of the biodefenders' clout

came only a few months later^ when the adminis-

tration debated whether to destroy the world's last

known remaining stocks of the smallpox virus.

The destruction of smallpox seemed an easy

call. Eradication of smallpox had been one of the

great achievements in the history of public health.

The last known outbreak of the disease had oc-

curred in Somalia in 1977;, and three years later

the World Health Organization had formally de-

clared the disease eradicated. In I9963 WHO's
governing body had recommended the destruc-

tion ofthe last remaining stocks^ which were under

tight security at two places— the Centers for Dis-
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ease Control and Prevention^ in Atlanta^ and
Vector^ Lev Sandakhchiev's institute in Siberia.

The target date for destruction was June 2000.

But Russian and American intelligence analysts

believed that other countries maintained hidden

stocks of the virus. Sandakhchiev had said he was
certain that North Korea^ among other countries^

was secretly keeping smallpox^ and American ana-

lysts shared his view.

Pentagon officials argued that a public cere-

mony announcing the elimination of the smallpox

virus would be a charade. FirstsWHO had had no
means to determine whether all countries had car-

ried out their pledges to destroy existing stocks or

transfer the virus to WHO repositories. It had
simply accepted national declarations. Second^

Pentagon officials believed that several nations^ in-

cluding American allies^ had also secretly decided

to maintain clandestine stocks. Even if every

country was smallpox freC;, the deadly virus might
be recreated from related microbes if a country

wanted to make new stocks. Smallpox^ they ar-

gued^ was simply too tempting a weapon to

abandon.
Finally^ they argued^ destroying the Russian and

American stocks would complicate efforts to de-

velop a new vaccine and antiviral drugs against the

disease. America's population^ which had not been
vaccinated against smallpox since 1972^ was par-

ticularly vulnerable. If the contagious virus was
used in a terrorist attack^ one expert said^ "we are

all Indians/' a reference to the devastating effects

smallpox had on the Native American populations

after European settlers had arrived.
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President Clinton was under heavy political

pressure from arms-control advocates and other

largely Democratic constituencies to proceed with
the destruction of the virus anyway^ as a "moral"
statement and a political example to the world. Re-
spected scientists such as Donald A. Henderson^ a

former White House science adviser who had led

the campaign to destroy the virus^ argued that sci-

entists did not need the actual virus to develop a

new vaccine. His view was finding a sympathetic

audience among many administration officials and
in many developing countries.

Lederberg and other opponents of destruction

realized that they would have to marshal compel-
ling arguments in order to secure a stay of execu-

tion for the virus. Fortunately for their cause^ they

had an ally in the White House— an effective bu-

reaucrat with impeccable scientific credentials

who happened to head an office in the National

Security Council that Clinton had established to

evaluate issues of public health and national secu-

rity.

For Kenneth Bernard^ a physician who had
served as assistant surgeon general before as-

suming the new White House post^, the correct po-

sition was a "no-brainer/' as he had told friends in

the biodefense community. In addition to con-

cerns about Iraq and North Korea^ Bernard knew
that Ken Alibek had warned that the Soviets had
weaponized smallpox and that the Russians might

still be keeping genetically modified stocks for use

in weapons. Of course the destruction of the virus

had to be postponed^ Bernard believed. But

building the case would not be easy. After all;, the
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administration had initially favored the destruc-

tion in 1996 and now would be reversing itself.

Realizing that Clinton would want to relv on ex-

pert scientific opinion and knowing that one of the

nation's leading smallpox experts^ Donald
Henderson^ fervently favored destruction^ Ber-

nard asked the National Academy of Sciences to

form a committee to study the issue. Rather than

ask the panel whether the virus should be kept or

destroyed^ Bernard persuaded the academy to ex-

plore whether critical treatment advances would
be lost if the virus were destroyed.

The framing of the issue proved decisive. In

xMarch 1999^ the panel concluded that such oppor-

tunities might indeed be sacrificed if the \irus were
eliminated. Proponents of desti^uction were furious^

knowing that they were surely likely to lose the ar-

gument^ at least for now. A month later^ Clinton an-

nounced that the United States would fight to delay

destruction when the WTIO assembly met in

Geneva in May. With Russia and the United States

in agreement^ the world reluctantly followed. \XTiO
decided to postpone destroying the stocks until at

least 2002. Bernard^ Lederberg^ and their allies had
won an important round.

Early in 1999, Bill Patrick traveled to .Alabama
to address officers at the Air Force Counter-
proliferation Center, located at Maxwell Air Force
Base. He described how terrorists use germ
weapons. Near the end, Patrick flashed on the

screen two slides. They compared American and
Soviet industrial capacities for germ production at

their peak levels and revealed how Moscow's was
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extraordinarily large. Washington's germ agents

were more refined3 he noted^ and its munitions
were more efficient at dispersing germs. Stilly what
America had done was more modest.

Comparison of Dry Agent Production
(metric tons per year)

UNITED SOVIET
STATES UNION

staphylococcal

enterotoxin B 1.9

E tularensis (tularemia) 1.6 1,500

Coxiella burnetii (Q fever) 1.1

B. antracis (anthrax) 0.9 4,500
Venezuelan equine

encephalitis virus 0.8 150
botulinum 0.2

Yersinia pestis

(bubonic plague) 1,500

variola virus (smallpox) 100
Actinobacillus mallei

(glanders) 2,000
Marburg virus 250

(

"Look down at the bottom ofthe charts" he said.

"Look at these killers — plague^ glanders^ small-

POX3 Marburg— all very lethal." He expressed dis-

belief at the numbers^ calling them unreal. "What
in the name ofGod are they going to do with 4^500

metric tons of anthrax?" Patrick asked. "Look at

smallpox. We didn't weaponize smallpox^ but they

had a hundred metric tons."
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Smallpox was very much on Andy Weber's mind
in the fall of 1999. He was attending a party in

Koltsovo for the twenty-fifth anniversary of

Vector^ Russia's official smallpox repository^ which
had once specialized in turning viruses into

weapons. The daylong festival was held on the

once secret Siberian city's soccer field. The occa-

sion was marked by tributes to and speeches com-
memorating the institute's great but

unmentionable achievements^ as well as by pa-

rades by Vector veterans^, displays of ballroom

dancing by the children of the institute's two thou-

sand scientists and technicians^ and demonstra-
tions of self-defense skills by Russian special

forces.

After lunch on a bitterly cold day^ Weber and an
American friend accompanied Lev Sandakhchiev^

the institute's director^ and some of his Russian

colleagues to the town's cemetery. Sandakhchiev
raised a plastic cup of vodka to the memory of

Nikolai Ustinov^ a scientist who had died in the

spring of 1988 after accidentally infecting himself

with the Marburg virus^ a hemorrhagic killer that

he and his colleagues had been trying to perfect as

a weapon. Standing beside Ustinov's widow^
Yevgenia^ at the foot of her husband's
still-contaminated grave^ Sandakhchiev toasted

their fallen colleague and friend^ who had docu-
mented the progress of the disease in a diary

stained with his own blood. Sandakhchiev then
emptied the remaining contents of his cup on his

friend's grave^ whose zinc-lined coffin was now
covered with flowers and grass. Vodka^ Weber
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thought^ as he stared at the ground. How many
Russians^ and germ-warfare scientists in partic-

ular^ had drowned their misery and whatever
moral compunctions they had about their work in

vodka?
There was no plaque or public tribute to

Ustinov^ no acknowledgment of how he had died.

But Ustinov had achieved a perverse^ Soviet-style

immortality. After his deaths his colleagues at

Vector had cultured the virus that killed him. The
virus had mutated while passing through Ustinov's

body^ and the new variant^ according to Ken
Alibek^ was particularly virulent and had been
weaponized as a replacement for the original.

Vector had called it "Variant U."

Sandakhchiev turned away^ tears streaming

down his face. "Thank God it is over/' he said.

But was it really? Weber wondered.
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11

Defenders

Near the end of a hot^ dry summer^ on Au-
gust 23^ 1999^ Deborah S. Asnis^ an infec-

tious- disease specialist at Flushing Hospital

Medical Center in Queens^ called the New York
City health department with some distressing

news: two elderly patients had come in with
symptoms that seemed to be caused by a neuro-
logical illness — fever^ muscle weakness^ and
confusion. Four days later^ she called again. Now
there were four patients with similar symptoms.
Though each of the patients had seen different

doctors and one was at a different hospital3 Asnis
found their complaints disturbingly similar^ sug-

gesting the possibility of a dangerous outbreak.

Marcelle Layton^ who headed the New York City

Health Department's Bureau of Communicable
Diseases^ told Asnis to send samples for possible

testing to the State Department of Health.

Layton also called the CDC in Atlanta.

By the week's end^ eight cases of the mysterious

illness were identified. Layton and her medical as-

sistant who had interviewed the victims' families
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were struck by the fact that all ofthem lived within

a sixteen-square-mile area ofnorthern Queens and
had spent time outdoors in the evening — prime
mosquito time. While the symptoms were consis-

tent with viral encephalitis^ a disease that mos-
quitos can carry that causes inflammation of the

brain3 the severe muscle weakness afflicting the

patients was unusual for that ailment.

New York City was considered among the best

prepared in the country to detect and deal with a

germ outbreak. After the 1993 bombing of the

World Trade Center^ Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani

had invested heavily in counterterrorism. New
York was among the first cities to receive federal

funds for training emergency-response officials

against attacks involving unconventional weapons.

The city had spent more than a million dollars on
two mobile vans equipped to identify dangerous

chemicals^ but not germs^ in the event of an attack.

While most cities could barely scrape together tens

of thousands of dollars for such precautions^ New
York had already spent millions a year building

emergency-response units^ working out deals with

regional hospitals for emergency care.

Jerome Hauer^ recruited by the mayor in 1995

to head a new office aimed at strengthening the

city's defenses;, had worked closely with the city's

public-health department to enhance the city's

ability to respond to an unconventional attack.

Hauer was especially concerned about the poten-

tial impact of a bioterrorism attack on New York^

whose twenty-four thousand people per square

mile made it twice as crowded as the country's

second most densely populated city^ Chicago. A
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fifty-year-old former emergency-preparedness

chief in Indianapolis who held a master's degree in

public healthy Hauer was one of the experts who
had briefed President Clinton in 1998 on what
steps the government should take to defend

against biological attack.

Soon after taking over the new Office of Emer-
gency Management^ Hauer had created a comput-
erized system to track admissions to eleven city

hospitals. New York had also begun training

emergency-room personnel to look for clusters of

symptoms that could be caused by dissemination

of anthrax or other germ weapons.

In August 1999^ Asnis of the Flushing Medical
Center was performing exactly as Hauer had en-

visaged^ aggressively investigating an unusual pat-

tern of disease.

Serum samples from Queens were forwarded to

the CDC's facility in Fort Collins^ Colorado^ for

more sophisticated testing. Duane Gubler3 an ex-

pert on disease spread by insectS;, and his scientists

suspected that the cause of the illness might be
Saint Louis encephalitis;, or SLE3 which is often

found in the southeastern United States. After

checking the samples for antibodies against six vi-

ruses transmitted by insects commonly found in

the United States3 their tests came back positive

for SLE. The New York City Department of

Health and the CDC announced on September 3

that their tests of blood and spinal fluid had sup-

ported the lab finding. The city's press release

stated that the death of one elderly patient and the

illness oftwo others in Queens were "confirmed to

be associated with St. Louis encephalitis^ a viral
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disease transmitted by mosquitoes/'

Hauer announced the start of a $6 million

pesticide-spraying campaign to eradicate the city's

mosquitoes. While there were objections to

spraying large parts of the city with malathion^ a

potent pesticide^ Hauer had little choice. New
York had not experienced a major epidemic of

mosquito-borne diseases in the twentieth century^

and the city^ unlike neighboring New Jersey and
Connecticut^ had ended its mosquito surveillance

and control program in the late 1980s. The city

decided to spray large areas to kill the mosquito
population quickly. There is no known vaccine or

cure for SLE.
In addition^ Hauer's office quietly cornered the

nation's supply of insect repellent. Some 400^000
cans were distributed by an army of five hundred
city employees at neighborhood firehouses and
police precincts. His office and the city's health de-

partment wrote and printed 25O3OOO brochures

about the disease in eight languages and put infor-

mation about it on the city's public-health Web
site. Health alerts and frequent updates were sent

on a broadcast fax system to the city's hospitals.

The mayor^ Hauer^ and public-health officials held

daily press conferences.

City officials had reason to be pleased with their

performance and relieved that the epidemic

seemed relatively mild. By the time that fall's

cooler temperatures ensured at least a temporary

end to the epidemic^ sixty-two people had become
ill from the virus^ most of them elderly^ and only

seven of them had died. Thanks to Asnis's rapid

reporting and the health department's equally
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swift response^ a diagnosis had been made in only

eleven days — record time.

But there was^ it turned out^ a significant

problem: the diagnosis was wrong. Clues pointing

to the error came ft-om an unlikely source. Since

mid-August^ wildlife veterinary pathologists at the

Bronx Zoo had been worrying about a serious^ but

what seemed to be a separate^ biological event—
the death of large numbers of crows and other

birds. Four days after the city's Saint Louis en-

cephalitis announcement^ several exotic birds at

the zoo were dead. But not the emus. And that

made Tracey S. McNamara nervous. McNamara^
the head of the zoo's pathology department^ knew
that SLE3 which is carried by birds and trans-

mitted through mosquitoes^ does not normally
cause disease in the birds that are its hosts.

True^ the dead birds had hemorrhages and in-

flammation in the brain^ symptoms similar to

those produced in people ill from SLE. But the

birds also had badly damaged hearts and other af-

fected organs. She considered whether influenza

or another common virus might be the culprit^ as

they caused similar symptoms in birds^ but the pa-

thology did not fit. Having taken a course in recog-

nizing foreign animal diseases at the U.S.

Department of Agriculture's animal lab at Plum
Island^ New York3 she knew that both those dis-

eases would be affecting the zoo's domestic
poultry3 but the chickens were thriving. She also

rejected the notion that mosquito-borne Eastern
equine encephalitis could be responsible3 since

EEE caused a different kind of inflammation and
lesions in other parts of the brain than what she
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was seeing in the birds piled high in her cooler.

Moreover3 the zoo's flock of emus^ an Australian

ostrich which is exquisitely sensitive to the EEE
virus^ was unaffected. So something more compli-

cated had to be the cause.

Convinced that the avian and human deaths

were connected^ McNamara sought help. Public-

health officials in New York later noted that she

did not contact the public-health task force^ some
of whose members were also uneasy with the ini-

tial diagnosis. McNamara said she had decided

not to call the task force because it had no veteri-

narians and because the group lacked a secure lab-

oratory in which her dead zoo bird and crow
samples could be tested. Instead^ she sent off her

samples to the U.S. Agriculture Department's Na-
tional Veterinary Service Lab in AmeS;, Iowa. She
also called the CDC to alert its scientists to the

possibility that the birds' deaths and the human
epidemic were linked. The CDC's lab at Fort Col-

lins^ overwhelmed with human samples from New
York;, dismissed her suggestion as unlikely and ini-

tially refused even to analyze her bird tissues. After

all;, birds were the natural hosts for flaviviruses^ a

group ofpathogens known to cause encephalitis in

people. Simultaneous outbreaks in humans and
birds had never before been reported. Undeterred^

she sent them out to Colorado anyway.

McNamara was not alone in her convictions.

Ward Stone^ the chief wildlife biologist for the

State Department of Environmental Conserva-

tion^ had alerted his veterinary counterparts in

New Jersey and Connecticut to the strange illness

that had struck the local bird population. But
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throughout the late summer^ the investigations of

the bird and people illnesses seemed to be pro-

ceeding along mostly independent tracks. X^C^ile

the CDC eventually agreed to analyze some of her

samples^ McNamara complained that agency

workers had not returned her daily calls for almost

a week. Struggling to diagnose the mysterious ail-

ment that had appeared in New York^ the doctors

and scientists who focused on humans were slow

to grasp the possible relevance of the birds' illness.

In the federal government's planning for how a

cit\^ might detect and handle a sudden outbreak of

disease^ officials had foreseen many different sce-

narios. No one^ however^ had anticipated an out-

break in which crucial evidence would be
uncovered by a wildlife specialist.

VCTien McNamara finally heard from the USDA
lab in Ames^ the new^s was alarming: the virologists

could not identify the virus that was killing the

birds. They had determined that the ailment was
definitely some kind of flavivirus. But this was not

a virus that veterinarians had ever seen before. Be-
cause no fiavivirus had ever been known to cause

disease in animals^ neither the Ames lab nor any
other veterinary lab in the country had the testing

material needed to pin down a specific diagnosis.

Only the CDC labs and other public-health facili-

ties that did human testing had such reagents and
chemicals. McNamara sent more samples of an-

imal tissue to the CDC. With more than a dozen
birds dead and more than one hundred suspected
cases of SLE reported^ she also called the U.S.

Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious

Diseases^ looking for a favor from an army pathol-
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ogist she knew. Explaining her theory that the

human and bird deaths were linked^ she asked him
to examine her bird samples.

The army lab at Fort Detrick^ Maryland^ where
Bill Patrick had once turned germs into weapons
and which was now devoted to biodefense research

for the military^ did not normally take on civilian as-

signments. But the pathologist agreed^ and two days

after receiving McNamara's samples^ the lab ruled

out SLE as a source of the illness. An isolate of the

virus that had been made by the USDA^ along with

more Bronx Zoo samples^ enabled the lab to run
other tests. On September 24^ Fort Detrick and the

CDC confirmed that a "West Nile-like virus" had
been found in the bird samples.

Tipped off by the bird findings^ the CDC lab at

Fort Collins used similar genetic fingerprinting

techniques to analyze the human samples. At
about the same time^ tests were also being con-

ducted by Ian Lipkin^ the director of a University

of California-Irvine laboratory devoted to

studying emerging diseases; he was in New York as

a visiting academic researcher whom state officials

had asked for help. Lipkin told the New York State

and New York City health departments that the

West Nile encephalitis virus had also infected the

humans. On September 27^ the CDC officially

confirmed that a "West Nile-like virus'' was re-

sponsible for the infections in humans as well as in

the birds. The finding was astonishing: West Nile

had never caused an epidemic in the Western
Hemisphere.
The discovery unnerved many biodefense scien-

tists and government officials who saw the New
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York outbreak as a dress rehearsal for a terrorist at-

tack^ a test of how well public-health officials

would cope with the sudden spread of a disease

not typically found in the United States. Many felt

that the summer's events highlighted several

weaknesses in the nation's network for detecting

emerging diseases.

The public-health system had performed well in

many respects. An alert physician had reported the

cluster of mysterious illness to the authorities^

who^ in turn^ had quickly identified the virus's

likely vector as mosquitoes. Marci Layton noted

that had Asnis not done so^ it was not clear "when
or if this outbreak would have been detected."

The city had also taken swift action to stop the

virus's spread^ despite the initial misdiagnosis. The
spraying of insecticide had contained the out-

break of the globe-hopping virus among humans.
Because of the city's investment in bioterrorism

defense^ local public-health and emergency-
preparedness officials knew one another and had
worked together fairly well. As Frank Youngs the

former HHS official3 had observed^ the site of a di-

saster was "not the time or place for Government
officials to be exchanging business cards."

But the incident revealed some disturbing weak-
nesses. The daily conference calls involving as

many as one hundred officials from eighteen dif-

ferent locals state^ and federal agencies — often

lasting up to two hours— left officials less time to

deal with the crisis. In jurisdictional disputes^ it

was sometimes unclear which agency in which
city^ state^ or county was in charge.

Although the outbreak was relatively small^ a
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study by the General Accounting Office^ Con-
gress's independent auditing arm3 concluded that

it had severely strained the resources of one of the

country's largest3 most experienced urban public-

health departments. If a relatively modesty natu-

rally occurring epidemic had done that to the pub-
lic-health system of New York City^ what would
happen if a broader epidemic erupted elsewhere in

the nation?

The medical inquiry had also strained the fed-

eral government's limited lab resources. The
CDC's lab at Fort Collins had analyzed more than

two thousand specimens in three months^ using al-

most all of the lab's capacity. And in 1999^ Fort

Collins was the only public-health lab in the

country able to diagnose the West Nile virus. In its

report on the episode^ the GAO was unable to de-

termine the number of American labs that could

safely handle such dangerous pathogens. But it

concluded that the nation desperately needed
more of these labs^ with even greater capabilities.

The GAO and a Senate committee inquiry also

concluded that the CDC had failed to abide by
one of its own mottos in disease surveillance and
control: "Expect the unexpected." In testing sam-
ples from the initial victims^ the CDC scientists

had screened for only six viruses common in this

country; they had not tested for several that have

been linked to foreign epidemics or germ warfare^

among them West Nile.

American intelligence officials briefly consid-

ered the possibility that the West Nile virus had
been unleashed against America as part of a bio-

logical attack. In April 1999 a man claiming to be
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Saddam Hussein's former personal driver pub-
lished a book in Britain that quoted the Iraqi

leader as saying he one day might use the virus

against his enemies.

Experts eventually discounted the idea that the

West Nile outbreak was a germ assault. But scien-

tists were unable to trace precisely how the virus

had made its way from the Middle East to North
America. The New York variant of West Nile was
almost indistinguishable from a virulent strain

found on an Israeli goose farm in 1998 and similar

to a strain in Russia's collection. Wherever it came
from^ the virus survived the American winter of

1999 to re-emerge in insects and animals the fol-

lowing summer in a wide swath along the eastern

seaboard.

In the months that followed^ public-health and
national-security officials learned more not only

about missteps in detecting and handling the out-

break but also about the mysterious virus itself.

Stephen M. Ostroff3 the CDC's associate director

for epidemiological science^ said scientists discov-

ered that some seventy-eight different bird species

had died from the lethal virus and that between
one and two million birds in the northeast were be-

lieved to have been infected. West Nile had also

been discovered in rabbits^ squirrels^ chipmunks3
raccoons^ bats^ and even horses.

While scientists had initially believed that the

disease would not spread without mosquitoes^
they now understood that birds could transmit it

to one another without an intermediary. They also

had learned that dead birds were the most reliable

predictor of a human outbreak. New York had de-
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veloped a "dead bird density index" to calibrate

responses to the virus. The more birds were founds
the more steps public-health officials would take.

In a subsequent review^ city health authorities

were chagrined to discover that the human out-

break had begun much earlier than they had ini-

tially thought. Looking back over hospital records^

it became clear that the first case had been seen as

early as August 8^ more than two weeks before

Asnis called in her report of a mysterious illness.

Had the first case been recognized^ some of the

sixty-two people who contracted the disease^ in-

cluding the seven who died^ might not have fallen

ill. Ostroff said the West Nile epidemic under-

scored the need for cities to create new systems to

monitor symptoms associated with serious infec-

tious diseases. Ostroff and others agreed that the

CDC's reluctance to take Tracey McNamara's
claims seriously — and the lack of regular^ re-

spectful communication between the animal and
human public-health communities — had im-

peded a correct diagnosis. Scientists from both

worlds subsequently met for the first time at a con-

ference in Chicago to discuss improved coopera-

tion. McNamara^ the animal doc^ felt vindicated

by the session^ relishing the CDC's tribute to what
it only half-jokingly called her "dogged" pursuit of

the disease.

Most important^ the outbreak showed the im-

portance of investing in public health. Much was
now being learned and done thanks to a relatively

modest increase in public spending. After the dis-

ease appeared3 Washington allocated $25 million

on West Nile-related research and treatment in
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2000. Scientists at the University of Texas in

Galveston were making progress on adapting a

vaccine for West Nile from existing protections

against Japanese encephalitis and yellow fever. Re-

searchers at the army lab at Fort Detrick and the

CDC were working together on a vaccine for West
Nile. Tom Monath^ the scientist who had at-

tended the meeting with President Clinton^ was
helping develop a vaccine at his company^ Ora
Vax^ which was bought by Acambis. "It's remark-

able what you can do if you have the resources/'

Ostroff said.

To White House officials^ however^ the missteps

in tracking the West Nile virus were but one ex-

ample of the practical difficulties they faced

throughout the government as they struggled to

turn President Clinton's broad commitment to

germ defense into practical reality. Clinton's en-

thusiasm for the issue had translated into growing
budgets for biodefense^, and federal agencies were
eagerly competing for their share. But no one had
overall authority over how the money was spent.

Dick Clarke continued to wield considerable

power from his post as counterterrorism czar at

the White House. But Clarke could not rewrite

budgets or bring cabinet officers to heel.

Biodefense crossed every imaginable line in the

government;, sprawling across the Defense De-
partment;, Justice Department^ Central Intelli-

gence Agency^ Department of Health and Human
Services3 and Federal Emergency Management
Agency. It was what one veteran of the Clinton ad-

ministration would later call an "orphan mission/'

managed by everyone and no one.
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The Pentagon's effort to vaccinate American
troops against anthrax ran into new difficulties in

1999. Mark Zaid;, the lawyer who represented

some of the first soldiers to refuse the shots^ had
obtained thousand ofpages ofdocuments through
his Freedom ofInformation Act lawsuit. Some un-
dercut the government's categorical assertions

about the vaccine's safety and efficacy. Zaid issued

press releases about the documents and provided

copies to reporters.

At military bases around the country^ several

hundred soldiers had refused orders to take the

vaccine:, a tiny percentage of the two hundred
thousand servicemen inoculated in the initial

phase of the program. The cases were nonetheless

high profile^ and the military moved to

court-martial soldiers who resisted.

In early I9985 Pentagon officials inadvertently

broadened the rebellion with a decision they made
in the name of fairness. The first round ofvaccina-

tions had been given to soldiers permanently sta-

tioned in regions that faced the greatest danger of

biological attack^ such as the Middle East. Reserv-

ists serving less than thirty days in such areas were

not included. This made no sense to Pentagon of-

ficials who had been working for several years to

integrate the reserves into military operations.

Why should reservists be at greater risk in an an-

thrax attack? And so the Pentagon issued a new
policy. Anyone serving in the Middle East or

South Korea3 even for a few days^ would have to be

immunized. The directive angered reservists^ par-

ticularly pilots in the air national guard units.
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Many earned a comfortable living flying for com-
mercial airlines. Unlike their active duty col-

leagues^ who faced court-martial for refusing the

shots^ they could easily quit. Some did. Others

complained to their congressmen.

The issue caught the eye of Chris Shays^ a Re-
publican congressman from Connecticut. Shays

was an odd duck among House Republicans^ a

former Peace Corps volunteer and New England
moderate. He had used his post as chairman of a

House subcommittee to hold hearings that

pounded the Pentagon for its handling ofGulfWar
Syndrome. Shays had a good sense ofhow to turn

complicated issues into public dramas; his Gulf
War hearings had pitted ailing veterans against of-

ficials from the Pentagon and the Veterans Admin-
istration. He assigned a longtime aide^ Larry

Halloran3 to investigate the case of an Air National

Guardsman from Connecticut who had quit the

reserves rather than be immunized. Military offi-

cials claimed that the resignation was an isolated

incident^ but Halloran found eight pilots from his

state alone who had left the guard over the issue.

His suspicions aroused^ he asked the GAO to in-

vestigate the program. He also filed a request with

the Pentagon for every scrap ofpaper in its files on
the anthrax debate.

The committee chairman to whom Shays re-

ported^ Representative Dan Burton of Indiana3

was one of President Clinton's most visceral oppo-
nents. A darling ofthe conservative movement and
leader of the impeachment drive^ Burton never

missed a chance to embarrass the Democrats. He
was also a persistent critic of childhood vaccina-
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tions^ questioning whether scientists were over-

looking long-term side effects. Burton was
delighted to have Shays's subcommittee examine
the Pentagon's anthrax vaccination program.

In April 1999^ at a hearing before Shays's sub-

committee^ the GAO announced its preliminary

findings^ bringing to light some ofthe complexities

that Pentagon experts had been quietly weighing

for years. Kwai-Cheung Chan^ a GAO auditor3

told the congressmen that the long-term safety of

the vaccine had not been studied. "Therefore one
cannot conclude there are no long-term effects."

Animal studies offered conflicting evidence of its

efficacy against inhaled anthrax^ Chan said^

though it appeared the inoculations offered "some
protection.''

He told the subcommittee that the only human
trials of efficacy had involved a similar but not

identical version of the vaccine. Another GAO of-

ficial^ Sushil K. Sharma;, contradicted the Defense

Department's brochure on the vaccine^ which said

it had "been safely and routinely administered in

the United States to veterinarians^ laboratory

workers^ and livestock handlers." In fact^ Sharma
saidj the anthrax vaccine had been given to^ at

most:, a few thousand people before 1990.

General Eddie Cain^ head of the Joint Program
Office for Biological Defense^ was sent to mount a

defense. The vaccinations were going well^ Cain

said. Only 8 of 260^000 people receiving the vac-

cine had reported reactions that caused them to be

hospitalized or miss more than a day of duty.

The GAO offered no evidence that the vaccine

was dangerous or a threat to health. But its testi-
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mony had raised some questions that did not have

simple answers. Pentagon officials were shaken by
the news coverage. Cain acknowledged in an
e-mail to a senior Pentagon official that the pro-

gram had taken a hit. "Two key areas we came up
flat were GAO's assertion that #1 the anthrax vac-

cine licensed was NOT the one tested and #2^
how can DoD say that reported Desert Storm ill-

nesses were not caused by anthrax vaccine when
we have no record of who received shots? If we
cannot answer these questions we (DoD & the Ad-
ministration) are in big time trouble." In fact^ the

GAO was correct on both counts.

Shays held five hearings on the anthrax issue in

1999 alone^ taking more than twenty hours of tes-

timony. Mark Zaid^ the lawyer representing some
of the soldiers who had refused shots^ stirred more
doubts when he came across documents the army
had drafted to indemnify companies making the

anthrax vaccine. One document dated September
1991 said manufacturers were entitled to special

protection because of the "unusually hazardous"
legal risks in making such a product. Lawsuits
could result from adverse reactions to the vaccine

or if the immunizations proved ineffective^ it said.

The FDA's testing of the vaccine did not involve

enough people to predict what would happen
when it was given to large numbers of people.

"Only widespread use can provide this assess-

ment/' the document said. In addition^ there was
"no way to predict" whether it would be effective

against the pathogens used in a biological attack. A
later version of the agreement^ written specifically

for the Michigan lab^ made the same points. Zaid
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provided the memos to a reporter from the San
Diego Union-Tribune :, who wrote a page-one story.

The Pentagon played down the significance of

the documents^ saying they were legal precautions^

comparable to a homeowner buying insurance

against a fire. Soldiers reading them on the

Internet drew different conclusions.

A month later^ the Pentagon promised to con-

duct a long-term study of the vaccine's safety3

more than a year after the first shots were adminis-

tered. Pentagon officials believed they could

manage the problems on Capitol Hill. But in the

latter months of 1999 the program confronted a

more formidable challenge. BioPort^ the company
that had bought the Michigan facility^ was having

trouble meeting the FDA's standards. If produc-
tion did not resume soon^ the military would not

have enough vaccine to go ahead with the immuni-
zations. The company was financially shaky. In

August the Pentagon agreed to raise the price it

paid per dose of anthrax vaccine from $4.36 to

$10. 64.

The rewritten contract gave the company an ad-

ditional $24 million, $18.7 million ofwhich would
be paid up front to tide over BioPort. Company of-

ficials said they had underestimated production

costs when they bought the factory and negotiated

the contract. The state of Michigan;, it turned out,

had been providing a much larger subsidy to the

lab than had been understood.

The bad news kept coming. The retesting after

the 1996 FDA inspection cost BioPort more than

3 million doses. The reasons varied. Nearly 1.5

million doses did not pass potency tests. Others
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were rejected by the FDA because BioPort had
failed to follow procedures assuring' sterility. The
shrinking reserves prompted the Pentagon to scale

back the vaccine program. In November 1999^

federal inspectors delivered another blow. The
renovations of the lab had been finished in January

of that year^ but BioPort was still not ready to re-

sume production. A new inspection report found
more than thirty deficiencies. The most significant

involved the company's failure to comply with fed-

eral rules that each batch of pharmaceuticals

meets the same specifications and is made the

same way.

Drug regulators had significantly toughened
their standards since the 1970s3 when the original

license was granted to the Michigan Department
of Health. They were now demanding much
greater precision. If the original formula said the

anthrax bugs should be allowed to grow for

twenty-two to twenty-eight hours^ the modern
FDA wanted a much more specific recipe^ say

twenty-two to twenty-four hours. Each change in

the formula required a raft of test runs to prove the

product remained the same. It was very slow

going. In December 1999^ the Pentagon had fur-

ther slowed the vaccine program to stretch the

dwindling supplies.

Pentagon officials began looking at alterna-

tives to Michigan. Some proposed building a

government-owned facility^ the idea that had been
killed in the early years of the Clinton administra-

tion. But that would not bring any immediate re-

lief. Officials estimated that it would take seven

years to build and license such a facility. Pentagon
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officials said that they hoped that BioPort would
win federal approval for its production lines by the

beginning of 2002^ four years after the plant was
temporarily closed for renovation.

Robert Myers^ BioPort's chief scientific officer^

said he was not daunted by the repeated setbacks.

The FDA had toughened standards and the Mich-
igan facility was hardly the only company strug-

gling to meet them. Stilly he believed production of

anthrax vaccine would finally resume. "In the end^

rather than being the gang that couldn't shoot

straight^ we'll be known as the little engine that

could/' he said.

In April 2000^ Burton's Committee on Govern-
ment Reform released a meticulously footnoted

critique entitled "The Department ofDefense An-
thrax Vaccine Immunization Program: Unproven
Force Protection." The anthrax vaccinations^ the

committee concluded^ were a "well-intentioned

but overwrought response to the threat of anthrax

as a biological weapon." Gene splicing could pro-

duce new^ vaccine-resistant strains^ making the

program a "medical Maginot Line^ a fixed fortifi-

cation protecting against attack from only one di-

rection."

By some measures^ the anthrax program was a

success. The military had inoculated more than

half a million troops3 with only a handful reporting

significant side effects. A committee of outside ex-

perts set up by the Pentagon to study the reports of

"adverse events" found only 16 instances of se-

rious reactions out of I353O reports to the FDA by
mid-2001. Eleven people were hospitalized for

swelling of the arm near the injection site. Four
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servicemen suffered systemic reactions to the vac-

cine^ but none went into shock. One temporarily

experienced severe lung problems that ultimately

healed. According to the committee of experts^

none of the illnesses persisted. The rate of adverse

reactions appeared to be low^ comparable to or

better than those for childhood vaccines. There
were no reported deaths.

But the Pentagon was nonetheless unable to sell

many servicemen or key members of Congress on
the value of the anthrax shots. The distrust stirred

by the handling of GulfWar Syndrome was deep-

ened by the initial sales pitch for the anthrax pro-

gram. And critics questioned whether the

voluntary reports to the FDA captured the full pic-

ture. Many servicemen^ they said^ were afraid to

disclose their illnesses^ fearing that their military

careers would be harmed.
The Pentagon's initial public-relations strategy

proved deeply flawed in an era in which every rele-

vant document — from the scathing FDA assess-

ments of the Michigan facility to the reports about
adverse reactions — was available through the

Internet. Pentagon officials dismissed the opposi-

tion to the vaccinations as Internet paranoia. But
in fact^ as Mark Zaid often pointed out^ the most
devastating questions were raised by the Penta-

gon's own documents. These are not my words^ he
would say^ brandishing a memo^ they are yours.

Over time^ the military gave soldiers more accu-

rate information about the vaccine. The first fact

sheet answered the question "What are the side ef-

fects?" by mentioning only temporary maladies^

such as sore arms or redness at the site of injection.
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In the fall of 2000^ the Pentagon sent around a

new version that was much more specific. "Any
vaccine can cause serious reactions^ such as those

requiring hospitalization/' it said. "For anthrax

vaccine^ they happen less than once per 200^000
doses. Severe allergic reactions occur less than
once per 100^000 doses.''

Pentagon officials acknowledged privately that

they had oversold the program^ particularly the

broad claims about the vaccine's safety. A study

completed in 2000 by a committee set up by the

prestigious Institute of Medicine at the National

Academy of Sciences concluded there was "inade-

quate/insufficient evidence" to assess whether the

anthrax vaccine was associated with "long-term

adverse health outcomes." There was a "paucity of

published^ peer-reviewed literature^" which de-

scribed "a few short-term studies." The research

most frequently cited by the Pentagon in support

of the vaccine's safety— the monitoring of 1^590

employees at Fort Detrick who received immuni-
zations — did not settle the issue3 the panel said.

Participants in the twenty-five-year Fort Detrick

study had not been specifically questioned about

chronic symptoms.
In the years after the anthrax vaccinations began^

some servicemen who had received the shots com-
plained of dizziness^ severe lethargy^ and exhaustion

similar to GulfWar Syndrome. Government health

experts believed the vaccine had not caused their

illnesses. But as the Institute of Medicine made
clear^ more research was needed. The panel said its

findings were an "early step in the complex process

of understanding the vaccine's safety."
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The effects of the controversy were clear. Hun-
dreds of reserve pilots quit the ^ military. By
mid-20003 more than four hundred servicemen

had been disciplined for refusing to take the shots

and fifty-one had been court-martialed. A few
served brief sentences in the brig.

Some of the problems the Cohen team con-

fronted in administering vaccinations against bio-

logical attack were inevitable. Doctors making the

case for vaccines against dread diseases could

point to measurable benefits that balanced the

risks. For instance^ before a measles vaccine was
introduced in 19633 five hundred children a year

died from the illness. Deaths fell to one or two a

year after children were immunized^ a huge gain

when compared with the tiny number of serious

adverse reactions.

Those advocating immunizations against bio-

logical attack could not show such clear benefits.

Only the risks were certain. An otherwise healthy

group ofmen and women received shots to protect

against a health threat that might well never mate-
rialize. Other nations had calculated the risks and
benefits and come to different conclusions. Britain

made anthrax vaccinations for its troops voluntary.

France's soldiers did not get them at all.

Pentagon leaders had seriously underestimated
the anthrax vaccine program's technical difficul-

ties. Making vaccine in a tough new regulatory en-

vironment was a daunting business^ as BioPort's

continuing struggles showed. Stephen Joseph^ the

Pentagon health official^ had hoped that the an-

thrax program would mark the beginning of a new
era in which immunizations were an element of
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military doctrine. But the anthrax vaccinations

had seemingly had the opposite effect. Many Pen-
tagon officials found it hard to imagine attempting

another broad immunization program against^

say^ botulinum toxin anytime soon. Looking back
after he left the Pentagon^ Richard Danzig could

only shake his head. He had not understood the

full dimensions of the problems at Michigan when
he pressed the case for inoculations in 1995 and
1996. In hindsight^ the decision to broaden the

program and immunize all 2.4 million active duty

and reserve troops was a much closer call. Danzig
believed that his original proposal to immunize the

soldiers assigned to high-threat areas would have

been more popular with servicemen. And the

dwindling supplies ofvaccine would not have been
as harmful to a less ambitious program.

In the last year of the Clinton administration^

federal officials geared up to assess the effective-

ness of the new civil defenses. In August 2000^

they staged an exercise that a press release an-

nounced would cost S3. 5 million^ making it the

largest emergency-preparedness drill ever con-

ducted. Operation TopOff^ for Top Officials^

would test more than the ability of a large Amer-
ican city to respond to a germ attack. It was to be a

several-day "consequence-management" extrava-

ganza that would involve thousands ofgovernment
employees from twenty-eight agencies. The exer-

cise would have been even more ambitious had it

not collided with financial^ logistical^ and political

realities.

The exercise was Congress's idea. In 1999^ after
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it had appropriated hundreds of millions of dollars

to train first responders in cities thfoughout the

nation^ Congress had asked the Justice Depart-

ment and the Federal Emergency Management
Agency3 in coordination with the National Secu-

rity Council^, to see if its investment in training and
new programs was paying off. But by the time the

elaborate exercise was scheduled^ the novelty of

tabletops and mock attacks was gone. Two
months before the drills Attorney General Janet

Reno and FEMA Director James Lee were the

only two top officials committed to participating.

As initially conceived^, the exercise was to involve

at least three cities. At a conference in the spring of

1999^ government officials and the contractors

whom the Justice Department had chosen to

handle the exercise— Science Applications Inter-

national Corporation and Research Planning Inc.

— devised an elaborate scenario involving chem-
ical^ nuclear^ biological^ and cyber attacks in at

least three and as many as six cities. By the fol-

lowing May^ the exercise had been scaled back to a

covert biological attack on Denver and a chemical-

weapons strike in Portsmouth^ New Hampshire.
Officials had also conceded that if top federal offi-

cials were to participate^, TopOffwould have to run
fewer than the planned ten days. They would keep
secret the designated agents to be used^, as well as

the specific times and places of the attacks^ to en-

sure an element of surprise and to make the tests

as real as possible.

The government's response to the hypothetical

mustard-gas attacks on runners at a charity

footrace in Portsmouth on Saturday^ May 2O3
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2000^ was fairly effective. Though it took an ex-

ceedingly long time for the 170 "victims" of the

bogus chemical sprayings to receive treatment^

there were no riots and only limited chaos. After

an FBI SWAT team stormed the fake hideout of

the fake terrorists — the Group for Liberation of

Orangeland and Destruction of Others — two
postal workers being held hostage were released.

Within forty-eight hours^ order was restored. This^

however^ was not the case in Denver.
In Portsmouth^ some three thousand govern-

ment officials had been mobilized for the exercise;

in Denver^, important parts of the exercise oc-

curred only on paper. Although some twenty-five

hundred officials participated in the Denver drills

the diagnostic testing of the mysterious agents, the

delivery of real medicine^ and other key events in

the exercise were simulated.

The scenario opened on Wednesday night;, May
l?^ with a hypothetical lone terrorist's release of

Yersinia pestis— pneumonic plague— through the

fresh-air ducts of the Denver Center for the Per-

forming Arts. By Saturday^ May 20^ when
role-playing began^, virtual "victims" of the attack

were filling the emergency rooms of Denver Med-
ical Health Center and two other hospitals in the

area^ complaining of chills^, cough^ fever^ and other

undiagnosed flulike symptoms.
Later that morning3 the exercise continued as a

maid at a make-believe motel that the contractors

had set up at an abandoned army facility discov-

ered a dead man in the room she was cleaning.

The twenty-five-year-old man (actually a plastic

mannequin) had blood and vomit around his
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mouthy a toe with gangrene^ and skin lesions all

over his body. Local police also found a weapon3
terrorist literature^ and instructions for making a

spraying device in the room. The FBI was called in

to investigate^, and a four-block area around the

motel was cordoned off.

By Saturday afternoon^ some five hundred
people had checked into local hospitals for treat-

ment; twenty-five of them had died. After the

CDC's lab at Fort Collins confirmed that the

cause of death was plague^ thirty-one real staff

members were sent to Denver to help treat the sick

and dying and contain the epidemic's spread. A
public-health emergency was declared.

By late afternoon^ some hospital staff were
calling in sick. Antibiotics and ventilators to help

people breathe were becoming scarce. Some doc-

tors and nurses had begun wearing protective gear.

The governor's office issued an order restricting

travel by air^ bus^ and rail to and from the Denver
area. The public-health authorities told area resi-

dents to go to a medical facility ifthey felt ill or had
been in contact with someone who was. Other citi-

zens were told to stay home. News alerts and press

briefings were covered by a team of pseudo-
reporters whose black satin jackets were appliqued
with the words VIRTUAL NEWS NETWORK, the

phony news organization the contractors had
added to the drill rather than risk interaction with
real reporters, a prospect that one participant

called as daunting as plague.

By Sunday, May 21, although the CDC had
alerted neighboring states to the outbreak and its

cause, cases of plague were being reported in sev-
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eral states^ in England^ and as far away as Japan.
"Push packs" of antibiotics from the national

pharmaceutical stockpile that the Clinton admin-
istration had created the previous year arrived in

Denver. Several hospitals reached full capacity. So
did city morgues. Some thirteen hundred ventila-

tors were being sent to the area^ almost halfthe na-

tion's supply. By the day's end^ more than

eighteen hundred cases of plague were reported;

almost four hundred people had died.

By Monday^ the area's health-care system was
shutting down from the strain^ but the city and
state had still not approved a distribution plan for

antibiotics. The public-health authorities encour-

aged Denverites to wear face masks or^ since those^

too^ were in short supply^ the "Bronco" bandanas
so popular in the football-crazed^ cowboy-loving

state. The CDC urged the governor's office to

quarantine Colorado^ but state officials refused^

complaining that no provisions for shipping in

extra food and supplies had been made and that

such an edict could not be enforced. The highway
patrol^ too^ was short of staff. Police were worried

about rioting and people stealing precious antibi-

otics. The medical system^ government offices^

and society itself were collapsing.

The exercise ended on Tuesday^ May 23^ as the

epidemic spread out of control. Estimates of how
many people got sick and died varied widely. Some
reports registered an estimated S^TOO plague cases

with 950 deaths. Other participants estimated that

more than 4^000 were sick and that 2^000 had
died^ almost twice the official death toll.

Federal^ state^ and local officials lost little time in
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proclaiming the catastrophe a successful exercise.

While the "ten days in May" scenario had lasted only

four and a half days3 the drill had^ in government-

preparedness parlance^ "stressed" the nation's

emergency-management system to its limits. Re-

flecting on the value of the drills Richard E.

Hoffman^ the chief medical officer of Colorado's

Department of Public Health and Environment^

said that much had been learned thanks to the

planning group's decision to select the weapon he
had recommended— plague^, a highly contagious

agent. All diseases were not equal; nor did they af-

fect society equally^ he observed. An attack of an-

thrax^ which was not contagious^ would resemble

a chemical attack in impact. Terrible as it was3 an-

thrax could be contained. But plague^ one ofPresi-

dent Clinton's "gifts that keep on giving/' would
be harder to stop. The drill had ended after the

fourth day^ Hoffman said^ because^ at least in this

scenario^ it was clear by then that "you would
never catch up."

A major lesson was that democracies were prob-

ably ill prepared to make such emotionally

charged decisions as whether scarce resources

should be devoted to treating the sick or to trying

to contain the epidemic. TopOff showed that even
well-prepared cities would be hard-pressed to do
both. According to several participants^ the offi-

cials managing the outbreak had bitter^ protracted

fights over who would receive the antibiotics. Ini-

tial supplies had been rapidly depleted^ and the

state^ everyone agreed^ had been late in taking con-
trol of them.

Most public-health and emergency-preparedness
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ofificials insisted that emergency-management per-

sonnel^ police^ hospital stafif, and their families had
to have priority in getting drugs to enable them to

remain healthy and cope with the disaster^ as well as

to encourage them to report for work. But others^

especially elected officials^ argued that it was unac-
ceptable to give the lifesaving drugs to civil servants

and their families when sick people needed them
and the population remained unprotected. The
politicians were overruled3 perhaps only because

Governor Bill Owens^ a Republican who was skep-

tical of the Clinton biodefense initiative^ had re-

fused to participate in TopOff. Instead^ political

advice was offered by a group of senior advisers in

his office.

Not all participants were happy with the selection

of plague. "Gut-wrenching doomsday scenarios"

that overwhelm a city and its health-care system are

"easy^ but not really helpful/' said Tommy F. Grier

Jr.3 the director of the Colorado Office of Emer-
gency Management's department of local affairs.

He believed that TopOffwould have been far more
useful had a more "realistically scaled" and^ hence^

more likely scenario been chosen.

The Denver metropolitan area^ in fact^ had
received more than its share of emergency-
preparedness training. All three of the cities in-

volved in the drill — Denver^, Aurora^ and Colo-

rado Springs — were among the first 120

American cities to have been trained under the

congressional program. In IQQB^ Denver had skill-

fully handled a papal visit, and in 1998 an interna-

tional presidential summit and the Oklahoma City

bombing trial.
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Several participants felt that failing to include

real reporters had been a mistake^ since without

them there was no way to gauge how the scenario's

unfolding events would be conveyed to the public.

TopOff had been very expensive. Grier's Office

of Emergency Management — which got a

$200^000 grant to offset the drill's costs— wound
up spending far more than that^ and far more than

the Justice Department officially acknowledged3

many officials agreed. The federal government's

own figures showed that TopOff's real cost was
closer to $10 million^ much of it spent on contrac-

tors.

While state and local officials had worked fairly

well together^ there was tension among public-

health officials^ hospital representatives;, and the

FBI. They not only inhabited different worlds but

spoke different languages. Many public-health

workers^ for instance^ were unfamiliar with and
frustrated by the steady repetition of the alphabet

soup of emergency preparedness. "We weren't all

exactly singing 'Kumbaya/ " said Greg Moser^ a

counterterrorism specialist in Colorado's Office of

Emergency Management.
Moser and most other experts said that TopOff^

especially its failures^ had taught them invaluable

lessons. As in New York's real outbreak of West
Nile virus^ the endless conference calls involving

up to a hundred officials had been
time-consuming and cumbersome. But often

there was no other way to communicate: phones in

the overworked public-health offices and even po-
lice stations went unmanned.
Most of Denver's hospitals had no contingency
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plans for treating mass-casualty incidents and only

limited stocks of equipment^ vaccines^ and other

drugs. Only three of Denver's twenty-two hospi-

tals had been able to spend the time and money re-

quired to participate in TopOff, and one of them^
overwhelmed by real patient loads^ had had to

drop out prematurely. Few of the city's morticians

had even thought about coping with such an inci-

dent. The city's decision to commandeer refriger-

ated trucks from the Coors Brewing Company for

body storage and transport was an inspired

stopgap measure^ but hardly a viable solution to

emotionally and politically sensitive decisions

about how and where to dispose ofvictims' bodies.

"Our pubhc-health-care infrastructure was in

some ways better prepared in the thirties to handle

an epidemic like this than they are today/' said

Tara O'Toole^ a public-health expert who evalu-

ated the exercise.

The national antibiotics stockpile^ which faced

its first test in TopOfif^ passed^ but barely. While
the CDC sent drugs to Denver within forty-eight

hours of the request^ an impressive achievement^

the plane landed at Denver International Airport^

which the mayor's office was about to close. Fur-

thermore^ the drugs could not be distributed

quickly. There were few workers on hand to divide

the giant antibiotic "push packs" into manageable
sizes. A public-health worker went to Safeway to

buy plastic bags in which the antibiotics could be

distributed. The trip^ TopOff organizers esti-

mated^ would have taken six hours through streets

clogged with panicked citizens.

Officials complained about too many competing
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operations centers and not knowing who was in

charge. There was also tension over making the

right public-health decisions and the need to make
them quickly. Despite all of Denver's trainings

plans for isolating contagious people and getting

drugs to ordinary citizens were not in place. Plans

the contractors imposed^ which had 'worked in

New York^ proved inappropriate for Denver. The
designated "points of distribution" for antibiotics

could serve only 140 people in an hour3 utterly in-

adequate to the demand generated by a city of 2

million.

When the exercise ended^ officials were still ar-

guing about whether a quarantine should and
could be imposed on Colorado. People who hypo-

thetically had already been confined to their

homes for seventy-two hours were running short

of food and supplies. Civil unrest was brewing.

Hospitals were about to be stormed. Despite all of

its previous training and drills^ Denver was
doomed.

The disarray of TopOff came as no surprise to

Amy Smithson^ an analyst at the Henry L. Stimson
Center in Washington. After eighteen months of

interviews with public-health and emergency-
preparedness officials in more than thirty cities

across the nation^ she had concluded in the fall of

2000 that the administration's directives and Con-
gress's new laws had produced a hodgepodge of

programs that were often conceptually dubious^

bureaucratically duplicative^ poorly coordinated^

and disastrously implemented.
A southerner who loved politics and had wit-
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nessed several national-security fads come and go
in her fifteen years in Washington^ Smithson rec-

ognized a hot new trend when she saw one. The
president's personal engagement meant there

would be billions ofnew dollars available for agen-

cies desperate to reinvent themselves after the

Cold War. Aum's 1995 sarin-gas attack in the

Tokyo subway and the 1998 bombings of two
U.S. embassies in Africa helped the administra-

tion push huge budget increases through Congress
to prevent terrorism and deal with its conse-

quences. The political imperatives were obvious.

Who could be opposed to fighting crazed zealots

who were targeting Americans? No lawmaker or

administration official wanted to have to explain in

the aftermath of a devastating attack that lives

could have been saved if only the government had
not been pinching pennies. It was far easier for

Congress and the executive branch to create new
programs. Overall^ the funding for counter-

terrorism rose from $6.5 billion in 1998 to $9.3

billion in 2001 3 while the part of that devoted to

managing the consequences rose from $645 mil-

lion in 1998 to $1.6 billion in 2001.

The experts most involved in pushing for

stronger defenses against biological attack knew
there would be waste. The government^ several

said privately^ was slow to move and certain to

stumble as it took steps in a new direction.

Even SO3 Smithson and some of the govern-

ment's auditors felt that some of the initiatives

were notably wasteful. Some ofthe firsts most tren-

chant criticism came from the General Ac-

counting Office^ the congressional watchdog. In a
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series of reports and statements in late 1997^ the

GAO warned that the administration's program
was based not on a rigorous assessment of the ter-

rorist threat facing the nation but rather on the po-

tentially infuiite \Tilnerabilit\^ of American civilians

at home and U.S. armed forces abroad. Without
cogent risk and threat assessments^ the GAO ar-

gued^ there was no way of knowing whether the

government was spending too little^ too much^ or

just enough money fighting terrorism^ much less

whether the money was being spent effectively.

The G\0 reports underscored the singular na-

ture of the bioterrorist threat. Despite huge invest-

ments in intelligence and readiness^ there was
probably no way to predict with confidence the

source of an attack^ its target^ the agent that would
be used^ or^ therefore^ how best to defend the na-

tion.

Many analysts noted that attacks using germs
and unconventional weapons had been extremely

rare — what national-securit}' experts termed a

"low-probabilit\' event." \XTien the culprits had
used or tried to use such agents^ they had usually

not chosen substances that would inflict mass ca-

sualties. Data collected by the Center for

Nonproliferation Studies at the Monterey Insti-

tute of International Studies showed that there

had been 285 incidents throughout the world
since 1976 in which terrorists had used chemical
or biological weapons. In 44 percent of those

cases^ no one had been killed or seriously injured;

in 76 percent of them^ five or fewer people had
been hurt. Examining these numbers^ many ana-

lysts argued that there was little statistical support
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for the "not-if-but-when" school of thought.

Amy Smithson and other analysts^ though crit-

ical of such exaggerations and hyperbole about
biothreats^ at the same time also believed that

given the rapid advances in biotechnology and the

collapse ofthe Soviet germ-warfare empire^ as well

as the rise of a smaller but sophisticated South Af-

rican program^ the past might not be prologue.

Statistics showed that although the number of ter-

rorist incidents had declined in the past decade^

their casualty rates had increased sharply. And
America was increasingly often the target of such
attacks. However low the probability of such an
unconventional strike^ the consequences might be
so grave that any responsible government would
have taken steps to protect the American people.

Smithson's quarrel with Congress and the Clinton

administration focused on how they had gone
about it.

To begin with, only $315 million of the $8.4

billion that the government spent on counter-

terrorism in the year 2000 was devoted to training

people in cities and states to respond to a covert

bioterrorism attack. A small proportion of money,
less than 4 percent, was being spent beyond the

Washington beltway. A disproportionate share of

this spending went to what public-health advo-

cates derided as the "whistles and sirens," the

fancy cars, faulty detectors, and other marginal

gear. Only 6 percent of the funds to combat un-

conventional terrorism was allocated to strength-

ening the public-health infrastructure, the heart of

meaningful biodefense preparedness.

The 1996 law that called for training of emer-
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gency personnel in the nation's 120 largest cities

had proposed a simple structure: The Defense De-
partment was in charge. But within four years^

Smithson discovered^ that statute had spawned a

cottage industry of competing programs. Local of-

ficials could choose from among some ninety dif-

ferent courses offered by competing federal

bureaucrats. The courses^ moreover^ differed dra-

matically in quality and content^ but no federal of-

fice was charged with evaluating them or helping

cities decide which best suited their needs. Gov-
ernment contractors^ the so-called beltway ban-

dits^ were often allocated the bulk of the training

money^ leaving cities and states scrambling to find

funds to buy protective clothing and emergency-
preparedness equipment.

Smithson argued that the administration had
shortchanged hospitals and public health in the

early years. Financing for a national stockpile of

vaccine and antibiotics had not begun until IQQS^

two years before the end of President Clinton's

second term in office. Efforts to revive the nation's

ailing infectious-disease surveillance system^ crit-

ical to identifying naturally occurring and deliber-

ately caused epidemics^ did not begin in earnest

until a year later. The Department of Health and
Human Services was not even included in discus-

sions involving bioterrorism initiatives until late

19983 and it was another year before the agency
had secure communications facilities in which
classified information could be examined and dis-

cussed.

Although they were well intentioned^ Smithson
concluded^ the administration's homeland defense
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initiatives had become a triumph of political "pork
over preparedness."

In most federal programs devoted to countering

terrorism threats^ germ agents were lumped to-

gether with other weapons of mass destruction^

such as chemical3 radioactive^ and nuclear arms.

And biological weapons were usually little more
than an afterthought — barely the caboose of the

counterterrorism train.

The administration's effort to reduce the threat

posed by former Russian germ scientists received

generally higher marks than the scattered^ duplica-

tive domestic programs. But even this effort had its

problems.

While in 1991 Senators Nunn and Lugar had
allocated money to preventing former Soviet

unconventional-weapons scientists from selling

their arms or lethal expertise to rogue states or ter-

rorists^ the Clinton administration did not provide

serious money for biological defense until years

after the program was begun.

At the State Department^ funds for the biolog-

ical nonproliferation programs — the Moscow-
based International Science and Technology

Center^ and other scientific exchange and cooper-

ation projects with former Soviet bioweaponeers
— were reduced year after year^ as a result of

budget battles between and within the executive

and legislative branches. By 2000^ annual State

Department support for such projects reached a

total of $12 million — its highest level but still a

pittance compared to major government efforts.

The same was true at the Energy Department.
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Most of its nonproliferation funds went to Russian

nuclear cities and programs; ver\' little was spent

on biolog>'.

Andy Weber's efforts to win the allegiance of

former Soviet germ warriors had always been
modestly funded. It began with S5 million in 1996

and grew to S12 million by 2001. just 3 percent of

the cooperative programs aimed at Russia. Most of

that money was spent on reducing the threat posed
by nuclear or chemical weapons.

.\lthough Russian scientists had repeatedly

warned the administration that Iranian officials

were hunting for experts, particularly those with

recombinant skills invohing plant and animal

pathogens, the Department of Agriculture re-

ceived funding for antibioterrrorism programs
only in 1999. .And for two years in a row. either the

administration's Office of Management and
Budget or Congress had rejected the Agriculture

Department's request for S70 million to expand
and upgrade its own animal pathogen research

and diagnostic center on New York's Plum Island.

There was no shortage of funding or congres-

sional support for the Pentagon's effort to create

rapid-reaction teams within the National Guard.
By January 2001. more than SI 43 million had
been invested in the project, which was racing

ahead on an accelerated schedule.

In their 1 998 memo to Cohen outlining the con-

cept, army experts had said it would take three

years to train and equip the new units, an excep-

tionally quick turnaround for such a sophisticated

mission. .Army officials overseeing the guard pro-
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gram set an even shorter timetable and planned to

have the first ten teams ready for action by the end
of 2000.

In a bow to civil liberties concerns^ the Pentagon
had dropped the hard-charging acronym for the

teams — RAID — in favor of a much blander
moniker. The new name3 Civil Support Teams^
was chosen to convey the guard's subordinate role

to civilians.

In January 2001 the Department of Defense's

inspector general delivered an independent assess-

ment of the project. It depicted an unmitigated ca-

tastrophe.

The government's inspector generals are as-

signed the thankless task of auditing and reviewing

the efficacy of federal programs. They are inde-

pendent^ and President Ronald Reagan once said

he wanted them to be as mean as "junkyard dogs."

Most of the auditors are decorous in their criti-

cism^ their language restrained. The report on the

National Guard initiative was unusually scathing^

as damning an internal assessment as the Pen-

tagon has ever made public. The inspector general

concluded that the nineteen-person office setting

up the program had so mismanaged the effort that

it should be disbanded. Despite the years of work
and trainings none ofthe ten teams was ready to be

sent anywhere. Because of management blunders^

defective and inappropriate equipment^ and poor

trainings the units that were supposed to be de-

ployable by January 2000 might themselves be at

risk in an urban catastrophe^ the auditors found.

Although the units were supposed to be within

250 miles of 90 percent of America's population^,
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the locations of existing military bases sometimes

made that unrealistic^ the auditors said. The pro-

posed stationing of the Florida team at Camp
Blanding:, Florida;, for instance^ placed the team
within 250 miles of Atlanta^ which meant that it

would overlap with the Georgia-based team^ but it

was more than 350 miles from Miami.
Only five of the ten teams had recruited all of

their twenty-two members^ and many of the mem-
bers had not been able to participate in training ex-

ercises. Each team still needed some protective

clothing; nine of the ten could not talk with head-

quarters because of lack of communications
equipment. Only two teams had been given

handheld equipment to detect biological agents.

When they conducted their initial exercises^ none
had received the mobile labs containing the equip-

ment needed to identify a potential germ agent.

When the vans with this equipment — each unit

costing $1.6 million^ the "cornerstone" of the proj-

ect— finally arrived^ some of their air filters were
installed backward. Each van was supposed to

contain a glove box^ a sealed compartment for ex-

amining a biological agent. But because the boxes

were badly designed and too big^, there was too

little room for team members to work in the vans.

Many team members3 moreover^ had no idea how
to use or maintain the glove boxes^ which arrived

without manuals.

The gas masks provided to the teams had never

been tested and were equipped with incompatible

parts. While the masks and the accompanying
blowers probably would have worked when assem-
bled^ one team commander told the auditors^, "Fm
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just not willing to bet my life on it."

During training exercises^ some teams were is-

sued partially filled air tanks to supply their masks
and had to get refills from local firemen^ which
made the guardsmen a burden to the people they

were sent to assist. Microscopes turned out to be
too large to be installed in the vans^ and their at-

tachments required five electrical outlets; the vans

had only three. As a result;, the auditors said^, many
team members and their commanders^ whom the

report described as "dedicated/' "highly moti-

vated" people "committed to their missions^" were

demoralized. The inspectors noted that the com-
manders and their team members lacked "confi-

dence in the unknown^ untested^ and
unsubstantiated reliability of the equipment that

they were issued3" not to mention the program's

managers.

One of the main confusions was over how^ ex-

actly^ the team would help local officials. The so-

phisticated detection equipment could be useful

for testing biological samples. But the FBI;, which
had set up its own hazardous materials unit^ told

the army in the fall of 2000 that it would not allow

anyone at the scene of an incident to collect evi-

dence without its permission. The FBI reminded
the guard that it was the lead agency for the "crisis

management."
Army officials disputed some of the inspector

general's findings. They said^ for example^ that

they had addressed the problem with the micro-

scopes by issuing each team tents that could be

pitched next to the vans. The auditors questioned

how this plan would work if a terrorist incident oc-
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curred^ say^ on a day ofheavy rains or high winds.

The Pentagon did not dispute the report's find-

ings and moved to shut down the office managing
the project even before it was officially filed.

Charles L. Cragin^ an acting assistant secretary of

defense for reserve affairs charged with overseeing

the National Guards said in early 2001 that his or-

ganization was working with "great perseverance"

to resolve the problems identified by the auditors

and that many had already been fixed. Cragin

blamed the failures on the pressure the guard had
been under to mount so many sophisticated teams

for a complex mission so quickly. Guard officials

said the technical problems had been largely re-

solved and that the civil support teams would soon
be ready to carry out their mission.

Another weakness in America's biodefenses was
the continuing failure to produce a cheap^ reliable

detector that would sound the alarm if a germ at-

tack was under way. The military had been trying

to build such devices since the early days ofAmer-
ica's offensive program. What the Pentagon
wanted was a simple device like a smoke detector

that could sniffthe air and quickly identify a bug in

a biological attack. Some progress had been made
since the Gulf War^ when commanders w^ere star-

tled to learn that they had nothing effective to

warn them. But the detectors were still rudimen-
tary and the stakes were rising. In the late IQQOs^

officials planning America's defenses against germ
attack envisioned a crucial role for biodetectors.

The United States could never immunize every

citizen against every possible disease available to a
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terrorist or rogue nation. Detectors could be a key
to building a credible civil defense. If the public-

health authorities knew immediately that their city

had been attacked^ they could begin evacuations^

quarantines^ and treatments. But for the moment^
the American people were the nation's main
means of detecting biological attack. The alert

would come through panicked visits to emergency
rooms and reports ofmysterious symptoms. In the

case of anthrax^ as the military knew all too well^

such reports would come several days into the ill-

ness^ too late for treatment.

The Clinton effort initially focused on projects

mainly for the military. What the commanders
wanted was a detector that would give enough
warning to allow soldiers to escape an attack un-

harmed or to don protective gear. A warning that

was slower^ but still timely^ might give infected

people enough time to take vaccines and antibi-

otics or other measures to save their lives. The
Pentagon had tested a truck-mounted lab to sniff

the air^ an airplane to track particulate clouds^ and
an electronic network at military bases that tied to-

gether many sensors to double-check results and
lower the number of false alerts. All had serious

flaws.

In September 2000^ the Pentagon's inspector

general criticized one of the more costly efforts.

The Joint Biological Point Detection System^

which used some of the most advanced tech-

nology3 was developed by Lockheed-Martin. By
2OOO3 the company had begun to build the first in-

stallment of 970 detectors in a $1 billion program.

But the inspector general concluded that the pro-
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totype machine achieved only one of its ten critical

goals. It broke down repeatedly and often failed to

identify lethal pathogens. Lockheed insisted it had
done the best it could given the difficulty of the

technical challenge.

Making any detector is daunting mainly because

the targets are literally everywhere. Even clear air

contains billions of germs^ and benign ones are

hard to distinguish from the killers. That leads to

"false positives/' or mistaken identifications. For

the military in time ofwar^ false warnings might be

acceptable. But the last thing New York or Wash-
ington would need is a germ alert that turned out

to be wrong.

Frustrated by the lack of progress^, military plan-

ners eventually turned to the weapons laboratories

that had invented the atomic and hydrogen bombs.
In the I99OS3 these labs had found new work by
addressing threats of mass destruction^ especially

germ weapons.
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory^ a

square mile of federal science in central California^

threw itself into the detector push. Zeroing in on
geneS:, it sought to identify the most unambiguous
signatures of microbial individuality — just as

Venter had suggested to President Clinton at the

Renaissance Weekend dinner. Firsts, the lab devel-

oped a means of mapping a microbe's genetic ma-
terial with the same kind of equipment that was
being used to decode the human genome. These
signatures were then copied into artificially made
snippets ofDNA. When these snippets were mixed
with a candidate germ that had been unraveled—
say^ anthrax — the snippet would bind to the
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germ's genetic material^ causing a bit of fluores-

cent dye to float free. Under proper illumination^

the sample glowed.

Livermore then miniaturized its invention^ re-

ducing a huge mass of tubes^ bottles^ and elec-

tronic parts to a device that could fit in a suitcase

or a handheld detector. By 1999^ the lab had per-

fected a small chamber with a silicon chip that^

theoretically^ could identify germs in seven min-
utes. By 2001 3 it was packaged as HANAA^ for

Handheld Advanced Nucleic Acid Analyzer.

Weighing two pounds^ powered by batteries^

highly computerized^ HANAA underwent field

trials at several sites^ including the CDC in At-

lanta;, the FDA3 and Los Angeles County's emer-
gency operations office.

Livermore announced that it would transfer its

invention to a company that would make and sell

the detectors. The small device was promising. But
further testing was needed to determine if it was
really a breakthrough.

The election of George Bush in the fall of 2000
raised questions about whether the cooperative

programs nurtured by Andy Weber could survive.

A review by the new administration gave the effort

a qualified blessing. But problems persisted on
both sides of the partnership. Russian officials had
fired Yuri Kalinin3 Biopreparat's former chief.

Stilly there was no shortage, in Russian political cir-

cles of critics who opposed closer dealings with

America. And not just within Russia. Some offi-

cials in the Uzbek and Kazakh governments had
also tried to undercut the cooperative
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threat-reduction program by being less than coop-

erative on requirements that Congress and the

Clinton administration had imposed. Despite

quiet American pleadings^ the Kazakhs by
mid-2001 had still not ratified the treaty banning
biological weapons. Uzbekistan^ until the spring of

2001 3 had delayed signing an umbrella agreement
under which cooperative assistance projects oper-

ated. But compared to Russia^ and despite occa-

sional setbacks^ the programs with the central

Asian states had made significant progress.

In Washington the gnawing suspicion that

American aid was enabling Russia to do research

that might benefit a weapons program continued

to hinder the program. Weber himself had experi-

enced disappointments that had given ammuni-
tion to critics of the program^ and both the former
Soviet institutes and the United States were to

blame. Military labs were still closed to Ameri-
cans.

At the Stepnogorsk complex^ which Weber had
dreamed of transforming into the "poster child"

for nonproliferation^ the joint venture to manufac-
ture pharmaceuticals collapsed before it got offthe

ground. A $3 million contract was canceled in

1997; only $2 million of it was recovered. A plan to

make disposable syringes in the former germ plant

also collapsed the following year^ when production
stopped because of unpaid utility bills. Another
plan to sterilize up to 2 million syringes in yet an-

other part of the complex failed because of inade-

quate financing and a shortage of cobalt 60^ a

radioactive isotope used to kill germs. However^
the Pentagon was systematically dismantling the
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plant. By the summer of 2000^ the massive
fermenters had been removed and melted down
for scrap metal. All equipment that could be used
for making germ weapons had been destroyed. Fil-

tration systems that once kept contaminated air in-

side the labs had been ripped out and were stacked

high in piles of debris outside the production
buildings. That year^ Kazakhstan and the Defense
Department had decided to raze the buildings.

But negotiations had stalled over the price.

While the plant no longer posed a threat^ the

same could not be said of its scientists and engi-

neers. The Pentagon had helped destroy their life's

work but had given them almost nothing to take its

place. There was no more work at the plant itself.

The small^ well-equipped toxicology lab that

Washington had paid $750^000 to help open em-
ployed about sixty former germ warriors in down-
town Stepnogorsk. Hundreds more needed jobs.

The town's population had shrunk by half and
unemployment was still rampant. Weber and other

American officials argued that the United States

should do more to ensure that the weapons scien-

tists who had made anthrax would be able to find

peaceful work^ hopefully in Kazakhstan. But the

idea had little support in Congress^ which pre-

ferred to invest money in dismantling dangerous

facilities. In fact^ the physical infrastructure of

death was mostly gone. What remained unsolved

was the more vexing problem ofhow to keep scien-

tists from selling their expertise to Iran or else-

where.
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12

The Future

In the spring of 2000, George Tenet, the director

of central inteUigence, met with some of the

country's leading experts on biodefense — sci-

entists, federal officials, health experts, and drug
company executives. The group, known as the

Xon-Proliferation Advisory Panel, had been set

up to give Tenet and his senior aides strategic ad-

vice. A former Senate staffer known for his blunt

manner and creative use of expletives in private

conversations. Tenet had been pushing his

agency to do more to counter the threat of germ
weapons. Early in his career he had focused on
nuclear-arms control and how to monitor an ad-

versary's missiles and warheads. Xow he was
confronting a problem that was far more com-
plex, and he wanted help. He told the panel that

its suggestions were '^mundane.'' The CIA^ he
said:, was looking for bold, imaginative solutions
— something that would '*break the back'' of bi-

ological terrorism.

The So\iet scientists who worried Andy Weber
figured prominently in Tenet's \iew of the threat.
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A few weeks earlier3 he had warned Congress that

a growing number ofnations were trying to import
the talent needed to make "dramatic leaps" in pro-

ducing biological agents and delivery systems.

"They can buy the expertise that confers the ad-

vantage of technological surprise/' Tenet said.

Terrorists were also experimenting with germ
weapons. Osama bin Laden^ the Saudi exile^ had
been training his operatives to use chemical and
biological toxins3 Tenet said.

Although he did not say so in open session^ the

CIA and the Pentagon had been working sepa-

rately for nearly three years on several highly clas-

sified projects to develop a better understanding of

germ weapons and delivery systems developed by
foreign scientists. The programs were among the

government's most closely kept secrets^ their code
names known to only a handful of officials. Partici-

pants were required to sign special security forms

in which they waived their rights to resist an inves-

tigation of unauthorized disclosures.

There were several reasons for the extraordinary

secrecy. Some of the research focused on Amer-
ican vulnerabilities^ and officials did not want ter-

rorists or other nations to know which agents or

techniques would work best against soldiers or ci-

vilians. Officials privately acknowledged another

reason for their sensitivity: the projects were

bringing America much closer to the limits set by
the 1972 treaty banning biological weapons. Sev-

eral federal officials had serious qualms about the

research and had warned colleagues that a diplo-

matic disaster might ensue if the secret programs

were revealed.
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The treaty was maddeningly vague^ and govern-

ment lawyers had spent years trying to translate its

provisions into practical rules. Government ex-

perts agreed that the pact allowed a broad range of

experiments with germs and toxins^ as long as the

aim was defensive and the quantities of agents

small. Studies of weapons were more problematic.

The treaty banned nations from developing^ pro-

ducing^ acquiring^ retaining^ or stockpiling a

weapon or other means of delivering germ agents

"for hostile purposes or in armed conflict." The
government's legal experts had never formally

wrestled with whether a country could buy^ steals

or manufacture a germ bomb and use it to estab-

lish standards for testing vaccines or other de-

fenses. Some experts believed such experiments

were acceptable^ as long as they were not intended

for war. Other government officials contended that

a weapon was^ by definition^ meant to inflict harm
and was therefore out of bounds^, even for defen-

sive studies. A bomb was a bomb was a bomb^ they

would say.

America's biodefenders were wary of any work
that came close to violating the treaty. Many had
been in government in the late 1980s when Sen-
ator John Glenn's investigation and hearing

prompted the much tighter limits on germ re-

search. In the years that followed^ scientists at Fort
Detrick scrupulously confined their work to germs
or toxins on the military's "validated" list of bio-

logical agents^ a formal document negotiated

among intelligence officials. Army researchers

grumbled that the list was years out of date and did

not include many of Russia's most lethal^ futuristic
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germs. The difficulties of intelligence made "vali-

dating" a threat extremely difficulty and Glenn's
action was seen as imposing a stifling standard on
defensive research. Even so^ nobody wanted to

risk more trouble with Congress.

By the mid-lQQOs^ Glenn had retired and the re-

strictions loosened a bit. But the army lab at Fort

Detrick was facing budget cuts and had little

money to take advantage ofthe more flexible rules.

It was a different story at the CIA^ where agency
officials were significantly expanding programs
that tracked the spread of nuclear^ chemical^ and
biological weapons.

Iraq's statement to UNSCOM in 1995 that it

had produced thousands of gallons of germ
weapons came as no surprise to the CIA's analysts.

They knew that Iraq had repeatedly tried to buy
cluster bombs that might be turned into germ
weapons. But Baghdad's admissions heightened

the interest of senior policy makers — the "cus-

tomers" as the agency calls them. Suddenly^ many
in Washington wanted to know more about biolog-

ical weapons. The agency asked its spies to collect

more information^ as did the National Security

Agency^ which eavesdrops on the world's phone^

fax^ and e-mail communications.
Bill Patrick^ who sometimes worked as a consul-

tant for the agency^ also felt the CIA could do a

better job. For years^ he argued^ the nation's intelli-

gence services had focused their efforts too nar-

rowly^ tracking mainly research and development

of pathogens. Obtaining and culturing virulent

germs was an important first step for an aspiring

bio-warrior. But as Patrick had learned in the
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19505^ that was only the beginning.

Producing industrial quantities of dried patho-

gens of the appropriate size was an equally

daunting challenge^ as was figuring out how to

make effective bombs^ missiles, or aerosol devices.

The CL-\, Patrick complained in a speech to air

force officers, had long focused on ''agent, agents

agent." It was^ he said^ "all they looked at." Patrick

argued that it was equally important to understand

the inner workings of munitions and their delivery

systems. If you can't deliver most of the germs to a

target^ Patrick told the officers^ "you have not done
your job."

Tenet, who had been the agency's number two
official, was sworn in as director in July 1997, and
he immediately told senior aides that he wanted to

see even more attention paid to biodefense. Soon
after^ he appointed John A. Lauder, a veteran CL\
official, as director of the agency's

Xon-Proliferation Panel, a group of analysts who
tracked the spread of unconventional weapons.
More specialists were hired, and the agency pulled

together the panel of outside experts^ persuading

Tom Monath, the virologist who had been part of

the experts' meeting with President Clinton, to

serve as its chairman.

The new focus on biological weapons was a

boon for analysts like Gene Johnson, a protege of

Patrick's who had been hired bv the a^encv. A vi-

rologist who had worked for years at Fort Detrick^

Johnson was a creative man, a doer^ a scientist who
had risked his life to hunt for Ebola's hiding place

in Africa. He was one of the most \i\idly drawn
characters in Jlie Hot Zone^ Richard Preston's
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book about the Ebola viruS:, though colleagues said

he disliked the depiction. "Gene Johnson is a large

man^ not to say massive^ with a broad3 heavy face

and loose-flying disheveled brown hair and a busy
brown beard and a gut that hangs over his belt^

and glarings deep eyes/' Preston wrote. "If Gene
Johnson were to put on a black leather jacket3 he
could pass for a roadie with the Grateful Dead.''

Johnson^ who shared many of Patrick's views on
the importance of understanding munitions^

began urging his colleagues to study the weapons
systems developed by the Soviet Union to mount a

biological attack. How were such bombs made?
How well did they work? Could they be copied? A
project took shape. CIA officials named it Clear

Vision— an attempt to see into the future of bio-

logical warfare by understanding its past.

Intelligence officials said the CIA's main goal

was to improve the type and quality of the infor-

mation it collected for the government. It also

wanted to be able to better assess the intelligence it

had previously gathered about foreign germ
weapons and the credibility of the people and
other sources that had provided it.

The principal focus was on foreign weapons and
the analysis was to be hands-on. Johnson had lots

of ideas about enemy weapons systems that should

be tested. He showed colleagues a blueprint of a

biological warhead the agency might study.

CIA officials believed that the work was well

within the bounds of the germ treaty^ allowed by
the provisions that permit defensive research.

Clear Vision was under orders to pursue projects

only when American intelligence received specific^
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credible reports about a threat posed by a potential

adversar\'. It was not a license to roam^ to try out

blue-sky theories about what some evil scientist

might do.

Clear Vision zeroed in on the weapons systems

the Soviets had developed. Unlike the Americans^

the Russians had built long-range missiles to hurl

germ warheads between continents and had begun
to make cruise missiles that would fly below radar^

operating at ideal speeds for dispensing lethal

clouds. A few years earlier^ Alibek had told Patrick

and CIA debriefers about Moscow's success in de-

signing missiles and bombs. The two men later

collaborated on a secret paper comparing the pro-

grams of their two countries. There were many
questions. Some of the most significant centered

on the miniature bombS;, or bomblets in military

parlance^ that the Soviets had developed to spread

germs. How^ did the bomblets fit into warheads?
How and when were they scattered during an at-

tack? How well did thev w^ork?

The first-generation biobombs produced by the

United States and Russia in the 1950s were crude
devices: hquid or dried agent poured or packed
into a metal bomb filled with explosives. The blast

and heat from detonation destroyed much of the

biological agent. In his presentation to the air force

officers^ Patrick said that only 1 or 2 percent of the

anthrax in the early American bombs survived

their detonation^ a "travest\^''

Moscow and Washington had solved the

problem over several years^ each in its own way.

The Americans had created bomblets and filled

them with freon for cooling. The Soviets had
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found a different way^ Alibek revealed^ packing
their bomblets with plastic pellets to soak up the

explosion's heat and reduce the pressure on the

germs.

Johnson was eager to analyze the properties of

the Soviet biobomblet^ and CIA headquarters di-

rected American intelligence officers overseas to

obtain onC;, perhaps in one of the former Soviet re-

publics. The American teams sent out to

Vozrozhdeniye Island in 1997 and 1998 to sample
the anthrax that the Soviets had buried there were
also enlisted in the hunt. They were told that even

a fragment of a bomblet would be useful^ and
eventually found one. Johnson was delighted.

The Clear Vision team's desire to analyze a

Soviet-style bomblet was prompted by reports in

the mid-1990s that more than one country was
running tests on what appeared to be biological

munitions. At about the same time^ the agency also

picked up indications that Iraq was trying to re-

build its germ program. Baghdad's attempts to

make germ bombs in the late 1980s were no more
efficient than comparable early efforts by the So-

viets or Americans. But what if Iraq hired a Soviet

scientist who knew how to make a bomblet? And if

the Iraqis made such a biobomblet^ how efficient

would it be?

"We wanted to learn all we could about past

weaponization and future weaponization that

might be used against us/\said a senior agency of-

ficial who was briefed on the program. "We
wanted to go back and get the materials^ the sys-

tems that had been used in the past and use them
to better understand what we were likely to face."
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Testing a bomb's dispersal characteristics would
illuminate how it could be used against Americans
in an attack.

CIA officials believed the treaty permitted the

testing of a fully operational weapon. But they

chose not to. Intelligence officials said the devices

manufactured at the orders of the Clear Vision

team were not functional arms that could have

been used on a battlefield. They lacked the explo-

sive fuse needed to detonate a bomblet dropped
from an aircraft. And they were filled with a

simulant^ not live agent. There was some confia-

sion^ even in internal agency documents^ about

what was being done. Memos referred to "reverse

engineering" of a bomblet^ a reference that the of-

ficials said was imprecise because the weapon was
never completed. CIA lawyers reviewed the proj-

ect and said it was consistent with the germ treaty.

The agency went ahead without asking the White
House for approval.

In early 1999^ Johnson embarked on a new at-

tempt to obtain equipment used in the Soviet

germ program. The mission began when Amer-
ican officials found what appeared to be a

bomblet-filling machine outside a reinforced

bunker that once held germs at Stepnogorsk in

Kazakhstan. Intelligence analysts who looked at

photos of the machine then showed it to Ken
Alibek^ who said that he^, too^ thought it had been
used to fill bomblets with agent. Johnson^ eager to

see firsthand how the device functioned^ assess its

capacity^ and perhaps at long last secure traces of

the Soviet superanthrax that Alibek's plant had
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made^ asked Pentagon officials to purchase the

machine from the Kazakhs and ship it back to the

United States. Although the CIA authorized up to

SISO^OOO for the purchase^ officials at Step-

nogorsk^ somewhat puzzled by the request and the

secrecy surrounding it^ agreed to sell the device for

only SIO3OOO. In the spring of 1999^ according to

informed foreign and former American officials^

the machine was quietly shipped to the United
States and subjected to numerous tests aimed at

detecting residue of anthrax or any other

pathogen. After weeks of testings the results were
in. The suspect bomb-filling machine had no
traces of anthrax. Instead^ analysis showed that the

putative machine for filling germ bomblets was in

fact designed to put caps on bottles.

Officials at Stepnogorsk eventually solved the

puzzle. When refrigeration units at Stepnogorsk's

dairy plant had broken down in the late 1990s3

Gennady Lepyoshkin^ the germ plant's director^,

had invited the city's sole dairy manufacturer to

move the machines into his bunker to continue

producing milk for the city. The machine^, and a

dozen others just like it now standing idle in the

neighboring dairy plants had never been used to fill

weapons^ Kazakh officials insisted. They had pro-

cessed milk bottles. A subsequent visit to the dairy

plant and discussions with plant executives

seemed to confirm this account. The CIA had
spent $10^000 on a milk-bottling machine.

The verdict was by no means unanimous. De-
spite the lab tests^ the interviews of Kazakh offi-

cials^ and the visits to the dairy plants some
analysts remained convinced that the machine was
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not innocent. Ken Alibek^ who had told the CIA
that the machine was a bomblet filler^ insisted in a

subsequent interview that the machine was one of

many "dual use" items in the Soviet germ pro-

gram. The machine could fill containers with both

powdered milk or^, as at Stepnogorsk^ powdered
anthrax. He knew the machine well^ he said. Ear-

lier in his biowarfare career^ he had been the di-

rector of the Soviet plant in Moscow that had built

items like this.

In mid- 1999 the CIA described Clear Vision to

the Non-Proliferation Advisory Panels the

agency's group of outside advisers. Gene Johnson
passed around an aluminum replica of the

bomblet. While the panel was generally supportive

of the program^ one adviser^ Josh Lederberg^ was
uneasy. Building any type of weapon^ he told the

CIA officials^ skirted close to the germ treaty's pro-

hibitions. He suggested a legal review. Wasn't this

the sort of project^ another panel member asked^

that should be brought to the president for ap-

proval?

Some of the experts questioned whether the in-

telligence gains from the program were worth the

political risks. The agency's lawyers might well be
right about the legal fine points. But the appear-

ances might be devastating if the project were dis-

closed. The United States had championed the

germ pact and signed dozens of other arms control

treaties^ albeit out of self-interest^ not altruism.

Such a controversy could undermine a host of

global accords that^ however imperfect^ had prob-
ably constrained potential foes.
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For every objection^ the agency had a counter-

argument in favor of Clear Vision. For instance^

the CIA noted that it was responsible for assuring

the government that every joint research project

with Russia^ such as Andy Weber's at the Pentagon
and those of the Energy and State departments^

did no damage to national security. CIA analysts

needed to know the exact state of Russian research

into germ munitions to assess whether the Amer-
ican expertise might help Moscow make better

weapons.
At about the same time^ key administration offi-

cials learned about the Clear Vision work on So-

viet bomblets. Lauder^ the head of the agency's

Non-Proliferation Center^ mentioned the project

to two National Security Council aides. Curious
and somewhat concerned^ they asked the agency

for a more detailed briefings colleagues recalled.

Gene Johnson went to the White House to ex-

plain^ equipped with charts and graphs. In early

fall^ he described the program to several National

Security Council staffers. He said the CIA's law-

yers believed it was consistent with the germ treaty.

The White House officials were not entirely per-

suaded about the project's value;, asking colleagues

what^ exactly^ would be gained from producing a

bomblet. They saw risks if the project were pub-
licly revealed. Imagine what the United States

would conclude if it discovered that;, say^ Iran had
built and tested its owa Soviet-style biological

bomb.
The White House asked the CIA to brief the

State Department and the Pentagon about the

program. The CIA said it was already doing so.
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James E. Baker^ the White House lawyer who re-

viewed secret intelligence matters for'the National

Security Council^ was asked by White House offi-

cials to conduct a separate "scrub" of Clear Vision

to ensure that it complied with America's treaty

commitments. "Jamie" Baker^ who was on loan to

the White House from the State Department^ had
a reputation for giving fast^ meticulous^ and
fair-minded counsel. He concluded that Clear Vi-

sion^ as described by the CIA3 did not violate the

treaty's ban on developing weapons since it was
meant to replicate foreign munitions and improve
American defenses against a biological attack.

A White House aide drafted a memo to Sandy
Berger^ the national security adviser^ describing

Clear Vision and outlining its goals. He was not

asked to make a decision or give his approval. The
CIA had not sought a White House blessing for

Clear Vision^ officials later stressed. The agency
was simply informing the NSC of its plans. White
House officials say that President Clinton was
never told of the program.
With the tacit approval of a few White House of-

ficials^ the project nonetheless moved ahead.

In the ensuing months^ Battelle^ a military con-

tractor in Columbus^ Ohio^ with sophisticated lab-

oratories^ conducted at least two sets of tests on a

model of the biobomblet that measured^ among
other things^ its dissemination characteristics and
how it would perform in different atmospheric
conditions. A series of experiments in a wind
tunnel revealed how such bomblets^ after release

from a warhead^ would fall through the air over

targets. By mid-20003 the tests were complete and
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the effort pronounced a success.

At about this time^ a new round of questions

from other parts of the government arose about
whether Clear Vision complied with the germ
treaty. The CIA had briefed the congressional in-

telligence committees as well as other branches of

the government. The program had become con-

troversial:, one senior intelligence official acknowl-

edgedj because "it was pressing how far you go
before you do something illegal or immoral."

The CIA's deputy director^ John A. Gordon^
called for an interagency review. A broader group
of lawyers that included officials from the Pen-
tagon and State and Justice departments was in-

troduced to Clear Vision.

The meetings dragged on for months. The State

Department representative argued that the treaty

ruled out any tests involving weapons. The CIA
did not back down. Projects like Clear Vision^ the

agency argued^ were a response to specific intelli-

gence about a possible adversary. Hence they were

defensive and clearly permitted by the treaty. The
debate ended without resolution. Agency officials

continued to assert that the treaty gave them the

right to build and test germ munitions for defen-

sive purposes.

Nonetheless^ the senior officials subsequently

took a pass on some of Gene Johnson's more ag-

gressive proposals. "Did we really need rockets?"

one official recalled asking. In the wake of the con-

troversy over Clear Vision^ the agency's leadership

also encouraged the CIA's biodefense specialists

to expand their efforts beyond the Soviet legacy.

The agency needed to understand what a low-tech
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terrorist could accomplish. "What can you do with

a suitcase? A vial?" the official said^ recalling his

questions to the agency's germ experts.

Although Clear Vision had initially focused on
Soviet weapons^ intelligence officials said its plan-

ners recognized from the start that they would
have to address the military implications of gene

splicing— a view reinforced by reports of such re-

search abroad. Scientists working at the agency's

direction took the first steps to create a superbug.

Intelligence officials said this work included a

number of genetic manipulations to identify genes

that could be moved into pathogens to make them
more deadly. But that work was halted. Intelli-

gence officials said that no target gene was ever

moved into a pathogen. Even so^ intelligence offi-

cials said^ the agency's lawyers remained con-

vinced that the germ treaty allowed such research.

Whether or not Clear Vision provided the in-

valuable insights that its champions asserted^ the

effort itself fizzled. By early 2001 3 it was evident

that the CIA had lost its taste for research that

edged close to the treaty's limits^ although some at

the agency continued to defend the project's value.

Nevertheless^ the program was out of money. And
the agency's leadership did not press for new ap-

propriations. Gene Johnson3 who had been the

deputy director of the CIA's biological group^ left

his management post to become a senior scientist

for germ defense. The panel of outside experts set

up to guide the agency's thinking on the biological

threat quietly stopped meeting. Clear Vision's re-

combinant work was put on hold.

As word of the secret research spread within the
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close-knit community of scientists who advise the

government on arms control issues^ some raised

strong objections to the CIA's rationale. Barbara
Rosenbergs who had discussed the germ-warfare

ban with President Clinton^ insisted that the treaty

did not let nations make bombs or any other kind

of biological weapon. She was amazed that the

government had even debated the point. Although
scholars had exhaustively dissected the treaty^

Rosenberg saids she knew of none who had ever

advanced this interpretation of the global accord.

Moreover^ she said^ the research was unnecessary.

Whether a bomblet emitted 5 or 50 percent of its

deadly cargo was ultimately irrelevant if the germs
were sufficiently potent. In terms of threat assess-

ment and defense planning^ the American military

had to assume the worst.

The Pentagon had its own tangle of ambitious^

sometimes overlapping secret programs to develop

defenses against biological and other unconven-
tional weapons. They had exotic code names —
Bite Sizes Back Star^ and Druid-Tempest^ to name
but a few— and several aims. Some gathered intel-

ligence to help analysts assess the emerging biolog-

ical threat. Others were searching for new ways to

destroy an adversary's biological program without

unleashing an epidemic.

Since the mid-1990ss the Pentagon had been
burying components of germ and chemical facili-

ties in the hardened underground tunnels at the

government's Nevada Test Site to see whether the

army's munitions and bunker-busting bombs
could destroy them. The research had its origins in
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the GulfWar^ when Schwarzkopf and Powell ago-

nized over whether an attack on Iraq might kill

tens of thousands of civilians or allied troops.

In 19983 the Pentagon began an ambitious ven-

ture to see if it could actually build a factory ca-

pable of making germ weapons with commercially

available materials. The work was commissioned
by the Defense Threat Reduction Agency. DTRA^
known as "ditra'' by its two thousand employees^

was a new fiefdom in the Defense Department^
created in 1998 through the merger of several Pen-

tagon offices that had worked separately on prolif-

eration issues.

The project was code-named Bacchus^ an inside

joke^ one that scientists would appreciate. Bacchus
was the god offermentation^ often an essential step

in making a biological weapon. DTRA officials

planned to buy the equipment in the United States

and overseas and then set up a working germ fac-

tory that would make harmless bacteria to simu-

late the manufacture of large quantities of anthrax.

The agency's director^ Jay C. Davis^ said Project

Bacchus was looking for what intelligence agencies

generally call "signatures'' — telltale clues of

hidden things or activities. In this case^ the hunt
was for distinctive patterns of equipment buying.

A signature of a nuclear bomb program3 for ex-

ample^ might be widespread purchases of ura-

nium. Davis3 a physicist with Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory who was DTRA's director

until June 2001 3 said Bacchus posed several ques-

tions: "Can I find a small biosystem being put to-

gether? Can you see the signatures? And can I

characterize it well enough to attack it?" Pentagon
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lawyers reviewed the project and ruled that it was
permitted by the treaty. No biological agent was
being produced^ and the purpose was clearly de-

fensive.

In March 1999^ armed with $1.6 million in

funding and commercial catalogues of lab equip-

ment^ a small team of DTRA employees quietly

began buying new and secondhand equipment to

build a small-scale germ facility at the Nevada Test

Site. Within weeks^ officials had acquired almost

everything it needed. From a Lowe's hardware
store they had purchased pipes and filters to clean

contaminated air. It took about two months more
to find the most crucial piece of equipment: a

fermenter in which to culture and grow the germs.

A fifty-liter unit was acquired from a supplier in

Europe^ DTRA officials said. A company in the

Midwest sold the team an off-the-shelf milling ma-
chine for grinding down clusters of dried germs to

the best size for human infection.

By the summer of 2000:, the team had built a

functioning facility that had turned out two
pounds of "product" — anthrax simulants — in

test runs. The low-tech plant produced Bacillus

thuringiensisy the biopesticide Iraq made at Al

Hakam after the Gulf War^, and Bacillus glohigii^ an

innocuous bacterium long used to simulate an-

thrax. The dried particles^ white and taupe col-

ored^ were one to five microns wide — the ideal

size for germ weapons. If anthrax spores had been
dropped into the fermenters^ the United States

could have made enough biological agent to

mount a deadly attack.

The project had proven its point — a nation or
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bioterrorist with the requisite expertise could

easily assemble an anthrax factor\' from
off-the-shelf materials. DTRA officials say the

overseas purchases were not detected. The results

suggested that with precious little money and
off-the-shelf equipment^ a state^ or even a group of

terrorists^ could build and operate a small-scale

germ weapons plants probably without the intelli-

gence agencies' knowledge. "That's one of the rea-

sons why it was a useful exercise/' said Davis.

In late spring of 2001^ DTRA found yet another

use for the production plant when a squad of mili-

tary commandos attacked it in a mock raid. The
mission was to "neutralize/' the plants to disable

the fermenter and milling machine without

spreading any germs. The operation was
code-named Divine Junker^ and the raid was
deemed a success.

Project Bacchus and the other^ related research

was approved by a Defense Department panel set

up to make sure such operations complied with

arms control treaties. But few officials outside the

Pentagon — and apparently even within the de-

partment — knew much about the project. A
spokesman for the defense agency said DTRA did

not know whether Secretary Cohen or any other

senior Pentagon official had blessed Bacchus or

even been told of it. The only person in Congress
apparently informed was not a senator or a con-

gressman but a staff aide on the House Govern-
ment Affairs Committee. Senior National Security

Council staff aides and several \XTiite House offi-

cials claim never to have heard of it.

Moreover^ there does not appear to have been
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anyone in government keeping an eye on the full

range of secret projects under way to improve
biodefenses. If the White House had known that

the United States had both built a factory capable

of making germ agent and tested a biobomblet^ it

would have demanded a much broader legal re-

view^ one official said. But senior Clinton officials

had been briefed only on Clear Vision^ what a top

official called "one part of the iceberg" that threat-

ened to collide with the germ treaty.

White House officials say that neither President

Clinton nor his senior aides ever reviewed the full

package of ongoing efforts. Was it really wise for

the United States to go ahead with both weapons
experiments and a factory capable of producing
large quantities of biological agent? The issue was
never joined at the highest levels.

Secretive efforts such as Bacchus and Clear Vi-

sion were unfolding at a diplomatically delicate

moment. After years of argument^ the world's na-

tions were finally moving closer to adding some
means of enforcing the biological weapons con-

vention. New language was being drafted in a

"protocol to the treaty that would require nations

to list laboratories in which they were doing ad-

vanced research and submit to independent in-

spections. The effort to draft a protocol had the

strong support of Elisa Harris^, a mid-level NSC
official^ but it was opposed by virtually every other

agency.

The Commerce Department disliked the drafts

fearing it would expose America's pharmaceutical

manufacturers to intrusive3 unnecessary inspec-
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tions in which valuable trade secrets could be lost.

National security officials felt that the treaty would
be impossible to verify^ even with the new lan-

guage. Rogue nations would still cheat. But the

new treaty provisions might force the United
States to list some of its secret defensive research

on germ weapons. For instance^ the draft protocol

would have required Clear Vision's planned re-

combinant work to be openly declared. The text^

written by a Hungarian diplomat3 Tibor Toth^

called for countries to disclose any "arranging and
manipulating nucleic acids^ organisms^ and micro-

organisms^ to produce novel molecules or to add
to them new characteristics."

Officials felt there were serious questions about

how an inspection regime proposed in the protocol

would work. At Congress's insistence^ the admin-
istration officials had established teams of mock
inspectors who between 1994 and 1996 walked
through several American commercial laborato-

ries^ vaccine production plants^ and university and
medical school labs whose research was undeni-

ably defensive. The results were dismaying to sup-

porters of a treaty protocol. Even innocuous
experiments looked as if they were part of a germ
program when seen with a jaundiced eye. The
visits that were aimed at reducing doubts about the

treaty had only served to deepen them.
Undaunted^ Harris continued to fight for the

new protocol. But the agencies resisted. The result

was gridlock. In mid-2001 3 after a review that in-

volved all the relevant government agencies^ the

Bush administration announced its opposition to

the protocol. The proposed agreement^ it said^ was
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overly intrusive and unlikely to deter cheaters.

Most every country^ even Washington's close al-

lies^ Britain and Japan^ immediately criticized the

move^ voicing support for the draft protocol.

As the world's nations quarreled over how to im-
prove the treaty^ the new biology was racing ahead.

The audacious work done by the Soviets^ the de-

tails of which continued to emerge^ was seen as a

portent. American officials knew that the Russians

had pressed well beyond the Pentagon's experi-

mentation in the 1980s with recombinant germs^

producing lethal weapons from designer bugs. As
American officials pondered what the future might
look like^ they often found themselves focusing on
men like Sergei Popov^ who had moved biological

warfare to the edges of modern science and be-

yond.

Sergei Popov had defected to Britain in 1992
after the collapse ofthe Soviet Union and had then

moved to Dallas. Now^ in early 200 1^ he was
working for Advanced Biosystems Inc.^ a new
company outside Washington. Alibek was its presi-

dent^ and the company was a sponge for former

Soviet weapons scientists^ as well as federal re-

search dollars. The aim was to use weapon skills

for peaceful ends by doing research on germ de-

fenses. The work was helping Popov think and talk

about what he had done before. "For eight years I

tried to forget/' he said. "But it's very difficult to

get rid of the past and become a completely new
person."

Alibek had described Popov's work and Mos-
cow's vast program to develop recombinant arms
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in intelligence debriefings in his 1999 book^

Biohazard. But there were grumblings that Alibek^

a manager^ had moved beyond his personal knowl-

edge. There were no such doubts about Popov. He
had lived the future. Hardly anyone in the world
had done more with the new biology to create

weapons. It went far beyond the traditional ways
of trying to hurt and kill. Popov and his colleagues

built germs meant to seize control of the human
metabolism^ causing a body to self-destruct.

Popov earned his doctorate in biochemistry in

19763 just as the recombinant revolution was get-

ting under way. He was snapped up by Lev
Sandakhchiev^ the Soviet biochemist then in the

process of founding Vector— the secret center for

research on viral warfare that Andy Weber had vis-

ited. Vector had a few dozen people when Popov
arrived. It would eventually employ more than

four thousand. Popov said that in the late 1970s he
and his Vector colleagues began synthesizing

whole genes that expressed such substances as

endorphins^, the painkilling hormones that pro-

duce feelings of euphoria when lovers kiss or run-

ners push themselves hard. The goal was bliss

overload. By creating designed bugs that oozed
endorphins the Soviet scientists hoped to trigger

an overdose that resulted in a coma and perhaps
even death. But the plan failed. The scientists

spliced these synthesized genes into viruses and
then infected lab animals with the modified bugs.

But there were no deadly repercussions. Popov
and his colleagues regrouped in the early I98OS3 as

the Reagan administration was entering office.

One team continued on the same path and after
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much work found what Popov described as the

best places to insert foreign genes into viral

genomes^ ensuring good expression of lethal ef-

fects.

Popov then tried something more insidious.

Rather than combining pathogens into unnatural

hybrids or inserting foreign genes into microbes so

as to express new toxins3 he looked for ways to

trigger autoimmune responses. The aim was to

trick the body's defenses into self-destruction^ as

happens slowly in such diseases as lupus and rheu-

matoid arthritis or more suddenly in cases of

anaphylactic shock. In contrast^ toxins seemed
crude. "Sometimes just small^ very tiny quantities

offoreign substances are enough/' he said^ to make
the immune response "quite devastating.'' He dis-

closed an example: his team had inserted into vi-

ruses genes that make protein fragments ofmyelin^

the fatty material that forms sheaths around
nerves. The Soviet researchers found that when an
animal was infected with these hybrids;, they could

trigger an autoimmune response that resulted in

brain damage. It was a potential breakthrough. In

effect^ the team had discovered a way to rapidly

produce multiple sclerosis^ the degenerative dis-

ease of the central nervous system in which the

nerve tissue is destroyed throughout the body^ re-

sulting in gradual paralysis and death.

In the mid-1980s:, Popov was sent across the

country to help scientists at the Obolensk labora-

tories^ outside Moscow^ do similar pioneering

work — not with viruses but with bacteria^ that

center's expertise. They succeeded. In one case^

Popov and his Obolensk peers reengineered
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Legionella^ sl troublesome but usually nonlethal

germ that causes the kind of pneumonia known as

Legionnaires' disease. The bug had been of little

interest to germ warriors^ but Popov said the So-

viet tinkering had turned it into a killer.

The trick again was the myelin. The scientists

injected the modified Legionella carrying the my-
elin genes into guinea pigs^ which at first came
down with mild symptoms of pneumonia. After

the Legionella microbe and its mild aftermath came
and went^ and all signs of infection were gone^ the

metabolic reactions to the myelin fragments began
a second^ more pronounced wave of sickness. The
guinea pigs first suffered brain damage and paral-

ysis^ then died^ with the mortality rate close to 100

percent.

"But the symptoms were really^ really unusual3"

Popov said. "The initial paralysis was of the rear

legs^ so half the animal was paralyzed^ and half still

active/' the front legs struggling to move the dead
hindquarters. In an unusual step^ the director of

Obolensk came to visit the animal house to witness

the grim results. It was easy for the scientists to

conceive in rough outline how the designer germ
would affect people: the infectious agent would be
gone by the time it began its killings leaving few or

no traces for medical detectives trying to under-
stand the cause of the havoc.

Popov and his colleagues had created not only a

killer but a very infectious one. With normal
Legionella^ many thousands of bacteria are re-

quired to sicken lab animals. But the recombinant
Legionella was active with only a few cells. Military

bioengineers didn't need to start with a disease
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and make it worse. Instead^ they could make a new
one^ outdoing what evolution and nature had pro-

duced over the ages.

Around 1989 at Obolensk;, Popov presented his

findings to a group of more than fifty of

Biopreparat's leaders^ senior scientists^ and mili-

tary officials. Without naming Popov^ Alibek re-

called in Biohazard what happened after the

bioengineer made his presentation: "The room
was absolutely silent. We all recognized the impli-

cations. ... A new class of weapons had been
found. For the first time^ we would be capable of

producing weapons based on chemical substances

produced naturally by the human body. They
could damage the nervous system^, alter moods^
trigger psychological changes3 and even kill.''

Popov said that Alibek's recounting ofthe exper-

iment in Biohazard was imprecise. The test used
guinea pigs^ not rabbits^, as Alibek had written^ and
involved the body's own reactions rather than poi-

sonings by natural substances. Popov said his ex-

periment was more subtle and menacing than

what Alibek had described.

According to Popov^ the official reaction to such

research was less enthusiastic than Alibek sug-

gested. The Soviet military officials who regularly

visited Obolensk and Vector to hear about the

latest advances tended to be skeptical of the futur-

istic research. Very little produced by the genetic

engineering programs was turned into weapons
before the Soviet Union collapsed^ he said. His re-

combinant Legionella was never made into muni-
tions or deployed.

An exception was plague3 one of the oldest and
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most dangerous germ weapons. As Pasechnik had
described to Lederberg and others^ the Soviets had
worked hard to make the epidemic disease more
lethal. Popov said the scientists at Obolensk went
further by splicing into plague bacteria the gene
that makes diphtheria toxin^ which causes fever3

chills^ headache^ nausea^ and;, if not treated^ heart

failure. The superplague with diphtheria toxin^

Popov said^ was highly virulent. "I know they

tested recombinant strains in chambers of ani-

mals^ primates^ and that the results were very

promising."

Did the scientists of Obolensk and Vector

wrestle with moral questions or ethical regrets?

"We never doubted that we did the right thing/'

Popov said^ echoing Bill Patrick. "We tried to de-

fend our country." Did they ever wonder if an
enemy would be deterred by programs designed to

be completely secret? Popov replied^ "The ma-
jority of the people around me^ and I think myself3

we always thought more about scientific issues

than military applications." The work of designing

new kinds of pathogens was a way "to survive in

that system. I had no alternative."

Popov said he believes the most devastating dis-

coveries lie in the future. "It's a very powerful tech-

nique^" he said of biotechnology. "If somebody
wants to employ genetic engineering in creating

weapons^ the most exciting discoveries are still

ahead. I think it opens — every day it opens —
more and more possibilities to create something
dangerous^ to create a new kind of weapon."
Popov said he still found the work of his former

life attractive^ a fascination that deeply troubled
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him. It was hard:, he said^ to stop imagining new
ways to make designer pathogens. Reflection on
his own impulses had led him to believe that biolo-

gists needed to be more vocal about the dangers of

recombinant science. "It's a good time to express a

certain concern/' he said. "The whole technology

becomes more and more available. It becomes
easier and easier to create new biological entities^

and they could be quite dangerous."

Days after the interview^ Popov reported that

American and Italian scientists had just published

a paper on myelin peptides in the journal Nature

Immunology that echoed the secret research he did

for the Soviet Union. The scientists said they had
accidentally triggered a mechanism that caused

mice to self-destruct in a condition known as

"horror autotoxicus^'' a severe allergic reaction in

which the immune system tries to destroy its own
tissues.

"The whole story is similar'' to his Soviet re-

search3 Popov remarked. "Very similar."

The futuristic military research by Popov^

Alibek^ and other scientists presented America's

biodefenders with a grim challenge. The vulnera-

bility of soldiers and civilians to attack was
growing. In what appeared to be a quiet biological

arms race^, much of which took place behind

closed lab doors^ offense was outpacing defense.

Even before gene splicing became routine^ an

agent could be perfected in a few years^ while a

vaccine often took a decade to make and win ap-

proval. More than a decade after the Gulf War^

America's vaccine against botulinum remained ex-
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perimental. Antibiotics were losing the war against

pathogens^ which were performing their own^ nat-

ural genetic engineerings mutating beyond the

reach of the most powerful drugs.

In the late IQQOs^ the Pentagon dramatically in-

creased funding to find new ways of fighting infec-

tious disease^ pouring hundreds of millions of

dollars for biodefense into the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency^ or DARPA^ the little-

known agency that had invented the Internet and
stealth technology. DARPA^ an arm of the Pen-

tagon^ had no laboratories or scientists of its own.
Its managers wanted to underwrite the most auda-

cious research they could find. The hope was to

spur avenues of inquiry that industry had ignored

or abandoned. It was understood from the begin-

ning that the research was high risk^ that many of

the projects would fail.

The first director of DARPA's Unconventional
Countermeasures Program^ Shaun Jones^ had his

own clear vision of the future. A doctor and navy
commander who had been a member of the navy's

elite commando unit^ the SEALs^ Jones had trav-

eled the world on secret missions. He believed that

defense against germ weapons required radical

new approaches.

The medical breakthroughs of the late twentieth

century had often been driven by profit. Pharma-
ceutical companies had made billions targeting in-

dividual diseases or maladies. There were
blockbuster drugs to fight allergies^ to slow bald-

ness^ to restore sexual prowess. Jones wanted to go
in the opposite direction^ to search for break-

throughs that would provide widespread protec-
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tion. One focus was multivalent vaccines that

could prime the body's immune system to ward off

a range of microbial threats. Someday^ perhaps^

researchers could come up with a single shot that

conferred immunity against^ say^ plague^ anthrax^

and botulinum. Jones was also fascinated by the

potential of antiviral drugs. The viruses^ which in-

filtrate and hide in human cells^ had largely es-

caped medicine's weapons. But Jones believed

new research might yield new ways to attack viral

enemies like smallpox.

A young colleague of Lederberg's^ Jones used
the clout of the eminent scientist to recruit talent

for his projects. Among the first researchers he
signed up was Stan Cohen3 the Stanford pioneer

who^ with Herb Boyer^ had made the first recom-
binant breakthrough in 1973. By IQQS^ the pro-

gram had scientists working on forty-three

different projects.

Stephen A. Johnston of the University ofTexas's

Southwestern Medical Center in Dallas was typ-

ical. He had long nurtured blue-sky ideas. And the

National Institutes of Healthy the main source of

federal funding for biomedical researchers^ had
consistently rejected his proposals as unlikely to

work and unsuitable for financial support. Backed
by a DARPA grants Johnston used the new biology

to break a pathogen's genes into hundreds of dif-

ferent bits that he then injected into hundreds of

mice. His next step was to infect the mice with the

original pathogen. Typically^ most fell to the on-

slaught^ but a few exhibited resistance. In that way^

Johnston discovered which DNA parts could be

used to bolster the immune response and fight dis-
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ease. He called the innovative method Expression

Library Immunization^ or ELL "The basic idea is

to let the immune system tell you what works/' he

said. Peers hailed his research as surprising and el-

egant.

Johnston's work represented a major advance

for gene vaccination^ a young field that promised

to revolutionize the science of immunization. Tra-

ditional vaccines use weakened or killed versions

of disease organisms^ or inactivated toxins or pro-

teins from pathogens^ to give the body's immune
system advance warning of infection and time to

build up defenses. Gene vaccines were just bare

DNA — often plasmids. When injected into the

body and incorporated into cells^ the genes ex-

pressed a limited set of the pathogen parts that

were nonetheless sufficient to trigger the immune
response. The approach was like a scalpel. Patients

would be injected with precisely what was needed
to inoculate them against a disease. Though exper-

imental^ the method showed promise. It could

eliminate the risk of infection associated with some
live and weakened vaccines. It also could ease pro-

duction and compliance with federal regulations^

the complexities of which had stymied anthrax

vaccines for so long. Gene vaccines were chemical^

not biological. That cut the chance of contamina-
tion and spoilage. Finally;, they were also highly

stable. Unlike conventional vaccines that needed
refrigeration^ gene vaccines could be stored dry or

in solution under many conditions and tempera-
tures^ making their distribution easier.

Johnston's research was important because it

sped up the identification of suitable DNA snip-
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pets^ reducing the search time from a year or more
down to months. And he proceeded to accelerate

the process further^ finding ways to mechanize it

with tiny robots. His goal^ which he called instant

immunization^ was to make a new vaccine in a day.

If successful^ this promised to help scientists react

very quickly to attacks with designer bugs that no
one had ever encountered before.

Some ofDARPA's most futuristic work was done
by Maxygen^ a small company in Redwood City^

California^ that Jones visited just after its founding.

It had pioneered a type of artificial evolution it

called DNA shuffling. The concept was an elegant

elaboration of Cohen and Boyer's discoveries.

Where the pioneers of gene splicing took a gene

from one organism and moved it to another^

Maxygen mixed up hundreds^ even thousands of

genes to produce a single^ new product. Nature
works by a similar process of trial and error. Over
millions of years3 bugs mutate and a tiny number
become better equipped to deal with their environ-

ment. Maxygen had found a way to fast-forward the

evolutionary process by recombining genes in hun-
dreds^ even thousands ofnew ways. One early proj-

ect involved an enzyme used in detergents like Tide

to dissolve grass stains^ which researchers had been
trying for years to improve. Maxygen 's scientists

shuffled thousands of genes in different combina-

tions until they created a new genetic blueprint^ one

that had never before existed in nature which in-

volved twenty-six genes^ each sliced from a different

kind of bacteria. The result was a much more pow-
erful enzyme that could be used in detergents.

Jones immediately saw the applications to
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biodefense. In IQQS^ DARPA gave Maxygen a S3.

8

million contract to refine the enzyme further^

making it strong enough to dissolve not only grass

stains but anthrax bacteria and other germs that

form hardened spores. Perhaps someday the mili-

tary would have a detergent that could be sprayed

over people and neutralize an anthrax attack. An-
other Maxygen contract^ for $7.7 million in 1999^

focused on developing unusually strong gene vac-

cines that would stimulate the human body into

superimmunity against viral and bacterial invaders.

The military also asked the company to develop

aerosol-based vaccines that could be inhaled to

safeguard people against a broad range of patho-

gens. A cloud ofvaccine^ sprayed over many square

miles^ was seen as potentially the simplest way to

protect people and animals from epidemics.

A main goal ofthe research was to shuffle the ge-

netic material that made pathogen proteins and
antigens^ which spur the body to make protective

antibodies. By tweaking the naturally occurring

antigens of^ say3 anthrax^ the company hoped to

produce a more powerful immune response. Rus-
sell J. Howard:) the president of Maxygen3 said the

initial results were encouraging and that it ap-

peared possible to make vaccines that were not
only more powerful but^ perhaps^ effective against

several diseases at once.

At first3 many of the DARPA projects were criti-

cized because they tended to be so radical. Work
on modifying red blood cells to knock out toxins

and microbes was ridiculed because no one had
ever tried it before^ and it was judged^ for the near

future at leasts as merely intriguing. But other proj-
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ects showed quick promise^ often raising commer-
cial interest. Shapiro at Stanford^ who discovered

an enzyme common to many bacteria^ was widely

praised for advances that promised antibiotics of

broad effectiveness. And Maxygen^, whose claims

seemed extravagant at firsts was quickly proven
right as rival companies rushed to exploit the shuf-

fling technique.

A measure of the program's success^ and Pen-
tagon approval^ was DARPA's expanding budget
for defense against biological weapons^ which in-

cluded not only work on medical treatments but
research on such devices as advanced germ detec-

tors. The annual budget went from $59 million in

1998 to $162 million in 2001 and was projected to

hit $205 million by 2005. Over that time, the

agency was to spend $1.2 billion, making it a new
power in the world of biomedical research. How-
ever, the benefits of the DARPA-funded research

for biological defense, if any, would be unclear for

years, even decades. And Jones acknowledged that

some projects would surely be "extraordinary fail-

ures" and that the value of others would not be
known until they were rigorously tested on people.

After all, a promising response in a petri dish or a

mouse was no guarantee of human benefit. That
kind of evaluation required the slow, painstaking,

carefully regulated process of clinical trials in

which doctors and volunteers took on the respon-

sibility of searching for unexpected side effects as

well as proving safety and effectiveness.

But Jones and company saw the initiative as a

good insurance policy, a cheap one given the

stakes.
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In the last days of the Clinton administration^

the Pentagon gingerly moved toward doing its own
recombinant work on pathogens. The question

that officials weighed for several years was whether
to reproduce the vaccine-resistant strain of an-

thrax made by the Russian scientists. The goal was
eminently practical. Pentagon officials needed to

know whether the Michigan vaccine being admin-
istered to millions of American soldiers was effec-

tive against the genetically modified pathogens.

The United States had been trying to obtain a

sample of the strain since Russian scientists dis-

closed its existence in 1995 at a conference in

Great Britain. American officials arranged gen-

erous grants for the institute at Oblensk^ where the

strain had been made. The Russians repeatedly

promised to provide the germ to their American
counterparts. But the arrangements always fell

apart. Perhaps the problem was Russia's domestic
politics; relations between Moscow and Wash-
ington were rocky for much of the 1990s. Perhaps
it was the legendary Russian bureaucracy. Or per-

haps hard-liners in the former Soviet research es-

tablishments simply did not want to relinquish

something the Americans wanted so badly. What-
ever the reason^ the superbug never made its way
to an American lab^ and so^ in the late 1 990S:, intel-

ligence officials began pushing for the United
States to make its own version.

The CIA believed the germ treaty authorized

such research. But agency officials were nonethe-
less reluctant to make the strain without specific

intelligence that somebody^ somewhere was trying
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to turn such a pathogen into a biological weapon.
The mere existence of the strain^ CIA officials ar-

gued;, would not be sufficient justification.

The political implications of such recombinant
research worried the Clinton administration.

Among scientists^ genetic manipulation had long

since become routine. Stilly intelligence officials

hesitated. The project could produce tabloid

headlines: U.S. Makes Killer Superbug.
In early 200 1^ in the first months ofthe Bush ad-

ministration^ Pentagon officials decided that they

would wait no longer for Russia to deliver the an-

thrax strain. The job ofmaking the bug was turned

over to a secretive DIA program known as Project

Jefferson. Established in early 1998 with a modest
$2 million annual budget^ the project drew its

name from Thomas Jefferson's injunction

"Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty." Initially^

the Jefferson project studied the classical germ
agents^ the "oldie moldies" as Patrick called them.

One early effort assessed whether 8:,000 to 10^000

spores were really needed to infect a person with

anthrax. Much of the research was done by re-

viewing classified and openly published scientific

literature. Other work was accomplished using

computers that allowed scientists to make virtual

pathogens and weapons.

To make the genetically modified anthrax^ the

DIA turned to Battelle^ its contractor in Co-
lumbus which had also worked on Clear Vision^

the CIA project. U.S. intelligence officials said that

they understood the significance of the step they

were contemplating^ and that this was the only ge-

netic manipulation the Pentagon had even consid-
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ered. To ensure compliance with the germ treaty's

restrictions^ the officials said^ the DIA would make
only small quantities of the superbug— a gram or

less. Officials said that with such amounts^ the in-

tent could only be viewed as defensive.

Pentagon lawyers had reviewed and approved

the secret project^ which was to be done as part of

Project Jefferson. Officials said they hoped the mil-

itary contractor would be able to make the novel

form of anthrax and test it in animals by the end of

the year. Other military scientists doubted that

such an ambitious schedule could be met. While
the preparatory work was underway in mid-200 1^

the actual creation ofthe recombinant anthrax had
not yet begun. Experts said it would probably re-

quire a year or more to make the bug and deter-

mine whether it could defeat America's vaccine.

National Security Council officials in the Bush
administration were told about the project soon
after taking office and viewed it sympathetically^ a

senior White House official said. No NSC ap-

proval was required^ he added. The secretary of

defense had authority to press ahead on his own.
The official said that the new administration saw
the value of such work and planned to encourage
more of it to help build germ defenses and protect

American lives. It would be "criminal/' he said^, to

forgo such research.

Ken Alibek said he had no quarrel with the justi-

fications advanced for secretly studying recombi-
nant pathogens. But the niceties would not matter3

he warned. If the secret research was eventually

disclosed^ many critics would have a different view.

The United States would be accused of cheating
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on the germ treaty. The former physician turned
biological warrior^ who had spent much of his life

working in a hidden weapons program^ said that

the work had to be done openly if done at all.

"It can't be classified/' he said. "If done secretly3

you can imagine the problems.''

The government's considered decision to take a

first step into recombinant pathogens stood in

sharp contrast to the frenetic^ unregulated chaos of

modern biology. Gene splicing in commercial labs

was racing ahead^ and at times stumbling into dan-
gerous new territory. As Popov had suggested^ sci-

entists in commercial labs were beginning to do
openly^ and increasingly by happenstance^ what
the Soviet military had once done deliberately in

secret.

In February 200 1^ Australian scientists an-

nounced that they had inadvertently killed dozens

of mice by making a virus that had crippled their

immune systems. At first the scientists informed
only the Australian government and military

about the experiments^ which were done in 1998
and 1 999. But after intense debate^ they decided to

publicize their findings. Others needed to know of

the potential danger in case such discoveries were

turned against people. They said they had pro-

duced their inadvertent killer while trying to make
the mice infertile as part of a pest-control project.

The agent they were experimenting with was a

virus widely used in lab studies — mousepox^ a

cousin of the human smallpox virus. The scientists

had inserted into the virus a mouse gene that con-

trols the production of interleukin-43 a signaling
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molecule that helps the immune system fight off

invaders. The goal was to make the immune
system of a pregnant mouse so hypersensitive that

she would reject her own eggs as foreign. The sci-

entists did this by infecting the mice with

mousepox viruses that had been modified to carry

the interleukin-4 genes. The result was a surplus

production of this powerful immune system con-

troller.

But when the scientists infected the mice with

their designer virus^ the mice not only became in-

fertile^ they died. The scientists were surprised to

find that even mice vaccinated against mousepox
died. Birth control had become life control.

Because people also have the interleukin-4 im-
mune system gene^ the team realized that creating

a surplus of that substance in humans might kill

them too. Worse^ the Australians realized^ a rogue
state or terrorist group might be able to achieve

this result with smallpox3 the devastating human
virus. Just as the super-mousepox had defeated the

mousepox vaccine^ so might genetically enhanced
smallpox defeat the human vaccine^ the only ex-

isting protection should the disease reemerge.

"We thought it was better that the information

came out in case somebody constructed some-
thing more sinister/' said Ronald J. Jackson^ the

head of the research team. "We felt we had a moral
obligation."

The news from Australia ricocheted through
Washington^ whose national security community
had become increasingly concerned about the na-

tion's vulnerability to the possible re-emergence of
smallpox as a terrorist threat. The Soviet Union
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had made smallpox by the ton. Moscow's alleged

successes in manipulating pathogens — and
smallpox^ in particular— had underscored a new
dimension in the danger and helped prompt the

Clinton administration to stockpile vaccine— not
just for the military but also for civilians. The effort

was not going smoothly. The administration had
been struggling for almost three years to produce
new batches. By 2001 3 there were two separate

vaccine programs. The military contract with one
company called for 300^000 doses at a cost of $22
million; the civilian contract placed with another

firm would provide 168 million doses for $343
million. While the White House had wanted the

Pentagon and the Department of Health and
Human Services to combine their orders to secure

a lower price^ the military had refused to go along.

The cost difference was substantial:, with the mili-

tary initially paying about $70 per dose versus $2
per dose for the much larger civilian order. The
Pentagon said its costs would fall as it placed more
orders. To produce the civilian stockpile:, HHS
hired the company run by Tom Monath^ the sci-

entist who headed the CIA's panel of outside ex-

perts. But neither the civilian nor military vaccine

would be ready until 2005 or 2006 at the earliest.

Now the White House had something new to

worry about. If a state or terrorist group could de-

velop a designer smallpox laced^ say^ with the

interleukin-4 genC:, then^ in theory^ neither the mil-

itary nor the civilian vaccine might protect Ameri-

cans in an epidemic. Perhaps it would take a

futuristic antiviral drug to defeat the new threat.

The interleukin-4 research in Australia^ one gov-
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eminent scientist said^ prompted memos to offi-

cials on the National Security Council of the new
Bush administration. The smallpox vaccine now
being developed^ the scientists warned^ might be

useless.

Discussion ensued among federal officials about

whether Project Jefferson should replicate the

Australian research so that the United States could

better assess the potential threat. In the end^ the

idea was dropped. There was no clear defensive ra-

tionale3 no credible way to argue that a foreign

threat existed that demanded such a scientific in-

vestigation. Australia was an ally^ not a foe. And
mousepox was not on the DIA's validated threat

list. The problem was simply that science was ad-

vancing rapidly.

It seemed possible that the troubling future en-

visioned by the scientists who invented the new bi-

ology more than a quarter century earlier was
finally arriving. Deliberately or not^ some re-

searchers were coming up with new^ more terri-

fying ways to kill.

Matt Meselson and Josh Lederberg^ the two sci-

entists who had done as much as anyone to shape

this new science^ continued to differ on how to re-

spond to the threat of germ weapons. Lederberg
saw the modern trends as worrisome and advo-

cated as many prudent defensive steps as possible.

Meselson took heart from the small number of

germ attacks so far and believed that mankind's re-

straint could be reinforced with new global agree-

ments. Lederberg tended to look for scientific

solutions^ assuming that the weapons would even-
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tually be used. Meselson advocated political ap-

proaches.

But they agreed on much. Both men conceded
that their hopes for the abolition of germ weapons
had fallen shorty and that a distressing number of

their scientific colleagues^ from those in the Soviet

Union to Iraq to South Africa^ had devoted their

lives to producing pathogens that could kill in huge
numbers. And they conceded that the defensive

measures they separately championed had proven
more complicated than expected. Efforts to

strengthen the 1972 germ treaty were failings de-

spite Meselson's tireless advocacy. And the mili-

tary program of anthrax vaccinations had proven
far more complicated^ practically and politically^

than Lederberg could have imagined.

Both scientists worried that the Clinton admin-
istration had exaggerated the germ threat^ doing

more damage than good^ at least in the short run.

Lederberg faulted Bill Cohen's performance with

the bag of sugar. Overstating the power of biolog-

ical weapons could inspire terrorists to acquire

them. Meselson wondered ifAmerica's new obses-

sion with germ weapons might raise the political

stock of scientists such as Wouter Basson^, the

leader of South Africa's apartheid germ program.

People in other countries might see the sudden
U.S. interest in germ weapons^ the rumors of se-

cret projects^ and the backing away from negotia-

tions to strengthen the germ treaty as a quiet

return to an interest in offensive arms. As a hedge^

they might embark on germ programs of their

own.
Both men agreed that the germ threat was real.
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To critics who claimed it was exaggerated^

Lederberg replied with a question. "Are there nuts

in the world? Yes. So we could be in trouble.''

Both scientists expressed doubts about the

wisdom of wide vaccinations against future

threats. For civilians^ Lederberg said^ his inclina-

tion was to put off the question of smallpox vacci-

nations^ which had health risks and large financial

costs. The focus should turn to developing anti-

viral drugs — few effective ones now existed —
that in the future might make smallpox epidemics

easier to control. His thinking was consistent with

the federal plan3 which was to stockpile new
smallpox vaccine for civilians but use it only to

help contain epidemics if they broke out.

Meselson's hope for the future was a global ac-

cord that would make the production and use of

germ weapons a crime. The existing treaty applied

to states^ not individuals. A new accord based in

criminal law might deter national leaders from
seeking to develop germ weapons^ discourage

businesses from assisting them3 and keep leading

nations from looking the other way in the face of

violations. He noted that the United States is al-

ready party to seven treaties of this nature^ in-

cluding ones against hijacking airplanes^ harming
diplomats^ and taking hostages. The new pact

would simply give national courts jurisdiction over

germ criminals from other countries.

Lederberg said that making superbugs had
turned out to be more difficult than first thought.

Perhaps only 1 percent of the efforts were destined

to succeed. But with enough time and investment
in scientific resources^ he noted^ that rate of suc-
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cess^ though low^ was enough to produce new dan-
gers. After all:, Popov had created new superbugs^,

and even civilian labs such as the one in Australia

were doing work that might be misused.

Similarly^ Lederberg was of two minds about
ethnic weapons. Many experts dismissed them as

science fiction^ though Russia and South Africa

had studied them. Lederberg noted that racial

mixing and inherent ambiguity over definitions of

ethnicity meant that no single genetic marker
would give an attacker sufficient leverage. But in a

half century or so^ he said^ science might become
powerful enough so that it could find a subtle com-
bination of markers common to particular races.

That might work as an ethnic weapon^ Lederberg

said^ but why bother? There were much easier

ways to use germ weapons against particular

ethnic groups. Anthrax or other traditional killers

would be quite effective in spreading death.

Meselson also saw reassuring and alarming signs

for the future. Foreign research on designer patho-

gens was often inept and illogical and done simply

because ambitious scientists sought to please their

military bosses. But while the topic of biological

weapons had suffered much exaggeration^ he said^

the danger was serious for the long run.

In the future^ Meselson said^, germs might be de-

signed not only to kill but to manipulate all the life

processes — cognition^ development^ reproduc-

tion^ everything. They would^ in shorty bestow the

power to change what it means to be human. He
posed a troubling question: might some group in

the distant future use such powers to try to enslave

others?
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Hitler^ he noted^ wanted to enslave the Poles and
keep them as a nation of workers for Germany.
"Are we really so sure that we're completely en-

lightened after ten thousand years of recorded his-

tory^ even though Hitler was not that long ago?" he

asked. "Are we now cured of such things? I don't

know."
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Conclusions

Is the threat of germ weapons real or exagger-

ated? Our answer is both. At key points in recent

years3 senior officials overstated the danger of bi-

ological attack^ harming their cause with hyper-

bole. In most conditions^ a five-pound bag of

anthrax could kill many people^ but not as many
as half the inhabitants ofWashington^ D.C. Sim-
ilarly^ political leaders undermined their credi-

bility by asserting that a biological attack against

the United States was inevitable in the next few
years — a matter of "not if^ but when.''

No such certainty exists. Germ weapons played

a minor role in twentieth-century warfare and ter-

rorism^ when scientists invented new means of

slaughter on an industrial scale^ from atomic

bombs to gas chambers. Yet most nations chose

not to use the germ weapons when they went to

war. Terrorists have blown up buildingS;, hijacked

scores of airplanes3 and murdered indiscriminately

in the past three decades. Only a handful ofgroups

have attempted biological attacks and fewer still

have succeeded. Thus far^ the Rajneeshees' germ
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assault on the citizens of The Dalles^ Oregon3 in

1984 has proven to be an anomaly.

Nonetheless^ we conclude that the threat of

germ weapons is real and risings driven by scien-

tific discoveries and political upheavals around the

world. As Aum Shinrikyo's failed efforts suggest^

the crucial ingredient in a successful biological at-

tack is not advanced laboratory equipment or viru-

lent microbes alone^ but knowledge. Such exper-

tise is increasingly available. With the collapse of

the Soviet Union^ thousands of scientists skilled in

biological warfare found themselves unemployed
or penniless. The demise of South Africa's apart-

heid system and Iraq's defeat in the GulfWar have

also added to the talent pool from which weapons
scientists can be recruited.

Drugs and vaccines are now made throughout
the worlds giving many nations the ability to man-
ufacture germ weapons. It took the United States

and the Soviet Union more than a decade of trial

and error to master the secrets in the 1950s. Three
decades later^ Iraqi scientists learned how to make
thousands of gallons of anthrax and botulinum in

just a few years.

The contrast to nuclear weapons illustrates

why many call germ weapons the "poor man's
atom bomb." A nation that obtains plans for a

crude nuclear device is at the beginning of a com-
plex technical challenge that requires staggering^

easily detectable investments in mines3 factories^

and nuclear reactors. But scientists like Bill Pat-

rick or Ken Alibek say they could teach a terrorist

group how to make devastating germ weapons
from a few handfuls of backyard dirt and some
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widely available lab equipment.
The emergence of the United States as the

world's most powerful nation has made biological

attack more likely. Adversaries that resent Amer-
ica's global dominance:, envy its wealthy or fear its

overwhelming military power can fight back most
effectively with unconventional weapons. The at-

tack on the U.S.S. Cokj, in which a modern war-
ship was crippled and nearly sunk in October 2000
by a dinghy packed with explosives and detonated

by suicide bomberS:, showed how the seemingly

powerless can strike a devastating military blow. In

the coming years^ those willing to die for their

cause may well choose instead to become smallpox

carriers or Marburg martyrs.

The pace of scientific advance has also intensi-

fied the germ threat. Cohen and Boyer's pio-

neering work a quarter century ago helped give

scientists new tools to improve crops and cure dis-

ease. But genetic manipulation can also be ex-

ploited to disorient^ maim^, and kill. No one can

predict the recombinant future. But for now it ap-

pears that the genetic revolution may produce few

killers of the sort found in The Cobra Events few

agents such as brainpox. In real life^ the most likely

danger is that classic agents^ the so-called oldie

moldies^ will be turned into custom pathogens that

can defeat drugs^ antidotes^ and vaccines. The
spread of recombinant knowledge through scien-

tific exchanges and commerce has given even

modestly skilled scientists the means to create

havoc. In a decade or two^ terrorists may no longer

need to hire their own germ experts.

The threat is magnified by a unique feature of
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germ weapons — uncertainty. Explosive bombs
leave few doubts about their toll. But in a biolog-

ical attack;, city officials would not immediately

know the source and nature of the outbreak or the

true number of victims. The authorities would be

forced to assume the worst;. Josh Lederberg has ar-

gued^ and strive to protect as many people as pos-

sible;, inevitably deepening panic.

The world's response to the growing dangers of

germ weapons has fallen far short of what is

needed. The 1972 treaty was a useful step^ ce-

menting an international consensus that this class

of weapons is morally heinous. The subsequent

conduct of the Soviet Union^ Iraq^ and South Af-

rica^ all of which signed the pact and then fla-

grantly violated it^ underscores its inherent

weaknesses. We believe that the recent effort to

strengthen the treaty by providing some means of

enforcement should be pursued. A balance can be
struck between the need to protect legitimate re-

search and the imperative of investigating sus-

pected cheaters. The world's experience with Iraq

clearly shows the limits of international inspec-

tions. But there is merit in reinforcing the moral
taboos associated with germ weapons as well as in

raising the practical and political costs of building

biological bombs. Iraq kicked its germ efforts into

high gear shortly after the world shrugged off

Saddam Hussein's chemical attack on Kurdish ci-

vilians.

Leading scientists have quietly begun debating

whether genetic engineers and other practitioners

of the new biology should adopt their own version

of the Hippocratic oath — do no harm. Such a
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step3 while mostly symbolic:, would help re-

searchers become more sensitive to the ethical

consequences of their work.

In recent years^ the world's nations have created

international tribunals to prosecute war crimes.

We believe the weight of international law should
be brought to bear on those who traffic in biolog-

ical weapons^, as Matthew Meselson and others

have suggested. Closer international cooperation

is also needed to limit the sales of deadly patho-

gens by germ banks. The United States wisely

tightened its rules on such sales in 1996 after a

right-wing survivalist attempted to buy plague

germs from the American Type Culture Collec-

tion^ the same company that had sold anthrax to

Iraq in the late 1980s. We recognize that the global

fight against infectious diseases requires the free

exchange of dangerous germs among scientists.

But once again^, a balance must be struck.

Each nation should also enact tougher lawS:, as

the United States has done. Ma Anand Sheela^ a

leader of the Rajneeshee cult convicted on charges

of assault^ attempted murder^ arson^ and poi-

soning hundreds ofpeople in Oregon^ was released

from prison in 1988 after serving only twenty-nine

months. (Sheela subsequently moved to Switzer-

land and began a new career as a nursing home op-

erator.) Today^ the punitive measures that

Congress passed mean such a crime would likely

earn a much longer sentence.

The Clinton administration made a real effort to

confront the germ threat. Several of its initiatives

deserve praise. After visiting facilities like Vector

and Stepnogorsk^ we conclude that the benefits of
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cooperative programs with the former Soviet

Union far outweigh the potential dangers. Such
programs^ of course^ have their risks. Some Amer-
ican officials believe that Russia's military is still

making germ weapons at laboratories that remain

closed to outsiders. And Moscow has continued to

lie about its past biological efforts^ even in the face

of irrefutable evidence.

But the gains of cooperation have been substan-

tial. Intelligence officials acknowledge that much
of what they have learned about the former Soviet

program came from the open scientific exchanges

arranged by Andy Weber and other officials. In

April 2001:, Weber and his colleagues were the first

Westerners to visit a scientific institute in Kazan^
the capital of Tatarstan^ a previously unknown
corner of the Soviet germ empire where scientists

developed biological weapons to infect livestock.

Such scientific exchanges build relationships

that cross borders^, creating constraints even for

authoritarian governments. As Dave Franz^ the

former head of germ defense at Fort Detrick^

points out^ a Russia in which key scientists corre-

spond regularly by e-mail with their Western coun-
terparts will be less able to sustain a covert germ
weapons program.
The Clinton administration's belated invest-

ments in public healthy basic research;, disease sur-

veillance^ and stockpiling of antidotes make sense.

They are likely to save lives even if the United
States never faces a germ attack. Even so^ America
in some ways is less prepared today for an outbreak
of deadly disease than it was a half century ago.

The largest hospital in The Dalles^ Oregon^ had
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125 beds when the Rajneeshees struck in 1984.

Today it has 49. Some public-health clinics lack

microscopes;, let alone computers or access to the

Internet. New York's experience with West Nile

virus demonstrated the crucial role of the public-

health system in detecting and countering a germ
outbreak^ however it originates. A positive step

would be the development of computerized sys-

tems that help epidemiologists track novel infec-

tious diseases.

There was significant waste in the Clinton years.

Biological defense turned into an entitlement pro-

gram for federal agencies^ private contractors:, and
government consultants. While many projects

were well intentioned^ the administration failed to

give any single official the authority to eliminate

duplications^ enforce discipline3 and direct the

money to where it would do the most good. The
National Guard's travails are but one example.

Although the president delivered two major ad-

dresses on the dangers of biological warfare^ the

administration never marshaled its resources to

strengthen the germ treaty or to promote a co-

herent program of biodefense. Distracted by im-

peachment^ the administration's attention to these

issues was intense but episodic^ a poor recipe for

explaining a complex problem to the American
people. It took Richard Danzig more than a year to

persuade the Pentagon's commanders3 an unusu-
ally well-informed group^ to step up their re-

sponses to the germ threat. No one should expect

Congress or the public to be more easily swayed.

Programs like compulsory anthrax vaccinations

must be explained in detail and candidly.
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The same is true of the intelligence agencies' ef-

forts to counter germ warfare. The 1972 treaty

permits almost any kind of research in the name of

defense. Some of this work is unquestionably justi-

fiable. Other research edges closer to the blurriest

of lines. We can imagine defensive research that a

nation might legitimately keep secret — such as

experiments exploring the vulnerabilities of ex-

isting vaccines. But American officials should dis-

close the existence of such research and its general

outlines whenever possible. Few secrets are kept

forever in a democracy^ and the revelation of re-

search into superbugs^ or the building of germ
bomblets^ inevitably stirs deeper suspicions. The
United States undermines the treat\^ it helped

create and its own moral authorit\^ when it cloaks

the most significant aspects of its defensive work in

secrecy.

The experts who met with President Clinton in

1998 urged him to create a panel of experts who
would provide an independent assessment of this

secret work. \XTiile the CIA during the Clinton ad-

ministration did create such a committee^ it met
infrequently and lacked the clouts access^ and
mandate to review programs that were spread

throughout the government. We believe that the

experts were right. Such a committee with real

powers of oversight would build confidence at

home and abroad in America's biological agenda.

A half century ago^ a group of eminent citizens

warned James Forrestal^ the first secretary of de-

fense^ that the United States was defenseless

against germ attacks. But its recommendations for

better intelligence^, more research^ drug stockpiles^
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and medical surveillance systems were largely ig-

nored. Over the next five decades^ a series of

American presidents confronted the problem^
considered various remedies^ and shuffled the

issue into the "too hard'' box. Such denial is un-
derstandable. Biodefense has no natural polit-

ical constituency in Washington. The military-

industrial complex that supports weapons systems

has little interest in vaccines and public health.

"Plans should be prepared for the establishment

of adequate laboratory and vaccine production fa-

cilities and stockpiles of essential basic medical

supplies in the event the danger from enemy attack

appears imminent/' Forrestal's committee con-

cluded in 1 949. "Prompt action should be taken to

establish a civil defense program."

Those words could have been written yesterday.

The question is whether the United States will be

able to wait another fifty years to act on them. Ifwe
as a nation believe that the germ threat is a hoax^

we are spending too much money on it. But if the

danger is real3 as we conclude it is^ then the invest-

ment is much too haphazard and diffuse. We re-

main woefully unprepared for a calamity that

would be unlike any this country has ever experi-

enced.
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Notes

A Note on Sources

Parts of the narrative draw on archives of per-

sonal and federal documents available on the

Internet. For the American program to make bi-

ological weapons^ thousands of federal papers

are accessible through the Defense Technical

Information Center^ Fort Belvoir^ Virginia.

Many of these documents are listed at

http://\\^\^v. dtic.mil. Copies can be ordered by
mail or on the Internet. Reviewing a wider selec-

tion of the center's papers requires petitions

under the Freedom of Information Act. Below^

we refer to all papers from this archive as DTIC.
Hundreds of Joshua Lederberg's papers^ scien-

tific reports^ newspaper columns^ and letters are

available in the Joshua Lederberg Papers of the

National Library of Medicine^ Bethesda^ Mary-
land^ and at http: profiles.nlm.nih.gov BB. We
refer to these materials as Lederberg Papers.

Finally^ thousands of sensitive federal papers
and declassified intelligence reports about Iraq^,
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the 1991 Gulf War^ and its aftermath are avail-

able at http://www.gulflink.osd. mil. We refer to

these documents as Gulflink. Military officers

are identified in the text by the ranks they held at

the time of the events. In the notes^ we refer to

officers by the ranks they attained at retirement.

1. The Attack

This chapter is based on interviews that began in

December 1999 and continued throughout
2000 with individuals in Oregon who were af-

fected by the Rajneeshee salmonella attacks.

They include Jeanie Senior^, then a correspon-

dent for the Oregonian newspaper^ who covered
the cult throughout its troubled tenure^ in-

cluding the prosecution of its members. Also in-

terviewed were Michael Skeels3 Carla

Chamberlain3 H. Robert Hamilton^ Judge Wil-

liam Hulse^ Dave Lutgens^ Lynn Enyart^ Dan
Ericksen3 Arthur Van Eaton^ Patricia Johnson^
Karen Le Breton^ and Dave Frohnmayer. Out-
side Oregon3 interviews were conducted with

scientists and experts on germ weapons and
public healthy including Thomas J. Torok^
Robert V. Tauxe^ William C. Patrick III, and W.
Seth Carus.

a religious cult known as the Rajneeshees: Hugh
Milne, Bhagwan: The God That Failed (New
York: St. Martin's Press, 1986); Lewis F.

Carter, Charisma and Control in Rajneesh-

puram: The Role ofShared Values in the Creation
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?5

3

of a Community (New York: Cambridge Uni
versity Press^ 1990); "For Love and Money
a twenty-part series by Scotta Callister^ James
Long^ and Leslie L. Zaitz in the Oregonian^

June 30, 1985-July 19, 1985; "On the Road
Again," a special report by Scotta Callister,

James Long, and Leslie L. Zaitz in the Orego-

nian^ Dec. 30, 1985; Frances FitzGerald, "A
Reporter at Large: Rajneeshpuram — I," and
"Rajneeshpuram— II," New Yorker^ Sept. 22,

1986 and Sept. 29, 1986; Frances FitzGerald,

Cities on a Hill: A Journey Through Contempo-
rary American Cultures (New York: Simon &
Schuster, 1986).

The group had left Poona: "For Love and Money,"
Oregonian^ June 30, 1985. Satya Bharti

Franklin, The Promise of Paradise: A Woman's
Intimate Story of the Perils of Life with Rajneesh

(Barrytown, N.Y.: Station Hill Press, 1992),

chapters 1,2,3.

Incorporation gave the Rajneeshee police: Interview,

W. Seth Carus, and W. Seth Carus, "The
Rajneeshees (1984)," in Toxic Terror: Assessing

Terrorist Use of Chemical and Biological

Weapons^, edited by Jonathan B. Tucker (Cam-
bridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2000), p. 119. In-

terviews, law-enforcement officials.

Once the Rajneeshees controlled Wasco: Interview,

Dan Ericksen.

identified the bacteria as: The bacteria's formal
name is Salmonella enterica. The specific

serotype is Typhimuriam, a common cause of

food poisoning. Though the bacteria is written

as Salmonella Typhimuriam, we have chosen to
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use Salmonella typhimuriam^ the style that is fa-

vored by The Merck Manual^ a widely known
medical reference book. Interviews with
Carus^ Chamberlain^ and Skeels.

the largest outbreak in Oregon^s /z/^rorj;; Thomas J.

Torok^ Robert V. Tauxe^ Robert R Wise^
John R. Livergood^ Robert Sokolow^ Steven
Mauvais^ Kristin A. Birkness^ Michael R.

SkeelSj James M. Horan^ and Laurence R.

Foster^ "A Large Community Outbreak of

Salmonellosis Caused by Intentional Con-
tamination of Restaurant Salad Bars/'

Journal of the American Medical Association

(Aug. 6, 1997)3 pp. 389-95.
an exhaustive epidemiological investigation: Inter-

views^ Thomas T6rok3 Robert Tauxe; Torok et

al.3 "A Large Community Outbreak."
They had not tested him for salmonella: Interview^

Carla Chamberlain; The Dalles had not re-

ported a single case since I9783 and before

19783 only one or two cases a year were re-

ported. "The Town That Was Poisoned^" re-

marks of Rep. James Weaver^ Democrat of

Oregon^ Congressional Record^ 99th Cong. 3 1st

sess.3 Feb. 283 19853 I3I3 no. 23.

Hulse and the other commissioner suspected: Inter-

view3 Hulse.

In a preliminary report: "Preliminary Report —
Salmonellosis Outbreak3 The Dalles3 Oregon3
September 1984"; interoffice memo3 State of

Oregon3Nov. 1, 1984.

report issued in January 1985: Weaver3 "The
Town That Was Poisoned."

formed a joint task force: Interviews3 H. Robert
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Hamilton^ Dave Frohnmayer.
a smoking gun: Interview^ W. Seth Carus^ and
Carus^ "The Rajneeshees;' pp. 227-28; inter-

views^ Michael Skeels.

that Puja had given Haldol: Oregon Depart-
ment of Justice and Oregon State Pohce^ re-

port of interview^ Krishna Diva^ Nov. 25^

1985, p. 42.

ordered her assistants to fabricate records: Ava Kay
Avalos interrogation, transcribed Oct. 22,

1985, attorney general's files, pp. 9-10; inter-

views, law-enforcement officials.

An invoice from the ATCC: In a telephone inter-

view, a spokeswoman for the ATCC initially

denied that the germ bank had supplied any
germs to the cult. But after being provided

with a copy of the slide showing the ATCC in-

voice, the company said that it was "not at lib-

erty to discuss the issue" since it was "under
continuing litigation."

the cult ordered and received: Michael Skeels pro-

vided a copy of the invoice, dated Sept. 25,

1984, listing several dangerous agents that the

cult had ordered between the two waves of the

salmonella outbreak. It was apparently found
by law-enforcement officials during their

search of the ranch in 1985, but Dr. Skeels

said it was not shared with him or with other

public-health officials until 1998. Drs. Torok
and Tauxe also confirmed that they had not
seen the slide or been told about the other

agents that Puja had ordered.

Francisella tularensis: Interviews, Michael Skeels,

William C.Patrick III.
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Puja had obtained orders: Interview^ Michael
Skeels.

Puja was also particularly fascinated: Interviews

with W. Seth Carus and Carus^ "The
Rajneeshees," pp. 126-27; interviews with
law-enforcement officials and Wilham C. Pat-

rick III.

Puja did some experiments: Carus^ "The
Rajneeshees/' p. 125.

Giardia lamblia: Carus^ "The Rajneeshees^" p.

126; interviews with law-enforcement offi-

cials^ especially H. Robert Hamilton.
finally settled on: Carus3 "The Rajneeshees^" pp.

127-28; interviews with law-enforcement offi-

cials^ Michael Skeels.

to poison Judge Hidse: Ava Kay Avalos interroga-

tion^ p. 16.

attempts were never proven m court: Interviews^,

law-enforcement officials.

contingency plans to ''snatch'' the Bhagwa7i: Inter-

views^ law-enforcement officials.

2. Warrior

This chapter is based on interviews with Bill Pat-

rick conducted between 1998 and 200 1^ as well

as personal papers and biographical materials

that he shared with us. Its journalistic prede-

cessor is a profile of Patrick by William J. Broad
and Judith Miller^ "Scientist at Work: Bill Pat-

rick; Once He Devised Germ Weapons; Now He
Defends Against Them/' New York Times^ No-
vember 3^ 19983 p. Fl. Other interviewees in-
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eluded Herbert F. York^ Robert S. McNamara^
Philip D. Zelikow^ Leonard A. Cole^ Susan
Wright^ Riley D. Housewright^ and Matthew S.

Meselson. A number of current and former fed-

eral officials and germ experts^ most speaking on
the condition of anonymity^ confirmed aspects

of this secretive history or in some cases went be-

yond what Patrick was willing to say. One such
individual was Housewright^ who was scientific

director of Fort Detrick between 1956 and
1969. We have endeavored to make such sour-

cing distinctions clear in the text and notes. In

contrast to interviews and private papers^ the

references below tie the story of Bill Patrick and
the American germ-warfare program to histo-

rieS;, science reports^ and declassified federal

documents. At times these documents^ like

some federal officials^ go further in their disclo-

sures than Patrick would.

07ie worker falling ill: "Detrick Infections:

1943-19693" viewgraph^ U.S. Army, Fort
Detrick, Maryland, undated.

small size of the particles:FvQd^nck R. Sidell et al.,

editors. Medical Aspects ofChemical and Biolog-

ical Warfare (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army
Surgeon General, 1997), p. 440. This text-

book, 721 pages long, is the best single federal

reference on the history and science of biolog-

ical warfare.

eight billion lethal doses: This figure comes from
comparisons of U.S. and potential Iraqi bio-

logical weapons made on the eve of the 1991
Gulf War. "Iraq Biological Warfare Threat,"
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Armed Forces Medical Intelligence Center^
Oct. 22, 1990. Gulflink.

nearly a thousand American soldiers: Robert L.

Mole and Dale M. Mole, For God and Country:
Operation Whitecoat, 1 954-1973 (Brushton,
N.Y.: Teach Services, 1 998), p. 35. Patrick said

fewer than half of the 2,200 volunteers took
part in the experiment.

Ohio State Penitentiary: Samuel Saslaw et al.,

"Tularemia Vaccine Study," Archives of In-

ternal Medicine
^^
May 1961, pp. 121-33.

sprayed American arz^^.- Leonard A. Cole, Clouds

of Secrecy: The Army ^s Germ Warfare Tests over

Populated Areas (Totowa, N.J.: Rowman &
Littlefield, 1988).

456 times: "Detrick Infections: 1945-1969."
All but three survived: Norman M. Covert, Cut-

ting Edge: A History of Fort Detrick^ Maryland
(Fort Detrick: U.S. Army, 1997), p. 41.

Germs and warfare are old allies: Erhard Geissler

and John Ellis van Cortland Moon, editors.

Biological and Toxin Weapons: Research^ Devel-

opment and Use from the Middle Ages to 1945
(New York: Oxford University Press and
Stockholm International Peace Research In-

stitute, 1999), pp. 8-34; Sidell et al.. Medical
Aspects^, pp. 416-17.

many countries that investigated: Sidell et al., Med-
ical Aspects^, p. 32.

Roosevelt publicly denounced: Cole, Clouds of Se-

crecy^ p. 12.

degree of secrecy: Covert, Cutting Edge^ p. 17; for

the army's view on early germ developments,

see Sidell et al.. Medical Aspects^, pp. 427-28.
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metropolis of 250 buildings: Richard W,
Clendenin, "Science and Technolog^' at Fort

Detrick, 1943-1968" (Fort Detrick technical

Information Division^ Frederick^ Md.^ Apr.

1968)^ p. 19; for an overview of Detrick's early

davs^ see Sidell et al.^ Medical Aspects^ pp.
42-44.

The post zvas ringed: Covert^ Cutting Edge. pp. xl^,

xli, 17-25,37-40.
a pound . . . could kill a billio}i people: ''Iraq Biolog-

ical Warfare Threat." For an overview of botu-

linum, see Sidell et al., Medical Aspects^ pp.
643-54.

thousands of records from Japaji: Sheldon H.
Harris, Factories of Death: Japanese Biological

IXdifare^ 1932-45^ and the American Cover-up

(New York and London: Routledge, 1994);

Ralph Blumenthal with Judith Miller, "J^P^n
Rebuffs Requests for Information About Its

Germ-Warfare Atrocities," Xezc York Times^

March 4, 1999, p. A12.
/;/ a secret report ofJuly 1949: Caryl R Haskins et

al., "Report of the Secretary of Defense's Ad
Hoc Committee on Biological Warfare," July

11, 1949. The report was prepared at the re-

quest of James Forrestal, the first secretary of

defense, but after his death in May 1949 was
delivered to his successor, Louis Johnson.

Theodor Rosebury . . . assailed gerni zceapojis:

Theodor Roseburv, Peace or Pestilence (New
York: W^hittlesey House, 1949).

Patrick signed a zvai-ver: Covert, Cutting Edge^ p.

40, refers to the general waiver practice for all

new employees.
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a hollow metal sphere: Ed Regis3 The Biology of
Doom: The History of Americans Secret Germ
Warfare Project (New York: Holt^ IQQQ)^ pp.
132-33.

eleven patients: Cole^ Clouds of Secrecy^ pp. 52-543
75-104. The book devotes two chapters to the

case ofEdward J. Nevin^ who died of the infec-

tion in the Stanford hospital^ and portrays the

trial judge in the 1981 suit against the govern-

ment as sympathetic to federal defendants and
hostile to the plaintiff^ the grandson of the de-

ceased man. The judge intervened at one
point to bar a scientist from testifying for the

plaintiff. Among the expert witnesses for the

plaintiff was Matthew S. Meselson^ a Harvard
biologist. In the end^ the judge found that the

government could not be sued in the matter

and that the death "was not the proximate or

direct result" of the germ release.

if left untreated: Mark H. Beers and Robert
Berkow^ editors^ The Merck Manual of Diag-

nosis and Therapy^ 17th ed. (Whitehouse Sta-

tion^ N.J.: Merck Research Laboratories^

1999)3 pp. 1215-16.
''many Negroes^ whose incapacitation^': Charles

Filler and Keith R. Yamamoto^ Gene Wars: Mil-

itary Control over the New Genetic Technologies

(New York: William Morrow^ Beech Tree

Books, 1988)3 pp. IOO3 272. See also Sidell et

al.3 Medical Aspects^ p. 429.

code-named Project Saint Jo: Matthew Meselson,

"Averting the Hostile Exploitation of Biotech-

nology," CBWConventions Bulletin^, ]unt 2000,

pp. 16-19.
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The ^^dosage area/^ experimenters wrote: K. L.

Calder et al.^, "Preliminary Discussion of

Methods for Calculating Munition Expendi-
tures^ with Special Reference to the St Jo Pro-

gram" (Camp Detrick^ Frederick^ Md.^ Aug.

11, 1954), pp. 74,76.
skin lesions: Sidell, et al., Medical Aspects^ pp.
503-08.

''may be particularly attractive'^: Ibid. ^ p. 439.

killed more than 99 percent: Arnold J. Levine, Vi-

ruses (New York: Freeman, Scientific Amer-
ican Library, 1992), pp. 209-11.

virus at Eure-et-Loire: John Postgate, Microbes

and Man^^ 4th ed. (New York: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 2000), p. 145.

a part of the pox family: Sidell, et al.. Medical As-
pects, pp. 541-42.

studying how the smallpox virus: F. Fenner et al.,

Smallpox and Its Eradication (Geneva: World
Health Organization, 1988), pp. 102, 165,

195.

fertilized chicken eggs werefound ideal: Sidell, et al..

Medical Aspects, p. 44.

injected viruses into eggs: For a description of a

parallel process of viral incubation in the

germ-warfare program of the Soviet Union,
see Ken Alibek with Stephen Handelman,
Biohazard: The Chilling True Story of the Largest

Covert Biological Weapons Program in the World
— Told from the Inside by the Man Who Ran It

(New York: Random House, 1999), pp.
111-12.

yellow fever virus: An article published in 1999
details several experiments conducted by the
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United States to perfect yellow fever as a

weapon: Operations Bellwether^ Big Buzz^
Magic Sword^ and Big Itch. Some were con-
ducted by a military contractor^ Lewis P.

Gebhardt^ then the head of the Department of

Bacteriology at the University of Utah;, and by
the Chemical Corps. In two field trials con-
ducted in 19593 known as Project Bellwether^

ten men were "placed equidistantly around
the perimeter of one circle" and "100 insect

vectors were released." The study concluded
that wind speed was the most important factor

affecting biting activity. It also demonstrated
that the "overall outdoor biting activity for the

mosquito was estimated to be some 40 bites

per hundred mosquitoes in the time period

studied."

In Bellwether Two^ with fourteen field trials

between August and late October 1960^ scien-

tists learned that "Biting activity was lowest

when the human volunteers were continually

moving/' and that "Individuals near buildings

were bitten more often than those in open
areas."

Operation Big Itch led the scientists to con-

clude that "fleas could be successfully trans-

ferred:, reared to an appropriate stage of

development^ and delivered to a target with

few if any of the fleas dying in the process."

Operation Big Buzz^ conducted in Georgia

and involving about a million mosquitoes^

found that yellow fever was "the most likely

antipersonnel BW system that could be used

by the Warsaw Pact countries against the
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United States or the European NATO na-

tionS;, since the mosquitoes couldbe stored for

two weeks^ placed in E-14 munitions^ released

at a height of 90 metres3'' and fly on the wind
and their own steam as far as 610 miles down-
wind from the target release sight.

The authors of article had the following ob-

servation about the information they had col-

lected thanks to America's Freedom of

Information Act: "a political system confident

enough to release this type of information has

to be admired." Alastair Hay^ "A Magic Sword
or a Big Itch: An Historical Look at the United
States Biological Weapons Programme/' Med-
icine^ Conflict and Survival^, 15 (1999)^ pp.
215-34.

fifty different viruses: Today3 Western counter-

proliferation experts recognize a core list of

forty-three viruses^ four rickettsiae^ nineteen
bacteria^ and fourteen toxins. See Tom Man-
gold and Jeff Goldbergs Plague Wars: The Ter-

rifying Reality of Biological Warfare (New York:

St. Martin's Press^ 1999)^ p. 379.

Seventh-Day Adventists: Molt and Mole^ For God
and Country^ pp. 1 7-4 1

.

virus pilot plant: Clendenin^ "Science and Tech-
nology/' p. 63^ says that a virus and rickettsia

laboratory was completed in 1955 at a cost of

$4 milHon.

Detrick^s own eight ball: Regis^ The Biology of
Doom^ p. 171; Clendenin^ "Science and Tech-
nology^" pp. 54-55.

Q fever can progress: Sidell et al.^ Medical Aspects^

pp. 528-30.
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About one in a hundred: Beers and Berkow3 The
Merck Manual:, p. 1233.

a single invader: Sidell et al.^ Medical Aspects^,

p. 526.

first American field trial: Regis^ The Biology of
Doom^ pp. 3-63 172-75.

looked like Marilyn Monroe: Videotape^ United
States Air Force Counterproliferation Center^

Air War College^ "Biological Warfare Briefing

by Bill Patrick, Microbiologist/' AUTV Video
Production, Air University, Maxwell Air Force
Base, Ala., F3569-99-0019, Feb. 23, 1999.

Our thanks to the provider of this tape, who
was not Bill Patrick and who shared it with us

on the condition of anonymity.

Georgi Zhukov^ told: Sidell et al.. Medical Aspects^,

p. 54.

U-2 spy plane: M\c\i2it\ R. Beschloss, Mayday: Ei-

senhowery Khrushchev and the U-2 Affair (New
York: Harper & Row, 1986), p. 121; the Feder-

ation of American Scientists in Washington,
D.C., has assembled a fascinating gallery of

declassified American spy photos of Soviet bi-

ological tests sites.

glimpse ofa large enterprise:Y2i\tnlint Bojtzov and
Erhard Geissler, "Military Biology in the

USSR, 1920-45," in Erhard Geissler and John
Ellis van Cortland Moon, editors. Biological

and Toxin Weapons: Research^ Development and
Use from the Middle Ages to 1945 (New York:

Oxford University Press and Stockholm Inter-

national Peace Research Institute, 1999), pp.

153-67; Alibek, Biohazard, pp. 32-38,

111-12.
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make weapons from bacteria: Sidell et al^ Medical

Aspects, pp. 50-51, 429.

The disease strikes suddenly to cause: Ibid.y

pp. 572-73.

Eisenhower was briefed: Memorandum, "Discus-

sion at the 435th Meeting of the National Se-

curity Council, Thursday, February 18,

I960," Ann Whitman file, Eisenhower papers,

1953-1961, Dwight D. Eisenhower Library.

Eisenhower was trying to leave a legacy: Stephen E.

Ambrose, Eisenhower: The President (New
York: Simon & Schuster, 1984), pp. 554-63.

strongly endorsed a crash program: Regis, The Bi-

ology ofDoom, pp. 185-86.

"^"^line-source disseminator^^: U.S. Army, Dugway
Proving Grounds, "Field Evaluation of the

General Mills Liquid Agent Line Source
Disseminator, E42," Final Report, July 1963.

DTIC,AD338223.
720 bomblets: Sidell et al.. Medical Aspects, p. 59.

undertaken in Okinawa: Ibid. ^ p. 60.

Expansion produced a new military bureaucracy:

Regis, The Biology ofDoom, pp. 186, 198; Wil-
liam C. Patrick III, "A History of Biological

and Toxin Warfare," in Kathleen C. Bailey, ed-

itor. Director's Series on Proliferation, vol. 4
(Livermore, Calif.: Lawrence Livermore Na-
tional Laboratory, May 23, 1994), p. 17.

Lemnitzer wrote McNamara in March 1962:

Memorandum, L. L. Lemnitzer, Chairman,
Joint Chiefs of Staff, to the Secretary of De-
fense, "Subject: Justification for US Mili-

tary Intervention in Cuba," Mar. 13, 1962.
This formerly top-secret letter, and an at-
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tached report on pretext strategies^ can be
found at the National Security Archive3
www.gwu.edu/%7/Ensarchiv/news/200 10430/.

The proposal for pretext operations was dis-

closed in James Bamford^ Body of Secrets:

Anatomy of the Ultra-Secret National Security

Agencyfrom the Cold War through the Dawn ofa

New Century (New York: Doubleday^ 200 1)^

pp. 82-91.

President Kennedy ordered: Amloli I. Gribkov and
William Y. Smithy Operation Anadyr: U.S. and
Soviet Generals Recount the Cuban Missile Crisis

(Chicago: Edition Q, 1994)^ pp. 141-42; Dino
A. Brugioni^ Eyeball to Eyeball (New York:

Random House^ 1990), pp. 256, 371, 409-1 1;

Aleksandr Fursenko and Timothy Naftali,

One Hell of a Gamble (New York: Norton,

1997), p. 212; Seymour M. Hersh, The Dark
Side of Camelot (Boston: Little Brown, 1997),

pp. 341-42.

Americans wounded or killed: Hersh, The Dark
Side^, pp. 341, 355; Brugioni, Eyeball to Eyeball^,

pp. 297, 411.

"^"^The concept was that ifwe got into a shooting war^\'

Videotape, United States Air Force Counter-
proliferation Center, Air War College, "Bio-

logical Warfare Briefing by Bill Patrick, Micro-
biologist."

The symptoms included chills: Sidell et al., Medical

Aspects^, pp. 626-27.
Its incubation period varied: Ibid.;, pp. 572-73.

Its incubation period was ten: Ibid.^ pp. 524,

528-30.
Marshall Plan was never implemented: Over the
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decades^ Cuba has charged that the United
States repeatedly attacked it with germ
weapons^ even though no convincing evidence

of such assaults has ever come to light. See
Raymond A. Zilinskas^ "Cuban Allegations of

Biological Warfare by the United States: As-
sessing the Evidence/' Critical Reviews in Mi-
crobiology, 24, no. 3 (1999)3 pp. 173-227.

According to a once secret report of 1962: U.S. De-
partment of Defense^ "United States and
Allied Capabilities for Limited Military Oper-
ations to 1 July 1962/' undated.

half billion people: Lawrence K. Altman^ William

J. Broad^ and Judith Miller^ "Smallpox: The
Once and Future Scourge?'' New York Times,

June \5, 1999^ p. Fl; Fenner et al.^ Smallpox
and Its Eradication, p. 1363^, says that as re-

cently as 1967 the number of smallpox victims

ran as high as 1 5 million a year.

its own supply: U.S. Senate^ "Unauthorized
Storage of Toxic Agents/' Hearings of the Select

Committee to Study Governmental Operations

with Respect to Intelligence Activities, 94th
Cong. 5 1st sess.3 vol. 1^ Sept. 16;, I73 and 18^

1975^ p. 190; also see Regis^ The Biology of
Doom, p. 214.

official arsenal of weapons: Lt. Col. George W.
Christopher^ Lt. Col. Theodore J. Cieslak^

Maj. JuUe A. Pavlin^ and Col. Edward M.
Eitzen Jr.3 "Biological Warfare: A Historical

Perspective/' Journal of the American Medical
Association, Aug. 6, 1991, p. 414.

it had been abandoned: Regis^ The Biology of
Doom, pp. IO3 219.
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measuring four-tenths of a micron: Thomas D.
Brock et al.^ Biology ofMicroorganisms j, 7th ed.

(Englewood CHffs, NJ.: Prentice Hall^ 1994)^

pp. 1853 228-29.
the virus can also be spread: Sidell^ et al.^ Medical

Aspects, pp. 542-43.
Exposed monkey 3912'': Nicholas Hahon^
Screening Studies with Variola Virus" (Bio-

logical Warfare Laboratories^ Fort Detrick^

Oct. 1958)3 p. 69. DTIC3 AD322280.
lyophilizationy or freeze-drying: Postgate3 Microbes

and Man, pp. 125-26.

dilute the dried agent: Robert S. Hutton et al.3

"Selection of Process for Freeze-Drying3
Particle Size Reduction3 and Filling of Se-

lected BW Agents" (Army Biological Labs3
Frederick3 Md.3 October 1952). DTIC3
AD325415.

''no significant loss'': Hahon3 "Screening
Studies3" pp. 153 55.

Virulence could thus be preserved for months and
years: Joshua Lederberg3 editor3 Biological

Weapons: Limiting the Threat (Cambridge3
Mass.: MIT Press3 1999)3 p. 56.

a quarter of its strength . . . ''easily disseminated":

"Miscellaneous Publication 7" (U.S. Army Bi-

ological Laboratories3 Fort Detrick3 July

1955)3 pp. 2O3 32. In time3 a black art emerged
ofprotecting dry germs with coatings meant to

make microbes less vulnerable to sunlight and
other environmental hazards. See J. H. Nash et

al.3 "Dissemination Properties of Encapsu-
lated Particles" (Litton Systems3 Inc. 3 Aug.
1967).DTIC3AD826013.
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one in every twelve: "Miscellaneous Publication

7/' p. 34. The mock attack eventually made
headlines. See Ken Ringle^ "Army Sprayed
Bacteria on Unsuspecting Travelers/' Wash-

ington Post;, Dec. 5, 19843 p. Bl.

"a lo72g incubation period'': "Miscellaneous Publi-

cation 7," p. 20.

its first symptoms: Sidell et al.^ Medical Aspects^,

pp. 542-46.

no smallpox outbreaks since 1959: Fenner et al.^

Smallpox and Its Eradicatio72^ pp. 338^ 345-46.
American government took a leading role: Ibid^ pp.

3383 345-46.
thoiisajids of scientists signed a petition: Susan
Wright3 "Evolution of Biological Warfare
Pohcy: 1945-19903" in Susan Wright3 editor3

Preventing a Biological Arms Race (Cambridge3
Mass.: MIT Press3 1990)3 PP. 38-39.

included Meselson: Seymour M. Hersh3 Chemical
and Biological Warfare: America's Hidden Ar-
senal (Garden City3 N.Y.: Anchor3 1969)3 PP-
265-66.

an expose: Ibid.

A light aircraft could deliver enough to kill popula-

tions: Matthew Meselson3 "The United States

and the Geneva Protocol of 19253^ private

paper3 Biological Laboratories3 Harvard Uni-
versity3 Sept. 19693 13 pp.

projection of American military power: For an ac-

count of the Pentagon's quiet role in pro-

moting the Nixon ban3 see Mangold and
Goldberg3 Plague Wars^, pp. 54-56.

''The U.S. . . . shall rejiounce the use of lethal biolog-

ical agents": Secondary sources differ widely
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on the exact language that Nixon used in his

renunciation. This quote comes from the orig-

inal White House news release^, dated No-
vember 25^ 1969. It can be found in U.S.
Senate^ "Unauthorized Storage of Toxic
Agents/' pp. 200-201.

'"^The arms control benefits of our newly decided

policy'': Matthew Meselson^, "What Policy for

Toxins?'' private paper^ Biological Labora-
tories^ Harvard University^ Jan. 22^ 1970^ 8 pp.

entirely in America's self-interest: Wright^ Pre-

venting a Biological Arms Race^, p. 40.

a point that Meselson^ among others: See^ for in-

stance^ Matthew Meselson^ review of Tomor-

row's WeaponSy Chemical and Biological^ by
Jacquard Hirshon Rothschild^ Bulletin of the

Atomic Scientists^ Oct. 1964;, pp. 35-36. His ar-

gument in this review: "If the technical prob-

lems associated with the effective

dissemination of biological agents could be
solved^ enormous destructive capability could

become available at radically low cost^ since

the amounts of agent potentially sufficient to

attack great areas are incredibly small. The in-

troduction of radically cheap weapons of mass
destruction into the arsenals of the world
would not act as much to strengthen the big

powers as it would to endow dozens of rela-

tively weak countries with great destructive ca-

pability. Such weapons could even come
within the reach of dissident private groups

and individuals. It is obviously to the advan-

tage of great powers to keep war very expen-

sive."
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3. Revelations

This chapter is based on interviews with Joshua
Lederberg^ Paul Berg^ Douglas J. Feith^ William
Kucewicz^ William C. Patrick III3 John Weitz^

Susan Wright^ Richard Spertzel^ Gary Crocker^

Matthew S. Meselson^ Douglas MacEachin^ Bill

Richardson^ Col. Harry G. Dangerfield3 Gen.
Brent Scowcroft^ Eileen R. Choffnes3 Gen.
Philip K. Russell^ Philip Brachman3 and a

number of current and former scientists and in-

telligence analysts associated with Fort Detrick3

including Col. David R. Franz^ past head of the

United States Army Medical Research Institute

of Infectious Diseases. The literature cited

below helped form the backdrop to many of the

chapter's main settings.

glowed in the dark: Thomas F. Lee^ Gene Future:

The Promise and Perils of the New Biology (New
York: Plenum Press^ 1993)3 PP. 16-17.

he won the Nobel Prize: B. Lee Ligon^ "Joshua
Lederberg: PhD; Nobel Laureate^ Geneticist^

and President Emeritus of the Rockefeller

University^'' Seminars in Pediatric Infectious

Diseases^, Oct. 1998^ pp. 345-55. Lederberg
Papers; see also Harriet Zuckerman^ Scientific

Elite: Nobel Laureates in the United States (New
York: Free Press, 1977)3 pp. 166-67.

a navy undergraduate program: ]oshu3i Lederberg,
"Genetic Recombination in Bacteria: A Dis-
covery Account," Annual Review of Genetics^

21 (1987), pp. 23-46. Lederberg Papers.

played a major role in Fort Detrick^s establishment:
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Norman M. Covert^ Cutting Edge: A History of
Fort Detrick^ Maryland (Fort Detrick: U.S.
Army^ 1997)3pp. 17-20.

Lederberg met Leo Szilard: William Lanouette
with Bela Szilard^ Genius in the Shadows:A Bi-

ography of Leo Szilardy the Man Behind the

Bomb (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons^

1993), pp. 317, 384, 390, 403, 457.

began attempting to splice genes: Susan Wright,
Molecular Politics: Developing American and
British Regulatory Policy for Genetic Engi-

neerings 1972-1982 (Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1994), p. 71.

''time is running out'': Joshua Lederberg, "Swift

Biological Advance Can Be Bent to Geno-
cide," Washington Post, Aug. 17, 1968, p. A14.
Lederberg Papers. For six years, from 1966
through 1971, he wrote a weekly column for

the Washington Post entitled "Science and
Man."

''Where will it all end?'': Letter, Joshua Lederberg
to Riley D. Housewright, Mar. 11, 1969.

Lederberg Papers.

"hydrogen bombs available at the supermarket":

Wright, Molecular Politics^, p. 119.

In August 1970 he delivered a speech: Clement J.

Zablocki, Wisconsin Representative, "Dr.

Lederberg Speaks Out on Biological Warfare

Hazards," Congressional Record, 91st Cong.,

2nd sess., Sept. 11, 1970, 112, part 23, pp.

31395-96. For an excerpt of the speech, see

Joshua Lederberg, Biological Weapons: Limiting

the Threat (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press,

1999), pp. 325-29.
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'"^repugnant to the conscience ofmankind^^: "Text of

the 1972 Biological Weapons Convention^'' in

Preventing a Biological Arms Race^ edited by
Susan Wright (Cambridge3 Mass.: MIT Press^

1990), p. 371.

they realized that by teaming up: Stanley N.
Cohen, "The Manipulation of Genes,'' Scien-

tific American^ July 1975, pp. 25-33; Bruce
Wang, "Cohen: DNA Genius on the Farm,"
Stanford Daily^ Nov. 10, 1999; James D.
Watson et al.. Recombinant DNA^ 2nd ed.

(New York: Freeman, Scientific American
Books, 1998), pp. 73-74.

genesfrom the South African clawed roaJ.- Nicholas
Wade, The Ultimate Experiment: Man-Made
Evolution (New York: Walker, 1977), pp.
26-27; Cohen, "The Manipulation of Genes,"

called for an international treaty prohibiting:

Wright, Molecular Politics
:, p. 151.

five scientists cast dissenting votes: Wade, The Ulti-

mate Experiment:, p. 5 1

.

^"^promises some of the most pervasive benefits ^\'

Joshua Lederberg, "DNA Splicing: Will Fear
Rob Us of Its Benefits?" Prism:, American
Medical Association, Nov. 1975, pp. 33-37.
Lederberg Papers.

a new chapter of American history: U.S. Senate,

"Alleged Assassination Plots Involving For-
eign Leaders: An Interim Report of the Select

Committee to Study Government Operations
with Respect to Intelligence Activities," 94th
Cong., 1st sess., Nov. 20, 1975.

planned to kill Patrice Lumumba: Ed Regis, The
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Biology ofDoom: The History ofAmericans Secret

Germ Warfare Project (New York: Holt^ 1999)^

pp. 182-85.

scheme to paralyze the dictator: Ibid. ^ pp. 193-96.
inventory surprisingly diverse: U.S. Senate^ "Un-

authorized Storage of Toxic Agents^" Hearings

of the Select Committee to Study Governmental
Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities^

94th Cong. 3 1st sess.^, vol. 1;, Sept. 16^ 17^ and
18, 19753 pp. 214-15.

''We must insist'': Ibid.^ p. 2.

''suitable for dusting of clothes'': U.S. Senate^ "Ex-
amination of Serious Deficiencies in the De-
fense Department's Efforts to Protect the

Human Subjects of Drug Research/' Hearings

Before the Subcommittee on Health and Scientific

Research of the Committee on Human Resources^

95th Cong.3 1st sess.^ Mar. 8 and May 23,

1977, p. 248.

a successful operation": U.S. Senate, "Unautho-
rized Storage of Toxic Agents/' p. 6.

to prevent his appearance": U.S. Senate, "Exami-
nation of Serious Deficiencies," p. 243.

CIA document^ buried in the back: Ibid.^ p. 246.

The document is entitled "Summary Report
on CIA Investigation of MKNAOMI," the

agency's code name for its secret collaboration

with the Fort Detrick biologists. We have

found only one scholar, a German one, who
reported the Schacht disclosure. See Erhard
Geissler, Biologische Waffen — Nicht in Hitler's

Arsenalen: Biologische und Toxin-Kampfmittel in

Deutschland, 1915-1945, 2nd ed. (Muenster,

Germany: LIT, 1999), pp. 336-37. John Weitz,
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an American biographer of Schacht^ doubts
the poisoning ever took place. His book;, Hit-

ler^s Banker: Hjalmar Horace Greeley Schacht

(New York: Little^ Brown^ 1991)^ makes no
mention of it. In an interview^ Weitz^, a former
OSS officer based in Europe^ said that the

CIA's congressional testimony about the poi-

soning may have been a lie meant to ratio-

nalize its own toxins program.
financial brains of the Third Reich: William L.

Shirer^ The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich

(New York: Simon & Schuster^ 1959)^ pp.
145-463 189-90.

The chosen toxin: U.S. Senate^ "Examination of

Serious Deficiencies^" p. 246. Though the CIA
document states clearly that the toxin alleg-

edly administered to Schacht was staphylo-

coccal enterotoxin^ it is interesting to note that

the best histories of weapons development at

Fort Detrick during World War II make no ref-

erence to the manufacture or use of that

poison. For example^ John Ellis van Courtland
Moon^ "US Biological Warfare Planning and
Preparedness: The Dilemmas of Policy/' in Bi-

ological and Toxin Weapons: Research Develop-

ment and Use from the Middle Ages to 1945^

edited by Erhard Geissler and John Ellis van
Courtland Moon (New York: Oxford Univer-
sity Press and Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute^ 1999)^ pp. 239-42,
244-47. Still, the CIA in its document
claiming responsibility for the Schacht attack

implied that Fort Detrick was the source of
the enterotoxin. "This agent was included in
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the materials maintained for the agency" by
the Special Operations Division of Fort
Detrick^ the document said in describing the

attack.

an anti-Hitler conspirator: Shirer^ The Rise and
FaZ/^pp. 411-13, 918, 1073-74, 1143.

A senior Soviet diplomat: Arkady N. Shevchenko,
Breaking with Moscow (New York: Knopf,
1985), pp. 34, 172-74, 179, 202.

ran a sketchy report: Jeanne Guillemin, Anthrax:

The Investigation of a Deadly Outbreak

(Berkeley: University of California Press,

1999), pp. 7-9; Tom Mangold and Jeff

Goldberg, Plague Wars: The Terrifying Reality of

Biological Warfare (New York: St. Martin's

Press, 1999), pp. 71-74.

''disturbing indications'': Msingold and Goldberg,
Plague Wars^ p. 75.

closed ranks around this scenario: Leslie H. Gelb,

"Keeping an Eye on Russia," New York Times

Magazine:, Nov. 29, 1981, p. 31; see also

Guillemin, Anthrax
^^ p. 9.

lack of corresponding evidence on intestinal anthrax

''cast doubt'':lnttTviQW:, Matthew S. Meselson.

unable to "reliably distinguish": l^^tt^r to authors,

Matthew S. Meselson, June 12, 2001.

The refugees called it "yellow rain/': Julian Rob-
inson, Jeanne Guillemin, and Matthew
Meselson, "Yellow Rain in Southeast Asia:

The Story Collapses," in Wright, Preventing a

Biological Arms Race^, pp. 220-38.

Alexander M. Haig Jr.^ pressed ahead: Bernard
Gwertzman, "U.S. Says Data Show Toxin Use
in Asia Conflict," New York Times^ September
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14^ 19813 p. Al; Barbara Crossette^ "U.S.

Presents an Analysis to Back its Charge of

Toxin Weapons' Use/' New York Times^ Sept.

15, 1981, p. Al.
Meselson and his allies developed an alternate

theory: Joan W. Nowicke and Matthew
Meselson, "Yellow Rain — A Palynological

Analysis," Nature, May 17, 1984, pp. 205-6;

Thomas D. Seeley et al., "Yellow Rain," Scien-

tific America?!, Sept. 1985, pp. 128-37.

Meselson began to poke holes: Gelb, "Keeping an
Eye on Russia," p. 31; Guillemin, /l;^r/2rax, pp.
41-42.

"^'Recombinant DNA and the Biological Warfare

Threat'': British Medical Association, Biotech-

nologyj, Weap07is and Humanity (Amsterdam: Har-
wood Academic Publishers, 1999), pp. 38, 130.

could turn anthrax into: Ibid.^ p. 49.

''could be applied to the creation'': \J.S, Arms Con-
trol and Disarmament Agency, Biological

Weapons Convention: Confidence Building Mea-
sures, Annex 6, "Declaration of Past Activities

in Offensive and/or Defensive Biological Re-
search and Development Programs," Apr.

1996, p. 23.

Soviet Union was conducting: Department of De-
fense, Soviet Military Power (Washington,
D.C., 1984), p. 73.

the Wall Street JournaF^ editorial page: William
Kucewicz, "Soviets Search for Eerie New
Weapons," Wall Street Journal, Apr. 23, 1984.

Other stories in the series appeared on Apr.

25, Apr. 27, May 1, May 3, May 8, May 10,

May 18, and Dec. 28, 1984.
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presidential commission charged: ^ah^r Stoessel et

alo Report of the Chemical Warfare Review Com-
mission (Washington3 D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, June \9S5), pp. 69-71; for a

reprint of the chapter on biological warfare,

see Wright, Preventing a Biological Arms Race^

pp. 423-25.
twenty-eight'page report: Defense Intelligence

Agency, "The Soviet Biological Warfare
Threat," 1986, DST-1610F-057-86.

'"^stunning advances'^: Testimony of Douglas J.

Feith, deputy assistant secretary of defense for

negotiations policy. Subcommittee on Over-
sight and Evaluation of the House Permanent
Select Committee on Intelligence, Aug. 8,

1986, reprinted in Wright, Preventing a Biolog-

ical Arms Race^ pp. 425-32; see also Charles

Filler and Keith R. Yamamoto, Gene Wars: Mil-

itary Control over the New Genetic Technologies

(New York: William Morrow, Beech Tree
Books, 1988), p. 16.

The United States filed formal diplomatic protests:

U.S. Senate, "Global Spread of Chemical and
Biological Weapons," Hearings Before the Com-
mittee on Governmental Affairs and Its Perma-
nent Subcommittee on Investigations^ 101st

Cong., 1st sess.. May 17, 1989, p. 184.

funds for scientific research on biodefense: Seth

Shulman, Biohazard: How the Pentagon's Bio-

logical Warfare Research Program Defeats Its

Own Goals (Washington, D.C.: Center for

PubUc Integrity, 1993), p. 33.

^^can be successfully mimicked^': Ralph R. Isberg

and Stanley Falkow, "A Single Genetic Locus
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Encoded by Yersinia pseudotuberculosis Permits

Invasion of Cultured Animal Cells by Esche-

richia coliy'' Nature^ Sept. 19^ 19853 PP.
262-64.

level of pathogenicity'': Filler and Yamamoto^
Gene Wars^ p. 134.

We are doing research in genetic ejigineering'':^\\-

liam Kucewicz^ "When Arms Control Falls

Short;' Wall Street Journal, M2iy 18^ 1984.

An analysis of Pentag07i research: Filler and
Yamamoto^ Gene Wars, p. 133.

was "highly reactogenic'': Department of the

Army^ U.S. Army Medical Research Acquisi-

tion Activity^ Request for Froposals^ May 16^

1985, DAMD 17-85-R-0078.
Established in 7 925.* The early history of the Mich-

igan facility is described in a briefing for Gen-
eral Accounting Office officials of October 8,

1996. It was originally known as the Michigan
Department of Health Biologic Froducts Divi-

sion. Michigan officials were considering its

sale to the private sector when the vaccine

shortages hit in the mid-1980s3 according to

the document^ which was provided to the

House Committee on Government Reform.
Betwee7i fifteen thousand and seventeen thousand

doses: U.S. Army Medical Materiel Develop-
ment Activity^ Memorandum for: Com-
mander^ U.S. Army Medical Research^
Subject: Minutes of Source Selection Board
for Request for Froposal^ (RFF)
DAMD17-88-R-01493 Sept. 8, 1988, p. 1.

Written by Anna Johnson-Winegar, the memo
acknowledges that the Michigan lab's "pre-
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vious production experience has been some-
what Hmited/'

the army signed its first-ever contract: U.S. Army
Medical Research Acquisition Activity^ Fort
Detrick^ Maryland^ Contract with Michigan
Department of Public Health3 September 30;,

1988, to September 29, 1993.

^^certainly not state'Of-the-art^\'\J.S. Army, "Min-
utes of Source Selection Board," p. 4.

^^They are currently purchasing bacterial strains ^\'

Defense Intelligence Agency, "Biological War-
fare Production and Use," June 28, 1988.

Gulflink.

the company had sold an assortment: Invoice, the

American Type Culture Collection for Uni-
versity of Baghdad, Batch No. 010072; date of

shipment: May 2, 1986.

The order was placed by: Invoice, the American
Type Culture Collection for Iraqi Technical

and Scientific Materials Import Division,

Customer No. 022913; date of shipment:

Sept. 29, 1988.

The ban^ said the announcement: Department of

Commerce, Bureau ofExport Administration,

"Removal of Unilateral National Security

Controls; Additional Controls on Chemicals
and Biological Agents and Precursors," Fed-

eral Register, 54 FR 8281, Feb. 28, 1989.

''Nature isn't benign'': Laurie Garrett, The

Coming Plague: Newly Emerging Diseases in a

World out of Balance (New York: Penguin,

1995), p. 6.

''Imaginations have run wild": Filler and
Yamamoto, Gene Wars, p. 116.
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Yamamoto testified: U.S. Senate^ "Global Spread
of Chemical and Biological Weapons/' pp.
204-5. Also see Shulman^ Biohazard^ pp. 25^

65.

lacked a defensive rationale: General Accounting
Office^ "Biological Warfare: Better Controls in

DOD's Research Could Prevent Unneeded
Expenditures/' Dec. 1990^ p. 2.

one offered a side-by-side comparison: Seeley^

"Yellow Rain/' pp. 132-33.

laboratories in Britain and the United States had
looked for mycotoxins: Matthew Meselson^

Julian Robinson^ and Jeanne Guillemin^

"Yellow Rain: The Story Collapses/' Foreign

Policy,i2i\\ 19873 pp. 100-17.

Meselson said he found the Soviet Account ^^com-

pletely plausible'': R. Jeffrey Smith and Philip J.

Hilts^ "Soviets Deny Lab Caused Anthrax
Cases: Tainted Meat Blamed for 1979
Deaths/' Washington Post, A^r. \3, 1988,p. Al.

could eliminate ''any remaining reasonable doubt'':

Matthew S. Meselson^ "The Biological

Weapons Convention and the Sverdlovsk An-
thrax Outbreak of 1979/' Federation ofAmer-
ican Scientists^ FAS Public Interest Report:^

Sept. 19883 p. 4.

''The burden of the evidence available": U.S.
Senate^ "Biological Weapons Proliferation and
the New Genetics/' p. 210.

a top Soviet biologist defected: Mangold and
Goldbergs Plague Wars, pp. 83-85, 91-105;
Ken Alibek with Stephen Handelman,
Biohazard: The Chilling True Story of the Largest

Covert Biological Weapons Program in the World
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— Toldfrom the Inside by the Man Who Ran It

(New York: Random House^ 1999)3 pp.
137-45.

Al Tuwaitha was doing ^^molecular biology and ge-

netic engineering^^: Defense Intelligence

Agency^ "The Nuclear Research Center/' June
29, 1990. Gulflink.

4. Saddam

This chapter is based on interviews with Col. Ar-
thur M. Friedlander^ Margaret L. M. Pitt3 Capt.

Larry Seaquist^ Col. Harry G. Dangerfield^ Gen.
Robert Belihar^ Peter Collis^ Gen. H. Norman
Schwarzkopf^ Col. James D. Bales Jr.^ Col.

George E. Lewis^ Col. Martin Crumrine^ Adm.
Edward Martin^ Gen. John Jumper^ Gen. Robert
B. Johnston^ Gen. Colin Powell3 Gen. Brent
Scowcroft3 Anna Johnson-Winegar3 and a

number of other Bush administration officials.

antibiotics alone^ vaccines^ or a combination?:

The study was described in interviews by two
of its authors3 Arthur M. Friedlander and
Louise Pitt. It was first presented at the Sep-

tember 1991 Interscience Conference on Anti-

microbial Agents and Chemotherapy in Chi-

cago. Arthur M. Friedlander3 Susan Welkos3

Margaret L. M. Pitt3 et al.3 "Postexposure Pro-

phylaxis Against Experimental Inhalation An-
thrax3" Journal of Infectious Diseases, 167

(1993)3 pp. 1239-42.

After a months the results were in: Ibid.^ p. 124.
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In a war game in late July: Michael R. Gordon
and General Bernard E. Trainor^ The GeneraVs

War (Boston: Little, Brown, 1995), pp. 45-46;

Anthony H. Cordesman and Abraham R.

Wagner, The Gulf War^ vol. 4 of The Lessons of

Modern War (Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press,

1996), p. 43. Army officers disclosed to the au-

thors that the exercise did not include biolog-

ical warfare.

In all directives'': Interview, Gen. Robert B.

Johnston.

would deploy these agents ifneeded'\'^avy Opera-
tional Intelligence Center 0604327, "Iraqi Of-

fensive Biological Warfare Capabilities," Aug.
6, 1990. Gulflink.

^^Iraq has a mature offensiveBWprogram'':Arm^d
Forces Medical Intelligence Center, "AFMIC
Special Weekly Wire 32-90(C)(U)," Aug. 8,

1990. Gulflink.

''^available for weaponization": The AFMIC re-

port offers no supporting details. Iraq's use of

biological weapons against Iran has never
been confirmed.

the CIA weighed in: The Central Intelligence

Agency, "Iraq's Biological Warfare Program:
Saddam's Ace in the Hole," Aug. 8, 1990.
Gulflink.

More soldiers could he immunized: This meeting
was described in Department of the Army, Of-
fice of the Surgeon General, Memo for HQDA
(DAMO-SWC), "Medical Biological Warfare
(BW) Defense Plan, March 18, 1991."

Gulflink.

The answer was not reassuring: Joint Chiefs of
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Staff, Logistics Directorate Q4):, "Biological

Defense Chronology/' MPOD 3821 3 Feb. 12^

1992. This document^ a 33-page chronology^
is among the most detailed records of the han-
dling of biological defense during the Gulf
War. The officers working for the Joint Chiefs

of Staff are divided by function. J4 handles lo-

gistics^ including medical supplies. The chro-

nology :, which was declassified and posted on
the Defense Department's Gulflink Web site^

describes many of the key meetings on the

issue. Whenever possible^ we have verified the

account it offers with other sources or docu-
ments. The author of the document did not re-

cord his or her name. The title "J4 BD
Chronology;, 12 Feb 92'' is handwritten across

the first page. We will refer to it in subsequent
citations as Joint Staff Chronology.

only 10,000 doses: Central Command^ "Memo-
randum for Chiefs NBC Defense Division^

CENTCOM3 25 August 1990, Subject:

Meeting notes, 23 Aug 90." Gulflink.

The laboratory had been pushing: The status of

vaccine production is described in an un-
signed memorandum for the record entitled

"Trip Report — 27 Aug 90." The document
comes from the files of the U.S. Army Medical
Research Acquisition Activity.

just 34,000 doses: Central Command^ "Memo-
randum for Chiefs NBC Defense Division^

CENTCOM, 25 Aug. 9O3 Subject: Meeting
notes, 23 Aug. 90."

Pentagon health officials pulled together a committee

of experts: The committee's meeting was de-
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scribed in "After Action Report: Inaugural

Meeting of Biological Warfare Ad Hoc
Working Group, 1100-1600, 20 August
1990." Gulflink.

the rotting remains: Daily Staff Journal,

ARGENT, "Dead Livestock in Eastern Sector

ofAOR 29, Aug 90," Aug. 29-30. Gulflink.

Mendez drafted a memo: Joint Staff Chronology,

p. 2.

the threat was ''tenuous'': Lt. Col. Sharon
Falkenheimer, United States Air Force,

"Background Paper on Medical Defense
Against Chemical and Biological Warfare in

Support of Operation Desert Shield," Sept.

24, 1990. Her memo captures the conflicting

impulses of senior officers. It begins by noting

that Iraq was "likely to have weaponized an-

thrax and botulinum" and then says the chiefs

made their September 21, 1990, decision to

delay vaccination "until stock adequate to

share with alhes or threat changes." The chiefs

based their conclusion on what they saw as the

"tenuous nature of threat (no confirmation of

weaponization) and inadequate number of

doses." Gulflink.

The decisions were no longer medical'': Interview,

Powell; Joint Staff Chronology, p. 4.

Jumper^ I'm worried about BW defense": Inter-

view, Gen. John Jumper.
a gigantic air-sniffing device: Albert J. Mauroni,
America's Struggle with Chemical-Biological

Warfare (Westport, Conn.: Praeger, 2000) de-

scribes the 1960s history of biological detec-

tors, pp. 99-101.
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could be mounted on an airplane: Albert J.

Mauroni^ Chemical-Biological Defense (Westport^

Conn.: Praeger^ 1998) details the attempts to

field a prototype detector and the plane crash

that ended the program^ pp. 34-353 51.

''Ijust did'': Interview^ Collis.

The conversations were frustrating: Interview^

Anna Johnson-Winegar.

Of the 150 companies: "Memorandum for the Re-
cord^ 18 Oct. I99O3 Third Tri-Service Task
Force (Project Badger)." Gulflink.

At a meeting in early October: "Memorandum for

Record3 Tri-Service Task Force^ Oct. IO3

1990." Gulflink. The meeting was also de-

scribed in an interview with Col. Harry G.
Dangerfield.

/. Lewis Libby^ a trim boyish lawyer: Libby left of-

fice after President Bush's defeat to resume his

law practice. He returned to government in

2001 as Vice President Dick Cheney's chief of

staff.

kill 90 percent: Int^rvitW:, Capt. Larry Seaquist.

Condoleezza Rice^ a Soviet specialist: A decade
later^ Rice returned to the White House as na-

tional security adviser to President George W.
Bush.

General Carl Vuono: Vuono's anger at the lack of

biodefenses is described in U.S. Army^ "Mem-
orandum for Record^ Army Surgeon General^"

Nov. 23^ 1990. Gulflink.

Schwarzkopf felt trapped: Gen. H. Norman
Schwarzkopf described his feelings about the

lack of biological defense in a detailed inter-

view in which he read from a day-to-day log of
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meetings and phone calls kept for him during

the war.

An October 22 report: Armed Force Medical In-

telligence Center^ "Iraq Biological Warfare
Threat;' Oct. 22^ 1990. Gulflink.

^^There is no reliable information ^\'T>QftnsQ: Intelli-

gence Agency^ "Chemical and Biological War-
fare in the Kuwait Theater of Operations;

Iraq's Capability and Posturing^" undated.

Gulflink.

It could sow panic: Ibid.^, p. 7.

'"^shock the coalition into a cease-fire^\' Central In-

telligence Agency^ "Iraq as a Military Adver-
sary," Nov. 1990. Gulflink.

Some preliminary calculations: Iraq Interagency

Biological Warfare Working Group, Fusion
Committee, "Estimate of Casualties Resulting

from Coalition Air Strikes on Iraqi BW Re-
lated Facilities/' Jan. 9, 1991. Gulflink.

''There has got to be a penalty'': Gen. Horner de-

scribed his experiences to an air force histo-

rian. They were quoted in: U.S. Air Force,

"Oral History Interview of Lt. Gen. Charles A.

Horner by: Perry Jamison, Rich Davis, and
Barry Barlow." Mar. 4, 1992. Gulflink.

thefusion group acknowledged: "Estimate of Casu-
alties Resulting from Coalition Air Strikes";

interview, William Patrick.

Jumper^ sent a message: Gen. Jumper's cable was
described by Gen. Schwarzkopf, his medical
aide Col. James David Bales Jr., and Col.

George E. Lewis, a germ weapons expert who
worked for Gen. Jumper and helped draft the

message. The proposal was not well known
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during the war and it contradicted the position

of the army surgeon general which was^ as one
officer described it in an interview^ to "vacci-

nate^ vaccinate^ vaccinate/'

''And how are you going to know that?'': Interview^

Col. Bales.

Schwarzkopf sent a private ''eyes-only'' message:

Joint Staff Chronology^p. 17. Schwarzkopf de-
scribed the contents of his cable in an inter-

view.

"strenuous objections": Schwarzkopf provided the

date of the meeting from his log of Gulf War
events.

The British bought: To boost the effectiveness of

the anthrax shots^ the British decided to give

their soldiers an injection of the children's vac-

cine against pertussis^ or whooping cough. A
1989 research paper suggested that the addi-

tion of a pertussis shot might prime the body
for a quicker immune response. British ex-

perts decided to use the combination on their

troops^ even though it had never been tested

on humans. In late December^ the Depart-
ment of Health in Britain told their military

counterparts that preliminary tests on animals

had found "severe loss of condition and weight

loss." The fax transmitting that finding was
misplaced^ and British officials proceeded
with the vaccine program. Subsequent re-

search has found no evidence that the per-

tussis vaccine was harmful to British soldiers.

Britain has declassified some of the docu-
ments relating to this incident^ and they are

described in: British Ministry of Defense^
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"Background to the Use of Medical Counter-
measures to Protect British Forces during the

Gulf War (Operation Granby)/' Oct. 28,

1997. See also British Ministry of Defense,

"Implementation of Immunisation
Programme against Biological Warfare Agents
for UK Forces During the Gulf Conflict

1990/91/' Jan. 2000.

The Saudis learned of the British plans: Interviews,

Schwarzkopf, Bales.

severely punish Saddam Hussein: G^n. H. Norman
Schwarzkopf, The Autobiography: It Doesn't

Take a Hero^ written with Peter Petre (New
York: Bantam Books, 1992) pp. 389-90.

Think as Saddam Hussein would: Efforts by
Schwarzkopf to plan for how to distribute his

limited supplies of vaccine were described by
Belihar, Bales, and Schwarzkopf in interviews.

Belihar also described his thinking in a Jan-
uary 12, 1996, appearance for the Presidential

Advisory Committee on GulfWar Veterans Ill-

nesses, which held a public hearing at the

Westin Crown Center Hotel in Kansas City,

Mo., pp. 95-96.

The Americans arranged for blood samples: Inter-

view, Bales.

hardly be any vaccine left: Bales and Belihar de-

scribed the dilemma in interviews. The
amount of vaccine held in reserve is reported
in a memo of January 15, 1991, written by
Belihar for the deputy commander in chief,

political adviser on the subject of "Friendly
Forces and Anthrax." It said the United States

planned to hold in reserve enough shots to
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vaccinate 20^000 soldiers. Belihar recom-
mended that one half of the reserves be made
available to "Friendly Forces" in the event of a

suspected or proven anthrax attack.

'Hnfantryman^s concerns ^\' The air force discus-

sions about biodefense are described in a De-
cember II3 1990:, air force document^
"Background Paper on Biological Warfare
(BW) Inoculation Priority.'' Gulflink.

^"^zvill temper media reaction^': Army surgeon gen-

eral^ "Iraq's Biological Capabilities^ Update
Assessment 11 December, 1990." Gulflink.

On December 17^ 1990^ Powell: ]omt Staff Chro-
nology, p. 21.

Cheney and Powell took their plan: Interview with

Brent Scowcroft.

received an encouraging bit of news: Belihar testi-

mony, p. 98; interview, Belihar.

The FDA reluctantly agreed: Letter, Enrique
Mendez, assistant secretary of defense for

health affairs, to Ronald Kessler, commis-
sioner of food and drugs, December 28, 1990,

and Kessler's reply, December 31, 1990,

giving approval.

overruling a proposal: Described by Schwarzkopf
in an interview and recorded in his personal

log.

Myatt was reluctant to play God: Interview, Gen.
Robert Johnston; e-mail interview, Gen. James
M. Myatt.

Schwarzkopf himself took an anthrax shot: The
scene was described by Bales in January 12,

1996, testimony before the Presidential Advi-

sory Committee on Gulf War Veterans 111-
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nesses in Kansas City^ Mo.^ p. 124.

General Cal Waller hated: CENTCOM, "Per-

sonal for LTG Reimer from LTG Waller^ 19

January^ 1991/' memo from Gen. Waller to

Gen. Reimer. Gulflink.

No one had much confidence: Mauroni^ Chemical-

Biological Defense^ pp. 71-72.

Bush made his preferences clear: Interview^

Scowcroft.

''will pay a terrible price'': Gordon and Trainor^

The General's War^ p. 197.

"a gamble we had to take": Colin L. Powell with

Joseph E. Persico^ My American Journey (New
York: Random House^ 1995)3 PP. 503-5.

could not imagine the president: Quayle's com-
ments and their significance are recounted in

William M. Arkin^ "Calculated Ambiguity:
Nuclear Weapons and the GulfWar/' Sept. 22^

19963 Washington Quarterly^ p. 3. Arkin's ar-

ticle3 based on declassified documents and in-

terviews3 remains the definitive review of this

issue.

Replying to some skeptical questioning: "Q & A's3

Respond to Task 38643 31 Jan.3 1625 Hrs3 Re-
sponse to Question 3A.'' Gulflink. U.N. in-

spectors found no evidence that the "baby
milk" factory had ever produced biological

weapons. American officials continue to insist

that it was a "backup" plant that could have
been pressed into service.

buried in temporary graves: Memo to army sur-

geon general of January I83 1991 3 from
Ronald Williams3 commander of the U.S.
Army Medical Research and Development
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Command^ Fort Detrick. Gulflink.

It has been three days since the attack^\' Defense
Intelligence Agency^ assessment filed on Jan-
uary 23, 1991. Gulflink.

reportedflulike symptoms: Interview, Bales.

5. Secrets and Lies

The chapter is based on interviews with Richard
Spertzel, Rolf Ekeus, Theodore Prociv, Joshua
Lederberg, Anthony Lake, Matthew S.

Meselson, WilHam C. Patrick III, William J.

Clinton, Adm. Edward Martin, Col. David R.

Franz, Robert Gates, Douglas MacEachin, Gen.
Philip K. Russell, and various officials of

UNSCOM, the Clinton administration, and the

National Academy of Sciences.

bombing had destroyed ''all known'\'T>tfcnsc Intel-

ligence Agency assessment, BDA-81-91, Mar.
22, 1991. Gulflink.

most^ if not ally of the Iraqi Scud attacks: The army
initially insisted that the Patriot had hit over

80 percent of the targets over Saudi Arabia
and 50 percent over Israel. At a January 12,

2001, breakfast meeting with reporters,

Cohen said the Patriot "didn't work" during

the war. "There is no evidence on any destruc-

tion of Scud warheads" on videotapes taken

during the fighting. Cohen's remarks were
quoted in John Aloysius Farrell, "The Patriot

Gulf Missile 'Didn't Work' Defense Secretary

Speaks Out," Boston Globe, Jan. 1 3, 200 1 , p. 1

.
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staying Saddam Hussein^s hand: The question of

why the Iraqi leader did not use his germ
weapons remains a mystery. Rolf Ekeus^ exec-

utive chairman ofUNSCOM^ told the Senate

Permanent Investigations Subcommittee in

1996 of a conversation he had with Iraq's for-

eign minister^ Tariq Aziz. The Iraqi diplomat

said Secretary of State James Baker's veiled

comments in Geneva were taken as a threat of

nuclear annihilation and were "decisive."

"This is the story he;, Aziz^ tells^" Ekeus said.

"This is the story which they gladly tell ev-

eryone who talks to them. So I think one
should be cautious at least about buying that

story." Ekeus's testimony appears in U.S.

Senate3 Hearing Before the Permanent Subcom-
mittee of Investigations of the Committee on Gov-
ernmental Affairs^ 104th Cong. 3 2nd sess.^ part

2^ "Global Proliferation of Weapons of Mass
Destruction," Mar. 13, 20, and 22, 1996, p.

92.

^^massive^ offensive biological warfare programme^^:

Tom Mangold and Jeff Goldberg, Plague Wars:

The Terrifying Reality of Biological Warfare

(New York: St. Martin's Press, 1999), pp.
138-49.

Tariq Aziz^ ordered top officials:Tht Iraqi conceal-

ment effort is described in a United Nations
letter dated January 27, 1999, from the "Per-

manent Representatives of The Netherlands
and Slovenia to the United Nations Addressed
to the President of the Security Council," Jan.

29, 1999, S/1 999/94. The role of Tariq Aziz is

described in Scott Ritter, Endgame: Solving the
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Iraq Problem — Once and for All (New York:
Simon & Schuster^, 1999)^ p. 105:, and by
other UNSCOM inspectors.

On April 18: Peter James Spielmann^ "Iraq

Denies Biological Warfare Capability — U.S.

Objects," Associated Press, Apr. 19,1991. The
9-page document said "Iraq does not possess

any biological weapons or related items."

Amin handed the inspectors: Tim Trevan, Saddam's
Secrets: The Hunt for Iraq's Hidden Weapons
(London: HarperCollins, 1999), pp. 28-29.

UNSCOM could not support more than two mis-

sions: Former inspector Ekeus related his view
of Al Hakam in an interview.

The source said Iraq had manufactured: A 1991
summary of the intelligence report by the

CIA's directorate of intelligence, "BW Missile

Programs," does not describe the source. The
summary is dated "early May, 1991."

Gulflink. The report was described as "reli-

able source reporting" in the CIA's study "In-

telligence Related to Possible Sources of

Biological Agent Exposure During the Persian

Gulf War," Aug. 2000, p. 4.

a fuller account of what Iraq had produced: Central

Intelligence Agency, "Status of BW," Aug.
1991. Gulflink.

reassess its view:Tht CIA's September 1991 as-

sessment of how many Iraqi facilities survived

the war is described in "Intelligence Related to

Possible Sources," p. 9.

appeared to have made Botulinum: Ibid. ^ p. 9.

none of the information: Interviews with

UNSCOM inspectors.
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''there is absolutely no evidence ^\'Trtv2in^ Saddam^s
Secrets^ pp. 117-18.

filled with mustardgas.'D^scnb^d by a UNSCOM
inspector.

biological agents not sarin: The experiences of

UNSCOM 20 are described in "Intelligence

Related to Possible Sources^" p. 4; picture of

bomb^ p. 5.

A was for botulinum: An UNSCOM letter of Jan-

uary 253 1999^ from the executive chairman
describes the Iraqi coding system.

serious steps were needed: Findings of Project

Badger were described by team members.
''minimal support'': U.S. Army^ "Biological De-
fense Concept;' Feb. 27^ 1 99 1 , p. 1 1 . Gulflink.

The army proposals for peacetime vaccina-

tions are described in attached documents.
The officials who drew up the memo for the

secretary of the army called for peacetime vac-

cinations in a separate document. See U.S.

Army^ "Medical Biological Warfare —
BW-Defense Plan/' Mar. 18, 1999, p. 2. Army
officials recommended the immunization of

"designated early deploying forces during
peacetime against specific BW agents to maxi-
mize readiness and deployment posture."

"sensitive BW topic in the public eye'': U.S. Army,
Biodefense Concept Briefing, Apr. 8, 1991.

Gulflink.

those of "select allies":M.Q^d\C2i\ Biological Warfare
Defense Plan, 8 Apr. 1991. Gulflink.

termed it a "minimal goal": Joint Staff Chro-
nology, p. 37.

cost more than $1 billion: Ibid.
;, p. 32.
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asked whether the threat was ''real'': Ibid.j, pp.
31-32.

''no vaccination policy'': Ibid.

"I got your paper": Mangold and Goldbergs
Plague WarS:, pp. 159-60; interviews with
former Bush administration officials.

"I smoked but I didn't inhale": Interview with
former Bush administration officials; Man-
gold and Goldbergs Plague Wars^ p. 165.

"our military development was the cause": R.

Jeffrey Smithy "Yeltsin Blames '79 Anthrax on
Germ Warfare Efforts/' Washington Post^ June
I63 1992, p. Al.

showed the visitors autopsy slides: Jeanne
Guillemin, Anthrax: The Investigation of a

Deadly Outbreak (Berkeley: University of Cali-

fornia Press, 1999), pp. 52-54.

Meselson and his team presented their preliminary

findings: Ibid. ^ pp . 179-82

.

the Washington Times: Bill Gertz, "Defecting

Russian Scientist Revealed Biological Arms
Efforts/' Washington Times, ]u\y 4, 1992, p. A4;
R. Jeffrey Smith, "Russia Fails to Detail Germ
Arms; U.S. and Britain Fear Program Con-
tinues in Violation of Treaty," Washington Post,

Aug. 31, 1992, p. Al.
they accepted the deal: Mangold and Goldberg,

Plague Wars,pp. 174-76.

"It wasn't until Bill Patrick walked through the

door": Ken Alibek with. Stephen Handelman,
Biohazard: The Chilling True Story of the Largest

Covert Biological Weapons Program in the World
— Told from Inside by the Man Who Ran It

(New York: Random House, 1999), p. 262.
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more devasting assaults: President Clinton de-

scribed the significance of the attack on the

Twin Towers to his thinking about germ ter-

rorism in an interview with Judith Miller and
William J. Broad on January 2\, 1999. Asked
how seriously he took the threat of biological

attack^ he said^ "You asked me what keeps me
awake at nighty and that bothers me . . . this bi-

ological issue/'

Civex '93: The scenario for Civex '93 was de-

scribed by Frank E. Young and William Clark

in interviews.

would not deter dictators like Saddam Hussein: In-

terview with former aide to Aspin.

''no commercial interest'': The army's plans were
outlined in a detailed memo prepared by the

staff of the army surgeon general^ "Biological

Defense Vaccine Production Facility/' Jan. 7^

1993.Gulflink.

A fight soon erupted: The dispute was described

by several former government officials^ in-

cluding Gen. Philip K. Russell^ commander of

the army's medical research and development
command from 1986 to 1990.

Lederherg became chairman: U.S.-Russian Col-
laborative Program for Research and Moni-
toring of Pathogens of Global Importance
Committee^ Controlling Dangerous Pathogens:A
Blueprintfor U.S. -Russian Cooperation^ a report

to the Cooperative Threat Reduction Program
of the U.S. Department of Defense (Wash-
ington^ D.C.: National Academy Press^ 1997).
The preface of this report gives some of the

program's early history. It also notes the pre-
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liminary research under way^ including a ref-

erence to the joint research being conducted
with Vector. The U.S. scientists involved in

the project were Peter B. Jarhling3 of the army
lab at Fort Detrick; Bernard Moss^ of the Na-
tional Institutes of Health; and Joseph
Esposito^ of the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention.

^"^We urge DOD to take the initiative ^\'T>tftnsQ: Sci-

ence Board:, Summer Study^ 1993. The docu-
ment remains classified. The passage was
quoted in Richard Danzig^ "Biological War-
fare: A Nation at Risk— a Time to Act/' Na-
tional Defense University Strategic Forum^
Institute for National Strategic Studies^ No.
58Jan. 1996.

the Pentagon committed: Department of Defense^

"DODD 6205.3 DoD Immunization Program
for Biological Warfare Defense/' Nov. 26^

1993.

congressional opposition was growing: U.S. Army^
FY 95 PDB Executive Summary^ "Vaccine

Production Facility/' Dec. 14^ 1993. The doc-

ument^ a summary of budget plans for fiscal

year 1 995 to 1 997^ notes that $ 135 milHon has

been deleted from the budget for construction

of the Vaccine Production Facility "pending
completion of a study to examine alternatives

for acquiring necessary vaccines." The debate

over the issue was described by former Pen-

tagon officials.

The issue came before John Deutch: Deutch began
at the Pentagon as undersecretary for acquisi-

tion^ moving to deputy defense secretary in
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1994 and director of central intelligence in

1995.

'Hhe world^s juiciest targets ^\' Letter^ Josh

Lederberg to Anthony Lake^ national security

adviser^June II3 1994.

published their final conclusions: Matthew
Meselson et al.^ "The Sverdlovsk Anthrax
Outbreak of 1979," Science (Nov. 18, 1994),

pp. 1202-8. David Walker, the team's patholo-

gist, who worked at the University of Texas
and early on said publicly that the evidence

suggested inhalation anthrax, was not among
the paper's seven coauthors.

'"^What we had thought and said to he plausible^\'

Letter, Matthew Meselson to authors, June
12,2001.

His position had evolved as the inquiry gathered new
evidence: Guillemin, Anthrax^ pp. 188-9 1

.

The team obtained data on the direction of the winds:

Ibid., pp. 190-91.

size of the leak was: Ibid., pp. 192-93, 242.

Alibek, too, had few doubts: Alibek, Biohazard^

pp. 70-86.

an Israeli intelligence officer turned over documents:

The first contacts between Israeli intelligence

were forged by Tim Trevan, a senior

UNSCOM inspector, who describes the en-

counter in his Saddam's Secrets^, pp. 267-69,
287-88.

'"^TSMID's search for anthrax cultures'': The
Armed Forces Medical Intelligence Center,
"Iraq Biological Warfare Threat, Oct. 22,

1990."Gulflink.

''tie these buildings to TSMID and BW": Defense
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Intelligence Agency^ "Respond to Task 38643
Pass to the ITF OPS Officer, 31 Jan. 91, 1625
Hrs''; U.S. Navy, "Iraqi Chemical and Biolog-

ical Warfare Capabilities, 19 November,
1990'' describes the purchases of microbial

media. Gulflink.

Chocolates were laced with anthrax: John Murphy,
"The Deadly Tools of 'Dr. Death,' " Baltimore

Sun, May 26, 2000, p. 2A; Suzanne Daley, "In

Support of Apartheid: Poison Whisky and
Sterilization," AT^z:; York Times, ]unt 11, 1998,

p. A3.
Qadajfi was trying to hire South African scientists:

James Adams, "Gadaffi lures South Africa's

Top Germ Warfare Scientists," Sunday Times

of London, Feb. 26, 1995. See also James
Adams, "The Dangerous New World of

Chemical and Biological Weapons," in Ter-

rorism with Chemical and Biological Weapons,

edited by Brad Roberts (Alexandria, Virginia:

The Chemical and Biological Arms Control

Institute, 1997), pp. 24-26.

British andAmerican representatives met with Pres-

ident Mandela: William Finnegan, "The
Poison Keeper," New Yorker, Jan. 15, 2001, p.

73.

6. The Cult

This chapter is based on interviews with Richard

A. Clarke, Gen. Charles Krulak, Richard J.

Danzig, John Sopko, Kyle B. Olson, Frank E.

Young, Joshua Lederberg, Pamela Berkowsky,
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Adm.William Owens^ Stephen C. Joseph^ and
various Clinton administration officials. Some
of the literature it drew on is cited below.

The next day^, Clarke called a meeting:T\\q. meeting
was described by participants.

''Eastern philosophy and religion^': The docu-
ments incorporating Aum as a New York com-
pany and registering it as a charity are

reproduced in U.S. Senate^ Hearings Before the

Permanent Subcommittee of Investigations of the

Committee on Governmental Affairs^ 104th
Cong.;, 1st sess.3 "Global Proliferation of

Weapons ofMass Destruction/' part I;, Oct. 3

1

and Nov. 1, 1995^ pp. 547-54.

wide latitude in national security cases: The gov-

ernment's handling of the Aum case was first

detailed in Jim McGee and Brian Duffy^ Main
Justice (New York: Simon & Schuster^ 1996)^

pp. 353-58. Several former government offi-

cials confirmed and elaborated on this ac-

count.

It took American officials several years: The best

initial account of Aum's history can be found
in David E. Kaplan and Andrew Marshall^ The
Cult at the End of the World (New York: Crown^
1996). Several authors have pointed out the

significance ofAum's failure to produce work-
able biological weapons^ including Sheryl Wu-
Dunn^ Judith Miller^ and William J. Broad^
"Sowing Death: A Special Report; How Japan
Germ Terror Alerted World" New York Times^

May 26, 1998, p. Al; Milton Leitenberg, "The
Experience of the Japanese Aum Shinrikyo
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Group and Biological Agents^" in Hype or Re-
ality? The ''New Terrorism ^^ and Mass Casually

Attacks^ edited by Brad Roberts (Alexandria^

Va.: Free Hand Press^ 2000)^ pp. 159-70.
It was called the Nuclear Emergency Search Team:

U.S. Senate^ Hearings Before the Permanent
Subcommittee of Investigations of the Committee
on Governmental Affairs^ 104th Cong.^ 2nd
sess.3 "Global Proliferation of Weapons of

Mass Destruction^" part 3^ Mar. 27^ 1 996^ pre-

pared testimony of Bill Richardson^ p. 81.

attack against visitors to Disneyland: President

Clinton referred to this incident on April 22^

saying: "There was one recent incident with

which I was intimately familiar^ which in-

volved a quick and secret deployment of a

major United States effort of F.B.I." and emer-
gency health forces. "We went to the place^" he
said^ "and we were ready to respond. So we
have been on top of this from the beginning."

Stephen Labaton^ "Threat to Disneyland^

Mentioned by Clinton^ Is Termed a Hoax/'
New York Times, Apr. 23^ 1995^ p. A36.

Worldwide^ Aum had fifty thousand members:

Sopko's discoveries about Aum are summa-
rized in U.S. Senate^ Hearings Before the Per-

manent Subcommittee of Investigations of the

Committee on Governmental Affairs, 104th

Cong. 3 1st sess.3 "Global Proliferation of

Weapons of Mass Destruction^" part 1:, staff

study^pp. 47-102.
An Aum member had already confessed: Kaplan
and Marshall^ The Cult at the End of the World,

pp. 95-96.
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''It is not far-fetched'': Olson's report is reprinted

in U.S. Senate hearings "Global Proliferation^"

part I:, pp. 603-7.

now becomes more likely'': A transcript summa-
rizing much of the closed-door sessions was
printed as a paperback volume and distributed

to a limited number of government officials.

Proceedings of the Seminar on Responding to the

Consequences of Chemical and Biological Ter-

rorism, July 11-143 1995^ Sponsored by the

U.S. Public Health Service^ Office of Emer-
gency Preparedness^ Conducted at the Uni-
formed Services University of Health
Sciences^ 4301 Jones Bridge Road^ Bethesda^

Md.3 USA3 section \, pp. 1-7.

if an event occurs": Ibid., section I3 pp. 62-64.

I will help you do it": Ibid., section 3^ p. 68.

7. Evil Empire

This chapter is based on interviews conducted
in Washington^, D.C.^ and during more than half

a dozen trips to the former Soviet Union —
Kazakhstan^ Russia^ Uzbekistan3 Tajikistan —
that Judith Miller made between 1998 and mid
2001. Some of those interviewed include: Andy
Weber^ Ken Alibek^ Anne M. Harrington^
Gennady L. Lepyoshkin^ Lev S. Sandakhchiev^
Igor V. Domaradskij^ Valery M. Lipkin^

Yevgeniy Severing Peter and Marika
Sveshnikov^ Vladimir P. Zavyalov^ Randall
Beatty^ David Kelly^ Frank Miller^ William
Potter3 Jonathan B. Tucker^ Col. David R.
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Franz^ former senator Sam Nunn^ and Senator
Richard Lugar.

The plant was in Stepnogorsk . . . Soviet standby pro-

duction facilities: Visits^ October IQQS^ May
2001; Ken Alibek with Stephen Handelman^
Biohazard: The Chilling True Story ofthe Largest

Covert Biological Weapons Program in the World
— Told from the Inside by the Man Who Ran It

(New York: Random House^ 1999)^ pp.
88-106; Gulbarshyn Bozheyeva^ Yerlan

Kunakbayev^ Dastan Yeleukenov^ "Former
Soviet Biological Weapons Facilities in

Kazakhstan: Past^ Present^ and Future/'

Center for Nonproliferation Studies^

Monterey Institute of International Studies^

June 1999:, PP- 8-15; Tom Mangold and Jeff

Goldbergs Plague Wars:A True Story of Biolog-

ical Warfare (London: Macmillan^ 1999) pp.
186-89.

''the Concern'': Biopreparat was also known
as "the System/' according to Alibek^

Biohazard^ p. 191; Mangold and Goldbergs
Plague Wars^ p. 65; and Anthony Rimmington^
"From Military to Industrial Complex? The
Conversion of Biological Weapons' Facilities

in the Russian Federation^" Contemporary Se-

curity Policy, 17 (Apr. 1996), p. 87.

Created in 1973: Alibek, Biohazard^, p. 22; Man-
gold and Goldberg, Plague Wars, pp. 92, 95,

99-100; Rimmington, "From Military," pp.

80-112; M. Leitenberg, "The Conversion of

Biological Warfare Research and Develop-

ment Facilities to Peaceful Uses," in Control of
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Dual-Threat Agents: The Vaccines for Peace

Programme^, edited by Erhard Geissler and
John P. Woodall^ Stockholm International

Peace Research Institute Chemical and Bio-

logical Warfare Studies^ no. 15 (Oxford: Ox-
ford University Press^ 1994)3 pp. 77-105.

Weber then sent word: The four American experts

who accompanied Weber on this historic mis-

sion included: one intelligence analyst who
wishes to remain anonymous^ Ron Waggoner^
Lester C. Caudle III3 and Jeffrey Weiss.

the flat steppe of Semipalatinsk: Judith Miller^

"One Last Explosion at Kazakh Test Site to

Aid Arms Treaty/' New York Times^, Sept. 25^

1999, p. Al.
thirty thousand Saiga antelope: Judith Miller,

"U.S. and Uzbeks Agree on Chemical Arms
Plant Cleanup," New York Times^ May 25,

1999, p. A3.
VozrozhdeniyCy or Renaissance^ Island: The earliest

unclassified reference to the true role of the is-

land is in a recently declassified document en-

titled "The Soviet Biological Warfare Threat,"

by the Defense Intelligence Agency,
DST-1610F-057-86, 1986. The report, which
contains an assessment of the events at

Sverdlovsk, does not mention Biopreparat.

But it features the island on a map and the fol-

lowing identification: "Location of the candi-

date BW test and evaluation installation on
Vozrozhdeniya Island in the Aral Sea." See
also Rimmington, "From Military,'' p. 86, and
Bozheyeva et al., "Former Soviet," pp. 5-8.

Doctors Without Borders: Judith Miller, "Poison
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Island: A Special Report; at Bleak Asian
Site^ Killer Germs Survive3" New York
Times, June 2, 1999^ p. Al.

8. Breakthrough

This chapter is based on interviews with Richard
Spertzel:, RolfEkeus^ Stephen Joseph^ Adm. Wil-
liam Owens^ Pamela Berkowsky^ Gen. Richard
Hearney^ Gen. Dennis J. Reimer^ Joshua
Lederberg^ Harold Smithy, Billy Richardson^
Gen. John M. Shalikashvili^ Richard J. Danzig;,

Richard Preston^ and various Clinton adminis-

tration officials at the Pentagon and elsewhere.

Iraq's admissions: A copy of the document sum-
marizing Taha's admissions entitled "Talking

Points on the Biological Program" was pro-

vided to the authors by a former UNSCOM
inspector.

Kamel was confessing all: Kamel provided only a

sketchy outline of the Iraqi program to

UNSCOM. On February 20, in a move that

shocked Western officials^ he returned to Iraq.

Three days later^, Iraq announced that Kamel
and two of his brothers were gunned down by
"relatives.'' Daniel WilHams^ "Iraqi Defectors

Killed on Return to Baghdad; Relatives Re-
portedly Shot Brothers/' Washington Post, Feb.

243 1996, p. 1.

A sign-out sheetfor the album: Interview, Spertzel.

UNSCOM never directly confronted Taha
with the inconsistency between her original
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statements on the program and the material

she had signed out. The inspectors feh there

was nothing to be gained from further embar-
rassing her.

It bore the signature of Taha: Interview^ Spertzel.

A flood of disclosures:UNSCOM summarized the

Iraqi admissions in "Letter Dated 27 January^

1991 from the Permanent Representatives of

The Netherlands and Slovenia to the United
Nations Addressed to the President of the Se-

curity Council;' S/1999/943 pp. 84-1573 Jan.

29, 1999.

matched the information obtained by the CIA: The
agency offers this assessment in Central Intel-

ligence Agency, "Intelligence Related to Pos-

sible Sources of Biological Agent Exposure
During the Persian Gulf War," Aug. 2000, p.

13.

'Hs quite convincing^^: Stephen C. Joseph, assis-

tant secretary of defense for health affairs,

Memorandum for Vice Chairman, Joint

Chiefs of Staff, Subject: Anthrax Vaccine, July

25, 1995. In this memo, Joseph writes that he
is passing on an analysis prepared by his spe-

cial assistant for chemical/biological matters.

Gen. Russ Zajtchuk.

questions about whether the Michigan vaccine: The
prepared testimony of Meryl Nass before the

Committee on Government Reform, Subcom-
mittee on National Security, Veteran's Affairs

and International Relations, Apr. 29, 1999,
details the wide range of results from the pub-
lished studies of anthrax vaccine efficacy in-

volving guinea pigs and mice.
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^^may notprovide universalprotection ^\' U.S. Army^
Medical Department Center and School^ Fort
Sam Houston^ David C. Jackson^ Colonel^ di-

rector^ Combat and Doctrine Development^
Memorandum for See Distribution^ Subject:

Operational Requirements Document (ORD)
for the Improved Anthrax Vaccine (lAV)^ Mar.
13, 1995, p. 2.

might involve exposure to anthrax: The early his-

tory of the vaccine is summarized in a No-
vember, 10, 1995, "information paper"
prepared by Michael J. Gilbreath, medical
project manager. Joint Program Office, Bio-

logical Defense. The document, stamped "for

official use only," was circulated among Pen-
tagon officials. It notes that early studies of the

anthrax vaccine's effects on human subjects

involved a product that was similar but not
identical to the Michigan Department of

Health product. That research, Gilbreath re-

ported, found "insufficient data to show pro-

tection against inhalation (aerosol) disease."

The vaccine's early use is detailed in testimony

by Kwai-Cheung Chan, director special

studies and evaluation, U.S. General Ac-
counting Office, at a hearing before the Com-
mittee on Government Reform,
subcommittee on National Security, Veterans

Affairs, and International Relations, 106th

Cong., 1st sess., Apr. 29, 1999, pp. 9-38.

not licensed for the aerosol exposure: SAIC Corpo-
ration plan, 29 Sept. 1995, enclosure to mem-
orandum from Anna Johnson-Winegar (U.S.

Army) to Dr. Robert Myers, U.S. Army Med-
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ical Research and Material Command, Fort

Detrick, Md., 5 Oct. 1995.

precise correlation: Lt. Col. David L. Danley,

deputy joint program manager for Medical
Systems, Memorandum for See Distribution,

Subject: Minutes of the Meeting on Changing
the Food and Drug Administration License

for the Michigan Department of Health
(MDPH) Anthrax Vaccine to Meet Military

Requirements, Nov. 13, 1995. The memo says

the "lack of a suitable animal surrogate" pres-

ents serious complications for changing the li-

cense.

''It is a reality'': U.S. Senate, Hearings Before the

Permanent Subcommittee of bivestigations of the

Committee on Government Affairs^ 104th Cong.,
1st sess., "Global Proliferation of Weapons of

Mass Destruction," part 1 , Oct. 3 1 and Nov. 1

,

1995, p. 5.

We received no ijiformation'': Ibid.^ p. 274.

we have 7iotfollowed religions cults'': Ibid. ^^. 276.

the report was ignored": Ibid. ^ p. 280.

This is not routine": Ibid. ^ pp. 279-80.
The guru's chauffeur told a Japanese court: Sheryl

WuDunn, Judith Miller, and William J. Broad,
"Sowing Death: A Special Report; How Japan
Germ Terror Alerted World," New York Times^

May 26, 1998, p. Al.
These attempted strikes against American facilities:

Ibid. Administration officials acknowledged
that they had been unaw^are of the court testi-

mony about the attacks on the U.S. Navy^ bases
in Japan.

Sterne strain: The finding w^as described in A. S.
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Kaufmann^ P. Keim^ K. Taniguchi^ N.
Okabe^ and T. Kurata^ "Kameido Incident:

Documentation of a Failed Bioterrorist At-
tack3" poster at the Fourth International Con-
ference on Anthrax^ Annapolis^, Md.^ June
10-1332001.

Pentagon officials were joined by Richard Preston:

Described by participants.

The number ofpeople working: Estimate of staffing

levels provided by USAMRIID in response to

request by authors.

a $1 billion cut: The plans for the cut were de-

scribed by former government officials and
detailed in "Chemical and Biological Defense^

Emphasis Remains Insufficient to Resolve

Continuing Problems^" General Accounting
Office, Mar. \2, 1996, p. 7.

''use ofBW weapons'': Lt. Col. Glenn D. Baker,

Joint Chiefs of Staff, 14, "Point Paper," 30 Jan.

1996. It says: "Chairman's Program Assess-

ment recommends no immunizations, procure

baseline stockpiles, and shift R&D efforts to-

wards faster and quicker regimes and anti-

dotes." The document also notes that the

anthrax vaccine is seldom used, with 500
doses a year administered nationwide.

A new GAO report: General Accounting Office,

"Emphasis Remains Insufficient.''

hearing before the Senate Judiciary Committee:

Senate Judiciary Committee, "Interstate

Transportation of Human Pathogens," Serial

No. J-104-67, Mar. 6, 1996.

Congress passed a law: WuDunn, Miller, and
Broad, "Sowing Death.''
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''It is not a matter of if: Permanent Subcom-
mittee on Investigations^ Mar. 27^ 1 996^ p. 22.

Two teams of consultants: Both inspections are

described in e-mails from Michael Gilbreath^

Joint Program Office for Biological Defense.

The first inspection^ by James Kenimer^ a

Virginia-based consultant^ took place from
February 12 to 16 and is detailed in an Aprils

8, 1996^ e-mail from Gilbreath to Lt. Col.

David Danley^ Gen. John Doesburg^
Winifrede Fanelli^ and Lt. Col. Bob Ranhofer.

The subject is Dr. Kenimer's report on
MDPH. A second inspection^ in May 1996^

involved a team of inspectors assembled by
SAIC. It is described in a May 20, 1996,

e-mail from Gilbreath to Fanelli, Walter

Busbee, Doesburg, Danley, and Richard Paul.

The subject is: "Preliminarv feed-back on
MBPI facility."

''seeds of doubt'': Walter Busbee to Finelli,

Doesburg, Danley, Paul, May 20, 1996. The
e-mail reads as follows: "I believe we should
also be doing a parrallel [sic] analysis of im-
pacts if we were to decide to cut our losses or

FDA acts unilaterally. I planted the seeds of

doubts at the last Danzig/JROC session that

we really have no mobilization base for vac-

cines except MDPH/MBPI which is an anti-

quated facility by today's standards. No one
really responded, but we owe it to DR's Prociv

& Joseph to inform them if we have a major
problem— prior to next session on this subj w/
all 'heaw hitters' on 31 May."

would need six months to gear up:]o\nl Program
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Office for Biological Defense:, draft memo-
randum3 May 29^ 1996^ from Michael
Gilbreath to Anna Johnson-Winegar^ sub-
ject: "Worldwide Anthrax Vaccine Manu-
facturers^" purpose: "To provide informa-
tion on current manufacturers of Anthrax
vaccine.''

The Washington Post published a story: Bradley
Graham^ "Military Chiefs Back Anthrax Inoc-

ulations/' Washington Post^, Oct. 2^ 1 996^ p. Al

.

9. Taking Charge

This chapter is based on interviews with a

number of biological-warfare experts and gov-

ernment officials^ including: Joshua Lederberg^

John P. White, Andy Weber, Anne M. Har-
rington, John J. Hamre, Pamela Berkowsky, Col.

David R. Franz, William C. Patrick III, Ken
Alibek, Stephen C. Joseph, Richard A. Clarke,

Richard J. Danzig, Philip C. Bobbitt, W. Seth

Carus, Ashton B. Carter, Margaret A. Hamburg,
Randall Beatty, Lev S. Sandakhchiev, Nikolai A.

Staritsin, Alexei Stepanov, Igor V. Domaradskij,
Nikolai N. Urakov, former and current civilian

scientists and Clinton administration

germ-warfare experts who asked not to be iden-

tified by name, and a number of current and
former scientists and intelligence analysts asso-

ciated with Fort Detrick. The literature and in-

terviews cited below, in addition to providing

specific information, helped form the backdrop
to many of the chapter's main events.
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Are you guys out ofyour minds?: Interview^ John P.

White^ former deputy secretary of defense.

Just a few weeks earlier^ White testified before

the presidential committee looking into Gulf
War illnesses and said: "This issue is very im-

portant to us. It goes to the heart of our credi-

bility as an institution." The transcript of his

remarks "Statement of Deputy Secretary of

Defense before the Presidential Advisory
Committee on Gulf Veterans Illnesses/' is

available on Gulflink.

to settle a crucial question: Letter^ Stephen C. Jo-

seph^ assistant secretary of defense for health

affairs^ to Michael A. Friedman^ lead deputy
commissioner of Food and Drugs^ Mar. 4^

1997.

"?2or inconsistent with the current labeF\' Letter^

Michael A. Friedman^, lead deputy commis-
sioner of Food and Drugs^ to Stephen C. Jo-

seph^ assistant secretary of defense for health

affairs, Mar. 13, 1997.

a litany offailings: A redacted version of the re-

port, with trade secrets removed, was released

by the FDA. The 8-page report, dated Mar.
11, 1997, describes an inspection conducted
between Nov. 18 and Nov. 27, 1996. It is ad-

dressed to: "Robert Myers, DVM, Respon-
sible Head, Michigan Biological Products
Institute."

''Are you sure you folks'': M^movandum;, Michael
Gilbreath, Joint Program Office for Biological

Defense, to Gen. John Doesburg, Walter
Busbee, Lt. Col. David Danley, Lt. Col. James
Estep, Mar. 25, 1997. Gilbreath raised two
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questions: "1. By testings what message is

DoD imparting to the FDA? 2. Does this

imply DoD does not think the vaccine's

quahty previously approved by FDA is good?"
'Hhe existing industrial base will be lost'':

Memorandum^ Stephen C. Joseph to Deputy
Secretary of Defense Through USD (Personnel

and Readiness)^ Subject: "Biological Warfare-
Information Memorandum.'' The copy of this

14-page memo obtained by the authors is un-
dated^ but John White^, the deputy secretary of

defense^ said it sums up the arguments that

were made to him in the first months of 1 997

.

The Soviet Union had paid a harrowing price: Ju-

dith Miller^ One^ by One^ by One (New York:

Simon & Schuster, 1990).

The Iranians had tried to recruit them: Judith

Miller and William J. Broad, "The Germ War-
riors: A Special Report; Iranians, Bioweapons
in Mind, Lure Needy Ex-Soviet Scientists,"

New York Times, Dec. 8, 1998, p. Al.
Obolensk alone had lost 54 percent: Judith Miller,

"In a Gamble, U.S. Supports Russian Germ
Warfare Scientists," New York Times, June 20,

2000, p. Fl.

poster display at a scientific conference: Interview,

Nikolai A. Staritsin, Obolensk, May 2000.

a dramatic decision: Eric Schmidt, "Cohen De-
tails Faults of General in Bombing," New York

Times, Aug. 1, 1997, p. 4. Cohen blocked

Schwalier's scheduled promotion, and the

general announced he would retire.

'"^shown significant improvements'': The assess-

ment is reported in Assistant Secretary of De-
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fense for Health AffairS;, Chronology for

Decision-Making m and Context fur Developing

Anthrax Protection Effort^ May 16^ 2000. The
internal document, prepared by Pentagon
health officials, covers the key dates in the an-

thrax debate from 1970 to September 1998.

The entry dated September 1997 states:

"DoD team visits MBPI and determines that

the facility has shown significant improve-
ments and is moving forward to correct its

FDA deficiencies."

another fiasco: Norm Brewer and John
Hanchette, "FDA: Pentagon Ignored in

Bosnia Experimental Vaccine Lessons
Learned in Gulf," Gannett News Service, Oct.

8, 1997. The article quotes a July 22, 1996,

letter from FDA commissioner Michael
Friedman to the Pentagon which noted the

omission of key warnings about the vaccine's

possible side effects. The GAO looked at the

records of 588 army soldiers known to have
been vaccinated against tick-borne encepha-
litis and found that 24 percent lacked the

proper notations. GAO, "Defense Health Care
— Medical Surveillance Improved Since Gulf
War, but Mixed Results on Bosnia," May 13,

1997, p. 13.

Despite six years of the most aggressive iiispection:

Interview, Charles Duelfer, deputy executive

chairman, UNSCOM; see also United Na-
tions, Report of the Executive Chairman on
the Activities of the Special Commission Es-
tablished by the Secretary-General Pursuant
to Paragraph 9(b)(1) of Resolution 687
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(1991)3 S/1998/9203 New York, Oct. 1998.
ten thousand anthrax germs: Interviews, William

C. Patrick III; Ken Alibek.

riciny a protein toxin: Jonathan B. Tucker and
Jason Pate, "The Minnesota Patriots Council
(1991)," in Toxic Terror: Assessing Terrorist Use

of Chemical and Biological Weapons^ edited by
Jonathan B. Tucker (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT
Press, 2000), p. 167.

the germs might not harm anyone: Interview, Wil-
liam C. Patrick III.

$322 million^ ten-year contract: William J. Broad
and Judith Miller, "Thwarting Terror: A Spe-
cial Report; Germ Defense Plan in Peril as Its

Flaws Are Revealed,'' New York Times^, Aug. 7,

1998, p. Al.
''We owe it to our people'': Susanne M. Schafer,

"Military to Get Anthrax Inoculation,'' Asso-
ciated Press, Dec. 16, 1997.

"/ know ofno expert opinion'': Transcript, Federal

News Service, White House Briefing, "Press

Conference with President Bill Clinton," Dec.

16, 1997.

December 1997 issue of Vaccine; A. P.

Pomerantsev, N. A. Staritsin, Y. V. Mockov,
and L. I. Marinin, "Expression of Cereolysine

AB Genes in Bacillus anthracis Vaccine Strain

Ensures Protection Against Experimental
Hemolytic Anthrax Infection," Vaccine^ Dec.

1997, pp. 1846-50.
In an interview: Interview, Nikolai A. Staritsin,

Obolensk, Russia.

''out of the bag": Interview, Joshua Lederberg.

"illegal practices":]vidixh Miller, "U.S. Aid Is Di-
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verted to Germ Warfare^ Russian Scientists

Say/' New York Times, Jan. 25, 2000, p. A6.

10. The President

This chapter is based on interviews with WilUam
J. Chnton, Joshua Lederberg, Pamela
Berkowsky, Richard A. Clarke, Col. David R.

Franz, Richard J. Danzig, Philip C. Bobbitt, Wil-

liam C. Patrick III, Thomas Schneider, Mark S.

Zaid, Gregory T. Nojeim, J. Craig Venter, Wil-

liam A. Haseltine, Richard Preston, John J.

Hamre, Ken Alibek, Lev S. Sandakhchiev, Andy
Weber, Nikolai N. Urakov, John W. Huggins, Lu-
cille Shapiro, Barbara H. Rosenberg, Thomas P.

Monath, Jerome M. Hauer, Frank E. Young,
Brad Roberts, Margaret A. Hamburg, William
Clarke, Donald A. Henderson, Tara O'Toole,

Yevgenia Ustinov, and other officials and experts

who spoke on the condition of anonymity. The
chapter also drew on the sources listed below.

Clinton and Venter spent much of the evening:

Thomas Schneider, a friend of Clinton's who
arranged the Renaissance dinners with Venter
and joined his institute's board of trustees in

1997, recalled that the two men hit it off per-

sonally and intellectually. Schneider said

Venter added a new dimension to the threat of

terrorism — the danger of supergerms. The
president's attention, he said, was immediately
caught by Venter's account of "the dark side of

biotechnology." Schneider said Clinton liked
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Venter's irreverence3 openness^ and creativity

— qualities the president saw himself as

bringing to government. Clinton^ he added^
also liked the fact that Venter's wife^ Claire M.
Fraser3 was a powerful woman in her own
rights a world-class scientist. "There were a lot

of parallels" between the two couples^

Schneider recalled^ "a lot of meeting of the

minds."
Alibek emergedfrom anonymity:Tim Weiner^ "So-

viet Defector Warns of Biological Weapons/'
New York Times, Feb. 25^ IQQS^ p. Al.

analyzed soil samples: Judith Miller^ "Poison Is-

land: A Special Report; at Bleak Asian Site^

Killer Germs Survive^" New York Times, June
2, 1999^ p. Al.

strain found on the island: In 200 1^ subsequent
tests performed at one of the U.S. national lab-

oratories also showed that the anthrax buried

on Vozrozhdeniye Island was virtually iden-

tical to anthrax samples from the site of the

fatal 1979 accident at the Soviet germ-warfare
plant at Sverdlovsk. As this book went to press^

the results of that research^ showing that the

anthrax on Vozrozhdeniye Island had come
from what the Americans alleged was a

bioweapons plant at Sverdlovsk^ had still not

been made public.

the ''Vector model'': There are some indications

that in the early days of the Clinton adminis-

tration's effort to dismantle the Soviet

germ-warfare empire by engaging Russian sci-

entists;, officials were not as rigorous as they

should have been in reviewing the possible
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misuse ofU.S. funds and potential application

of expertise gleaned from these civilian proj-

ects to military ends. For example^ a report

conducted by NASA's inspector general and
posted on the space agency's Web site on Oc-
tober 1 3^ 2OOO3 concluded that the agency had
never reviewed grants it had made to Russian
institutes between 1994 and 1997 through its

"Russian Science Research Program" "for

possible biological warfare connections."

Moreover^ the report concludes^ "no site visits

were scheduled to ensure that NASA funding
was not supporting biological warfare re-

search/' although three of the grant recipients

"had been part of the Soviet biological warfare

program." The report^ entitled "NASA Over-
sight of Russian Biotechnology Research^,

1994-1997," urged NASA to "carefully coor-

dinate" its activities in this area from now on
with the State Department's Bureau of

Nonproliferation (http://www.hq.nasa.gov/of-

fice/oig/hq/inspections/g-00-007 .pdf)

.

The NASA inquiry was triggered by a New
York Times article alleging that Biopreparat

had diverted money from this and other grant

programs intended for its institutes. Judith

Miller, "U.S. Aid Is Diverted to Germ War-
fare, Russian Scientists Say/' New York Times^

Jan. 25, 2000.
Soviet military had tested smallpox: Although
Moscow has denied that it ever conducted
open-air testing of smallpox, a detailed report

prepared by the Monterey Institute of Interna-

tional Studies Center for Nonproliferation
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Studies also asserts that the Soviet Union did

conduct such tests on Vozrozhdeniye Island.

It cites no source for the assertion3 but the re-

port is widely considered one of the more reli-

able descriptions of the Soviet germ empire in

Kazakhstan; see Gulbarshyn Bozheyeva^
Yerlan Kunakbayev^ and Dastan Yeleukenov^
"Former Soviet Biological Facilities in

Kazakhstan: Past^ Present^ and Future/'

Center for Nonproliferation Studies^

Monterey Institute of International Studies^

June 1999, p. 6.

protect the civilian population: Richard A.

Falkenrath, Robert D. Newman, and Bradley

A. Thayer, America ^s Achilles^Heel: Nuclear^ Bi-

ological^ and Chemical Terrorism and Covert At-

tack^ BCSIA Studies in International Security

(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1998), pp.
1-27, 337-40.

government's spending on biodefense: Interviews,

Michael T. Osterholm, former Minnesota
State epidemiologist and chair and chief exec-

utive officer of lean. Inc. (see also his Living

Terrors: WhatAmerica Needs to Know to Survive

the Coming Bioterrorist Castastrophe [New
York: Delacorte Press, 2000]; Donald A.

Henderson, dean emeritus of the Johns
Hopkins School of Public Health; Amy E.

Smithson and Leslie-Anne Levy, Ataxia: The

Chemical and Biological Terrorism Threat and
the U.S. Response (Washington, D.C.: Henry L.

Stimson Center, 2000).
tabletop exercise: Interviews with White House and
National Security Council staff members. See
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also Judith Miller and William J. Broad^ "Exer-

cise Finds U.S. Unable to Handle Germ War
Threat/' New York Times, Apr. 26^ 1998^ p. Al.

You could make such a virus today ^\' Interviews^

William A. Haseltine.

The hybrid weapon: Miller and Broad^ "Exercise

Finds U.S. Unable."
''We can return to the Stone Age'': Federal Docu-
ment Clearing House^ "Secretary of Defense
Delivers Remarks at the National Press Club/'

Mar. 17, 1998, p. 9.

The story behind Cohen's announcement: Former
senior Pentagon officials described the origins

of the National Guard program and the SAIC
study of the issue.

$7.5 million of that money: The estimate comes
from a portion of the SAIC report posted on the

National Guard Web site (http://www.ngb.dtic.mil)

and identified as "Section 6. Overview of the

WMD Study Process." It said the study was to

cover five congressionally mandated tasks and
that the SAIC was "provided a total of

$75538437." Three senior Pentagon officials

asserted that the money was inserted into the

defense spending measure by the guard's sup-

porters on Capitol Hill and that the company
had helped lobby for the appropriation.

The study was quietly shelved: Aides to Secretary

Cohen said that the study had little or no effect

on their planning for the guard's role in the

fight against chemical^ biological^ or nuclear
terrorism.

invitations were being rescinded: Interviews with
experts.
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U.S. public-health system was a disaster: Judith
Miller^ "U.S. Unprepared for Bioterrorism3

Experts Say/' New York Times^ ]unt 3^ IQQS^ p.

A14.
Monath was widely admired: Judith Miller and
William J. Broad^ "Thwarting Terror: A Spe-
cial Report; Germ Defense Plan in Peril as Its

Flaws Are Revealed^'' New York Times^, Aug. 7^

19983 p. Al.
The experts endorsed such "^"^defensive research^^: In

an interview^ Barbara Rosenberg said that she

did not believe that such research should be
done in secret^ but some of the other panelists

disagreed3 highlighting the difficulty of the

issue.

Hamre told NATO officials: Linda D. Kozaryn^
"Hamre: Ancient Tactics^ Modern Strategy/'

American Forces Press Service^ July 2^ 1998.

The proposal alarmed civil liberties experts: William

J. Broad and Judith Miller^ "Pentagon Seeks

Command for Emergencies in the U.S. 3" New
York Times, Jan. 28, 1999, p. A21.

New York Times editorialized: "Thwarting To-
morrow's Terrors/' New York Times, Jan. 23,

1999, p. A18.
President Clinton discussed the threat: ]udith Miller

and William J. Broad, "Clinton Describes Ter-

rorism Threat for 21st Century," New York

Times, ]an. 22, 1999, p. Al.
''we are all Indians'': Interview, Elizabeth A.

Fenn, a smallpox historian at George Wash-
ington University, who said that the declared

eradication of the disease and subsequent end
of vaccinations meant that mankind was "ap-
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proaching 100 percent susceptibility." Law-
rence K. Altman^ William J. Broad^ and Judith

Miller^ "Smallpox: The Once and Future
Scourge?" New York Times^ June I53 IQQQ^ p.

Fl.

Bernard asked the National Academy of Sciences:

The report issued by the Academy's Institute

of Medicine is entitled "Assessment of Future
Scientific Needs for Live Variola Virus^" Na-
tional Academy Press^ Washington^ D.Co
1999.

''Look at these killers'': Videotape^ United States

Air Force Counterproliferation Center^ Air

War College^ "Biological Warfare Briefing by
Bill Patrick^ Microbiologist/' AUTV Video
Production^ Air University^ Maxwell Air Force
Base3Ala.3F3569-99-0019,Feb.23, 1999.0ur
thanks to the provider of this tape^ who was not

Bill Patrick and who shared it with us on the

condition of anonymity. Patrick in this presen-

tation says Ken Alibek^ the Soviet defector^ told

him of Moscow's production figures. In turn^

Alibek echoes some of Patrick's chart data in

Ken Alibek with Stephen Handelman3
Biohazard: The Chilling True Story of the Largest

Covert Biological Weapons Program in the World
— Toldfrom Inside by the Man Who Ran It (New
York: Random House^ 1999)3 PP. 99^ 122^ 166.

He also says^ on p. 230^ that after his defection

he collaborated with Patrick on "a secret his-

tory" of the Soviet and American germ pro-

grams. This collaboration was apparently done
for American intelligence.

to the town's cemetery: ]udith Miller accompanied
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Weber that day and on several of his tours to

former Soviet weapons labs.

Variant t7^^• Alibek^ Biohazard^, p. 132.

11. Defenders

This chapter is based on interviews with Amy E.

Smithson; Jerome M. Hauer; Tracey S.

McNamara; Marcelle Layton; Mark S. Zaid;

Robert Myers; Col. John Grabenstein; Tara
O'Toole^ deputy director^ Johns Hopkins Center
for Civilian Bio-Defense Studies^ Baltimore; Mi-
chael L. Moodie^ director^ Chemical and Biolog-

ical Arms Control Institute;, Washington^ D.C.;
and several public-health and emergency-
preparedness officials in Denver^ among them
David B. Sullivan^ Greg Moser^ Tommy R Grier

Jr.^ Richard Hoffman^ Gregory M. Bogdan^ and
Peter T. Pons. In addition3 it drew on the fol-

lowing studies^ books^ and literature.

Asnis found their complaints: U.S. General Ac-
counting Office^ "West Nile Virus Outbreak:

Lessons for Public Health Preparedness/'

Sept. 2000, p. 9.

unusual for that ailment: Annie Fine and Marcelle

Layton, "Lessons from the West Nile Viral En-
cephalitis Outbreak in New York City, 1999: Im-
plications for Bioterrorism Preparedness,''

published electronically on Jan. 15, 2001, Clinical

Infectious Diseases, 32 (2001), pp. 277-82, Infec-

tious Diseases Society of America, p. 2:

www.journals.uchicago.edu/CIK/journal/issues/
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v32n2/00 1 285/00 1 285 .text.html.

"confirmed to be associated": Report of the Mi-
nority Staff, Senate Governmental Affairs

Committee, "Expect the Unexpected: The
West Nile Virus Wake Up Call," July 24, 2000,

p. 11.

the city decided to spray: Ibid. ^ pp. 133 15.

Hauer's office quietly cornered: Fine and Layton^

"Lessons from the West Nile Viral Encepha-
litis Outbreak^" p. 6; Jennifer Steinhauer and
Judith Miller3 "In New York Outbreak^

Glimpse of Gaps in Biological Defenses/' New
York Times, Oct. 11, 1999, p. Al.

West Nile had never caused an epidemic: Report of

the Minority Staff, "Expect the Unexpected/'

p. 17. The Senate minority report quotes

Gubler as saying that the sudden appearance
of the West Nile virus was "the most signifi-

cant development in North American
arbovirology in the past 50 years" (p. 20).

''when or if this outbreak would have been detected^^:

Fine and Layton, "Lessons from the West Nile

Virus Encephalitis Outbreak/' p. 3.

As Frank Young: Interview, Frank Young; and see

a similar quotation in Amy E. Smithson and
Leslie-Anne Levy, Ataxia: The Chemical and
Biological Terrorism Threat and the U.S. Re-
sponse (Washington, D.C.: Henry L. Stimson
Center, 2000), p. 124

In a subsequent review: Interview, Steven M.
Ostroff; and Denis Nash, Neal Cohen, and
Marcelle Layton, "West Nile Virus Infection

in New York City: The Public Health Perspec-
tive," p. 15; manuscript provided by Layton.
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McNamaray the animal doc: The conference3

"West Nile Virus: Bridging the Gap Between
the Zoo and Public Health Communities^"
was held at the Lincoln Park Zoo in Chicago^

June 21-223 2001. Its principal organizers

were the CDC's Center for Disease Control;

Dominic Travis^ veterinary epidemiologist at

Lincoln Park Zoo; and Tracey S. McNamara^
Wildlife Conservation Society (Bronx Zoo).

a decision they made in the name offairness: Pre-

pared testimony of John J. Hamre^ Gen. An-
thony Zinni^ Gen. John Keane^ David Oliver^

and Gen. Ronald R. Blanck^ Subcommittee on
Military Personnel^ House Committee on
Armed Services^ Sept. 30^ 1999. The "One
Day PoHcy" of March 30^ 1999^ they said^ re-

quired anthrax immunization for anyone
serving more than a single day in the "high

threat areas/' p. 7.

GAO announced its preliminary findings: U.S.

House^ DOD^s Mandatory Anthrax Vaccine Im-
munization Program for Military Personnel^

Hearing before the Subcommittee on Na-
tional Security^ Veterans Affairs^ and Interna-

tional Relations of the Committee on
Government Reform^ 106th Cong.^, 1st sess.^

Apr. 29^ 1999, pp. 10-20.

^^routinely administered^^: Ibid.^ p. 31. The claim

about routine shots for veterinarians was
made in the Pentagon fact sheet "What Every
Service Member Needs to Know About the

Anthrax Vaccine.'' It is undated but was re-

leased in 1998.

Only 8 of260,000 people: Ibid., p. 70. Gen. Cain's
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biography^ reproduced on p. 65^ notes that he

was trained in the U.S. army's Chemical
Corps.

''big time trouble'': E-mail message from Gen.
Eddie Cain to Col John V. Wade, Col. Bob
Borowski. Subject: "Anthrax Vaccine." Wade
replied that day that there was a "strong

feeling" among Pentagon officials that "GAO
carried the day during the questioning." Wade
said that the secretary of defense would be
calling FDA or the Department of Health and
Human Services to complain that "we didn't

do well on this one." The e-mail refers to a

growing unease about the BioPort contract

among Pentagon officials. Wade noted that

David Oliver, the principal deputy undersec-
retary of defense for acquisition and tech-

nology^j was demanding a "cradle to grave"

review of how the Pentagon got into its deal

with the Michigan company.
One document dated September 1991: U.S. Army,
Secretary of the Army, Memorandum of

Decision, September 3, 1991, Subject: Au-
thority Under Public Law 85-804 to In-

clude an Indemnification Clause in Contract
DAMD 17-91 -CI 086 with Program Re-
sources, Inc.

A later version: U.S. Army, Secretary of the Army,
Memorandum of Decision, September 3,

1998, Subject: Authority Under PubHc Law
85-804 to Include an Indemnification Clause
in Contract DAMD 17-91 -CI 086 with Mich-
igan Biologic Products Institute.

Zaid provided the memos: Dwight Daniels, "An-
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thrax Shots Bad Medicine? Vaccine's Possible

Dangers Admitted in Military Papers/' San
Diego Union-Tribune^ June 29^ 1999^ p. 1.

insurance against a fire: Defense Department^
DoD News Briefings Kenneth H. Bacon^ June
29, 1999^ p. 1.

raise the price it paid: Steven Lee Myers^ "U.S.
Doubles Payment to Sole Source of Anthrax
Vaccine^'' Ar^z(; York Times, Aug. 5, 1999^ p. 16.

cost BioPort more than 3 million doses: Estimate of

doses lost after retesting provided by Robert
Myers^ chief scientific officer of BioPort^ in

May 2001 3 interview.

seven years to build: Senate Armed Services Com-
mittee^ Federal Document Clearing House
transcript^ July 12, 2000, p. 46. David Oliver,

principal deputy undersecretary of defense for

acquisition, said it would take seven years for a

company that did not have BioPort's coopera-

tion.

^"^overwrought response^\' Committee on Govern-
ment Reform, "The Department of Defense
Anthrax Vaccine Immunization Program: Un-
proven Force Protection," 106th Cong., 2nd
sess.. House Report 106-556, Apr. 3, 2000, p.

2.

^^medical Maginot Line^\' Ibid.:, P- 2.

anthrax program was a success: Inttrvitw, Lt. Col.

John Grabenstein. Figures were as of May
2001.

^^Any vaccine can cause serious reactions ^\' U.S.

Department of Defense, "What Everyone
Needs to Know About the Anthrax Vaccine,"

Nov. 10,2000.
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^^paucity ofpublished^ peer-reviewed literature^\' Insti-

tute of Medicine^ "An Assessment of the Safety

ofthe Anthrax Vaccine^ A Letter Report/' Wash-
ington, D.C., Mar. 30, 2000, pp. 5-6.

''early step'': Ibid., p. 6.

tiny number of serious adverse reactions: Centers

for Disease Control, Epidemiology and Preven-

tion of Vaccine-Preventable Diseases^ 6th ed.,

Jan. 2001, pp. 123-24. In 1989 to 1991, the

disease returned as the percentage of children

vaccinated declined sharply and 123 people

died, half of them children younger than 5

years old.

by the time the elaborate exercise: David S. Cloud,
"U.S. Plans for Mock Terrorist Attacks Get
Mixed Response from Top Officials," Wall

Street Journal, Mar. 20, 2000, p. B14.
the cause of death was plague: Thomas Inglesby,

Rita Grossman, and Tara O'Toole, "A Plague
on Your City: Observations from TopOff,"
Biodefense Quarterly (Sept. 2000), p. 3; also at

http://wv^^w.hopkins-biodefense.org/pages/news/

quarter2_2.html.

twice the official death toll: Ibid., p. 5.

plague, a highly contagious agent: Interview,

Richard E. Hoffman.
But plague, one ofPresident Clinton's: Even plague
might not necessarily result in the doomsday
scenario that some of the most pessimistic an-

alysts in TopOff implied. Helen Epstein, a mi-
crobiologist who has battled AIDS in Uganda
and studied infectious diseases in several poor
countries, notes that a 1994 outbreak of

plague in India killed only fifty people, despite
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India's badly dilapidated public-health ser-

vices. Plagues themselves are often limited by
environmental factors. Most Americans^ for

instance^ are relatively well nourished and
healthy and do not live in the overcrowded^
unsanitary conditions that help spread dis-

ease.

^^Gut-wrenching doomsday scenarios ^\' Interview^

Tommy F. Grier Jr.

TopOff had been very expensive: The uncertainty

over cost is just one of the many unanswered
questions about TopOff. Almost a year after

the exercise^ the Justice Department had yet to

release the long-scheduled report evaluating

the exercise's strengths and weaknesses. A
draft of a 40-page evaluation obtained by the

authors concludes^ among other things^ the

following: Hospitals were "inadequate to meet
demands during a large-scaleWMD [weapons
of mass destruction] incident." There was no
"widely accepted concept and plan for man-
agement of a large-scale bioterrorism inci-

dent^'' and arrangements for handling the

drill's hypothetical dead were "particularly

confusing." As with the National Guard Civil

Support Teams^ "responders lacked the neces-

sary personal protective equipment and detec-

tion equipment" and "procedures to restrict

international travel of contagious infected per-

sons" needed to be re-examined. Information

about the epidemic was not "shared or coordi-

nated in a timely manner/' and it was "un-

clear" who was in charge of responding to the

mock disaster. Getting drugs and treatment to
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infected people proved far harder than

anyone had anticipated. Finally^ the report

concludes^ budget shortages prevented some
key government agencies and departments
from participating. Office of Justice Programs
and Federal Emergency Management Agency^
et al., "Top Officials (TopOff) 2000, Exercise

Observation Report, Executive Summary/'
pp. 1-40.

''We zveren 't all exactly singing 'Kiimbaya

'

"'; Inter-

view, Greg Moser.
taught them invaluable lessons:lnXtrw\t'Wj, David B.

Sullivan, deputy director. City and County of

Denver Office of Emergency Management;
see also David Sullivan, "Exercise TOPOFF
2000: Lessons Learned," Bulletin of the Inter-

national Association of Emergency Managers^
available at www.iaem.com.

''Our public-health-care infrastructure'': interview^

Tara O'Toole.

to buy plastic bags: Ingelsby, Grossman, and
O'Toole, "A Plague on Your City," p. 8.

utterly inadequate: Ibid. ^ p. 8.

Amy SmithsoUy an analyst: Amy E. Smithson and
Leslie-Anne Levy, Ataxia: The Chemical and
Biological Terrorism Threat and the U.S, Re-
sponse (Washington, D.C.: Henry L. Stimson
Center, 2000).

funding for counterterrorism ro5^.- Executive Office

of the President, Office of Management and
Budget, "Annual Report to Congress on
Combating Terrorism," Mav 18, 2000, pp.
47-51,58-65.

criticism came from the General Accounting Office:
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See GAO reports^ among them;, "Combating
Terrorism: Spending on Governmentwide
Programs Requires Better Management and
Coordination3'' GAO/NSIAD-98-393 Dec. 1,

1997; "Combating Terrorism: Threat and
Risk Assessments Can Help Prioritize and
Tai^et Program Investments/' GAO/NSIAD-98-74,
Apr. 9^ 1998; "Combating Terrorism: Obser-
vations on Federal Spending to Combat Ter-
rorism/' Statement of Henry L. Hinton Jr.^

Assistant Comptroller on National Security

and International Affairs Division^ Before the

Subcommittee on National Security^ Veterans
Affairs and International Relations Com-
mittee on Government Reform^ Mar. 11^

1999; "Combating Terrorism: Need for Com-
prehensive Threat and Risk Assessments of

Chemicals and Biological Attacks/'

GAO/NSIAD-99-163; "Combating Ter-
rorism: Linking Threats to Strategies and Re-
sources^" Statement of Norman J. Rabkin^

Director^ National Security Preparedness Is-

sues^ National Security and International Af-

fairs Division, GAO/T-NSIAD-OO-2I83 July

26, 2000; "Combating Terrorism: Need to

Eliminate Duplicate Federal Weapons ofMass
Destruction Training," GAO/NSIAD-00-643
Mar. 2000; "Chemical and Biological De-
fense: Units Better Equipped but Training

and Readiness Reporting Problems Remain/'
GAO-0 1-27, Nov. 2000.

the ''not-if-but-when'': Smithson and Levy,

Ataxia^, p. 68. See also Jonathan B. Tucker and
Amy Sands, "An Unlikely Threat," Bulletin of
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the Atomic Scientists (July-Aug. 1999)3 p. 47;

W. Seth Carus^ "Biowarfare Threats in Per-

spective^" Press Briefings "Biological Wea-
pons and U.S. Security3" Washington^ D.C.^

Apr. 21, 1998: http://www.brook.edii/fp/events/

1 9980427_carus.htm.
their 1998 memo outlining the concept: Dod Tiger

Team^ "Department of Defense Plan for Inte-

grating National Guard and Reserve Compo-
nent Support for Response to Attacks Using
Weapons of Mass Destruction/' Jan. 1998^

chap. 4 (posted at www.defenselink.mil/pubs/

wmdresponse/).

unmitigated catastrophe: Office of the Inspector

General^ Department of Defense;, "Manage-
ment ofNational Guard Weapons ofMass De-
struction — Civil Support Teams^'' Report
No. D-200 1 -043^ Jan. 3 1 3 200 1 . All quotations

are from the 59-page report.

Only five of the ten r^am^.* Associated Press^ "Na-
tional Guard Anti-Terrorism Teams at Risk;

Faulty Equipment^ Training Leave Units Un-
ready After 3 Years^ Review Finds/' Wash-
ington Post, Feb. 263 2001 3 p. A4.

The Clinton effort initially focused: Department of

Defense^ Chemical and Biological Defense Pro-

gram: Annual Report to Congress, Mar. 2000^

pp. A1-A25.
The Pentagon's inspector general criticized: Office of

the Inspector General^ Department ofDefense^

Audit Report^ "The Low-Rate Initial Produc-
tion Decision for the Joint Biological Point De-
tection System/' Sept. 11, 2000, D-2000-187.
For an overview of the field's problems, see
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David R. Walt and David R. Franz, "Biological

Warfare Detection: A Host of Detection Strat-

egies Have Been Developed, but Each Has Sig-

nificant Limitations/' Analytical Chemistry

(Dec. 1, 2000)3 pp. 738a-46a.
Zeroing in on genes: Arnie Heller, "Uncovering

Bioterrorism," Science and Technology Review^

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(May 2000), pp. 4-12.

signatures were then copied into artificially made
snippets of DNA: Katie Walter, "Reducing the

Threat of Biological Weapons," Science and
Technology Review^ Lawrence Livermore Na-
tional Laboratory (June 1998), pp. 4-9.

a small chamber with a silicon chip: Phillip

Belgrader et al., "PCR Detection of Bacteria

in Seven Minutes,'' Science (Apr. 16, 1999),

pp. 449-50.
At the Stepnogorsk complex: Michael Dobbs,

"Soviet-Era Work on Bioweapons Still Worri-

some; Stall in U.S. Dismantling Effort Could
Pose Proliferation Threat," Washington Post^

Sept. 12, 2000, p. Al.

12. The Future

This chapter is based on interviews with Ken
Alibek, Sergei Popov, Shaun Jones, Stephen S.

Morse, Stephen A. Johnston, Russell J. Howard,
Joshua Lederberg, Matthew S. Meselson, and many
current and former government officials and scien-

tists who spoke on the condition of anonymity. The
chapter also drew on the literature cited below.
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Tenet had been pushing his agency to do more: For
an unclassified overview of the agency's initia-

tives^ see John A. Lauder^ special assistant for

nonproliferation to the Director of Central In-

telligence^ statement to the Commission to

Assess the Organization of the Federal Gov-
ernment to Combat the Proliferation of

Weapons ofMass Destruction^ Apr. 29^ 1 999.

he had warned Congress: Statement by Director of

Central Intelligence^ George J. Tenets as pre-

pared for delivery before the Senate Select

Committee on Intelligence hearing on "The
Worldwide Threat in 2000: Global Realities of

Our National Security/' Feb. 2, 2000.

treaty banned nations: Specifically^ the treaty

binds member states "never in any circum-
stances to develop^ produce^ stockpile or oth-

erwise acquire or retain: (1) Microbial or other

biological agents^ or toxins whatever their or-

igin or method of production^ of types and in

quantities that have no justification for pro-

phylactic^ protective or other peaceful pur-

poses; (2) Weapons^ equipment or means of

delivery designed to use such agents or toxins

for hostile purposes or in armed conflict."

''agent, agent, agent'': Videotape^ United States

Air Force Counterproliferation Center^, Air

War College^, "Biological Warfare Briefing by
Bill Patrick, Microbiologist," AUTV Video
Production, Air University, Maxwell Air Force
Base, Ala., F3569-99-0019, Feb. 23, 1999.
Our thanks to the provider of this tape, who
was not Bill Patrick and who shared it with us
on the condition of anonymity.
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'^he could pass for a roadie with the Grateful Dead^^:

Richard Preston3 The Hot Zone (New York:

Random House^ 1994), pp. 44-45.

asked for a more detailed briefing: In interviews,

U.S. intelligence officials maintained that it

was their usual practice to brief NSC officials

and other officials who needed to know about
such sensitive intelligence activities. They had
already begun to brief senior officials about
Clear Vision before the NSC asserts it asked

them to do so, intelligence officials said.

really need rockets?: U.S. intelligence officials, in

interviews, denied that the agency ever pro-

posed to build a Soviet-style rocket to test.

project was code-named Bacchus: Although the au-

thors have chosen to spell the project name as

it is commonly written, the Pentagon refers to

it in some secret documents as Bachus.
The result was gridlock: For how the Bush admin-

istration ended the bureaucratic impasse, see

Michael R. Gordon and Judith Miller, "U.S.

Germ Warfare Review Faults Plan on Enforce-

ment," New York Times, May 20, 2001, p. Al.

talk about what he had done: Although Popov has

been in the United States since 1992, he has

only rarely been interviewed. In the best previ-

ously published interview, Popov said that nei-

ther the British nor American intelligence

services had seemed interested in his germ
warfare research in the Soviet Union, because
"not a single person'' came to discuss his work
with him until "much later in Dallas." Even
then, according to one well-informed U.S.

source, the intelligence analyst who inter-
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viewed Popov asked only about the transfer of

sensitive germ technology to Iran^ Iraq^ and
other unfriendly states^ and virtually nothing
about his recombinant work. Popov dis-

cussed his gene modification research at

length with retired air force Col. Randall
Larsen3 director of the ANSER Institute for

Homeland Security. "Inside the Soviet Un-
ion's Biowarfare Program: Interviews with Dr.

Ken Alibek and Dr. Sergeui Popov/' ANSER
Institute for Homeland Security^ June 11^

2001; interview conducted on Nov. 1^ 2000^

p. 26. For an earlier version of this interview^

see "Serguei Popov Interview/' Journal of

Homeland Defense^ Nov. 13^ 2000^ available at

www.homelanddefense.org.
Alibek recalled in Biohazard.- Ken Alibek with

Stephen Handelman^ Biohazard: The Chilling

True Story of the Largest Covert Biological

Weapons Program in the World— Told from In-

side by the Man Who Ran It (New York:

Random House^ 1999)^ p. 164.

American and Italian scientists hadjust published a

paper: Rosetta Pedotti et al.^ "An Unexpected
Version of Horror Autotoxicus: Anaphylactic
Shock to a Self-Peptide^'' Nature Immunology
(Mar. 2001)3 pp. 217-22.

his own clear vision of the future: For an early de-
scription of the effort and the reaction of the
scientific community^ see Elliott Marshall^
"Too Radical for NIH? Try DARPA^'' Science

(Feb. 1, 1997)3 pp. 744-46. For an early re-

port by DARPA's head^ see Larry Lynn^ di-

rector of the Defense Advanced Research
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Projects Agency^ Statement to the Com-
mittee on Armed Services^ Subcommittee on
Acquisition and Technology^ United States

Senate^, Mar. 11^ 1997. Available at www.darpa.

mil/body/NewsItems/lynn_03_l l_97.html. See also

Paul Jacobs^ "Attack of the Killer Microbes/'

Los Angeles Times^, Aug. 9^ 1999^ p. Al.

working on forty-three different projects: For a

listing see Defense Advanced Research Proj-

ects Agency^ "Unconventional Pathogen Coun-
termeasures/' undated program description^

www.darpa.mil/dso/thrust/bwd/upc/navindex/

index.html.

he called the innovative method Expression Library

Immunization: Kathryn F. Sykes and Stephen
Albert Johnston^ "Linear Expression Ele-

ments: A Rapid^ in vivo^ Method to Screen for

Gene Functions/' Nature Biotechnology (Apr.

17, 1999), pp. 355-59; Michael A. Barry,

Wayne C. Lai, and Stephen Albert Johnston,

"Protection Against Mycoplasma Infection

Using Expression-Library Immunization,"
Nature (Oct. 19, 1995), pp. 632-35.

recombining genes in hundreds: Andrew Pollack,

"Selling Evolution in Ways Darwin Never
Imagined; IfYou Can Build a Better Gene, In-

vestors May Come,'' New York Times^, Oct. 28,

2000, p. C 1 . Analysts have noted that the com-
pany's techniques, by enhancing such proper-

ties as antibiotic resistance, might also be used
to make superbugs for war. See Steven M.
Block, "Living Nightmares: Biological

Threats Enabled by Molecular Biology," in

The New Terror: Facing the Threat of Biological
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and Chemical Weapons^ edited by Sidney D.
Drell et al. (Stanford: Hoover Institution

Press^ 1999)3 PP- 57-58; and Carina Dennis^

"The Bugs of War/' Nature (May \1 , 2001)^

pp. 232-35.

The annual budget wentfrom $59 million: Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency^
"RDT&E Budget Item Justification Sheet,"

Feb. 2000.
DIA program known as Project Jefferson: Defense
Department officials maintain that much of

the project's analysis and research is not classi-

fied and may even be published. But much of

Jefferson is shrouded in secrecy. The project

and its programs have been described in detail

to congressional committees that oversee in-

telligence and biodefense research and dis-

cussed with other intelligence agencies. U.S.

intelligence officials maintain that the White
House under both the Clinton and Bush ad-

ministrations were also briefed about Jef-

ferson. But they acknowledge that the

Clinton White House was probably not told

about the new research involving genetic

modification of anthrax because the request

to start work coincided with the transition be-

tween the Democratic and Republican ad-

ministrations. Intelligence officials also say

that the DIA inherited that project from the

CIA3 which decided against doing it under
Clear Vision for reasons that neither the CIA
nor DIA will discuss publicly. A rare recent

reference to Jefferson's work appears in a

study for the Pentagon which describes the
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project as an intelligence agency "tooV being
developed "to scientifically validate threats."

Brad Roberts^ "Biological Weapons in Major
Theater War/' Institute for Defense Analyses^

19983 1999, p. 6.

reviewing classified and openly published scientific

literature: The information from Jefferson

Project work is entered into a giant, largely se-

cret database— BACHWORTH, the "biolog-

ical and chemical warfare on line repository of

technical holdings." U.S. intelligence officials

say that civilian agencies, such as the depart-

ments of Agriculture and Health and Human
Services, are increasingly turning to the giant

DIA data bank for help in assessing threats to

American crops, livestock, and public safety.

Another group of government and outside ad-

visers, known as the "2020" team, advises Jef-

ferson in grappling with the military potential

of advanced new research.

DIA turned to Battelle: Battelle, which permitted

Judith Miller in April 2001, to visit its head-
quarters in Columbus, Ohio, and its facility in

West Jefferson about twenty minutes away, has

declined comment on any aspect of its work
for the DIA's Jefferson Project or the CIA's
Clear Vision, saying that the institute's "cus-

tomers" do not want such work discussed.

Battelle has withdrawn an undated brochure it

published earlier about the project. The bro-

chure states that Jefferson focuses on assessing

foreign threats by "determining risks of cur-

rent/new agents" through "literature studies"

and "lab analysis." It also seeks to "evaluate
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weaponization and effectiveness of delivery

capabilities" through means that U.S. intelli-

gence officials have declined to discuss^ and to

"analyze biotechnological infrastructure and
activities."

Australian scientists announced: Ronald J. Jackson
et al.3 "Expression of Mouse Interleukin-4 by
a Recombinant Ectromelia Virus Suppresses

Cytolytic Lymphocyte Responses and Over-
comes Genetic Resistance to Mousepox/'
Journal of Virology (Feb. 2001), pp. 1205-10.

''We felt we had a moral obligation'' : William J.

Broad, "Australians Create a Deadly Mouse
Virus," New York Times, Jan. 23, 2001, p. A6.

Meselson's hope for the future: Philip Heymann,
Matthew Meselson, and Richard Zeckhauser,
"Criminalize the Traffic in Terror Weapons,"
Washington Post, Apr. 15, 1998, p. A19.

Russia and South Africa: For a scholarly review of

the issue of ethnic weapons, see British Med-
ical Association, Biotechnology,, Weapons and
Humafiity (Amsterdam: Harwood Academic
Publishers, 1999), pp. 53-67.

Conclusions

a five-pound bag o/anr/zrax.Tnterview, William C.
Patrick III. An interesting demonstration of
the resonance of Secretarv Cohen's misstate-

ment in his 1997 interview with ABC can be
found in a Wall Street Journal editorial on
Friday, July 27, 2001. The editorial asserted

that "a quantity the size of a five-pound bag of
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sugar could wipe out New York City." Wall
Street Journal^ p. A8.

Sheela subsequently moved to Switzerland: First re-

ported by Jeanie Senior^ "Anand Sheela Tends
Patients in Switzerland/' The Oregonian^ Dec.
263 1999. And in a telephone interview^ March
2OOO3 Sheela Birnstiel^ as she is now known^
said she owns and operates two nursing homes
near Basel which employ seventeen people
and offer an atmosphere that is "friendly^

warm^ and nonthreatening." Sheela said that

Alzheimer's patients were her favorite.

Though they required some "medication to

calm them down/' she said^ she never locked

them up. She said she had put "all my bad
memories behind me/' and insisted that she

was not guilty of the poisonings for which she

was jailed. She had only followed the dictates

"of the man I loved/' she said^ referring to the

Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh. The guru died in

1 990 in his native India^ after having been con-

victed of immigration fraud in 1985 and de-

ported from the United States. Sheela said she

has no contacts with anyone from the cult and
that her conscience is clear. She had pleaded

guilty only to settle the charges and end the

episode. "But I wasn't guilty; and I'm not

guilty/' she said. "Lovers don't commit
crimes. I was a lover."

largest hospital in The Dalles: Interview^ Gayle Ja-

cobson^ pathologist^ Mid-Columbia Hospital.

did create such a committee: The committee was
called the Non-Proliferation Advisory Panels

whose members included scientists^ govern-
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ment officials^ academics and public health

specialists.

warned James Forrestal: Caryl P. Haskins et al.^

"Report of the Secretary of Defense's Ad Hoc
Committee on Biological Warfare/' July II3

1949.
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